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Abstract 

The thesis contains two principal areas of investigation. First, the archaeological 

evaluation of the proposed hypothesis that no existing ancient woodland within the 

study area is primary and those that remain are secondary. The second main area of 

archaeological examination concerns how archaeology can identify the changing 

pattern of woodland management and its industries. 

It is argued that there is a distinct relationship between leah field-names, Domesday 

distribution, and current ancient woodland. The presence of large numbers of leah 

field-names and ancient woodland directly beside parish boundaries suggests a 

continuity of landscape. The relationship of past woodland and stability of parish 

boundaries is further demonstrated through investigation of the West Wansdyke. The 

long held belief that the three major gaps within the West Wansdyke were due to 

dense woodland cover is successfully challenged. 

Though many are at least 1500 years old, fieldwork found that 26% of ancient 

woodlands surveyed are secondary. It is argued that no longer can the majority of 

ancient woodland within the study area be declared primary. Through a multi

disciplinary approach archaeobotanical surveys assessed the age-range and past 

management of ancient woodlands. Contrary to current opinion, it is suggested that 

within the study area, rather than wood-pasture, the majority of woodlands at the time 

of Domesday were coppice-with-standards. Distinct differences in woodbank 

morphology were revealed. It is argued that a number were erected as a means of 

monumentalising the site. The results of the thesis are not limited to the study area 

but have relevance for measuring ancient woodland landscapes within the remainder 

of southern England. 
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Chapter I,' ,An outline of the thesis comprising a definition of the problems, 

review of the literature, and the work that is to be undertaken. 

Aims 

Very little work has been undertaken on the archaeology of ancient woodland and the 

number of sites investigated in detail is small. Although a great deal has been written 

upon the history of ancient woodland very little work has been undertaken on the 

archaeology of these woods to measure the survival of these features and to provide a 

dynamic model of their evolution and cyclical expansion. However, recently there 

has been a growth of interest and the recognition that, though not conventional 

'monuments', woods should be regarded as distinct archaeological entities 

(Bowden,1999,135). Archaeological research on ancient woodland is of vital 

importance for arguments concerning landscape exploitation and continuity, since it 

forces us to consider specific aspects of landscape archaeology. 

This thesis is the first to propose a multi-disciplinary approach combining several 

methods of archaeological research to address two principal areas of investigation. 

First, the archaeological evaluation of the proposed hypothesis that no existing ancient 

woodland within the study area (Fig. 1.1) is primary and that those that remain are 

secondary. To assess the validity of this statement various archaeological methods 

will be employed to measure both the survival of features not associated with 

woodland management and those directly related to its past organisation. The 

research will reconstruct woodlands, developing broad dates for their origins, 

regeneration and exploitation. 
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Figure 1.1. Map of the study area, northern Somerset (outline map adapted from 

Kain & Oliver,1995). The depicted parish boundaries are from the Tithe maps. 

The study area comprises 131 parishes containing 219 ancient woodlands. 



The second main area of archaeological examination concerns how archaeology can 

identify the changing pattern of woodland management and its industries. The 

intensification of land-use of woodlands from later prehistory to the post-medieval 

period will be revealed. The various woodland industries recovered from the 

archaeological record will be reconstructed. The archaeological reconstruction of 

woodlands and the development of broad dates for their origins, regeneration, and 

exploitation, will place ancient woodlands within their wider landscape setting. 

Why Study Ancient Woodland? 

Archaeological assessment of ancient woodland is vital, not only due to the continual 

loss of this archaeological resource through clearance and replanting, but because it is 

important to so many aspects of landscape archaeology. An archaeological 

assessment of ancient woodland is vital for arguments concerning landscape 

continuity, not only for the post-Roman phase but also for earlier and later periods. 

Analysis of the formation and evolution of estate and parish boundaries must consider 

the contraction and regeneration of ancient woodland and the implications of such for 

dating boundary formation. The importance of this will be demonstrated within this 

thesis through intensive analysis of leah field-names. 

Ancient woodlands are archaeological reserves, safeguarding interior earthworks by 

restricting plough damage. Such earthworks include those related to the past 

management of the woodland such as charcoal platforms and woodbanks. many of 

which are medieval in date. Ancient woodlands also preserve pre-woodland 

earthworks in a far better state than in surrounding farmed fields (see discussion of 

Scars and Lye Wood, Chapter 4). The surveying of such earthworks, that would not 
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be visible on aerial photographs, increases archaeological awareness of the extent of 

prehistoric, Roman and medieval land-use. 

Analysis of the interior vegetation of ancient woodland is of importance for 

arguments concerning the age of ancient woodland and also its past management, 

both of which are vital to assessing landscape evolution. The ground flora of ancient 

woodland can provide evidence of the age-range of ancient woodland and also past 

management that is not evident in other archaeological sources, such as documents or 

earthworks (see Chapter 7). Surviving tree species can be used for reconstructing 

medieval industries, and periods of intensification of land-use through transference to 

coppice. Ancient woodlands are living monuments, their vegetation being evidence 

of earlier landscape management. For instance, massive Small-leaved Lime Tilia 

cordata coppice stools within Cheddar Wood, Cheddar, are direct relicts of Roman 

landscape organisation. 

Definitions of Woodland - Wildwood 

Though they have existed for millions of years the ecological continuity of woodland 

within Britain has been greatly affected by the Ice Ages. The establishment of a 

hospitable climate for woodland growth at the end of the last Ice Age (c.8,OOO BC) 

led to trees from a southern latitude slowly migrating north. Birch Betula sp., Aspen 

Populus tremula. and Sallow Salix sp., were followed by Pine Pinus sp. and Hazel 

Corylus avellana, then Alder Alnus glutinosa and Oak Quercus sp.; next Lime TWa 

sp. and Elm Ulmus sp.; then Holly Ilex aquifolium, Ash Fraxinus excelsior, Beech 

Fagus sylvatica, Hornbeam Carpinus betulus, and Maple Acer sp. 

(Rackham,1986,68). 
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Clare (1995,6) argues that the eventual woodland composition was a mosaic of 

species with varying rates of types within certain areas. Although recently contested 

(see following paragraph), Rackham has argued that trees covered almost the whole 

of the British Isles (Rackham,1990,28). This woodland cover is commonly referred 

to as wildwood, a term that belongs to sites that have never been managed. None 

remains today and the date when it was lost is disputed. 

There has recently been debate about the original extent of wildwood and its 

composition. Frans Vera (2000,370) has argued that the natural vegetation following 

the last Ice Age contained a mosaic of grasslands, scrub, solitary trees, and groups of 

trees, in which the closest modem analogy is wood-pasture. This argument has been 

based on a reassessment of pollen cores and the effect upon the landscape of large 

plant eating mammals (Vera,2000,357). This argument suggests that the clearance 

and cultivation of prehistoric woodland began in an open, irregularly wooded 

landscape rather than one of complete woodland cover. 

The excavated evidence from the Somerset Levels (discussed in Chapter 2) 

demonstrates that within this area management and clearance of wildwood was 

already well under way during the Neolithic period. Bradley (1978a,99) argues that 

the nature of Bronze Age settlement expansion and its effects upon woodland cover 

owed part of their character to the Late Neolithic. It has been suggested that there 

was less woodland in lowland Britain in 1000 BC than at present (Taylor,1983,20), 

and Rackham (1990,35) argues that fifty per cent of woodland had ceased to be 

wildwood by the early Iron Age. 
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Frans Vera's (2000) representation of a wood-pasture landscape is one that has 

important implications not only for the period when woodland ceased to be wildwood 

but also for arguments concerning the degree of secondary woodland and the extent 

and type of prehistoric and Roman woodland management. Recently there has been 

critical analysis of Vera's arguments suggesting that the wood-pasture hypothesis has 

been applied too broadly (Vines,2002,37). It has been suggested instead that a greater 

number of openings existed in woodland than hitherto believed, but not to the extent 

that wood-pasture was universal (Vines,2002,37). 

Recorded measurements of massive Oaks extracted from the Forest of Dean in the 

thirteenth century have been claimed as possible late-surviving wildwood 

(Rackham,1986,136). However, the prevalence of Oaks has caused Peterken 

(1996,327) to suggest that the woodland was not wildwood and had originated after 

disturbance. Dr Michael Costen (pers. comm.) has argued that much of the Forest 

was open from late in the Roman period, and suggests it may have been a hunting 

preserve in the Anglo-Saxon period and post eleventh century. 

On the basis of the limited archaeological evidence present for the Failand Ridge, 

within the study area, Bond (1995,119) argues that much of the original wildwood 

had been cleared during the prehistoric period. There are no suitable pollen cores 

within the study area to assess the period when woodland ceased to be wildwood. 

Intensive management demonstrated from nearby prehistoric wetland excavations on 

the Somerset Levels, the population expansion during the Roman period, and the 

scarcity of large areas of woodland within the available Saxon charters for the study 
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area, together suggest that wildwood was quickly brought under management, with 

the likelihood that at most only small pockets remained at the beginning of the Roman 

period. 

Definitions of Woodland - Primary and Secondary 

Primary woodlands are sites that although managed have never been cleared and 

cultivated as arable or pasture. Though little archaeological research has taken place 

there has been great debate on the extent of primary ancient woodland in Britain 

(Brown,1982; Dark,2000; Dark & Dark,1997; Day,1991; Dyer,1991; Edwards,1982; 

Girling,1982; Greig, 1982; Peterken,1996; Rackham,1986; Schumer,1999; 

Thomas,1982; Wager,1998; Waton,1982; Williamson,2003). Following the Nature 

Conservancy Council guidelines (Pinches & Lister,1988,3) which are adhered to by 

English Nature, and the majority of woodland historians and archaeologists, to qualify 

as ancient, woodland must be proven to have existed since at least 1600 AD. Ancient 

secondary woodland occupies sites that, although continuous woodland since 1600 

AD, had previously been arable or pasture. Woodland can be proven secondary but 

can only be suggested as primary. 

Secondary ancient woodlands vary from post-dissolution regeneration (pre-1600 AD) 

overlying earlier ridge and furrow to prehistoric regrowth covering Iron Age field 

systems that appear to have remained wooded ever since initial abandonment. The 

archaeological distinction between primary and secondary woodlands is fraught with 

problems. The surveying of earthworks within woodland, such as ridge and furrow, 

can prove a site is secondary, though the absence of such evidence is not proof the 

wood is primary. 
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It is only through a combination of a variety of archaeological methods that woodland 

can be suggested as a primary possibility. This should include, map regression, 

earthwork surveys, documentary analysis, archaeobotanical surveying, and where 

appropriate, pollen analysis. Such additional methods are suitable for exposing post

Roman regeneration yet for earlier periods where documentary sources are silent and 

vegetation surveys are of limited assistance, without earthwork remains it is harder to 

establish if the woodland is secondary. The identification of a positive event, such as 

a clearance phase rather than the absence of such an occasion make the identification 

of secondary woodland easier to prove. Even with pollen cores it can only be 

suggested that woodland is primary as gaps within the pollen record could 

theoretically represent a clearance phase. 

Other factors blur the distinction between primary and secondary sites. For instance 

the felling of a wood for pasture may be incomplete and a section of trees remain that 

then successfully regenerate the area. If the site was allowed to immediately 

regenerate without being put to pasture then the woodland remains primary. However 

if the site had been pastured, even for one month, then the woodland is now part 

secondary and part primary (Peterken,1996,18). The archaeological identification of 

such a short time-scale of land-use alteration is near impossible. From their 

vegetation species and substantial coppice stools, ancient secondary woodlands can 

often resemble possible primary woodlands (see Chapter 7). It is essential that 

attempts are made to deduce the scale of ancient secondary woodland not only for the 

sake of understanding woodland history but also because of its importance within 

arguments concerning other aspects of landscape archaeology. 
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The Nature Conservancy Council (English Nature) has compiled mapped inventories 

of proposed ancient woodland for Somerset (post-1974) and Avon (Lister & 

Pinches,1986; Pinches & Lister,1988). Referring to the state of ancient woodland in 

each county both inventories declare, 'the majority are believed to be primary, that is 

that they are the surviving fragments of primaeval forests, the climax vegetation type 

of this country' (Lister & Pinches,1986,19; Pinches & Lister, 1988,3). Peterken 

(1993,12) had argued that in many areas the great majority of ancient woodlands are 

primary. Recent pollen research confirming the secondary status of woodlands that 

could otherwise be considered primary has led to a reappraisal of the rate of 

secondary woodland, and he (ibid. 1996,18) now suggests that the proportion of 

secondary ancient woodland may be higher than once thought. However, not all 

ancient woodlands are considered secondary. The Failand Ridge lies within the 

north-west section of the study area. Bond (1995,138) has demonstrated the 

continuity of land-use in terms of woodland cover for this area and argues that some 

of these woodlands are potential primary candidates. Ground surveying found a small 

number in this area are possibly primary, though the majority investigated were 

secondary (see Chapter 2). 

Pollen cores have rarely been taken within woodlands (Gerrard,1998,7) and no pollen 

samples testing the primary status of ancient woodland have been carried out within 

the study area. The small number of woodlands within England that have had pollen 

samples researched revealed that many sites that otherwise appear primary had phases 

of past clearance and major disturbance (S.Dark,1996; Dark & Dark,1997; Day,1990; 

1991; 1993b; Edwards,1986; Mitchell,1988). Other forms of archaeological research 
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will therefore be undertaken as a means of investigating the hypothesis that all 

remaining ancient woodlands in the study area are secondary. 

Pollen cores taken from woodland in the Oxfordshire region found that all showed 

episodes of prehistoric clearance and subsequent regeneration (Day,1991,445). In the 

case of Sidlings Copse, Oxfordshire, pollen sequences revealed that Early Bronze Age 

clearance was followed by woodland regeneration in the Late Bronze Age 

(Day,1991,1993b). Such clearance phases may not have created long lasting 

earthworks and if remaining as woodland cover from the period of regeneration the 

site would be indistinguishable in terms of its tree species, ground flora, and 

woodbanks, from primary woodland. Though it is theoretically plausible for a 

disturbance phase to have been missed in the applied sampling method, a small 

number of primary possibilities have been put forward (Baker et al,1978; 

Piggott,1993). 

Whilst the meaning of the terms wildwood, primary and secondary woodland are 

commonly understood between landscape historians and ecologists, there are 

differences in use of taxonomy. As the thesis is multi-disciplinary the taxonomy 

throughout adheres to that used by professional ecologists by following Stace (1997). 

For instance ash will be referred to as Ash Fraxinus excelsior with the latin being 

used in the first instance for each species. 

Definitions of Woodland - Recent Secondary Woodland 

Recent secondary woodland (post-1600) often has straight-sided boundaries, is 

frequently situated on level ground or gentle slopes, and incorporates names such as 
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Plantation, Field or Gorse. Such woodland requires identifying so that it can be 

dismissed from consideration of the ancient woodland landscape. 

The bulk of the ancient woodlands in the study area have irregular boundaries, a sign 

of past assarting and piecemeal alterations. This is the case for the whole of historic 

Somerset. A number of ancient woodlands incorporate names that suggest an early 

status. Often they have the same name as the parish, such as Loxton Wood, Cheddar 

Wood, and Hutton Wood. Others contain elements referring to woodland such as 

grove (Atgrove Wood, Compton Dando), and leah (Hartley Wood, Clutton). Other 

woodland names give an indication as to past land-use and ownership of the site. 

Folly Wood, Stowey-Sutton, was once contained within a deer park. 

The twentieth century saw great change in woodland composition and distribution. 

At the tum of the century woodland comprised approximately 5% of the total land 

cover (Peterken & Hughes, 1990,49). A third of these woods were managed as 

coppice (Ingrouille,1995,256). At the end of the twentieth century woodland cover 

had doubled and stood at 10%. Only 2% of this was managed as coppice (Warren & 

Fuller, 1993,11). The increase in woodland cover was not through regeneration but 

deliberate planting and often on land that did not have a history of tree cover. 

Often these plantations were conifers rather than native species. This has led to the 

situation where the most common tree in Britain is the non-native Sitka spruce Picea 

sitchensis (Peterken,1996,4). Whilst the distribution of ancient woodland within the 

study area will be shown to correspond with the general pattern of woodland cover 

from the Anglo-Saxon period through to Domesday and into the post-medieval 
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period, the present mosaic of woodland plantations and the loss of long standing 

management practices has disrupted the historic woodland landscape setting. 

Since 1945 approximately one third of the ancient woodlands of Britain have been 

replanted, nearly always with conifers (Rackham,1990,105). From 1950 to 1973 

agriculture and forestry led to the loss of a third of the ancient woodlands that 

remained in 1945; the rate of destruction for this period was without parallel in history 

(Rackham,1986,97). It has been stated that ancient woodland occupies approximately 

2.6% of the land surface for England (Spencer & Kirby,1992). From calculations 

using data within Chapter 4, it will be shown that surviving ancient woodland 

currently comprises 2.3% of the land cover of the study area. 

Explanation of the terms Coppice and Wood-Pasture 

A coppiced woodland is where tree species are cut at ground level at regular intervals, 

generally between four and fifteen years, and allowed to grow again from the stool. 

Evidence of coppice woodlands have been demonstrated for the Neolithic period 

(Coles & Coles,1986; Rackham,1977). Coppice-with-standards is self explanatory in 

that a coppice site had regular standards in order to supply timber. Timber refers to 

standard trees with a girth of over 60cm that would be used for structures, whilst 

wood or underwood is referring to the cut coppice utilised for fuel and tools. 

Coppicing is an intensive form of land management, selecting specific tree species for 

cutting, where regrowth would require protection from browsing through the use of 

hedging, fencing or a woodbank. 
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Wood-pasture is less intensive than coppicing, being a dual purpose land management 

where animals or deer were systematically grazed. Trees would be pollarded at a 

height of approximately 2m, thus being too high to be reached by browsing animals. 

If left unchecked, cattle and deer could eventually gain the upper hand with the 

demise of regrowth, resulting in a situation where all that remained was a scattering of 

pollards. In a compartmented wood-pasture, a form of fence or hedging would 

protect defined areas of regrowth. 

Due to the potential density of coppice stools in comparison to pollards, the wood 

supplied by a coppice site would far surpass that from wood-pasture. The 

transference of woodland from a principle site of timber and wood-pasture to one of 

coppice is a dramatic conversion from capital growth to a high regular income. As 

such this change would have required an increased level of investment in the 

protection of what would become a more constant income and valued resource. 

Within this thesis the period when large-scale transference from wood-pasture to 

coppice-with-standards took place is considered in detail. 

A Review of Current Literature - Post-Roman Woodland Regeneration 

Debate has ensued since Hoskins (1955,37) argued that mass regeneration was an 

inevitable consequence of the end of the Roman period. Brown & Foard (1998,71) 

show that during the late fourth or early fifth century there was a drastic change in the 

rural settlement pattern and presumably also in land use, with the growth of woodland 

in some places, but Lewis et al (1997,25) argue that the collapse of the Roman 

administration would not have interrupted peasant farming. 
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Results from field-walking within Essex, have led Williamson (1998,5) to suggest 

that the population fell to low levels in the early Saxon period. However, in his 

analysis of the Severn Estuary region, which covers the western section of the study 

area, Rippon (1997,56) argues against a population collapse in the post-Roman 

period. There is wide-ranging acknowledgement of a climatic downturn from the 

fifth century (Baillie, 1994; 1995; Dark,2000). This may have led to some 

regeneration on what was considered marginal land, a view held by Dyer (1989). It is 

plausible that within the study area some areas of arable passed over to pasture and 

that a number of coppice woods reverted to a less-intensive wood-pasture. 

Whilst Fulford (1990,30) acknowledges that there is evidence of post Roman 

regeneration on upland zones the argument for widespread woodland regeneration in 

the fifth and sixth centuries is considered a 'myth.' Within north-west Essex, 

Williamson (2003,104) has recorded Iron Age and Romano-British earthworks 

beneath woodland on heavier plateau soils. Schumer's (1984; 1999) analysis of the 

wooded Forest of Wychwood, West Oxfordshire; and Dyer's (1991) survey of the 

woodland landscape of Hanbury, north-east Worcestershire; have demonstrated that 

some areas of later medieval woodland were settled in the Romano-British period and 

as such are secondary. 

When considering the Severn Estuary region, Rippon (1997,123) sees the centuries 

after 400 AD as a period of general continuity. Though within the study area no 

datable pollen samples for the post-Roman period have been taken. the small number 

analysed elsewhere within England generally support continuity of landscape 

exploitation with minimum regeneration (Bell,1989,286; Cleary, 1995, 14). From 
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pollen research, Dark (S.Dark,1996,39) has suggested that most sites in England and 

Wales reveal continued landscape use or even intensification in the immediate post

Roman period. 

It has been proposed that where regeneration took place it was a phenomenon of the 

middle rather than the early Saxon period (Cleary,1995,14; Higham,1992,79). Hooke 

(1998,139) suggests that part of this woodland revival may have been a deliberate 

policy to mark territorial boundaries. There is also the possibility that some 

regeneration was intentional so that new woodland could be brought under 

management. It is generally acknowledged that there is a scarcity of archaeological 

evidence of Anglo-Saxon presence in Somerset, which covers the study area, between 

the seventh and eleventh centuries (Aston,1994,230; Eagles,1994,18; 

Hinton, 1994,37). Measuring the extent of abandonment and subsequent regeneration 

is exacerbated because Saxon settlement prior to the tenth century is difficult to 

recover. 

The use of the term 'widespread' in arguments concerning regeneration is misleading 

for it suggests that woodland regrowth was both regular and frequent. Secondary 

woodland could have occurred frequently within certain areas, such as on marginal 

pasture and uplands, and yet not have touched vast tracts of land. The debate over 

regeneration should not lead to general conclusions being derived from local 

examples. 

As no woodland pollen cores exist for post-Roman regeneration within the study area 

it was decided to incorporate other forms of archaeological research. These included 
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extensive field-name analysis, charter sources and analysis of pre-woodland 

earthworks. For example, examination of Anglo-Saxon charters that lie within the 

study area reveals a landscape of small but generally frequent areas of woodland 

(Costen,1983; 1992; 1994; Grundy,1935). Had there been 'widespread' Saxon 

regeneration it would be expected that a greater number of woodland associated 

names would appear in place-names and for further woodland to be recorded in the 

available charter evidence. 

A Review of Current Literature - Woodland in the Medieval Landscape 

Rackham (1990) suggests that the most usual type of woodland in England at the time 

of Domesday was wood-pasture. Though conceding that specific management types 

are not explicit within Domesday Book, from documentary research of medieval 

woodland in Warwickshire, Wager (1998,11) shares this dual-purpose savannah 

landscape interpretation. From research of woodland landscapes in Essex, 

Williamson (2003,58) suggests that there is continuity of woodland distribution 

during the middle Saxon period to Domesday and that many were managed as wood

pasture. 

Not all woodlands at the time of Domesday were wood-pasture. Within Chapter 4 it 

will be argued that the regular use of the expression 'underwood' within the 

Domesday Book for Somerset is directly referring to coppice woods. Wager 

(1998,193) suggests that a significant number of small coppice woodlands, known as 

groves, were omitted from Domesday Book, and that a number of these were coppice 

sites within the late Saxon period. From analysis of swine renders in the Domesday 

Book for Suffolk, evidence of under recording of Domesday coppice woods for this 
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area has also been proposed (Rackham,1980,120). In her assessment of Domesday 

woodland within Oxfordshire, Schumer (1984,35; 1999,40) argues that there was a 

mixture of both coppice and wood-pasture sites. From analysis of the Charter of 

Eynsham of 1005 and earthwork evidence within surviving ancient woodlands, 

Schumer (1999,40) argues that it is plausible that the earth banks represent coppice 

woodlands, that may have been managed as such since at least the Saxon period. 

By applying a multi-disciplinary approach, it will be argued that within northern 

Somerset, at the time of the Domesday Book, the extent of wood-pasture has been 

over-emphasised, and that the Domesday wood-pasture argument for South-east 

England can not be generally applied to the remainder of England. The extent of 

wood-pasture and coppice sites within the study area will be measured through a 

variety of archaeological methods. It will be argued that the majority of ancient 

woodlands within the study area were managed as intensive coppice-with-standards, 

and that this practice was already well established by the ninth and tenth centuries. 

No other studies of medieval woodland have been multi-disciplinary, combining 

methods such as earthwork surveys with intensive field-name evidence, documentary 

and cartographic analysis, and archaeobotanical surveys. For instance, Rackham 

(1975; 1980; 1986; 1989; 1990) and Peterken (1993; 1996) have principally applied 

their extensive ecological knowledge in assessing ancient woodlands in south-east 

England. Dyer (1989; 1991; 1994), and, Wager (1998) have taken more of an 

historical approach to analysis of ancient woodland in Warwickshire; as has Schumer 

(1984, 1999) in Oxfordshire; whilst Day (1990; 1991; 1993a; 1993b) has primarily 

utilised available pollen cores for her assessment of ancient woodland in Oxfordshire. 
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A multidisciplinary approach is important because arguments are strengthened 

through support from a variety of evidence. Arguments based on one source, such as 

documents, are not only relying on the vagaries of their survival, but also neglect the 

opportunity of testing and strengthening such judgements through the use of 

additional archaeological material. 

The Study Area 

The study area comprises 131 parishes (Fig. 1.1) representing a wide variety of 

topography, geology and soils, containing both dispersed and nucleated settlements. 

The northern boundary is that of historic Somerset (pre-1974 changes). The Somerset 

I Avon boundary was disregarded as it is a recent division cutting historic parishes 

and thereby distorting the distribution pattern of ancient woodland. 

The eastern boundary is the ancient division between historic Somerset and Wiltshire, 

and the western boundary is the natural frontier bordering the Bristol Channel. The 

southern margin is the southern edge of the Hundreds of Chewton, Kilmersdon, 

Wellow, and Winterstoke (Kelly's Directory of Somerset, 1910,4). The natural 

boundary of the River Brue and the River Frome was not considered as both cut 

parishes and have no direct relationship to ancient woodland. The borders of the 

Hundreds were chosen because they are historic boundaries. 

The varied topography within the study area (described below) provided excellent 

conditions for landscape exploitation of a variety of resources associated with upland, 

lowland and coastal environments that in part explain the density of Roman and later 

settlement and its position as a place of wealth. 
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The main uplands of the study area are the Mendip Hills, these being at its southern 

boundary. Central Mendip averages 250m in height, the highest point being 325m at 

Beacon Batch. There are over three hundred Early Bronze Age barrows spread over 

Mendip (Grinsell,1970,15). Prehistoric barrows of this area and north Somerset have 

recently been surveyed by Lewis (2001). Iron Age hillforts on the Mendips range 

from small univallate earthworks such as the 0.8ha Burrington Camp, to the 

impressive 7.3ha multi vallate hillfort Dolebury Camp, once referred to by the locals 

as 'The City' (Mason,1962,32). Through analysis of hillfort settlement and field 

systems, Burrow (1987,51) has demonstrated high occupation levels within the study 

area during the Iron Age. Post-Roman occupation has been proposed for a number of 

hillforts that lie within this area (Burrow,1981; 1987). 

The topography of the Mendips contrasts sharply with the low-lying peat and 

alluvium valleys of the Somerset Levels that cover approximately 600km2• The high 

level of preservation of prehistoric organic material within this area has been 

demonstrated most notably by Coles and Coles (1986). The majority of the Somerset 

Levels is situated beyond the southern boundary of the study area. The north 

Somerset Levels are contained within the study area, comprising approximately 

100km2 of low lying ground, separated from the central Somerset Levels by the 

western end of the Mendips, also referred to as the Bleadon HiIls. 

The low-lying ground within the north Somerset Levels includes Banwell, 

Congresbury, Puxton and Kenn Moors, this area being included within Rippon's 

(1997) survey of the Severn Estuary. The Severn Estuary forms in part the western 
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boundary of the study area. The Severn has the largest catchment of all rivers in 

Britain, its range between highest and lowest tides being 14.4m (Rippon, 1997,14). 

Linear excavations preceding the construction of the MS motorway have revealed 

dense Roman settlement within the study area along the fen edge in Congresbury, the 

Wring valley, and Portishead, with sites every O.S-O.7km (Rippon, 1997 ,117). 

Dense Roman settlement has been suggested for the whole of the former county of 

Avon, that covers the majority of the study area (Bird,1987,S9). This has been 

demonstrated with excavations at Chew Valley Lake (Rahtz & Greenfield,1978), the 

distribution of wic settlements surrounding Bath (Costen,1992,68), and excavation 

and fieldwork in the parishes of Wrington and Butcombe (Fowler,1968; 1970; 1978). 

The study area contains Bath in its entirety, with its extensive Roman remains 

(Cunliffe,1987), and the southern half of Bristol, with its Norman castle and medieval 

walls (Ponsford,1987). 

The study area also contains the West Wansdyke, a ISkm linear earthwork, travelling 

between Maes Knoll hill fort and Horsecombe Vale, Bath. Costen (1992,71) argues 

that the earthwork formed a frontier zone, being a political rather than military 

boundary between the Old Welsh of Somerset to the south and new English groups to 

the north. 

Though widespread, at no period was mining within the study area on a grand scale, 

such as that evidenced within the Weald. Roman lead works have been demonstrated 

through excavations at Charterhouse, on the Mendips (Todd,1993; 1994); and on a 

reduced scale from excavations preceding the flooding of Chew Valley Lake (Rahtz 
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& Greenfield,1977,17). Medieval and later lead and iron workings were present on 

Broadfield Down, but were not of a large scale (see Chapter 6). 

Possible Royal estate centres, situated within the study area, have been postulated for 

Cheddar, Congresbury, Bedminster and Keynsham (Costen, 1992,92). The division of 

Royal estates between east and west Somerset was clear from an early date, being 

concentrated in the eastern lowland regions, in the area most heavily settled in Roman 

times (Costen,1992,98). At the time of Domesday, large estates within the study area 

were held by both the king and the church, whilst in western Somerset the church did 

not hold such large estates. 

Of the six and a half Royal Forests present in medieval Somerset, all of Mendip 

Forest and portions of Filwood and Selwood Forest were present within the study 

area. Of these only the half-Forest of Selwood (the other half of Selwood Forest 

being in Wiltshire) can be shown to have consisted of more woodland than the rest of 

the county (Rackham,1988a,21). Mendip Forest covered much open pasture on the 

high carboniferous plateau whilst woodland, such as Cheddar Wood, existed on the 

steep southern slopes. 

Geology 

Though Somerset has a diverse geology, none of its rocks date back more than 430 

million years (Hardy,1999,16). Western Somerset is largely characterised by three 

major stratigraphical units, Devonian, and Triassic and Permian, whilst south-east 

Somerset is predominantly Jurassic rock. The study area comprises a diversity of 

geological units incorporating Jurassic, Triassic and Permian, Carboniferous, and 
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smaller areas of Devonian stratigraphical units. In general terms the geology of the 

eastern section of the study area from Bath south to Frome, and that south of Bristol, 

comprises Jurassic, whilst the geology of the Mendip hills is largely Carboniferous, 

with the central study area being Triassic and Permian. 

Soils 

Many of the ancient woodlands within the study area are on poor soils. As demand 

on the land increased it is possible that woodlands were left on these poorer soils or 

they could have been cleared and in times of lessened pressure allowed to regenerate. 

It has been suggested that sites of ancient woodlands survive due to being on poorer 

soils than the rest of the parish (Kirby et al,1984,15; Rackham 1980,47; 1989,191). 

However, Peterken (1993,34) argues that rather than survival being due to poorer 

soils, the pattern of ancient woodland complements the pattern of settlement. 

Peterken's argument has an increased resonance when it is considered that though 

soils determine the ground flora, conversely shrub and tree species affect the soil 

composition. 

The humification process under woodlands, though mainly confined to the upper soil, 

can extend several metres. Mull is the common form of woodland humus, the 

conditions of which lead to a rapid turnover of organic matter as a result of the intense 

biological mixing (Courty et al,1989,148). It has been suggested that continual tree 

cover and associated leaf litter on a site for over a millennium could lead to changes 

in soil composition, with woodland cover eventually creating these poor soils (Dr 

Mike Martin, pers. comm.). 
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It is not possible to trace past woodland from analysis of the poor soils of a parish. 

Macphail et at (1990,63) have demonstrated the changing nature of soils after the 

removal of woodland, citing analysis of the buried soil under a cairn at Chysauster, 

Cornwall. Clearances would most likely reduce earthworm populations and activity, 

the stability of the topsoil also being affected by cultivation. There is growing 

evidence that during prehistory there was an increased awareness of the effect of 

agriculture on soils (Thomas,1990). Surviving earthworks reveal prehistoric forms of 

soil management. For instance, terracing would increase the structural stability and 

reduce erosion of soils. 

It could be expected that good agricultural land was utilised first and that poorer soils 

were cleared of woodland and colonised in times of population expansion and land 

hunger. When considering the quality of soils, one must be wary of applying a 

modem judgement based on mechanised cultivation. It may be that medieval plough 

systems coped better with wet soils on clays that are difficult to work with tractors. In 

his research of the settlement history of Hanbury, north-east Worcestershire, Dyer 

(1991,31), has found that though woodland was generally cleared from the best land 

first and poorer soils colonised later, this was not the case throughout the area, and 

much of the later thirteenth century assarting was indistinguishable in its soils from 

earlier clearances. 

The dispersal of ancient woodland within the study area is principally on land that 

would be deemed difficult to farm. However, steep slopes and heavy soils cannot be 

the prime determinant for the location of ancient woods for there are instances of both 

factors throughout the study area where woodland has been cleared. For instance 
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Ubley Wood, Ubley, is situated on a steep north facing slope yet directly west of the 

woodland the slope is even steeper, yet is currently managed as pasture. It is probably 

a combination of human choice together with inherent qualities of soil and climate 

that have led to the current state of ancient woodland cover. As woodland became 

scarce it would become economically more worthwhile to retain rather than clear. 

The surviving pattern therefore reflects the pattern of settlement evolution; as 

woodlands became scarce they became a valuable resource and were therefore 

preserved. 

Ancient Woodland Within the Study Area - The Physical Background 

All ancient woodlands are unique. That no two are the same is a combination of their 

ecological arrangement and past management. Investigation of the physical location 

of remaining ancient woodland within the study area will measure its ancient status. 

Approximately 60% of the 219 ancient woodlands in the study area are either against 

or within 100m of the parish boundary (Figs. 1.2, 1.3). The relationship between 

boundaries and woodland will be investigated to ascertain whether deliberate 

regeneration took place after boundaries were drawn or whether boundaries were 

fixed with woods in mind. 

A number of boundaries diverge into the neighbouring parish in order to obtain an 

area of woodland, such as Churchill parish whose south-east boundary encircles the 

ancient woodland Mendip Lodge Wood (Figs. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4). A number of parishes 

also have detached portions of woodland. Whilst the majority of these are situated 

within the neighbouring parish, others can lie at some distance. This is best witnessed 
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Figu re ] .2. Location map of the 219 ancient woodlands within the study area, 

northern Somerset (outline map adapted from Kain & Oliver, 1995). Refer to Fig. 

1.3 for distribution and Fig. 1.4 for inventory. 
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Figure 1.3. Distribution map of the 219 ancient woodlands within the study area, 

northern Somerset (outline map adapted from Kain & Oliver, 1995). A significant 

number are located beside parish boundaries. 

* 41-60 acres 



with Compton Wood, Compton Martin, a detached portion of Chewton Mendip 

parish, 4km north-west of the parish. 

South of the study area, within Somerset, Costen (1991,46) has revealed how the 

division of Lydford into East and West either side of the Fosse Way, led to East 

Lydford having no woodland of its own. To combat this, a detached portion of the 

parish to the west containing a share of the woodland was given to East Lydford. 

This suggests the woodland area certainly existed before the division of settlement, 

probably in the tenth or early eleventh century (Costen,1991). There is often too 

much room for speculation in tracing parish boundaries beyond 1000 years relating 

them to early estates. Bond (1995,137) has shown how parish boundaries on the 

Failand Ridge, that are situated within the study area, dated approximately to the 

Middle Ages and take the variation of topography into account. 

The 219 ancient woodlands within the study area have a combined cover of 5598 

acres (Fig. 1.4). The majority are located on steep slopes and at relative higher 

altitudes to the remainder of each parish. Such findings call into question the 

potential age-range of these woods. If the majority are on steep slopes which would 

be difficult to farm, was the pressure on the land for arable production at any time so 

great that it would necessitate the clearance of these woods only for them to later 

regenerate? Location at the boundary of parishes and on steep slopes suggests a 

deliberate policy of defining land-use zones. The extent to which this woodland has 

been restricted to these areas, or deliberately encouraged as regenerated woodland 

will have implications for both the primary and secondary status of woodland as well 

as its relationship to the establishment of parish boundaries. 
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I.d ! Name __ j NGR(ST} Acre I ASNW ARW State Facing I Altitude Parish Tithe Parish if different 
- -------------- --- ."----- --

j --j f----- ------- ---------- - -.-----
1 : Abingdons Wood - - -634495 - 12 12 0 ASNW NE 180-210m Ashwick i ----- - -- ------f------ - ------ ~ 

2 : Aldermoor Wood 738693 14 14 0 ASNW NE 75-115m Charlcombe Woolley ______ I _ ___ ____ _ ________________ 
.- -----.. - -------- ._--- ---------

3 iAldwick Wood 493613 7 7 0 ASNW S 55-75m Blagdon 
4 ;As}lcombe Wood - 750700 --

f---c-c-- --- --- ------ --._-------- ------ ------ ---
29 29 0 ASNW SW 85-195m Swainswick 

5 I Ashcombe Wooci --330625-
------1--- -----

ASNW S 55-105m 
---------- --- - -- - -- - -------

7 7 f--3~ W-S-M 
6 ! Ashley Wood 800666--

- --- ---- - ------
34 0 ARW N 100-165m Bathford 

I - - --- ---- -- ----- - -- ------- ------ ---- ---7 ,Atgrove Wood _ -1_6§463Q.. 17 17 0 ASNW E 50-80m Compton Dando ______ 
- ---- ------ -----

8 Avoncliff Wood 794598 7 7 0 ASNW N 30-60m Freshford I --- --- - - ---- --- - ------f--- - --- -- ----
9 Babington Wood 702520 22 22 0 ASNW W 100-130m Kilmersdon _E3abington ___ 
10 tBaile-y's-Wood - . 770693-

-------f----- ---- ---

10 10 0 ASNW SE 145-195m St. Catherine 1 i - - - - 1- - -- ---------- --------- c-------- ------ ------ -- - - --- ---- ---

Batheaston 
· - t- - --------- --------------- ---- - --

11 . Banwell Wood _ / 409592 41 36 5 ASNW/ARW N 30-80m, E 45-75m, __ Banwell 
-- ----- ~-- ---- ------------ --- ---- -- '- --- -- - -- -----

· - - - - j - -- ---- -- ---- ----- -----~-
S 45-75m, W 40-80m _____ ------------- - - - --- --

12 !8arley Wood 1 ! 484630 39 14 25 ASNW/ARW S 70-125m Wrington I _ __ __ 
- - ------- ---------------------------r---- -- -

:Whitley Coppice 
-- --- -- ---------f---- i-::-:::----~--=~--------- C=-"--------- -

13 i Barro~E3ii Wood _ 545.6?=! __ 24 24 0 ASNW N 75-80m Barrow Gl.!"n_~YL __ -------- -- ---- ---------------------------- --- - - - -

-- - - ------ - - ---- f- - - ------ ----- f-c----- --- --------- ------ -----
Long Ashton 

-- - -- -1-=:------------ ---- ---

14 Barrow Wood 1 537686 36 36 0 ASNW 70-70m Barrow_QtJrn~ ____ 
--- - - - -- ---- -- f---- ------ - ----------- -- --- - ----

Church Wood NW70-80m 
15 ,8atches ,,",-o_od 

- -- - - - - ------ f--- ------=------- - - ------ --
520677 10 5 5 ASNW/ARW NE 125-145m Barrow Gurney 

--------- - - ---- -- - --24- -- -c-_ -------- --- - --- --

8athampton-1 Sattl ---16 : Bathampton 767652 27 3 ASNW/ARW NW90-165m B?tb<l..m.2t()r1 1 _ 
! Down WO()d -1-_ 

- ----- --- ------ ---~- -~- --------- ---- - - -

Bathwick 
- ------- ----- -- - -- ----~ --- ~---- -~-- --- ---------- - --- ---- -- - -

· Bathwick Wood 
I - - - - - - --- - - ---- - - -- - - - ------

C---c-- ______ ----------------- ---- --- -- ----------------- --~---
17 : Bathampton VVood 1. _ 780650 80 70 10 ASNW/ARW NE60-185m ~Cltl1Cl~lJtQn_'_Cl~v~rton ... 

- -- - - - - -- - - -- - - -- ------- ----- - - - - -- - - -

'Hengrove Wood 
- - --- - -- - ---- - -- --- --- - --- ---------------- -- -----~-- ------ ---- - - ---I - - - - - -

18 i Baye's Wood . 450723 12 12 0 ASNW S 50-85m Tickenham 
- - - -- - -- - ------- ---~---- ----------- ------------------ - - ------ - - - -- - -

19 '8earn Wood 441581 7 7 0 ASNW NW 100-125m S_~ip_~~I11 _____ . _. I - - - - ----- - - ---- ----- -------::.------------ ------- - - - - - - -

20 8ellgrove Wood 689586 14 o 14 ARW S 80-115m Camerton 
- ------ - - ------ --- --- ------ -- - --- - --- -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -

21 Benthills Wood 374587 24 24 0 ASNW NE 45-70m 

t~i;~::wMa~n~ I Br;Slington 
------ ----- ---------- -------------- - - --------

22 Big Stoke Wood 492507 44 44 0 ASNW S 75-230m 
- - ------ - - - - - --- - - - - - ---- -- -- - - ------ ------- - - -----~ - ---- -- - -

23 Birch Wood 626721 7 7 0 ASNW SE 10-45m 
-- --- -- - - --- ---------- ----~~--~- - ----

24 Bitham's Wood 561642 19 19 0 ASNW S 85-120m 
- -------- ----- ----~----- --- ------

25 Blackmoor Wood 756599 3 3 0 ASNW NW 80-105m Wellow I 
--106 - ---(j-ASNW------ ------- - - ------ --

F�ax-Bourto-n iSackwell r 26 8ourton Combe 507687 106 N 55-155m 

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d iName __ +nN~~ (~IL+-~~~~-l ASNW I ARW IState--JFacing I Altitude _ _ IParish ___ _ -tTi!!1_E!_PCiriSh Jtciifferent 

27 ! Bowden-Hill Wood-- - - -- 6465-16 - --- 5 5-- 0 ASNW SW 150-175m Chilcompton --- - -
I ------ --- ----------

28 ~Brake Wood 745596 14 14 0 ASNW N 115-135m Wellow ! -~-- ---- ------------- ---~--

29 I Bre.,!c!l /-/jJL\JlJo~_ ....§146J30 _ _1_I.. 10 7 ASNW N 50-80m Flax Bourton _____ __ __ _ _____ _ 
30 ,Brea~~ Hill Woo~ _517~91 _ 5 5 0 ASNW N 55-80m Long Ashton ----- --~ -- I--- - --~--- -- - - ------ -----
31 : Breach Wood 725625 31 31 0 ASNW NE 75-120m Englishcombe 
32 1 Breach Wood - 493732 --~1---19-c--O ASNW N 110-130m Wraxall -- --- -------

f --- -- --- -- -----~ -- -~----- --- ---- - - - - - -----

33 Broad Knoll Wood I 408566 12 12 0 ASNW N 65-100m Winscombe 

;:):~~~~~~~J1~=-~:~~~-~~~4--~~4 2~ ~~~~ / ARW ~ ~~ci_~~~:nS 60-105m ~~~~~~~-----~-=- -- ~ ~--~-- -- ---
1--- -- ------ - -- - r ----- --- ------ -------- ---------- ----- --- --- --
i Rowbarrow Wood / , -- -- -- --- --- -- ---- -- ------ I- - 1------------- ---- --

; Gully Wood j 
;~ j~~~~::~~~~d~ -, --~~~~~~~=-~~ -I-=-~; -~d-~~~~ ~ AR_W ~E8~~~~~~m ____ ~--=~~~~:~p~~Il~§i~=- ~~ -~-~--- -- ---

; - -- - - -I- - --- - ----- --- ------ ------------ 1----------- ---- - - --- ---- -

Lady Wood ! NE 135-160m , __ __ _ _+ _______ n ________________ ~ _~ ________ ~,---------

38 I Budding's Wood I 503741 14 14 0 ASNW N 70-115m, W 70-115m Portbury 

~~ l~i~~~~t~~~d - t--~~rs;l~ ~1~~- -~ =~-~~~W I ARW ~ ~b~~~!;~ -- ~~~~~n~endl~~ - -Lc~m~~~n 
- - -- ---,,- ---- ------ - --- ------1---- - ------- ------------------ -- - -- ----

Peasedown St. John i 
f----- --------1---------------

:~ g:~6~~~:~e Wopd r -}~{%~1~-~ ---h-=~~1~== -10
2 -- ~~~~ I ARW ~~650~~850~SW 60-8~f!! __ ~~~i~~-ln-GOrdanO- -- -.- --

43 CastleW§od - -596593- 5-- ---2--- --3 ASNW I ARW N 125-140m, W 100~140m - StoweY-=-Suttori- - --- -- -.--- --
- ---- ---------------- ------ ------ -~-~----------- ---"---- ---

-- -----

44 Catsley Wood 637646 5 5 0 ASNW SW 25-65m Compton Dando 
45 Ch~lpelWood - -729690-- -7-- --7- - -0--- ASNVF NE 145-195m Charlcombe-------

- ----------- --- ---------- - ---- -- ------- ------- ----- - -"- -~----- - -" ._--- ---
Weston 

46 Cheddar Wood 445552 121 121 0 ASNW S 75-200m, SW 65-165m Cheddar 
47 Chelvey Wood 4846-75 - - -7-- ---.,--- - 0 ASNW NW 65-11 Om -------- Brockley - - - - -

- - - - - - ----- - ----- -----------------------~------ --------- - --

48 Cherry Wood 498685 5 0 5 ARW N 90-11 Om Bac kwe II 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - --- -- - ----- - ------------------------ - - - ------- ---- - - -

49 Cherrywell Wood 762690 29 29 0 ASNW SW 145-200m Batheaston 
-- -- - - - - -------- - ------------- --- --------"--- ---------- --------- -- - ----

50 Chewton Wood 610552 58 10 48 ASNW I ARW NE 105-155m Chewton Mendip 
-- --- -------- ------ --------- ------- --------~------------------ ----------------

51 Chummock Wood 475728 29 29 0 ASNW S 70-125m Tickenham 
-- ---------- ------------ ------------ - ---------- -------------

52 Claverton Wood 782630 62 12 50 ASNW I ARW E 85-145m Claverton 
53 Cleaves Wood 756578 -- -39 ---39--- ----0 -- ASNW SW 55-125m -- - - -- - - - -- HintOn -Cl1arterhouse I 

54 Cleeve Toot Wood 47()653 56 - - - -56- - -If ASf\IW----- -NW 4S=-110m,SV.r4S-':gOm Cleeve7~irin-gton-- - -lVatton 

~~ ,g~~~::o~~Od - ~;%~~~-- t ~-r~ ~--~r--z----~~*~~~~~~~~}~~-~=~-~~--~- --- --~}:~~~-!~~~Ord~no 
Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d iNam~ _L_NGJH~J) I_Acre ASNW __ ARVII_ Stat~____ _ Facing I Altitude __ Parish __ JTit~~f'_a~ish_ifc:!~fferent 

57 !compton-W~'-()d_----~J_ ~~7570~ 75 75 - 0 ASNW NE 105-225m Ubley I Compton-Martin JUbley IChewton tJlendip 
58 :COQl<'~_WO()dL_ 5~470~__ 14 7 7 ASNW I AR_W SW 60-110m Long Ashton 

: Shipley Brake 
59 [Crock's Bottom -- 635500- - 32 - ~-29 3 ASNW I ARW W 175-21 Om Chilcompton---
60 I Cross-gro-ve Wood - --527688 --- 5 f- 5 0 ASNW N 75-80m Barrow Gurney-- ------ -~- - --~-- --~ - -----

- I ___________ ~_ _ ________________ ~ _______ ______ _ 

61 : Curl's Wood 596617 5 5 0 ASNW 70-70m Chew Magna I - ---- -- --- ~-~-- ------~ ---~ 

62 ;oani~'sJ3rak~_ _ ___ 642614__L 5 0 ASNW N 130-145m __ ~ Chelwood __________ ~ ________ ~_ 
63 : Dowling'~ VV.Q0cf §.10®0_ 26 26 0 ASNW NW 115-185m Stowey-Sutton___ _ ______ _ 
64 : Dunhill Wood 473731 10 10 0 ASNW NW 110-130m Clapton-In-Gordano 

t -- ---- ---- -- -~---- --~ ------ -- -- ~ ----

65 i [)unnyl!.a"!.B.!a_ke_ __ 7426QQ. _ ~_ f-- 7 12 ASNW I ARW NW 40-65m_ Combe Hay _ ~ __ _ ____ _ _ __ _ __ 
66 'East Wood 1 470775 19 19 0 ASNW N 30-55m, S 40-55m Portishead 
67 : EastWoO:dt Foxes ~ -6347j~ - - gI==-?2-=-: 0 ASNW E 10-50m _ Bris.!QL.._=--=-_-=mrisJingtan---

: Wood I 
68 : Easton Wood - I - 624553 1-- -i- -7- -0--- ASNW -- N 120-150m Ston Easton --
69 : Edsons Wood - -I 500663-' -]-- - -7-f- 0 ASNW W 150-160m - Backwell - -

1------- -- .--------- ---------- ~--r___c_-~----~-~----

70 IElborough Wood j 363590 10 10 0 ASNW N 15-50m Hutton _ 
_ 71 !Emb.0iO_u-ghGrove - ~ -_--§f@§~_ --=31-.=- f--=- 28= ___ :3 __ ASNW I ARW N 200-230m~=-_-- EmborougJ1 -===-==~~ = _~_~_ 
72 ;FarleighWood __ ",-9?5§~ __ ~ ___ ~! ---r--(L ASNW ~~0:.B.5m, SE60-~CL"!. ___ Tellisforclj ______ _ 

1 Norton St Philip 
73 I Fenn's Wood - = 53ftQ.~-_- __ -Z__ ~ ~1= =IC_-~~Nv[~ SE 90-115m ---===_-_ ~l'l.g...f.~I!12I!_ -= ~_ =- ~- --- -
~i I~~~:~~~ ..~ ~I~~ -.- -i~· , = =~~ =~i--:~f~ I ARW ~~!~I62m. -~ ~~i;Jutto~= ~. . j&:i~:~i~~~~rdano 
77 !Friariwood -- - - -i87590 - ffo- --63-- --4i - ASNW iARW NE 30-110m ----- -- Hinto-n-Charterhouse 
78 I Fuller's-Hay - 493588 -- - -73- --- 58--- --15- ASNW (ARW N 75-195m~----- - - -Blagdon ---- - -- - - --

- - - - - - - - ---- ---- -- - ------ - - ~- - - ----- c--:- --- - --~-t:-c~----- -------- - - ---~----- ------ - - - - - - -

79 Gable Wood 503703 7 7 0 ASNW W 20-25m Wraxall 

-----

------

-- - ---

- ----

----

----

- ------ ---------- -- -.- ----- -------- --~- --------- -------

80 Gagman Coppice 7'07'~?!3 _ ~~_ _ __..Q _______ J~ __ AR'f.L _____ §~5-14011'1 Kilmersdon 
-------

81 I Grits Pit Wood 582536 15 15 0 ASNW NE 155-180m I - -- ---- -------- ----- -------- ------ ---------~-~--
82 ;GroveV(o_od 742613 ___ 5 ___ ~ ______ Q __ ~?"'~'!J. S 135-160m ________ _ 
83 I Hack's Wood 4~()I3_6 _?! __ ?.9 ___ l-_J ____ ~§NW!ARWSE35-75m ___________ ~0.n---ln-9-qrc:lCl"lq ________ ._ 
84 I Hails Wood I _ 513..150 __ 3!L_~.s _____ JL_ ~S~W ________ E:_35-65'!l....... ___________ ~ __ ~as12n-ln-Gqr.9c:u,()_ T 

~ Summer House Wood W 45-90m I 
1 .. --- - - - ---- - ------ ---- -------- -------- --------- ------ ---------------- -------\--------------- --- -r 

85 ,Hale Coppice 425562 7 7 0 ASNW W 85-11 Om Winscombe __ _ _ _ _ 
86 ~HangWOOd- 76i5955-- -s-t--o--- ASN-W----- Vi70-115m-~-------- - -HirltonCharterhouse 1 

Litton 
-----+---- - ---- - ---- - ---

South Stoke 

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d iName _t-_NGRj~T) j ~c::re 1 ASNW _I ARW 1 State I Facing I Altitude I Parish _ ___ __ LIith~ ~a!ish if dif(er_e~ 

:~ i:t~~~J:OOd~ :f~~ ._.~ ~~ + ~ ~~~~/ARW ~!5~~~;';5m ~:;o~~~on _m -+--~ ~-=- __ _ 
89 I Hankley W~od _ _ 756589 7 7 0 ASNW SE 40-65m Wellow 
90 I HCir.<!ng~()n _ Woo,!_ 752528__ 14 14 0 ASNW W 85-1 OOm Hemington __ =T_Circii!'l.gtQ!l __ 
91 ,Harptree Combe 560557 19 14 5 ASNW I ARW NE 90-160m East Harptree 

j- -- --- - - --------f---- ------- --

92 I: Harridge Wood __ 650480 ___ 34 3 31 ASNW I ARW NE 145-200m Ashwick 
93 HartleyWood 754707 12 12 0 ASNW N 135-200m Batheaston 
94 IHartley-Wood --634605-- 12 12 0 ASNW NW 130-180m-- Clutton --------------
- ,- - -------- -- --- - ------- ---- r--- -------- -- ----
95 : Hassage Wood 758562 19 16 3 ASNW I ARW N 90-130m Wellow 
96;ljatehet HiIIQoRpicej _ --71??!Z- _ 22~ -=-L __ 22_ ~W W 140-180m - Kilmersdon _____-~:_=-~~_----

Kingsdown Wood S 140-180m 
97 ;HC!YYJ2Qd-= -: -~4~~ __ - !?i-: __ 53- --0- ASNW R. N 45-120m-___ J=;Iutton /WB.M__ HLJttol1j~re.Cid~n-

~~' ~:~~:o~~Od - i~~~~~i -- t~--- ~4 ~ ~~~~ I ARW ~-~ ~~~~ ;g;------- -- ~r~~~~n------ ---
~~~ f~:~~~~9~~Od-_ t~ -_l~g[[~- _~~o~ ~ -- ~-=-_-=~ 60 !~~w ~ ~6~~~~~~ 50-65:--- ~~~:~aston --____ -_-)--~-~ ~ __ -~. -- - ----

i N 50-65m, E 50-65m 
102(High 'R.oOct -A§~~1 ~ ~-_I9-- ~~lcL=- _ O:=~NW - S 35-110m __ ~kenl}9m ___ -= -- -
103:High Wood 501641 7 7 0 ASNW SW 155-160m Wrington , - ------- - - ------------- -----------------::-.:----- ------------ -- ---

1041Hi~ V\lood_ _ _ __ ___ __ _ ?~Q~4. __ J~_ r--_~~ __ r__0 ASNW _ E 130-135m ______ Norton_S1EhJli~ _____ _ 
105iHill!er's DalJ'v'nWood _ _ J'-4~!?.46 ____ ~ ____ ~ __ __ Q __ ~VIL__ E 115-135m __________ ~r\.-~~s!9!!---- ____ _ 
106!HogWood 773596 10 10 0 ASNW E125-130m HintonCharterhous!'l _____ _ 
107 \HOgge_n _ Q()ppice -?~Q~[L _ -_ ?_-_~ ~ ~ ~5- _:= -= 0-~ ASNW -==- E105-120m --_=~~~ _-~-_ ~~gffs~()~~e:. -~ ~__ _ _ __ 
108IHolcorn.~eyyood_ _ _ __ 6§?_~Qz' ___ 1_0 ___ 1Q __ ___ Q __ ASNV{ __ !:JE140-160m ________ Holc0I'Tl..~ _____________ _ 
109 i Home Wood 794648 34 29 5 ASNW I ARW SW 50-120m Bathford 
110 f Ijonei Ga-~ton - - - -614~Q~- ___ -~t-:-~ -_-_-=t=~~-~:Q~ = AS!:J.Y'{ ___ - - - S-E 1 ~~ 150m -~~~~=-=--_ ~_ ~iY-=-Su!t.~nJ¢luUpr1 Q.~ew Jv1agrlal _qu.!tPr\. __ 
111jHortSWOOd 490632 12 10 2 ASNW/ARWS115-130m Wrington _____________ _ 
112 HunterwfckWood - -757707- ·--!f- --5--- --6-- ASNW N 165-200m------ BatheastOil------- - - -

----------

---------1 

----------

-----

-------I 

----

--~ 

----

------- - --------- ---------- --------------- ---~-----~------------- -----------------

113 Hutton Wood 355582 56 48 8 ASNW I ARW N 45-125m Hutton ---- -- -------- ------ ---- -- ---_._- -- --~---------=--------- ---- --- -----

114 Hyatt's Waad 503672 5 5 0 ASNW N 170-180m Backwell .. _ _ __ . __ _ --- -- - --- ------ ---- ----- - ----------- ------ --------------r-=-.-------- -~--~----------------- -. --
115 Kelston Park Wood 700661 17 17 0 ASNW SW 20-65m Kelston 
116 King's \Aiaod .~ 417~~7- -_ 2_2 __ ~=?~C--~_-O-~ ~~!J.W-_~__=_-_~- SE 50 ___ jjOm_~_- ~-~~~~- _ 9o_~ptorlJ~i~5o~- ~ .. _ _ . 
117 i King's Wood / The I, 458645 _ _ 43~ ___ 2~3__ _ _1J~_0_ f\§~,!,!_~ A.R~ ~regulalJ)J!.<!~~_I'l() -,!e.til1~<! Q()rlg~~~bl!ryI Cleeve I r gongresbury I 

: Woodlands / Urchin I t aspect other than wood an Wrington \Vatton 

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d IName 
I 
I ----- -- -----
: Wood I Ball Wood I 

_N~~!S_T~fAC!~_-'-_~~===State Facing.' Altitude IPariSh __ -=~~_~ ________ ~ith~pariSh if different 

~. I _ higher ground to nearby area _____ . _ _ _ __ 
--r---- Highest 172m, Lowest 40m 

._--_.. _ .. -.-- .. 

768632 5 5 0 ASNW W 165-170m Bath Lyncombe & Widcombe 
---_. _._--. ------- . --_ .. _--

745557 14 0 14 ARW NE 110-140m Hemington 
_. ---- - - ._-- -- -~- - - _._--

120 ! Knowle Wood 439593 17 17 0 ASNW NW 55-105m Churchiff Winscombe 

: Corporation Woods 
118 I Krondyke Copse I .. - --- .-- . ---
119 ~Knoll Wood 

121 iLelghWood-S25738 34 34 0 ASNW E 50-80m, W 50-70m Wraxaff I Easton-In=- Portburyl .---
f·- .... --.- -.- ------ - --. ____ __.. __ . __ 

! Gordano I Abbots Leigh Easton-In-Gordano - , .--.-- ----.. --- ----.-----. -f-.. -- ~-=-t-:-: --. -- -.- ---- ---- .. ---- --- --. 

122: Le.igl!Woods I Oak _ 5~77 4Q ___ ~~ ___ . 74 228 ASNW I ARW N 15-102m, E 25-1 02m . Abbots LeighLlo~g __ _ __.. ___ _ ___ _ 
_ _ ;Wood____ _ ___ _ _~ ___ ~_ S 75-102m Ashton ____ ._._~--. __ . __ 
123!Lime Breach Wood 464727 94 72 22 ASNW I ARW S 50-120m Tickenham 

i~i i [~~~~~~l~d~-~~5 -~11 L~ --:-~~i~: ; ~=~ ~i ~~i~~~: --= ~~;: ~=:- ~~i!:g~o:~_-_~ ~ 
127:Little. Sto_ke ""ood 4~?~6 ___ 17 __ ~_17 ___ --.9 __ ~~N'«--.--- S 45-185m __ ~_ &dney §!ok_e.. _ _ _ ____ _ __ _ __ _ 
128 i Littleton Wood 737561 14 0 14 ARW W 110-140m Wellow 
129ILjiton-w~q(j_ ~8§?4?~~1j-=~_~_f-_9 ___ ~W N 125-160m __ ~_._~-=~.-~~-=-__ ~ =--=_~ _- - -- ----
130 I Long Wood 486555 41 41 0 ASNW E 200-230m, W 200-235m Liberty of Charterhouse L.of C. in Witham friCiry ___ _ - -. -- - -- ------ ---- - ----. f-.---I-c--.--. --f----~--.-- - -- --- - - - - . -. 

131 Long Wood 685604 10 10 0 ASNW NE 110-115m Prist on _____ _ ... - - . - - -- - - -.. --. ---.- ----.- -- ---1----- 1-'-_- ------. ---- --. 
132 Longlands Wood 507752 5 0 5 ARW NW 25-45m Portbury . ____ _ - ----. ..------ -- ----- -.--- --.--.----- --.----1--------------

133ILong~eJ_'vIV00d _ ?195j§_ 1_~_f- __ ~~_ 1-_.9. __ ASN~ ____ . __ t:!_E 125-130m _____ _ ~-'!11ngt~ __ __ _ 
134 ! Lons Brake 707694 5 5 0 ASNW N 100-125m North Stoke 
1351 Loocomb-e Wood 666511- 24- ---24--- ----O--ASNW---- NE 125-150m -- Holcomb-a --- -- -- - . - -- - -

};~lt~j~~-t~~!~OOd - -Iff~}~~----~~~~ ~~-1~~---: 3~ ~~~W---- ~;g~o~w 50-75m -~_-_!~~:i~~;heT~~~~ ___ :_~ __ -_-

138!LoxtonWoo~d· . - 3?~_~~?_- -g7-~ -~~J)-- ~~gr- ARW- __ ~- E 60-110m --=----=---~-_~Joxt9~~=--~-~---
139]LyeW:()()c:!___ 50?63g_ _~ ____ ~ _____ ~ ASNW S155-170m ___ Wril'lg!~n _____ _ 

---

- ._-----

- -- - - - ---

140 I Lyegrove Wood 776697 12 12 0 ASNW NE 110-185m Sf. Catherine __ _ 
141 iMaggs-Wood -695490-10- ---16-- -- -6- - tp,SNW ----- N 90-110m --------- Coleford - -.-__ _ _ J ~abington 

- 1·-·- -.----- - -----.--- .--- -------- ------f---.--.------I-=:-_---------------------------
142 I Mascall's Wood 460536 10 10 0 ASNW SW 105-140m Cheddar 

------- ---- ------ ----- --------- --- -----------.--.-----

143 Max Wood 409577 7 7 0 ASNW W 15-18m Winscombe 
144 Mendif) Lodge Wood __ -'i't(f~Q ___ H)§_~ ~~~§§ __ == -~1I~ A~Rwl~RV\,'Jt-65-180m __ -=-_~~_-~-_-_ ghu!~fim- . -=~- ~ -- .l---
145 Merecombe Wood 515579 3 3 0 ASNW N 160-200m Blagdon . L 
146 MiddleWood 726617 34- ---34-- ---6--- ASNW----- NW120-160m---------- Englishcombe----
147 Middle Wood 64449S- r-12--- ---12--- ---6- - ASNW------~-185-216m--- ---- ---- - ChilcomPt-on 1 Mid. Nort. 

--

- --

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d : Name NGR (ST) Acre ASNW ARW State I - ---~---- -- Facing I Altitude Parish Tithe Parish if different 
-- ---~--------- .. ---

148 ;MidrOrd~f:liU Wood 767600 7 7 0 ASNW NW 55-100m Hinton Charterhouse 1- ~~:-__ _ 
149;Mogg'~V'{00d 477724~1- 19 ° ASNW SW80-125m TIckenham ___ ~ ______ _ 
150 jNap 'v'Yood ___ J15530_ _ __ ~ 26 27 ASNW I ARW W 145-180m Kilmersdon I Hemington 
151 : Norton's Wood 430722 53 53 ° ASNW N 20-85m Clevedon 

-------- ~ ----

-------
152 ;Oatfield Wc::)od- r 508664 5 5 ° ASNW - S 190-205m Backwell ---- I-----

~~!;~~c!?a~~&~O~d-=~ --~~~~~~~ ---1
7
7 ~ 1°7 ~~~W ~~~~~~~~m ~~~~ts Leigh------ Lyn-combe-~~Vv~dc~mbe--

-(.- --- --- -- - -- ---~ ---- --~-- ---- ----- --- ---- --- --~-

155 j Or~~~rc:'-C~a~s _ J.§9584 _1--7 __ __ 7 0 ASNW __ NW 95-115m Hinton Charterhous~ ____ f=- __ ----

156: Padleigh Grove 722631 5 5 0 ASNW SW 60-80m Bath Twerton 
,- --- -- -- - - -~----I---- -- --------- --- --- ---

157 : Park_Copse _ ~40~46_ _I-- 17 17 ° ASNW SE 25-50m Compton Dando _ ~ ~ __ _ __-------I 

1581Par~o/"lClg~wood_~Z4Z34 ____ 17 7 10 ASNW/ARW NW70-115m Clapton-In-Gordano_______ ____-------1 

159: Paul Wood 611581 7 7 0 ASNW S 11 0-155m Cameley 
- - - - -- - -- - ----- - - ------~-~--- --- --~---- -- -- - --

160 Peak's Girt Wood 590554 7 5 2 ASNW I ARW W 90-140m Hinton Blewitt - -- ----- -=-- -----1----- ---- ---~ .. ---- ------------ -- -----

161 Peak's Wood 710540 27 10 17 ASNW I ARW NW 145-180m Kilmersdon Kilmersdon I Writhlington 
-- - - - - - ------- -- ----- -- ----f----- - ------ ---- - -- --.. - -------- --- -- --- ---

162 Peppers hells 643650 5 5 ° ASNW S 45-80m Compton Dando - - - --- --- - - --- -- - -. -- - =--~c .-fc--c--- . --- - -- ---- -- -- -

163 Pipley Wood 713695 26 21 5 ASNW I ARW NW 1 DO-225m North Stoke 
- - - --. --.- ---. -- -1-------- - --~'------- ------ t----

164 Prestick Wood 756575 ~ 5 5 0 ASNW NE 55-70m Wellow 

~~~ ~~~~}y~~;~ ~~~!~_-J--{f~~_~f: ===~O - ~~~ I ARW ~~5~~;:~5m ----_ -~-_~~1~_;=~-~--=-=- _~- -------~- ~ 
Mountain Wood 

"- -- -"---- ---

167 Prior's Wood I - - - -- -- - - - - --

Birch Wood I 
- --"-- ---

Bullock's Bottom 
- - - --

168 Priory YI/()od _ 

169 Priston Wood 
170 Radstock Grove 
1?1 Ramsgate Wood 
172 Ridge()n '!'Iood 
173 Round Wood 

- -- - - - - -

-~ ::::~:;~~19:1=~~~L:Ol:::~AR~ ~~~:~f~~~~~~~t:::~:~l~~~~-r-_-- ~_-- ~ 
Monkton Combe 

.- -- -- - - - - -- -- - --- -~- -- - --- - --- - -~----- -~-.~.-

686598 31 31 0 ASNW N 90-150m Priston 
- ---- -- --- - -" -- - ---~----- -~~--- --~----- --"---- -- ---- --- ---- - --- --

683539 7 7 0 ASNW NW 80-11 Om Norton Radstock Radstock 
-- ------ - --._- --~---- --- ------- --~--

749556 7 0 7 ARW N 105-120m 
- -------- - ----- - ---- ---- ---------- ~--- ________ Hel1]l~g19Jl __ ~ _____ • ____ _ 
490592 31 0 31 ARW S 70-110m 

- ----- -- ------ ----- -- ----- -------- Blag~~"- _ __ __ __ __ _ 
467724 5 5 0 ASNW S 35-45m Tickenham 

------ - - ---~- ---- - ----- ---------

- - ----

--

174 Rose Wood 425555 24 21 3 ASNW I ARW W 85-180m 
-- ------ --------- - - ----- --------- ---- - ---- ---~-

-"---- ----.-------.- - - -11-- --- - -
Axb-"i.9g~ _ __ _ _ ___ __ 1 ~()mpt9n Bishop ___ 

-- --- ---- --

175 Rowley -",,-ood 
176 Ro~I~)'yv()od 
177 Rush Hill Wood 

741610 5 5 0 ASNW E 75-105m 
-j44€ffO- - --7-- ---i-- - ----6- ASNW----- SW 85-=105m-
629550 - f- f4- -14 --. --0--- AS-NV{------ N130-160m 

P91Tlbe Hay ___ __ 
South Stoke 
---~-----

Ston Easton I 
Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d iName __ t-J_gBJSTtt~cre I ASNW t ARW IState IFacing I Altitude I Parish ITit~e Par~~h_i!~i_ff~rent 

~;~I~~~~f~:~-~~~OOd ~-. ~~~~!~-- .. N=·-R g I~-:~:-:-: 1<-:<-- :--: I~_~u.--_- n~-~-~--
180 I Sandford Wood I --u4?~~_ 5tt5\i Ol-_._n ___ .. _n ;n.' ___ .n__ ----+-_____ ~_~~_ .. ~ __ _ 

Lyncombe Wood 
HH~SC<!l"s-Wc>9d~ _____ 504629 _ 5 5 0 A __ n I-uu,,-u ---+----~=~-------.~--~-__f 
182 j Seven ~~~ Woo_cl_ _ 450Z.!~ f--- 17 __ . 17 0 Y -
183 ! Shiplate Wood 366563 24 24 0 I- _ . _ 
- -. I -~ - - .. --. -.- --.--~-~ --- -. I I -~---t-~- -.- .-.- .. -.. ~~ 
184;Shipp~nh_ay_s.VJood ~7~635 ___ ~f-- 12 0 "-_ .... - H_ .n 1-"-':"""_" _. ____ -+ ____ ~_. ___ . __ .. ___ _ 
185 Shockerwick I 796690 14 14 0 ~ . - . 

j - - - .- --- --- . _ .. ---- .-- --I-----~.--~~ ... -.~~- ... ---
iTennygrove Wood 

18~ ;Sh~o-t~ Woocj --. n ®7509_ -·S_:._..L.._ 0 ASNW NE 155-160m Holcombe __ --=-=- L~-=-~--
187: Short Wood 759692 5 5 0 ASNW SW 115-150m Batheaston 

-- -- - - -- ----

---

188 i Sif"Qs~iii\yo~c[ _ 4?8~~~-: - -_~4 _ -=-~_ f---~ ASNW I ARW S 55-115m Wrington __ =-~ ________ ~ __ .. 
189 Smallcombe Wood 767641 27 15 12 ASNW I ARW NW 75-155m Bath Bathwick -·1 - .- .. -- -.- - - - -- ------.. -- ~.- - ---- 1-- .. - .-... -.- - .. -.-----. -- -. - ---

190 1 Soper's Wood 745680 31 31 0 ASNW NE 125-215m Charlcombe 
19-1iStiiicombe-Wood I iifio1- - 3f-- r--3-1 ~I--O- ASNW -~. E 100-160m S1. Catherine---- - -- ~--- -- - --.-

I· -.. - .... - - - ---- -.~ - -- - --.- - --- --1-----.. -- -._.-. ----.-- -.- ---.. ---.. -.- . -. 

,Cowleaze Wood N 115-185m 
j - - - - - - -- - -- - .• - -- ------. ----- 1-=-=:----- --- -~-- ------ ---. -.-- -. 

192!Summerhill Wood . 763707 5 5 0 ASNW NW 135-165m St. Catherine 
I . - - - -.- -- - - --- ---- -- . . -- ~.- -~~-- -.-.-~ ---.. - ~ --- -.- -~~--- -- --. -- -

193: Summerhouse Wood 471721 7 7 0 ASNW E 30-50m Tickenham I -- . - .. - - .. . . . - - --- -- -- - - - - -- - ---- - ---~-- ~-- - - ---- - ~ - - -- - .-
194 j Tai!Wo()51__ I~?§?~___ _z._ - --"'--- f-~.- ~SNW~ ____ SW85-120m ~--~- Hinto~~t@'1er-ll()us~ -1- -
195 :Tennant's Wood 694665 14 14 0 ASNW SW 20-50m Kelston 

I .. - - ------ - --- -- -- -- ----- c----~--~- -c-----~------ -- ---- -- - - - -- - - - - .. -- --

196ITerra.c_~Wood _1§~05~Q _____ ?_ _ ___ ~ _ _ Q __ ~SN~ __ ~ __ ~30 __ 140m __________ .§tpn ~aston _ _ _ _ _ 

_ ~~~ii~:g~6~: -J~~~~~~-_~-}6- ~:J~~-_-==-§_~-=~~~~l!-~~-~ ~~;~g~-~-=:=-_-~--_ ~~~fE;~li~e __ ~ -_ -__ = -L- _ 
~~ 1~~~]Fii:dWOOd J !;~it -~ }i --~ -1~-~ il~~-' ARW !~ !~~~~-: _~~ -~~9~~~n- - --- --

1- -------- --- ---------- -~---- ------- ------- ----~~--- ---------

202 'Truckle Wood 499719 5 0 5 ARW S 100-135m I . -- - -- ---.----.---- .. --.--1-----.-- ------ --------- ----~------.------ +.:....~ 

203: Ubley Wood 523578 36 33 3 ASNW I ARW N 90-220m - ... --1_- _______ ____________ _________ _______________ _ _________________ _ 

- -- ---

-- ---

204 1 Underdown Wood 734591 41 29 12 ASNW I ARW NW 40-130m 
205 [UpperVobster Wood . i 7004~4~1-_(- ~_ } ___ ==~CL __ -AsHYl_-_~=== NE-!~Q:~~9_n1=~--_~~_~_-__ 9:OleJ~~~= _ .•. : -jsabington -_ 
206 !Vernham Wood I 731618 1 22 22 0 ASNW N 110-160m Englishcom~~. I 

~~~i~:~~~~9~:0~d j~~;-~11-1--111=1- ~---= 1~1 ~-~~~ lARW ~J)~~~~~-=--- -- ~~ili{~~~on I 

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



I.d IName NGR (ST) Acre ASNW ARW State Facing / Altitude Parish Tithe Parish if different 
i - ---- -~--- -- --- ---I---- ---- -------- - -- ----

-! -------- -- ---------- - -- ------ --~-------- ------
209lWedill_gbCim Copse 703522 10 10 0 ASNW N 95-110m Kilmersdon -- Babi~gton __ --- -------- ----- -----" ---

21 O;'.Ne~k 'vYood __ 728606 7 7 0 ASNW E 115-135m Combe Hay - -- -- -- --------
211 ;West Park Wood 460731 19 17 2 ASNW/ARW N 25-105m Clapton-In-Gordano 

"- ---- ---~--

212 ; West V,!o~_~-
- ---- -- ---~------- ---- ----- -- ~- -- --

721611 7 7 0 ASNW N 140-165m Englishcombe __ ~ __ 
-- - - ------ ~-- -- - ------ - - ---- ---

213 : West_""oo~L 420728 29 15 14 ASNW/ARW E 20-80m Walton-In-Gordano 
f--~~---- --------~~-- ------

214 jWest Wood/_Weston 456750 89 89 0 ASNW N 85-100m, E 35-100m, Weston-In-Gordano I Weston-In-Gordano I 
--------- -- ----- ---- ------

,Big Wood S 25-100m, W 60-100m North Weston Portishead 
215 iWeston -Wood 

f----- ---~~-- f-- - --- e---------- ----------
715684 5 5 0 ASNW S 185-230m Charlcombe Weston 

216 I Weston Wooef 
-- ---- ----- --c--____ - - - __ - ------ --

436742 24 20 4 ASNW/ARW SE 35-7Sm Weston-In-Gordano 
-~- ----

~17 i W~idcQm~ _ Bra~e 
- ----- - ---:-:::-- ------ f-- ------

646613 19 14 5 ASNW/ARW N 130-165m Chelwood I Marksbury 
--------- ------ - ---- I-- ----

218 WoodhiJI 468772 5 5 0 ASNW W 45-55m Portishead 
-- ------- - ---- ---

2191Woiie HiTIWood 
- -- ~---- c-------- r---

O 
---- --------- ---345634 3 3 ASNW N 75-85m W-S-M 

---- --- --~ i - -

I 
- ---- ---- ---~- t---- -~ 1----------- --- ~ ----- ---

i 
f-- -~-----~--- ----~-- ---- - -- -- ----- ---- ---

iTotal acreage -I --- -- - ---------- ---- r--~- -----~-

i 5598 4066 1532 I 

Figure 1.4. Inventory of ancient woodland cover in the study area. ASNW - Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland. ARW - Ancient Replanted Woodland. 



Of the 219 ancient woodlands covering 5598 acres within the study area, 50 

encompassing 1493 acres were chosen for intensive investigation. This included map 

regression, documentary analysis, and field surveying of interior earthworks. 

Archaeobotanical surveys were undertaken for each of the 50 ancient woodlands. The 

deliberately chosen sites are situated throughout the study area reflecting a diversity 

of location, topography, geology, soils, shape and size. 

Pre-Woodland Earthworks 

Throughout the thesis the degree of secondary ancient woodland will be measured 

through the surveying of pre-woodland earthworks within the same 50 ancient 

woodlands selected for archaeobotanical surveys within Chapter 7. Ground 

investigation will be supplemented by a multi-disciplinary approach combining field

name analysis, cartographic, documentary and archaeobotanical research. Of the sites 

that are proven secondary broad date ranges for the period of regeneration will be 

projected. The surveying of pre-woodland earthworks can prove the secondary nature 

of ancient woodland though their absence is no guarantee of the sites primary status. 

The extent of recovered secondary ancient woodland will be considered alongside the 

growing evidence of woodland clearance phases from pollen samples outside the 

study area. 
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An outline of subsequent Chapters is provided below: 

Chapter 2. Prehistoric and Roman 

Prehistoric evidence for woodland manipulation will be researched. The extent to 

which such results from excavated wetland sites, such as on the Somerset Levels, can 

be extrapolated to the study area will be considered. The possibility of intensification 

within the Roman period of both woodland clearance and transference from wood

pasture to coppice-with-standards will be assessed. The relevance of available pollen 

sequences within Britain will be considered. The extent of pre-medieval earthworks 

within ancient woodland will be measured. 

Chapter 3. Wansdyke and post Roman 

The archaeological relationship of woodland and the West Wansdyke will be 

researched. The traditional belief that woodland cover marks the three major gaps 

will be challenged through a multi-disciplinary approach combining intensive field

name analysis, cartographic research, archaeobotanical assessment, aerial 

photographic examination and earthwork surveys. 

Chapter 4. Pre-Conquest and Domesday 

Pre-Conquest and Domesday woodland will be measured through a combination of 

archaeological methods. Such research will be related to arguments concerning the 

age-range of surviving ancient woodlands, and the degree of secondary ancient 

woodland cover. Anglo-Saxon woodland will attempt to be reconstructed through the 

collation and plotting of all leah field-names from the mid-nineteenth century Tithe 

maps and accompanying apportionments for each of the 131 parishes within the study 
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area. Domesday woodland conversion will be compared to both the leah field-name 

evidence and the current ancient woodland distribution. In order to compare and 

contrast results Post-Domesday woodland reduction and regeneration will be 

considered within this Chapter. 

Chapter 5. Medieval and post Medieval 

The major theme within this Chapter will be the research of the functional practicality 

of woodbanks as a means of preventing woodland encroachment compared to the 

possibility that a large number of embankments are monumentalising woodlands, 

their construction being a political and cultural statement of ownership that would 

result in an impressive enduring feature. The association of deer parks and woodland 

will be considered. 

Chapter 6. Industry. 

The effect of evolving woodland industries from prehistory into the late Middle Ages 

on earthwork creation within and surrounding ancient woodland will be assessed. 

Industries considered will be those directly related to the management of woodland 

such as hurdling and construction materials, and industries that required fuel. The 

varied impact of both types of industry upon the creation of earthworks within 

woodland as well as management types and degree of woodland cover will be 

investigated. 

Chapter 7. Botany 

Archaeobotanical surveys of 50 ancient woodlands will attempt to measure their age

range and reveal past management. Complete vegetation lists will be compiled for 
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each site. By combining these results with other forms of archaeological evidence, 

the ancient status of woodland within the study area will be considered. 

Chapter 8. Conclusions 

Chapter 8 will be the concluding Chapter, presenting a summary and results of the 

thesis. The findings will be argued to have relevance beyond the bounds of the study 

area and can be applied to measurements of ancient woodland landscapes throughout 

southern England. 
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Chapter 2. Prehistoric and Roman. 

Archaeological investigation of woodland reduction and regeneration from 

prehistory to the Roman period, and an assessment of pre-medieval earthworks 

within ancient woodland. 

This Chapter will measure the effect of variations of human pressure upon woodland 

cover from prehistory through to the Roman period. Such an assessment will 

reconstruct past woodland cover and reveal specific periods of expansion and 

contraction. The extent of pre-medieval earthworks within 50 ancient woodlands with 

a combined cover of 1493 acres will then be considered. 

Mesolithic Woodland 

Pollen analysis reveals that the first intensive effects of human activity on woodland 

are detected during the Mesolithic period (Simmon & Innes,1981,76; 1988,299; 

Jacobi et al,1976,307). Although there is no direct evidence, it has been argued that 

wood-pasture was created through this period (Rackham,1986,120). Jacobi (1978,75) 

has demonstrated that Mesolithic settlement sites in the Weald and to the west are of a 

greater density than had been previously supposed. This has implications for a high 

degree of woodland manipulation. Recent research using GIS (Geographical 

Information Systems) and archaeological finds is transforming the appreciation of 

Mesolithic subsistence, suggesting that the landscape was more organised, and the 

impact on woodland cover more intensive, than previously thought 

(Ingrouille,1995,208; Y oung,1998,8). 
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Research on pollen analysis from the southern Pennine uplands suggests Mesolithic 

forest burnings were regular and repetitive events, and that this burning led to a 

permanent suppression of a closed tree cover over large areas (Jacobi et al,1976,305). 

Simmons and Innes (1981) support such findings though they suggest that some 

regeneration took place. The extent to which woodland was principally manipulated 

by fire during this period is debatable, for with the exception of Pine none of the 

native broad-leaved woodland within Britain is combustible (Chambers, 1993,256). 

Such a process could not have instantly removed large areas of woodland. Instead 

selective clearance of smaller sections would probably have been the norm. Animals 

would graze regenerated shoots and thus making hunting easier. 

Investigation of pollen records at Peacock's Farm, within the south-east fen-edge of 

Cambridgeshire, suggested that between 6300-5650 BC the area was kept open by 

casual burning (Evans,1999,36). It has been argued that burning may have been 

partly involved with the deliberate encouragement of plant-foods such as Hazel 

(Young,1998,9). Natural events such as storms, tree throws and lightening strikes 

would have created small areas of clearance that could have led to opportunistic 

exploitation of animals feeding on fresh regrowth. Simmons (1993,118) has 

suggested that rather than creating clearings in the ways assigned to the Neolithic, 

Mesolithic communities kept open glades that were already present. These natural 

clearings may have 'led to the creation of larger glades through the deliberate removal 

of surrounding trees. 

Studies at Black Ridge Brook, Dartmoor, demonstrated the increase in Mesolithic 

influence on the wooded environment through burning and grazing in the 
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development of an open peat-covered landscape from Hazel woodland (Caseldine & 

Hatton,1993,130). Huntley (1993,210; 1995,7) argues that the postglacial climate has 

not only been changeable but highly complex and that much of the evidence for 

human activity and woodland clearance is no more than circumstantial. 

Research by among others, Mithen (1995,5), has moved from the analysis of 

individual sites to the investigation of the larger environment, stressing the 

importance of the intensification of landscape use by Mesolithic people. Woodlands 

may have been managed not only for plants and hunting but also as a resource in 

itself. This would have implications for the seasonal movement of Mesolithic groups, 

the intensification of land-use, and also the tenure of such a resource. 

Neolithic - Bronze Age Woodland 

The introduction of farming had a significant effect upon woodland. Large areas were 

deliberately cleared for the direct purpose of tilling and planting, with grazing herds 

preventing regeneration. Excavated timbers from the wetland environment of the 

Neolithic Sweet Track (3806/3807 BC) on the Somerset Levels, situated south of the 

study area, reveal a distinct variation in the type of woodland exploited that was 

unlikely to be the result of a deliberate policy (Coles & Coles,1986). Large Oaks up 

to 400 years old were incorporated into the northern end of the track whilst the 

southern end comprised Oaks a little over 100 years of age, demonstrating that large 

areas of wildwood no longer remained (Coles & Coles,1986,56). It is possible that 

whilst some areas of wildwood survived, they were interspersed with managed 

woodland, perhaps near settlements. Management and transport of very large timbers 

over long distances would have been difficult. 
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The Meare Heath track is approximately 2000 years later than the Sweet Track, and 

within its construction timbers had been axed tangentially. This achieved a wider 

plank, implying that though the constructors wanted such timbers as could be found 

with the northern end of the Sweet Track, they were no longer available (Coles & 

Coles,1986,120). Similar phases of woodland clearance during the Bronze Age have 

also been demonstrated at Flag Fen, Peterborough (Pryor,1989; 1991). Though there 

are periods of prehistoric regeneration and subsequent clearance within the Somerset 

Levels, it is plausible that coppice stands were maintained through the Neolithic into 

the Iron Age (Coles,1978,88). 

It is debatable to what extent evidence of woodland clearance in wetlands can be 

transferred to the dryland environs of the study area. Those managing such 

woodlands were approaching economic activities, such as fishing and fowling, in a 

different fashion to that on dryland. It may be that such management practices could 

have been applied elsewhere, though the intensity of exploitation may have differed 

due to the intended use of woodland and the economic reasons behind its clearance. 

Available pollen evidence suggests that much woodland in Southern Britain had 

already been cleared by the Bronze Age (Dark & Dark, 1997,42). Ceremonial 

monuments within the study area such as the Stanton Drew stone circles, and the 

concentration of Bronze Age barrows on the Mendip Hills imply an open landscape. 

Bradley (1978b,4) suggests that the change in the nature of woodland clearance 

spanning the Neolithic into the Bronze Age can be recognised in the massive timber 

constructions of the southern English henges. Recent geophysical survey at the 
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Stanton Drew great stone circle and north-east circle recovered nine concentric rings 

of pits that vary In diameter from 23m to 95m (www.eng

h.gov.uklarchaeometry/StantonDrew/). The individual pits are approximately 1m or 

more in diameter being spaced about a metre apart on the outer circle. 

At present it is only possible to postulate that the pits at Stanton Drew may have been 

timber settings. There are excavated examples of pit circles that pre-excavation could 

have been interpreted as timber settings (Gibson,1998,7). The potential timber circle 

at Stanton Drew is not unique. Timber settings have been recovered from a number 

of sites, including, Woodhenge and Durrington Walls (Gibson,1998; Malone,1989). 

The pit settings of Stanton Drew are significantly large and if utilised as timber post

holes represent a high level investment of both labour and woodland manipulation. 

The level of this investment requires consideration for it is possible that suitable 

timbers may not have been available locally and could have been transported to the 

site from outside the immediate vicinity. 

Reports of the discovery in the Daily Telegraph (Ai sling Irwin,I1.11.1997) appear to 

exaggerate the size and weight of the timber used, stating that 500 wooden posts, each 

weighing five tons and at least 30ft [10m] in height were required for the nine 

concentric circles. This statement does not correspond with an analysis of the 

evidence put forward by English Heritage. As the pits have not been excavated the 

weight and subsequent height of the timbers is not estimable. The depth of the post 

settings will provide evidence as to the possible height of the timbers. 
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Considering the variable growth rate of trees, without knowing the timber utilised, it 

would be difficult to assign a potential age-range of the species used and the type of 

woodland that they were removed from. The general rule of thumb is that a post will 

rise 3-4 times above the depth of its setting. An Oak in an open environment will 

begin to branch at approximately 2m from the ground whilst Oak in an untouched 

woodland would be taller, competing for light, often having no large branches below 

1O-15m from the ground (Goodburn,1999,1O). Working alone from the diameter 

measurements of the pits, from the rough estimate that 1-2.5cm equates to 1 year of 

growth it is possible that when felled the timbers were between 125 to 300 years of 

age. 

Such timber, if used would be in contrast to that recently recovered from 'Seahenge' 

at Holme, Norfolk. There, the main central timber showed signs of having grown in a 

stressed environment that significantly affected its growth pattern, though it should be 

noted that Seahenge was not at sea and that the timber settings were constructed on 

dry land (Pryor,200 1). Pryor (2001,256) argues that the wood utilised was the best 

that was locally available, the circle was constructed in a wide 'backswamp' behind a 

coastal barrier that was clearly not the ideal environment for the growing of tall oaks. 

The dendrochronological date for the central timber was 167 years and it is argued 

that the trees of the area were similar to hedgerow trees with branches low on the 

trunk, rather than those recovered within woodland (Pryor,2001,252). 

Fossil insect analysis can provide an indicator of disturbance to woodland areas, 

though this has yet to be undertaken within the study area. It has been utilised as a 

means of documenting Neolithic woodland clearance on the chalk downlands of the 
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South Downs, Sussex (Girling,1982,129; Thomas,1982,149). It is apparent that 

woodland clearance was occurring at varying rates of intensity, location and date. 

Pollen samples from a riverine peat in Buxton, Derbyshire, show a record of 

woodland clearance during the Neolithic that then became far more extensive in the 

Bronze Age (Wiltshire & Edwards,1993,168). 

There are obvious limitations on the raising of stock within a woodland environment. 

Large areas of grassland would be required for a successful pastoral economy which 

could utilise the varied benefits offered by both woodland and grassland. Although 

the loss of woodland to both arable and pasture was a deliberate choice it may be that 

in some cases it was at the expense of a valued resource and not the clearance of an 

unexploited area. 

Iron Age Woodland 

Through analysis of hillfort settlement and field systems, Burrow (1987,51) has 

demonstrated high occupation levels within the study area during the Iron Age. The 

probable expansion of settlement in lowland areas during this period led to a greater 

demand upon finite resources (Darvill,1987,133). The pressure to clear woodland 

was a consequence of this expansion. 

Although none lie within the study area, of the 32 datable pollen sequences for the 

late Iron Age, 60% revealed extensive clearance, and it has been suggested that some 

parts of southern England were as open as the modern landscape (Dark,2000,79). 

There is a bias in these datable pollen sequences and large parts of Britain, 

particularly the south and Midlands have had few cores analysed (Dark,2000,79). 
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From those cores that have been taken, large scale clearance is demonstrated as 

occurring in lowland southern Britain (Taylor, 1983; Turner,1981), whilst there is 

generally an absence of intensive impact on woodland cover during the Iron Age 

within northern Britain (Barber et al,1993,236). Molluscan analysis reveals an open 

landscape for the immediate environs of a number of Iron Age hillforts, such as 

Maiden Castle, Dorset, and Danebury, Hampshire (Evans,1993,154). It is likely that 

woodland was kept clear from the immediate slopes of the majority of hill forts within 

the study area. This would include the hillforts of Cadbury Congresbury, and 

Banwell. Ancient woodland surrounding the slope of the latter is argued as secondary 

(see below). 

Pollen and beetle analysis of the Iron Age settlement of Meare, on the Somerset 

Levels, suggests that towards the late Iron Age there was a general increase in 

woodland clearance (Coles & Coles,1986,155). Analysis of tree-ring patterns from 

excavations at Meare demonstrated that woodland removed was secondary growth of 

poor quality from a fairly open cover (Coles & Coles,1986,155). 

Wade Martins (1995,19) argues that Roman invaders encountered a cultivated 

landscape that did not require the total re-Iaying of fields. This implies that the 

landscape of lowland Iron Age Britain was one in which woodland had been 

extensively cleared. Pollen evidence from a number of excavations of both the Iron 

Age and Roman period of the Upper Thames Valley showed that woodland clearance 

had been thorough with the majority of the landscape maintained as grassland 
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(Robinson,1978,37). It is likely that the remaining woodlands were managed, though 

it is not known to what extent they were wood-pasture or coppice-with-standards. 

Hillforts and Ancient Woodland 

As the function, period and degree of use, together with the date of abandonment can 

vary for each hillfort within the study area, so too can the initial period of clearance 

and date of regeneration. It is argued that by considering excavated evidence, 

earthwork survival, and current opinion on reoccupation, a general period of clearance 

and regeneration can be proposed. 

The physical location and state of earthworks of a number of hillforts within the study 

area, such as Cadbury Congresbury (Fig. 2.1), imply woodland was kept clear from 

the immediate slopes, and that ancient woodland such as that surrounding Banwell 

Hillfort, Banwell (Fig. 2.2), is therefore secondary. A number of hill forts within the 

study area, for instance Burrington Camp, Burrington, have slight earthworks, 

unsuitable for defence (Knight,1998a), and it may not have been considered necessary 

to remove adjoining woodland. The fluctuating degree of use and function of hill forts 

would have led to differing rates of pressure upon the local woodland resource with 

varying rates of clearance. 

Cadbury Congresbury 

There is no positive stratigraphic excavated evidence for occupation of the hilltop of 

Cadbury Congresbury in the Neolithic or Bronze Age (Rahtz et al,1992,212). 

Evidence of pre-Iron Age use is provided with the recovery of 20,000 flints from the 

hilltop (Rahtz et al,1992,226). Features and material recovered from Cadbury 
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Figure 2.1. Cadbury Congresbury hillfort (site name shaded green), with the 3 acre ancient woodland Henley Wood (shaded yellow), 

Yatton, to the north, and the northern area of the 433 acre ancient woodland King' s Wood (site name shaded blue), Congresbury / Yatton, to 

the south-east, 1903 / 1904 OS 2nd Edition 6" maps. The majority of the woodland to the north-east of King' s Wood is recent cover. 



Figure 2.2. Banwell Wood, Banwell (ancient woodland area shaded blue), and the 

7 acre ancient woodland Max Wood (shaded green), Winscombe, OS 1903 2nd 

Edition 6" Map. The location of the hillfort and further earthworks at the south

west end of Banwell Wood suggest the entire site is secondary. The position of 

Max Wood on the low-lying Carr bog of Winscombe and interior earthworks has 

been argued to reveal the site is also secondary ancient woodland (see text). 



Congresbury have been proposed as demonstrating Roman occupation, from the mid 

first to late fourth or early fifth century, and this is strengthened by the location of 

Henley Wood temple immediately to the north (Rahtz et al,1992,228). 

Post-Roman occupation is of at least three phases, unlikely to be of more than two 

centuries, covering the period 450-650 A.D. approximately (Fowler et al,1968,1l; 

Rahtz,1987,75; Rahtz et al,1992,214). Though date ranges for individual graves from 

Henley Wood extend to the late seventh century, the archaeological evidence for the 

hillfort is not secure beyond approximately 600 A.D. (Rahtz et al,1992,246). 

However, it has been suggested that a monastic community may have utilised 

Cadbury Congresbury until the late seventh century (Professor Mick Aston, pers. 

comm.). 

Using Thiessen polygons in relation to neighbouring hillforts, Burrow (1981) has 

suggested a possible territory potentially related to the prehistoric, Roman and post

Roman period. Burrow (1981) has argued that woodland lay immediately to the 

south-east of Cadbury Congresbury, following the steep southern slope of Wrington, 

and that this area was managed for fuel requirements and as pannage for pigs. 

Though areas of ancient woodland today cover the southern slopes of Wrington, such 

as King's Wood (Fig. 2.1), examples of secondary regeneration were recovered. For 

instance, Scars Wood and Lye Wood, Wrington, contain Romano-British field 

systems and are proposed as Anglo-Saxon regeneration (see below, Figs. 4.5, 4.6). 
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Henley Wood 

The Roman temple and cemetery of Henley Wood lies 100m to the north of Cadbury 

Congresbury (Fig. 2.1). Three successive temples and associated features have been 

recovered demonstrating use from the early Roman period to at least the end of the 

fourth century (Rahtz et al,1992,228). The cemetery was in use between the fifth and 

seventh centuries A.D., with the greatest activity in the fifth to sixth centuries, and 

therefore potentially including some of the inhabitants of the post-Roman hillfort 

(Watts & Leach,1996,75). 

Observation of tree cover on the site identified many large Yews possibly of ancient 

origin (Watts & Leach,1996,4). Yews are never more than occasional finds within 

ancient woodlands of the study area and none bar that recovered within the comer of 

Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando, were considered extremely ancient (see Chapter 

3). Three acres of Henley Wood are designated ancient by English Nature (Pinches & 

Lister,1988) (Fig. 2.1, grid reference and topography in Fig. 1.4). Considering the 

location and period of use of Cadbury Congresbury it is likely the ancient woodland is 

secondary. 

Rahtz et al (1992,225) argue that the strong representation of pig bones within the late 

I post Roman excavated contexts reflects the availability of nearby woodland to 

Cadbury Congresbury. From analysis of field-name evidence (see Chapter 4) it is 

possible that some of the ancient woodland along the southern slope of Wrington was 

present within the late Roman period, and that its occurrence was a deliberate policy 

of land management related to the hillfort (Fig. 2.1). This area would include the 

largest surviving ancient woodland within the study area, the 433 acre King's Wood, 
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Congresbury I Cleeve I Wrington (Congresbury I Yatton at time of Tithe, Fig. 2.1). 

The past land-use of such an expanse of woodland in the late I post-Roman period and 

its later management for providing regular fuel supplies for lead and iron works on 

Broadfield Down, Congresbury I Wrington I Yatton, led to its survival. 

South Cadbury (Cadbury Castle) 

Neolithic occupation of Cadbury Castle, Somerset, situated south of the study area, 

was suggested through the remains of an earthwork that was either a lynchet or a form 

of terracing (Woodward & James,2000,86). A Bronze Age lynchet was recovered, 

and the field layout may have been in use for over one thousand years (Woodward & 

James,2000,86). Charcoal layers beneath the earliest banks of the site have been 

interpreted as clearance of scrub and perhaps woodland (Alcock & Bishop,2000,47). 

This suggests early woodland clearance from the immediate environment. Pollen 

analysis of Danebury, Hampshire, and Maiden Castle, Dorset, have suggested the 

final clearance of each hilltop was during the Late Neolithic (Cunliffe, 1993,24; 

Sharples,1991a,14; 1991b,35). 

Re-construction of the ramparts of Cadbury Castle, Somerset, in the late fifth I early 

sixth century A.D. followed a period of dereliction (Alcock, 1995). This 

refortification required approximately 20,000 metres of timber (Costen, 1992,67). 

Though woodland was probably kept clear from the immediate slopes the need for 

varied resources would have meant that areas of woodland could have been 

encouraged and actively managed within the surrounding landscape. 
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King's Castle Wood 

Ancient woodland lies on the slope surrounding the Iron Age hillfort within King's 

Castle Wood, Wells, Somerset, situated south of the study area. Surrounded by a 

woodbank its interior contains a number of good-sized Small-leaved Lime coppice 

stools and a high count of ancient woodland indicator species (Knight,1999,17). If it 

were not for the location of the Iron Age hillfort at the head of the slope, the ancient 

woodland indicator species together with the woodbanks, topography, and ancient 

status of interior coppice stools, could lead to the site being considered potentially 

primary. 

Stokeleigh Camp 

The southern section of Leigh Woods, Long Ashton, surrounding Stokeleigh Camp is 

a relict wood-pasture common (Fig. 2.3). The site was surveyed for its earthworks 

and vegetation, and a number of outsized pollards and a large quantity of ancient 

woodland plant species were recorded (see Chapter 7). This together with the 

abundance of documentary sources for the site confirms its ancient status 

(Lovatt,1987; Rackham,1982a). However, the location of the hillfort and its sizeable 

earthworks suggests the ancient woodland is secondary. 

Post-Roman hillfort occupation 

Post-Roman occupation has been proposed for a number of hillforts that lie within the 

study area (Burrow,1981; 1987). Though no finds from between the sixth and twelfth 

centuries have been recovered from Cadbury Congresbury, Rahtz (Rahtz et 

al,1992,251) has pointed out that the absence of such evidence is not evidence of 
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Figure 2.3. Southern section of Leigh Woods, Long Ashton, containing Stokeleigh Camp (shaded 

blue), 1930 OS Revised 6" map. The parish boundary (in green) separates Leigh Woods. The area 

to the north of the wall is comprised of coppice-with-standards. The ancient woodland to the south 

of the boundary, containing Stokeleigh Camp, is wood-pasture. Though the southern area contains 

ancient pollards, the location of the Camp is taken to suggest that the immediate surrounding 

woodland is secondary. 



absence. Potential early monastic centres have been suggested for Cadbury 

Congresbury (Rahtz,1991,32; Rahtz et al,1992). 

Abandonment need not have resulted in immediate regeneration. For some hillforts it 

may be that the topography and presence of earthworks led to immediate 

regeneration, but if other hillforts and their nearby environment were kept clear of 

woodland, and a number show reoccupation in the post-Roman period, with potential 

use as sites for monastic communities, then woodland regeneration would at the 

earliest be circa 700 A.D. 

Roman Woodland 

It is possible that pressure upon the landscape in the Roman period led not only to the 

clearance of some woodland for arable and pasture but to an intensification of 

woodland management with an increased number held as coppice-with-standards. 

The Romans were not bringing completely new methods of woodland cultivation, but 

by their very presence increased the need for a more intensive system of management 

to produce required materials for building and fuel. 

Sweet Chestnut Castanea sativa is widely acknowledged as being introduced by the 

Romans (Edward Milner,1992,70; Rackham,1986,74). This tree has since become 

naturalised, with coppice stools surviving in many of the woodlands surveyed (see 

Chapter 7). The wood from this tree is often utilised now by organisations, such as 

the National Trust, for fencing its reserves, as it splits easily and has a resin that aids 

preservation. Due to a paucity of relevant pollen cores it is not known how extensive 

deliberate planting of this tree was, nor is it known whether it was introduced for fuel, 
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timber, nuts, or all three. The introduction of this species does suggest that deliberate 

management for specific trees was taking place. 

The intensification of woodland management has been demonstrated by Cleere's 

(1976) calculations on the extent of woodland required for the Roman iron industry of 

the Weald of south-eastern Britain. Cleere (1976,245) argues the operations of six 

ironmaking settlements led to the clearance of 300km2 of woodland between 50 A.D. 

and 240 A.D. Rackham (1980,108) disputes this figure believing that rather than 

destroying woodland the iron works could have been sustained permanently through 

the charcoal production of 23,000 acres of coppice. This is a massive area of 

woodland and within Chapter 6 it will be argued that Roman lead works within the 

study area at Charterhouse, on the Mendip Hills, did not have access to or require 

such an expanse of woodland. 

From the 46 pollen sequences available for the Roman period, none of which cover 

the study area, Dark & Dark (1997,31) have shown that most sites had less woodland 

in the Roman period than in the Iron Age. There is a bias in the material in that the 

majority of the 46 pollen sequences are from northern Britain and Wales. Pollen 

researched in the Cameddau area of upland Wales reveals that the most widespread 

clearance episode was during the Roman period (Walker,1993,182). From pollen 

analysis, Evans (1999,100) has demonstrated the massive woodland clearances in 

connection with the construction of Hadrian's Wall. Of greater interest is that large 

sections of woodland had already been cleared at least 50 years prior to this 

(Evans,1999,99). 
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Large quantities of timber were required for the construction of early Roman forts and 

internal structures. It has been estimated that a fort of four acres would have required 

22,000 cubic feet (622m3
) of timber (Keppie,1986,67). Such requirements 

demonstrate the intensification of woodland clearance within the Roman period and 

the need for woodland management strategies. Though few cores have been taken, 

those analysed between the Antonine Wall, south to Hadrian's Wall suggest that in 

most cases there is post-400 A.D. regeneration (Barber et al,1993,231). 

A densely populated Roman farming landscape has been proposed for the past county 

of Avon, fonning a large portion of the study area (Bird,1987,59). The large number 

of villa sites within the study area (Costen,1992,68; Cunliffe,1987; Fowler,1968; 

1970; 1978; Rahtz & Greenfield,1978; Rippon,1997,117) imply that the woodland 

landscape was a managed controlled resource. Rackham (1986,74) argues that though 

Roman England was not a very wooded country it would be a mistake to suppose that 

there was less woodland than there is now, for fieldwork suggests that only a very 

small number of woodlands can be shown to be medieval and to have Roman remains 

beneath them. 

This argument is questioned below in the section concerning pre-woodland 

earthworks within the study area. Dyer (1989,50) argues that though Rackham has 

revealed the great age of many woods, the paradox has been taken too far because a 

number of woodland landscapes can be shown to have been the result of regeneration 

after 1100. If areas of post-Roman regeneration had covered Roman villa sites and 

associated field systems, it is possible that these areas contained good quality 

fannland and were subsequently clear-felled in the medieval period. 
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Pre-medieval Fields within Ancient Woodland 

As no relevant pollen samples have been taken within the study area the degree of 

secondary ancient woodland was assessed through surveying the extent of pre

medieval earthworks. Fifty ancient woodlands were surveyed, covering a total of 

1493 acres, with sites varying in size, topography, and past and present management. 

Prehistoric and Romano-British field systems recovered through the earthwork 

surveys are discussed below. Within Chapter 4 later field systems within ancient 

woodland are considered and the debate on the extent of Anglo-Saxon regeneration is 

measured in greater detail. 

In order for the research to be multi-disciplinary the same ancient woodlands were 

also surveyed for archaeobotanical results (Figs. 7.1-7.4. Chapter 7). A Table was 

established displaying the form of pre-woodland earthworks found and the percentage 

of proven secondary ancient woodland (Fig. 2.4). A date range was given to the pre

woodland earthworks as well as a projected date of woodland regeneration (Fig. 2.4). 

Romano-British field systems recovered beneath two ancient woodlands, Scars Wood 

and Lye Wood, Wrington, were surveyed in detail (Figs. 4.5, 4.6). A map was 

produced of the 50 investigated ancient woodlands showing the location of proven 

secondary sites (Fig. 2.5). 

Problems Associated with Dating Abandonment and Regeneration 

Though the preservation of prehistoric and Romano-British field systems beneath 

ancient woodland proves secondary status the date of abandonment and period of 

regeneration is not easily determined. Without excavation or assistance from pollen 
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N0.1 Site Name (Inventory No.) _+Acrea_g~ndar)'1 Form o~_~idencl! __ J~1!p!_oximate_date 
I I (Y:Yes) r- ! of Regeneration 
I -__ ---,.--- --r-- ---

_ I! Cheddar Wood (46) 121 
------~- ----------, 

2iMascalls Wood (142) 10 I 

-+- I --- -----~-------- ----

3:Bitham's Wood (24) i 19 I 

I ------
4· Aldwick Wood (3) 7 

I 
I 

5 Hanging Wood (88) : 19 ! 

~ 
--~,---

~------

6 Catsley Wood (44) 5 I ------
7 i Park Copse (157) 17 

: , 

i 

8 Peppers hells Wood (162) 5 
I 

Y Lynchets (EIA I RB) 5-6C ! I I I 

9 i Atgrove Wood (7) 17 Y Lynchets (EIA I RB) 
I 

7-8C i 
I 
I 

10 Daniels Brake (62) 5 i Y I Lynchets (EIA I RB) , 7-8C 
11 Whidcombe Brake (217) I 19 

I I 

12 Dowlings Wood (63) 27 , 

13 Folly Wood (75) I 17 ~ I 

14:Smallcombe Wood (189) I 27 
15 Ashcombe Wood, Bath (4) 24 I I : 
16 Loxton Wood (138) I 27 I I 

I 

17 Ashcombe Wood, W-S-M (5) 24 I 

18 Hutton Wood (113) 56 I Y (part) i Documentat:r 
, 

14C-15C I 

19 Lipyeate Copse (124) , 5 i I 
I 

20 Ubley Wood (203) 36 
, 

I , 

21 Compton Wood (57) 75 1 I 

22 Weston Wood, Weston-in-G (216) 24 I I 
23 Hack's Wood (83) l 27 Y I Field ~stems (INRB) i 7-8C 
24 Canon's Wood (42) 27 Y I Field systems (INRB) I 7-8C -

25, West Wood, Walton-in-G (213) 29 Y i Field systems (INRB) I 7-8C 
26 Weston Big Wood, Portishead (214) 89 i i I 

27 Seven Acre Wood (182) 17 I I 

28 Max Wood (143) 7 Y ! Drainage ditches 14C 
29 Cleaves Wood (53) 

i 39 I I 
30 Tait Wood (194) I 7 I I 

I 

31 Prestick Wood (164) - 5 I 
, 

I I 

32 Long Wood, Charterhouse (130) 41 I I 
! , 

33 Lower Ellick Wood (137) ! 12 
34 Little Stoke Wood (127) ! 17 I 

I 
35 Big Stoke Wood (22) ! 44 I i 

I 

I 

36 Padleigh Grove (156) i 5 
, 

37 Vernham Wood (206) i 22 I , 

! ~ 

38 , West Wood, Englishcombe (212) i 7 I 
I 

I 

39iBreach Wood (31) i 31 I 
; 

i I 40iMiddle Wood (146) I 34 , I 

41 Hoggen Coppice (107) 5 I 

42 ,Scars Wood (181) 5 Y Field systems (RB) 5-8C 
43 I Lye Wood (139) 

- I 
5 I Y Field systems (RB) 5-8C 

--- I 
44Hartle~ Wood (94) 12 
4illPriston Wood (169) 

- , 

31 , ---- --- ------------~ ------
4~Long Wood, Priston (131) 10 Y Lugfall 15C 

_ 47' Emborough Grove (71) 31 y, Ridge and furrow ____ }4<:; _______ 

~~Leigh ~ood {12~ __________ ]9~ __ -=--=-=-==-_________________________ - --_.-

49 i King's Wood (116) ~_~ ____ ~ ______ Field systems (IA) 5-6C 
-- -- -------------

50 Rose Wood (174) 24 ______ -1 ____________ 
---------, 

- -- ----------
Total area surveyed (acres) 1493 --_. ---- ----------------
Percentage of sites proven secondary 26% I 

Figure 2.4. Table of 50 ancient woodlands assessed for secondary status through earthwork surveying 
(location: Fig.2.5). In order for the research to be multi-disciplinary they are the same sites analysed for 
archaeobotanical results (Chapter 7). 
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Figure 2.5. Distribution map of the 50 ancient woodlands surveyed for secondary 
status (outline map adapted from Kain & Oliver, 1995). Those in green (26%) 
proved to be secondary (see Fig. 2.4). The earthwork surveys together with 
growing evidence from pollen samples suggest that the majority of ancient 
woodlands within the study area are not primary. 



samples the dating of both pre-woodland earthworks and the time of regeneration is 

fraught with difficulties. However, from earthwork surveying together with field

name evidence, documentary and archaeobotanical research, broad date ranges were 

attempted. 

Fowler (2000) has demonstrated the longevity of prehistoric field systems in the 

parishes of Fyfield and Overton, Wiltshire, east of the study area. A trench was 

excavated across a large lynchet at Fyfield Down, yielding pottery sherds ranging 

from the Neolithic to the second century A.D. (Fowler,2000,118). A dry stone wall 

was built on its edge in the later first century A.D. (Fowler,2000,118). It is possible a 

number of lynchets found within ancient woodlands of the study area demonstrate a 

lengthy period of use before late Roman to mid-Saxon (seventh I eighth century) 

abandonment. Later Chapters (principally Chapters 3 and 4) argue that though 

abandonment may have taken place in marginal areas, large-scale Saxon regeneration 

within the study area did not occur. 

In his analysis of the settlement of Hanbury, Worcestershire, Dyer (1991,27), argues 

that regenerated woodland in the post-Roman period was subsequently assarted in the 

early Middle Ages, and that little primary woodland was being cleared. Research at 

Pendock, Worcestershire, suggests that the increase in cultivation of the twelve and 

thirteenth centuries led to the loss of Saxon regenerated woodland to the extent that it 

was transformed from a woodland dependency into a cereal devoted village requiring 

a detached portion of wood of its own (Dyer, 1994,68). 
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There is general agreement for a climatic downturn from the fifth century 

(Baillie, 1994; 1995; Dark, 2000; discussed in Chapter 4). With a relatively low 

population in the mid-fifth century there may have been a relaxation of arable 

cultivation. The majority of the ancient woodlands containing field systems are 

principally in areas that are currently considered marginal. Abandonment need not 

have led to immediate regeneration. Though pressure on the farmed landscape might 

subside an area could be kept free of woodland regrowth by continual grazing, and it 

is possible that the post-Roman economy was largely pastoral. 

Morphologically, Fowler (1978,30; 2000,26) has recognised two main types of Iron 

Age I Romano-British field system; elongated fields with closed ends, and the other 

roughly square shaped. The potential longevity of field systems highlights the 

problems encountered in dating the period of use, abandonment, and the time of 

woodland regeneration for secondary ancient woodlands of the study area. 

The survey and excavation of pre-woodland earthworks within ancient woodland has 

rarely been attempted yet better rates of survival than in surrounding pasture have 

meant that relationships can be demonstrated. Fasham's (1978) survey of a banjo 

enclosure within Micheldever Wood, Hampshire, concluded that woodland had 

regenerated at the end of the Roman period. An earthwork survey clearly revealed 

that the later woodbank had used the ditch of the enclosure (Fasham,1978.4). Part of 

the reason for the paucity of pre-woodland earthworks is the difficulty of discovering 

them. The woodland canopy has limited the number of field systems being recorded 

through aerial photography. 
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Rose Wood, Axbridge 

Fowler (1978,37) has suggested that possible Romano-British field systems occur 

within the north-east area of the ancient woodland, Rose Wood, Axbridge (Fig. 2.6). 

The site has a high ancient woodland indicator species count and is surrounded in part 

by woodbanks with occasional walling (Figure 7.1, site description in Appendix 2). 

Ground investigation within the area marked by Fowler (1978,37) did not recover any 

form of field system. There were no natural features within this section that could 

have been mistakenly identified. A small amount of regeneration has occurred at the 

north-east edge of the wood and there is the slight possibility that Fowler 

misidentified the eastern woodbank as an early field system. The entire woodland 

was investigated for interior earthworks and none were recovered. However, 

terracing was located at the north-west edge of the site, outside the ancient woodland, 

300m west of where Fowler had plotted pre-woodland earthworks. The earthworks 

are probably Romano-British and are covered by recent secondary woodland. Had 

Fowler's findings been accepted then Rose Wood would be declared secondary. 

Though it is not proposed that the site is primary, no pre-woodland earthworks were 

recovered within the interior of the ancient woodland (Fig. 2.6). Fowler (1978) had 

mapped the field systems at Rose Wood through analysis of available aerial 

photographic evidence but had he followed his original analysis with ground 

surveying he would have found that no pre-woodland earthworks exist within the 

ancient area. Such findings stress the importance of surveying the interior of sites 

rather than relying on photographs taken during winter months. 
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Figure 2.6. Rose Wood, Axbridge, 1904 OS 2nd Edition 6" map. The 24 acre ancient woodland 

(shaded green), is surrounded in part by woodbanks and dry stone walling. Surveying of its ground 

flora recovered a high ancient woodland plant species count (see Chapter 7). Fowler (1978) has 

indicated Romano-British field systems within the north-east area of Rose Wood (blue circle). 

Ground investigation has found that field systems do not exist within the ancient woodland area 

though they do occur within recent secondary woodland to the north-west of the ancient woodland 

(shaded blue). 



King's Wood, Axbridge 

Like Rose Wood, King's Wood, Compton Bishop, was found to be surrounded by and 

contain large woodbanks as well as having a high ancient woodland indicator species 

count, including Small-leaved Lime, and good documentary evidence. A central 

woodbank was recorded running nOlth to south through the woodland effectively 

separating the site into two wooded areas (Fig. 2.7, con idered further in Chapter 6 , 

ee al 0 sketch map in Appendix 2A). The woodbank had the ditch to the ea t side 

and it was considered that though ancient, woodland to its ea t was secondary. 

Pre-woodland earthworks were recorded to the north of the woodland within recent 

secondary woodland (post-1600). It wa noted that two of the e earthwork continued 

into the ancient woodland area and had been cut by the ditch of the northern 

woodbank. The e were ituated either side of the central bank that cut the wood 

nOlth to outh, effectively demonstrating that both ections ither ide of the central 

bank were econdary. The urvival of these features is poor, though from their hape 

and ize it is possible that they repres nt Iron Age field system, a view held by Vince 

Russett (pers. comm.). 

Carscliffe, Cheddar 

Iron Age field sy tern covering approximately 20 acres have been recovered on the 

southern slope of Car cliffe, Cheddar (Vince Ru ett, per. comm. Fig. 2.8). Rec nt 

metal detecting located a hoard of f0U11h entury Roman coin within the end of one 

of the field systems (No MR rer. , Vince Ru ett, pers . comm.). On the Tithe map of 

1837 the majority of these earthwork were pre ent beneath three woodland, Slone 
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Figure 2.7. King' s Wood, Compton Bishop, OS 1904 2nd Edition 6" map. The irregular shaped 

ancient woodland is surrounded by a woodbank and is currently the same area as on the 1904 map. 

An internal earthbank division (in blue) was recovered within the northern section of the wood 

together with pre-woodland earthworks (in green) (see sketch map in Appendix 2A). A woodbank 

continues from the south-east edge of the site (in red) implying the original enclosed area of 

woodland was larger. The feature was identified as a woodbank due to the earthwork being unlike 

surrounding boundaries and that for much of its length it is covered by good-sized Small-leaved 

Lime coppice stools. This species has a poor dispersal rate and where found are likely remnants of 

ancient woodland. 



Figure 2.8. Mascalls Wood (shaded green); Breach Wood (shaded red); Stone 

Wood (shaded blue); and, Venus Wood (shaded orange); Cheddar, 1904 OS 

2nd edition 6" map. Breach Wood and Venus Wood are present on the Tithe 

map but had been cleared by the time of the 1904 OS map. Stone Wood has 

been cleared since the 1904 OS map. The 10 acre ancient woodland Mascalls 

Wood remains. Documentary evidence demonstrates the ancient status of 

Breach, Stone and Venns Wood (see text). Iron Age field systems are present 

within the area of the three cleared woodlands. No field systems were 

recovered within Mascalls Wood. 



Wood, Breach Wood, and Venns Wood (Figs. 2.8,4.11). All have since been cleared 

and are currently managed as pasture. 

The good state of survival of the field systems is in part due to the longevity of the 

previous woodland cover which had restricted the damaging effects of agriculture. 

The woodland was unlikely to have been recent regeneration. There are documentary 

records of Stone Wood in 1601 within which Breach Wood was recorded as Brech 

Wood (SRO [Somerset Record Office]: DD/SE 17). Venns Wood is first recorded in 

the Tithe apportionment; though it is likely the three sites were part of a larger area of 

woodland that in 1495 was referred to as Estwode (SRO TIPHlVCH 5,325). 

The assarted hedgerows were surveyed and a number were found to contain Small-

leaved Lime that is a good indicator of ancient woodland and is only recovered within 

hedgerows that have a direct relationship with ancient woodland (see Chapter 7). The 

plotting of leah field-names for the parish (Fig. 4.11) suggests the woodland was 

present during the Anglo-Saxon period. When considered alongside the coin hoard 

and the current marginal status of the site there is the likelihood the three woods were 

Saxon regeneration. 

Cheddar Wood. Cheddar 

Field systems were not recovered within Cheddar Wood, 3.3km north-west of 
-~ 

j , Carscliffe (site description in Appendix 2). The wood contains massive ancient 

coppice stools, and this system of management was resurrected by the Somerset 

Wildlife Trust in the early 1980s. The counting of the rings of a felled Ash shoot with 

a girth of 30cm found it had last been coppiced during the Second World War (Vince 
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Russett, pers. comm.). This demonstrates the slow growth rate of trees within the 

wood suggesting many large stools are of substantial age. 

Ground surveying recovered a number of extremely large hollow Small-leaved Lime 

coppice stools. The largest example measured 9m in diameter, and the regular 

circular pattern suggested it was a single outgrown coppice. Considering the slow 

growth rate of known stools within the wood it is possible that some are direct relics 

of Roman woodland management. As they are hollow a core cannot be taken to date 

them. Extraction of DNA from a 14m diameter circular Small-leaved Lime coppice 

stool at Silk Wood, Gloucestershire, north of the study area, revealed the tree is a 

single outgrown coppice estimated to be up to 6000 years old (Mabey, 1998, 122). 

Comparing this measurement to the Cheddar Wood examples suggests some are at 

least Roman in date. The survival of the coppice stands has important implications 

for the consideration of initial dates and the scale of transformation of wood-pastures 

to enclosed coppice-with-standards. It will be suggested in Chapter 5 that the 

northern woodbank of Cheddar Wood was constructed in the thirteenth century. 

During earthwork survey it was noted that the northern woodbank peaks as a 

triangular shape (between the two north-western stone pits shown on Fig. 5.4). At the 

very point that the woodbank peaks there is a massive Small-Leaved Lime coppice 

within the bank. There is the strong likelihood that those constructing the woodbank 

deliberately set out to incorporate this specimen within the earthwork. 

It may be that the tree was used as a line of sight, or it could have been kept within the 

woodland because of its inherent properties (the bast is extremely good for making 
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ropes and nets). Alternatively, the tree may have been incorporated into the bank by 

the Bishops of Bath and Wells as a means of further monumentalising the woodland. 

Whatever the case, it suggests that already by the thirteenth century the coppice stool 

was of such an impressive size that it led to those constructing the woodbank 

changing its course so that the tree could be incorporated within the enclosure. 

The size of the coppice stools, the absence of visible field systems, together with the 

woodland earthworks, past documentary sources, and vegetation, has led to Cheddar 

Wood being considered primary (Russett,1980,2). Pollen analysis at Sidlings Copse, 

Oxfordshire, has demonstrated that woodland could be cleared in prehistory only for 

it to regenerate in later prehistory, before intensive management during the Roman 

period (Day,1993b). It is possible the same situation occurred at Cheddar Wood, with 

no surviving pre-woodland earthworks that prove its secondary status. To assess its 

potential primary nature, the site is recommended for pollen analysis. Should this 

site, which has been described by Rackham (1988a,30) as 'probably the grandest 

ancient woodland in Somerset' prove to be secondary then it would suggest that 

applying the term 'primary' to woodland in Somerset is largely redundant. 

The Failand Ridge 

Bond (1995,138) has argued for the continuity of landscape for much ancient 

woodland on the Failand Ridge, suggesting some woods are potentially primary. 

Ground surveying of a selection of the ancient woodlands for this area has revealed 

that a high percentage is secondary (Figs. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11). Though examples of 

ancient woodland indicators, such as Small-leaved Lime, survive within West Wood, 

Walton-in-Gordano (Fig. 2.9, sketch map in Appendix 2A), the woodland suffered 
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Figure 2.9. The ancient woodlands West Wood (shaded green), and southern half 

of Hack's Wood (shaded blue), Walton-ln-Gordano, 1904 OS 2nd Edition 6" map. 

Iron Age field systems (highlighted in red) exist directly to the east of the 

earthwork shown within West Wood. Further field systems were recovered within 

the northern section of Hack ' s Wood (Fig. 2.10). It is argued the ancient woodland 

from the south-west edge of West Wood, 3km north-east to the eastern comer of 

Weston Wood, Weston-In-Gordano, is entirely secondary (Figs. 2.10, 2.11). 



Figure 2.10. The ancient woodlands Canon' s Wood; the northern half of Hack' s 

Wood, Walton-In-Gordano; and Weston Wood, Weston-ln-Gordano (site names 

shaded green); 1904 OS 2nd Edition 6" map. The central area of Common Hill 

Wood is recent secondary woodland. The eastern edge of Weston Wood is 

450m south-west of Seven Acre Wood (Fig. 2.11). Iron Age field systems were 

recovered beneath Canon' s Wood and the northern half of Hack' s Wood. Field 

systems are also present under Common Hill Wood. Iron Age field systems 

were recorded within the pasture field north of Weston Wood (shaded blue). 

Though they approached the scarp containing the woodland they were not 

recovered within the site. Had field systems continued beneath the canopy it 

would be expected for the woodland to have led to a better state of survival. It 

may be no field systems were laid out on these steep slopes that could have been 

kept clear of woodland through continual management as open pasture. 



Figure 2.11. The ancient woodlands Weston Big Wood / West Wood, Weston-In

Gordano / Portishead (surveyed as one site); and, Seven Acre Wood, Weston- In

Gordano (site names shaded green), 1920 OS 6" map. Separated by a road (in 

blue) they are situated 1.3km north-east of the secondary ancient woodlands of 

Hacks Wood and Canon' s Wood, Walton-In-Gordano. None of the ancient 

woodlands pictured above have pre-woodland earthworks. Weston Big Wood is 

surrounded in part by good-sized wood banks and interior compartments marked 

by boundary stones. The site also has a high ancient woodland indicator species 

count (see Chapter 7). Seven Acre Wood has slight wood banks with no interior 

earthworks. It also has a relatively high ancient woodland indicator species count 

but this may be partly due to its proximity to Weston Big Wood (see Chapter 7). 



episodes of unsuccessful non-native replanting. This was found to have caused only 

minor damage to interior pre-woodland Iron Age earthworks and their state of 

survival was similar to that of Iron Age field systems recovered beneath Canon's 

Wood and Hack's Wood, Walton-in-Gordano, 300-500m north-east (Fig. 2.10; site 

description in Appendix 2). These field systems are located under the eastern section 

of both woods situated respectively on the steep north and south slopes of Common 

Hill (Fig. 2.10). 

The ancient woodland, Weston Wood, Weston-in-Gordano, is separated from Hack's 

Wood and Canon's Wood by a dry-stone wall which marks the parish boundary (Fig. 

2.10). The woodland is on a steep south-facing slope and field systems exist in a 

pasture field directly north of the woodland at the head of the scarp. One of the 

earthen banks is approximately 1.5m in width and 0.2m in height, halting 5m before 

the woodland edge. It was not found to continue into Weston Wood (site description 

in Appendix 2). If it had advanced the tree cover should have led to a better state of 

survival than that in the field. It is possible that the field system originally terminated 

at the beginning of the steep slope. 

A similar situation occurs at Ashcombe Wood, Weston-Super-Mare (Fig. 2.12), where 

Iron Age field systems were recovered within recent secondary woodland directly to 

its north yet do not enter beneath the area of ancient woodland (site description in 

Appendix 2). The location of an Iron Age banjo enclosure at the head of the slope 

between Hack's and Canon's Wood, together with surrounding field systems suggest 

both woodlands are completely secondary. Though largely ancient, from the extent of 

field systems, it is suggested that woodland cover from West Wood, Walton-in-
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Gordano, 3km north-east through to the eastern comer of Weston Wood, Weston-In

Gordano, is entirely secondary (Figs. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11). 

Of those surveyed along the Failand Ridge, Weston Big Wood, Portishead (Fig. 2.11, 

sketch map in Appendix 2A), with its system of sizeable woodbanks, large coppice 

stools and high ancient woodland plant species count, could be viewed as potentially 

primary. Rather than identifying its secondary status, the positioning, size and state of 

interior earthworks were considered to relate to the parish boundary and 

compartments. Initialled stone markers were recovered beside interior earthworks 

denoting separate areas of ownership and compartmentation (site description in 

Appendix 2, sketch map in Appendix 2A), but the survival of such features together 

with a good suite of archaeobotanical results is no guarantee of the potential primary 

nature of the si teo 

Other ancient woodlands, for instance Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando, share a 

wealth of evidence indicating their ancient status yet have proved to be secondary 

(discussed below). If suitable extraction cores can be taken it is recommended that 

Weston Big Wood and Cheddar Wood, have pollen sequences analysed for evidence 

of early disturbance phases. If both sites prove to be secondary it will suggest that no 

matter the form of additional evidence, ancient woodlands in Somerset can no longer 

be labelled primary candidates, and the argument that the vast majority of ancient 

woodlands within the study area are secondary must be seriously considered. 
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Figure 2.12. The 7 acre ancient woodland Ashcombe Wood (shaded blue), Weston-Super-Mare, 1904 OS 2nd Edition 6" map. The woodland is 

surrounded by a plantation of the early nineteenth century. Iron Age field systems were recovered directly north of Ashcombe Wood, but as with 

Weston Wood, Weston-In-Gordano (Fig. 2.10), they did not continue beneath the ancient woodland canopy. 



Daniel's Brake & Whidcombe Brake, Chelwood 

Daniel's Brake, Chelwood, is a 5 acre irregular shaped ancient woodland 100m west 

of the 19 acre ancient woodland named Whidcombe Brake (Fig. 2.13, sketch map of 

both woods in Appendix 2A). Fowler (1978,39) has identified Iron Age field systems 

200m north-west of Daniel's Brake. Ground investigation of Whidcombe Brake 

recovered two interior banks. One was related to the parish boundary whilst the other 

effectively separated the site between two different owners (site description in 

Appendix 2). 

That Whidcombe Brake is divided internally by the parish boundary of Chelwood and 

Marksbury is of importance when considering the age-range of the site, since it 

suggests that the wood pre-dates the land division and that the pre-conquest estates 

are later than the wood. This can be demonstrated for other ancient woodlands within 

the study area and there are examples of boundaries that have been diverted into a 

neighbouring parish in order to surround ancient woodland (see Chapter 4). 

Therefore any pre-woodland earthworks recovered within sites such as Whidcombe 

Brake would suggest that they are pre-tenth century. 

From consideration of the topography, field-name analysis, and position within the 

parish, it is suggested that Whidcombe Brake and Daniel's Brake were once 

connected and that by association Daniel's Brake is pre-tenth century. Surveying 

within Daniel's Brake re~ealed a sizeable lynchet utilised as the southern edge of the 
, . 

site (Fig. 2.13, sketch map in Appendix 2A). The lynchet sloped steeply north into 

the woodland and was of a similar size to the northern lynchet recovered within 

Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando (Fig. 3.2). The secondary status of Daniel's 
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Figure 2.13. The ancient woodlands Atgrove Wood (17 acres), Compton Dando; Daniel ' s 

Brake (5 acres) ; and, Whidcombe Brake (19 acres), Chelwood, 1903 OS 2nd Edition 6" map. 

Though ancient woodland, ground investigation has proved Atgrove Wood and Daniel ' s 

Brake are secondary. AtgroveWood contains a sizeable Iron Age lynchet marking its western 

boundary (in blue) , The southern edge of Daniel ' s Brake also comprises a large Iron Age 

Iynchet (in blue) . Two banks occur within Whidcombe Brake (in green). One of the bank 

represents the parish boundary, the other demarcating a separate ownership. 



Brake is proven through the recovery of the Iynchet, which from its size and 

proximity to nearby field systems is here attributed to the Iron Age. 

The period of woodland regeneration is not clear but there are marked differences 

between the earthworks and vegetation of this site and nearby Whidcombe Brake. 

Daniel's Brake was found to have a smaller count of ancient woodland plant species 

(Figs. 7.1-7.4). Though Whidcombe Brake is larger, doubling the size of a wood does 

not guarantee increased diversity of ground flora. Documentary sources are silent on 

the pre-1600 history of the woodland. Without recourse to other forms of 

archaeological evidence, for instance earthwork surveys and early documentary 

sources, relying on suites of ancient woodland indicator species as a means of 

assessing varying age-ranged woods is prone to pitfalls. 

Daniel's Brake is surrounded by slight woodbanks of a markedly smaller nature than 

those enclosing Whidcombe Brake. Assessment of woodbank morphology within 

Chapter 5 argues that the enclosure of woodland was not always strictly functional but 

could be linked to methods of display and fashion. It may be the woodbanks of 

Whidcombe Brake are larger not because they are older than those of Daniel's Brake 

but because those constructing them were addressing a different set of objectives. 

Known carly woodbanks within the study area such as the northern woodbank of 

Cheddar Wood, Cheddar (Fig. 5.10), are rounded in their profile whilst later 

woodbanks as a result of assarting, such as sections of Ashcombe \Vood, Swainswick, 

are generally smaller and more acute in profile. 
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No signs of past agriculture in the form of ridge and furrow were recovered within the 

interior of Daniel's Brake or Whidcombe Brake. However, as the woodland is 

suggested as present in the tenth century this would not be expected. There is the 

strong possibility that the presence of the steep lynchet hindered ploughing of this 

section and it was kept as a field boundary with later regeneration on its slope. From 

analysis of the distribution of leah field-names it is argued that Daniel's Brake and 

Whidcombe Brake may have been connected in the pre-tenth century and the differing 

states of the woodbanks recovered suggest varying dates of assarting and enclosure. 

Consideration of the woodbank morphology, archaeobotanical results, topography, 

sizes and location of the lynchet, together with field-name analysis and comparison 

with Whidcombe Brake, suggests that the woodland may be seventh to eighth century 

regeneration. 

Peppershells Wood & Atgrove Wood, Compton Dando 

Iron Age lynchets within Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando, are an impressive size 

(Fig. 3.2, discussed in detail in Chapter 3). Sloping for 8-12m they stand up to 4m in 

height. In order for it to act as a suitable woodland enclosure part of the southern 

lynchet has had a ditch cut into its length. A further large Iron Age lynchet similar in 

size and shape to that at the northern end of Peppershells Wood was recovered within 

the same parish at Atgrove Wood (Fig. 2.13, sketch map in Appendix 2A). The 

lynchet was recovered along part of the western edge of the wood. As occurs at 

Peppershells Wood, where the lynchet becomes slighter a ditch has been dug (site 

description in Appendix 2). 
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There is the strong possibility that Atgrove Wood is in the same location as a wood 

referred to in the Anglo-Saxon charter for Marksbury dated 936 A.D. (S431, 

throughout thesis charter referencing follows Sawyer,1968). Within the bounds of the 

charter there is reference to a 'conigrave' literally meaning 'rabbit digging'. Such a 

term is common as a later field-name and as rabbit is a post-conquest introduction that 

did not reach England until the twelfth century it is more likely that the bounds are of 

this later date (Dr Michael Costen, pers. comm.). Woodland regeneration took place 

between the period when the area surrounding the lynchet was abandoned and the 

twelfth century. Considering the increased intensification of woodland management 

in the ninth and tenth century (discussed in Chapter 4) it is likely that the woodland is 

seventh to eighth century regeneration. 

Both Peppershells and Atgrove Wood have excellent documentary sources that are of 

a higher quality than the majority of the other ancient woodlands within the study 

area, and both have proved to be secondary. Peppershells Wood has a good ancient 

woodland indicator species count whilst Atgrove Wood had a poor species list (Figs. 

7.1-7.4). The lack of rides and absence of management had affected the ground flora 

in Atgrove Wood. If it were not for the lynchets within both sites, documentary 

evidence could have led to the misinterpretation of the two being primary candidates. 

Scars Wood & Lye Wood, Wrington 

Detailed survey of Scars Wood and Lye Wood, Wrington, found they contained a 

number of Romano-British field systems (Fig. 4.6). Far from destroying these 

remains the longevity of the woodland cover has led to a better state of survival than 

in the surrounding pasture fields. As part of a multi-disciplinary assessment the 
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woodlands were considered to be post-Roman to mid Saxon regeneration. These two 

woodlands are considered in detail within Chapter 4. 

Discussion of Pre-woodland earthworks 

Field surveying showed that 18% of the 50 ancient woodlands contained prehistoric 

and Romano-British field systems (Fig. 2.4). Within Chapter 4 it will be further 

demonstrated that a total of 26% of the 50 ancient woodlands within the study area 

are proven secondary (Figs. 2.4, 2.5). This is a high figure when it is considered that 

the majority of ancient woodlands within the study area have been labelled as primary 

(Lister & Pinches,1986,19; Pinches & Lister,1988,3). Many of these woodlands had 

good documentary sources, surrounding woodbanks, and high ancient woodland 

indicator species counts. This suggests that the absence of field systems within 

woodland is of little use in suggesting the site is primary. It is argued that the 

presence of hill forts within ancient woodland is evidence the immediate area is 

secondary. 

The multi-disciplinary approach has led to the suggestion that a number of the 

secondary woodlands are fifth to eighth century regeneration (see also Chapter 4). 

The best primary candidate, Cheddar Wood, is recommended for pollen analysis if 

suitable deposits are available. The earthwork surveys together with growing 

evidence from pollen samples outside of the study area suggest that most ancient 

woodlands within the study area are not primary. This Chapter (see also Chapter 4) 

has demonstrated that the majority are probably secondary. The extent to which these 

results can be extrapolated to the remainder of lowland England is not yet known. 
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Conclusions 

This Chapter has shown the variable nature of woodland cover through prehistory, 

demonstrating periods of intensive reduction and regeneration. The differing levels of 

activity and management of woodland through the prehistoric period and 

intensification in the Roman period would have led to areas of woodland being either 

clear-felled, intensified in management, or allowed to naturally regenerate. This 

Chapter has demonstrated that ancient woodlands are not static entities, the majority 

are potentially secondary, and as such this has ramifications for the period of 

clearance of woodland and subsequent regeneration, with the suggestion that large

scale clearance was well underway in the pre-historic period. 
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Chapter 3. Wansdyke and post Roman. 

The archaeological relationship of ancient woodland and the West Wansdyke. 

The Wansdyke is a name attached to two separate dykes. The East Wansdyke 

situated in Wiltshire crosses the Marlborough Downs between Morgans Hill and the 

Savemake Forest. The West Wansdyke which is to be the subject of this Chapter lies 

within the study area and runs for approximately 15km between the hillfort of Maes 

Knoll, Norton Malreward, to the head of the steep scarp of Horsecombe Vale, 

Southstoke (Fig. 3.1). Until research undertaken by Fox & Fox (1960) the two dykes 

were considered a single entity (Collinson,1791; Major & Burrow,1926; 

Crawford,1953). 

Generally following higher ground, the West Wansdyke links up the two Iron Age 

hillforts of Maes Knoll, Norton Malreward, and Stantonbury, Marksbury, eventually 

crossing the Fosse Way and concluding in an eroded terminal at Horsecombe Vale, 

Southstoke. Consisting of a bank and ditch in varying states of preservation the West 

Wansdyke passes primarily through farmland of arable and pasture (Fig. 3.1). 

The archaeological relationship of the West Wansdyke and current ancient woodland 

cover has yet to be critically assessed. It is the intention within this Chapter to 

address this lack of research and consider the archaeological implications of the 

physical relationship of the Wansdyke and ancient woodland and what this can reveal 

of woodland cover and its management before, during, and after the Saxon period. 
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Figure 3.1. Route of the West Wansdyke (Scale 1 :50,000). The West Wansdyke travels for approximately 15km between the hill fort ,of Maes 
Knoll, Norton Malreward, to the head of the steep scarp of Horsecombe Vale, Odd Down, Bath. The black circles refer to the course of the 
Wansdyke, the clear circles to its potential route, and the clear triangles refer to areas where there is no evidence (documentary, cartographic, 
earthwork, aerial photographic) for its past existence. 



First, the route of the dyke, its possible date and relationship to parish boundaries, 

earlier estate boundaries, and the past woodland landscape will be discussed. 

Secondly, the presence or absence of the West Wansdyke within current ancient 

woodland is to be investigated. The size and survival of the earthwork within ancient 

woodland and open land is to be compared and contrasted. Thirdly, the long held 

belief that the three major gaps within the West Wansdyke at Publow / Compton 

Dando, Newton St Loe, and Englishcombe, were due to dense woodland cover (Shaw 

Mellor,1945,136; Fox & Fox,1960,28; Myres,1964,5; Isles,1988,9) will be critically 

assessed through a multi-disciplinary approach incorporating documentary, 

cartographic, earthwork surveys, aerial photographic, and archaeobotanical research. 

Finally, the archaeological results will be collated and discussed within the wider 

landscape context of the study area and beyond. The possibility of large areas of 

woodland explaining the gaps in the West Wansdyke will have ramifications for 

arguments concerning the evolution and cyclical expansion of woodland regeneration 

and its management before, during, and after the Saxon period. 

The route of the West Wansdyke 

Early claims for a continuation of the West Wansdyke further west of Maes Knoll, 

Norton Malreward, to Stokeleigh Hill Fort, Long Ashton, principally held by 

Collinson (1791, Vo1.3,140) and Major & Burrow (1926) have been dismissed by 

later research (Crawford, 1953; Fox & Fox,1960; Whittock,1988). It has recently been 

suggested that no respectable archaeologist looks for the Wansdyke west of Maes 

Knoll (Gardner, 1998,59). However, Gardner (1998) suggests that its possible 

continuation should not be dismissed so casually and that archaeological evidence in 
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the form of earthworks and documentary sources have yet to be convincingly 

explained. 

Linear earthworks at Lower Grove Farm, Dundry; Lower Court Farm, Yanley; 

Stokeleigh Hill Fort, Long Ashton; and Summerhouse Plantation, Long Ashton; have 

all been proposed as potential evidence of the Wansdyke (Gardner,1998,59-60). The 

gaps between these earthworks together with a lack of excavation and dating evidence 

leaves their potential as being sections of the Wansdyke in a tenuous position. Had 

the Wansdyke continued further west of Maes Knoll its poor survival cannot be easily 

accounted for. 

If the gaps were to be explained by the presence of woodland cover then it would 

require a vast expanse of woodland stretching for approximately 7km. Analysis of 

field-name evidence, particularly leah field-names, together with the conversion of 

Domesday acreages of woodland for this area suggests that mass regeneration did not 

occur within this area (see Chapter 3). The large gaps in the Wansdyke west of Maes 

Knoll cannot be explained by destruction through farming and development, for if so 

then why do remains exist east of Maes Knoll hillfort? It is far more likely that if the 

Wansdyke was intended to continue to Long Ashton then the gaps represent 

unfinished sections. If these can be explained as such then it adds weight to the 

argument proposed later that the two gaps at Publow I Compton Dando and Newton 

St Loe represent unfinished sections. 

Two medieval land deeds dated March 1310 refer to Wansdyke Lane ('venelle de 

Wondesdich') as a place-name in Long Ashton (Bristol Record Office ACID 1115, 
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ACID 1116). Gardner (1998,59) remarks that though the place-name does not 

necessarily suggest the Wansdyke was at this location it is some distance from its 

termination at Maes Knoll. The archaeological evidence for the continuation of the 

Wansdyke to Stokeleigh Camp in the form of the two land deeds together with the 

unexplained earthworks is circumstantial. Unless this section of the Wansdyke was 

left largely unfinished the earthwork evidence that remains is too slight to give 

credence to the argument that the Wansdyke continued west beyond Maes Knoll. 

Until further archaeological research, especially in the form of excavation of the 

various linear earthworks has taken place the possibility of the Wansdyke's 

continuation should not be dismissed but regarded with a certain amount of 

scepticism. In view of this doubt, within this Chapter the area to be assessed for the 

archaeological relationship of ancient woodland and the West Wansdyke is to be from 

Maes Knoll hillfort, Norton Malreward, to Horsecombe Vale, Southstoke (Fig. 3.1). 

The date of the West Wansdyke 

The date of the West Wansdyke is a matter far from resolved, yet is of importance for 

consideration of associated woodland. Excavation by Pitt Rivers (results reproduced 

in Major & BUITow,1926) and more recent excavations (Young et al,1995) have 

placed the Wansdyke in a late Roman to post-Roman context. The mention of the 

West Wansdyke in surviving Anglo-Saxon charters provides a tenth century temlinus 

ante quem. Two conflicts possibly took place in this intervening period, either of 

which could have led to the construction of the dyke. The Battle of Dyrham in 577 

A.D. concluded with the former Roman centres of Gloucester, Cirencester and Bath 
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being taken by West Saxon forces. The military disturbance and political instability 

could have caused the building of the dyke. 

The second conflict is the Battle of Cirencester in 628 A.D., between the emerging 

states of Mercia and Wessex. While Fox & Fox (1960) favour the later battle current 

opinion favours the former (Isles,1988; Whittock,1988). There is the possibility that 

neither battle occurred. The reliability of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as a source of 

information for this early period has come under strict criticism by Dumville 

(1977,185). 

It may be that neither of these battles was related to the dyke's construction and that it 

is a political boundary associated with an unrecorded episode in history. The 

presence of the ditch to the north of the dyke has led to the belief that it was 

constructed by those to its south (Fox & Fox,1960). Whilst this is the case for the 

majority of the Wansdyke there are instances, such as south of Peppershells Wood, 

Compton Dando, where the ditch was found to be present both sides of the bank (Fig. 

3.2). The sheer length of the dyke and its location, often choosing topography 

unsuitable for defence, suggests the earthwork was impractical as a defensive barrier. 

That there are three sizeable unexplained gaps within its length makes the defensive 

explanation more difficult to sustain. 

The relationship of the West Wansdyke and parish boundaries 

Research by Bonney (1972) on the relationship of estate and later parish boundaries 

and the East Wansdyke has revealed that a number disregard the earthwork, 

suggesting they are an earlier form of boundary arrangement. Analysis of parish 
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boundaries and the course of the West Wansdyke found this was a similar case. The 

West Wansdyke crosses through the parish boundaries in its path that have their 

antecedents as Anglo-Saxon private estates, also cutting through four Anglo-Saxon 

administrative hundreds (Chew, Keynsham, Wellow & Bath), which is of significance 

in that they may have their precursors in a series of Roman villa estates which 

surround Bath (Prosser,1995). 

Five tenth century dated Anglo-Saxon charters survive for the area through which the 

Wansdyke passes. Four of these, South Stoke (S694), Clifton [now Lyncombe & 

Widcombe] (S777) and two for Stanton Prior (S711, S735) relate to Bath Abbey 

whilst that for Marksbury (S431) is connected to Glastonbury Abbey 

(Grundy,1935,211; Costen,1983,25,30). All of the charters are concerned not with 

the granting and creation of new estates, but with the re-establishment of older land 

units. 

That the Wansdyke cuts estate boundaries suggests it is a feature superimposed upon 

an organised landscape, having important implications for associated woodland. With 

the exception of the divide between Southstoke parish and Lyncombe & Widcombe 

parish (discussed below), the Wansdyke bears no relationship to boundary 

arrangements. That the boundaries did not alter in regard to this feature implies that it 

was not of enduring importance to have an effect upon boundary arrangements. This 

continuity of landscape is of great significance in considering the evolution and the 

cyclical expansion of woodland cover before, during and after the Saxon period. 
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Had woodland regeneration occurred on the scale predicted most notably by Hoskins 

(1955), then it would be expected for boundaries to be newly created from this 

wooded environment. As the Wansdyke cuts parish boundaries that have their 

antecedents as estate boundaries this suggests continuity of landscape which did not 

suffer mass regeneration. This is also of importance in considering the gaps within 

the Wansdyke which have been interpreted as dense woodland cover. This simplistic 

approach does not take into account the early establishment of estate boundaries and 

their implications for an organised landscape. If woodland did exist in the gaps of the 

Wansdyke it suggests these areas were deliberate resources rather than unwanted 

regeneration. 

The West Wansdyke physically represents the divide between Southstoke parish and 

Lyncombe & Widcombe parish. The present course may be a later division 

incorporating the Wansdyke for the boundary. The earthwork in this section was 

found to be more substantial than to the west within Englishcombe. Fox & Fox 

(1960) have argued that this section could be an earlier defended earthwork which 

was incorporated within the Wansdyke. Its potential earlier date could explain its use 

as a boundary marker. 

That the Wansdyke was set out with no respect for estate boundaries suggests its 

construction may have represented a crisis. The re-establishment of the boundaries 

after the dyke's abandonment implies that the requirement for the earthwork was short 

lived and that it may never have been finished. This is a more plausible explanation 

for the gaps within the dyke than that of dense woodland cover which denies the 

evidence for the continuity of landscape within this area. 
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Crawford (1953) argued the River Chew formed a defensive line in the gap of the 

Wansdyke at Publow. Such an observation assumes two factors. First, that the 

purpose of the Wansdyke was military, and secondly, that the earthwork was finished. 

The sheer length of the Wansdyke and its often insubstantial size suggests it was not a 

suitable defence. The use of the two hillforts for resistance purposes has been 

proposed by Burrow (1981). They may however have been incorporated to act as 

sight-lines or related to a political function. The presumption that the Wansdyke was 

a completed earthwork has left some researchers seeking for evidence, be it dense 

woodland cover, intensive farming methods, or the course of rivers, to fill the missing 

gaps, when the argument for unfinished sections is stronger. 

The West Wansdyke and surviving ancient woodland: Peppershells Wood 

Three ancient woodlands are in the direct path of the West Wansdyke. For the 

archaeological association of the West Wansdyke and surviving ancient woodland to 

be critically assessed it was considered vital that a reliable potential age-range for 

each of the three woodlands be proposed. 

Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando, is a 5 acre ancient woodland on a moderately 

steep south facing slope. Fox & Fox (1960,30) have argued that the woodland is a 

nineteenth century plantation. However, a number of earlier records of Peppershells 

Wood exist long before this date. There is a reference to a paddock called 

'Pippelshaye' in a fine dated 1231 in the Chartulary of Bath Abbey (Young et ai, 

1995). The document does not give a direct location for this name and it may be 

related either to the present woodland site or nearby. The 'haye' aspect of the name is 
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potentially referring to a hedge, fence, or enclosure, which is normally in or related to 

wooded ground (Dr Michael Costen, pers. comm.). 

Within the Egerton Manuscript of 1327 (reference supplied by Dr Michael Costen, 

PRO: 3316) there is reference to woodland in Compton Dando called 

'puppeleseaghe'. The 'seaghe' aspect of the name could either be referring once more 

to a hedge or possibly 'shaw' suggesting woodland (Dr Michael Costen, pers. 

comm.). Though the field directly to the east of Peppershells is called 'Peppershells 

or French Ground' the only area on the Tithe map of 1842 to be solely named 

'Peppershells' is the present woodland area and it is possible that it is the same site 

referred to in the early documentation. 

Following the 1327 record the next reference to Peppershells Wood is not until 1758 

where it is recorded on an estate map and accompanying field book (Figs. 3.13,3.14, 

3.15). Within this field book 'Pepper Shells' is recorded as pasture. The map itself is 

of a poor quality and trees are not depicted. A collection of maps of the farms and 

their lands in the parish of Compton Dando dated 1819 (SRO: DD/PO/82) shows that 

the centre of the wood had been cleared with a surviving belt of woodland 

surrounding its outline. In the Tithe apportionment of 1842 the state of cultivation for 

the site is recorded as 'arable' rather than 'wood'. 

The period of time that the centre of the wood had remained cleared was considered 

for this could be used as argument for the absence of the Wansdyke within the 

woodland. Though the state of cultivation for the site within the field book of 1758 is 

stated as 'pasture' the book also records tree species present within each field, 
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whatever their state of cultivation (Fig. 3.15). From this document it was found that 

there were over 90 pollards within the site, together with timber and maiden trees. It 

is possible that the trees were located around the edge of the site, but comparison of 

the tree numbers, together with other data from the field book, suggests that the site 

was more likely to be a wood-pasture. This form of management is a rare occurrence 

within surviving ancient woodlands of the study area. 

Map evidence suggests the centre of the wood was cleared between 1758 and 1819. If 

allowed to regenerate soon after 1819, then by the time of the Tithe apportionment the 

site would have been approximating woodland. If a field is left unmanaged, within 10 

years it becomes scrub [climax vegetation dominated by locally native shrubs usually 

less than 5m tall and occasionally with a few scattered trees] and within 30 years it 

will regenerate to woodland (Rackham,1990,19). It is interesting to note the site is 

referred to as 'arable' rather than 'pasture', for the tree root systems would have 

hindered ploughing. If the site had recently been cleared surrounding standards 

would have cast some shade over crops. Field survey within the centre of the 

woodland uncovered no archaeological evidence of arable production such as ridge 

and furrow. 

If the site were managed as arable it would have been more efficient to clear the 

surrounding belt of trees. It is possible that the site was regenerating to woodland at 

the time of the Tithe apportionment and that the cultivation section is inaccurate. 

Consultation with staff at the Somerset Record Office, Taunton, concluded that they 

are of the opinion numerous inaccuracies exist on Tithe maps and in their associated 
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apportionments. The tree species, their dispersal and varying age-range do not 

suggest that the site was replanted. 

Archaeobotanical evidence supports the ancient status of the site. For a small 

woodland that has had no form of recent active management it was found to have a 

relatively high ancient woodland vascular plant (AWVP) species count (see Figs. 7.1-

7.4). The present tree structure and understorey also indicate an ancient status. The 

centre of the woodland corresponds with the cartographic evidence and is marked by 

insubstantial coppice stools and standards of no great girth. However, large hollow 

Hazel and Ash coppice stools together with a number of good-sized standards are at 

the edge of the woodland. Their past management as coppice stools and wide 

distribution into the interior of the woodland suggests that they are not relict 

hedgerows. 

Due to their varied growth patterns which are in part related to past management, 

soils, and topography, hollow coppice stools are difficult to reliably date. However, 

their large size demonstrates they are not remnants of a nineteenth century plantation 

and that they predate cartographic evidence of 1758. There is also a large Yew tree 

present within the woodland that is certainly older than the nineteenth century (Fig. 

3.4). It is likely that Fox & Fox (1960) incorrectly identified Peppershells Wood as a 

recent site from the tree composition in the centre of the wood and the state of 

cultivation recorded in the Tithe apportionment of 1842. The date of the woodland is 

of importance for without consideration of the early cartographic and documentary 

evidence it could have been argued that the absence of the dyke within the wood was 

due to past farming. 
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Earthwork survey of Peppers hells Wood recorded the Wansdyke terminating at its 

south-east edge (Fig. 3.2). The earthwork approaches the woodland from the south

east and continues for a few metres into the wood (Figs. 3.2, 3.3). For the short length 

that it heads into the wood it overlies but does not proceed beyond a substantial 

lynchet marking the southern edge of the wood. This lynchet has been incorporated 

into the later enclosure and management of the site, and a woodbank has been cut into 

it (Fig. 3.2). The Wansdyke clearly post-dates the lynchet. A hedgebank to the north 

of the Wansdyke also overlies this earlier earthwork. 

A further lynchet was recovered along the northern edge of the woodland becoming 

slighter as it reaches Slate Lane. It travels further to the east of the current woodland 

area marking a division between two fields. A modern spoil heap has affected the 

analysis of the relationship of the dual bank along the north-east edge of the woodland 

and the northern lynchet. Had the Wansdyke continued further into the woodland it 

could be expected that remains might survive amongst the belt of ancient coppice 

stools which had not been cleared by 1758. Ground surveying of this section in 

winter 2000 recovered no sign of the Wansdyke. This stretch of woodland is of some 

age, and the absence of the Wansdyke amongst the coppice stools suggests that its 

terminal was at the south-east edge of the woodland overlying the lynchet. 

The centre of the woodland was surveyed for earthworks. The line of the Wansdyke 

had it continued through the wood was also followed. Ground investigation within 

the site by the author together with Mark Corney of Bristol University, found no 

evidence of past arable farming or any remains of the Wansdyke. Had the Wansdyke 
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Figure 3.2.Earthwork survey of Peppershells -Wood. Surveyed and reproduced at 1 :1250. The Wansdyke approaches and overlies a lynchet ~arki~g the southern 
boundary of the wood. Fox & Fox (1960) state that the ditch is always to be found to the north of the bank. Note the ditch is present on both SIdes of the Wansdyke 
(!arthwork. A later woodbank has been cut into the southern lynchet. 'Y' refers to the large Yew tree recovered within the wood(Eig.3.4):rhe circled 'G' refers to a 
CJpnnhvsic~ ~illrvev commissioned by the Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young el al.1995). No evidence of the Wansdyke was recovered from~~his survey. 



Figure 3.3. The Wansdyke earthwork (facing north) approaching Peppershells 
Wood. A 2m ranging pole is positioned on the bank. The profile of the bank is 
shown in red (not to scale). Note the dumped material at the southern end ofthe 
dyke that caused difficulty in surveying this section (see Fig. 3.2). 

FigUl·e 3.4. Yew tree present within the south-east edge of Peppershells Wood 
(Fig. 3.2). The tree has a girth of 5.9m at a height of 1m. Non-symmetrical 
growth patterns, ring compression, and slow growth, create a situation where 
Yew trees are notoriously difficult to date. 



continued into the woodl and then the persistence of the cover should have led to a 

bette r state of surv iva l than in sun-o unding fie lds. That no trace of the W ansdyke 

ex ists, even under the large coppi ce stoo ls at the outhel11 edge, implies that thi s 

earthwork terminated at the south-east edge of the wood marking the beginning of the 

2km gap between here and the we tem side of Publow Hill. 

From aeri al photographic evidence, Fox & Fox (1960,28) be li eved that a shadow in a 

field directly to the north of the present woodland area could be the pl oughed-out 

remains of the W ansdyke. On the OS Second Edition 6" map of 1903 (Fi g. 3.5) the 

woodland extends further to the north following the length that Fox & Fox (1 960,28) 

suggest is the W ansdyke . Thi s northel11 section had been cleared by the time of the 

OS 6" map of 1932 (Fig. 3.5) and it is suggested that the ploughed-out mark visible 

on the aeli al photographs is the northe l11 edge of Peppershe ll s Wood depicted on the 

earlier maps. Ground investi gation of thi s area recovered no archaeological evidence 

of the original nOlthel11 edge. 

Geophysics commj ssioned by the Avon Archaeo logica l Unit (Youn g et al,1995) 

tentative ly suggested that the W an dyke reappears furthe r north of the wood 

followin g Sl ate Lane for a short length but is then not recoverable unti I Cottle Farm 

1.3 km to the west (Fig. 3 .1 ). Ground investi gation at Cottle Farm found that the 

W ansdyke the re is substanti a l. Though there are vari ations in the state of erosion 

caused by di fferences in land management and topograph y it is unlike ly that the 

earth work wa uni fo rm in ize throughout its length. 
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Figure 3.5. Peppershells Wood as depicted on the Second Edition 1903 OS 6" map (left) and with its northern area 

reduced (in blue) on the 1932 OS 6" map (right) . The outline from the clearance of this part of the wood is present 

on later aerial photographs and had been mistakenly identified as a continuation of the Wansdyke by Fox & Fox 

(1960) 
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The Yew tree within Peppershells Wood and its relationship with the West Wansdyke 

A partly hollow veteran Yew tree stands at the eastern edge of Peppershells Wood 

(Fig. 3.4). It has a girth of 5.9m at a height of 1m and 5.95m at a height of 1.5m. Its 

impressive size demonstrates that it is of greater age than large coppice stools within 

the wood. The evergreen tree can be clearly seen from the village to the south and is 

also visible from Stantonbury hill fort 3.1krn south-east of the woodland. Though it is 

not on the direct line of the Wansdyke, the Yew lies only 40m to its north-east. 

Yew foliage is poisonous to cattle and the tree does not fit within the past 

management of the wood nor is it frequent in regenerated woodlands. Managed 

woodland for this area would comprise a dominance of Oak and Ash standards with 

an abundant understorey of Hazel. This is confirmed by the 1758 field book for the 

parish (Fig. 3.15). The location of the Yew at the comer of the woodland, together 

with its poisonous character and surrounding visibility suggests it may be a boundary 

marker. No charter evidence exists for the parish and no documentary evidence 

referring to the tree as a boundary,point was recovered at the Somerset Record Office. 

A guide to the age of the tree is of importance for it could be argued that it acted as a 

precursor to the length of the Wansdyke or as a later feature signifying a continued 

local importance of the earthwork. 

Non-symmetrical growth patterns, ring compression, and slow growth, create a 

situation where Yew trees are notoriously difficult to date. Comparison of the size of 

the girth to data compiled on Britain's oldest Yews gives the veteran tree an 

approximate age of between 903 and 948 years (Edward Milner,1992,84). The slow 

growth rates of Yew trees when they reach veteran age means that reliable dating 

it , , 
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from girth measurements alone is tenuous. A Yew tree within the churchyard at 

Eastham, on the Wirral, has a circumference of only 5.2m yet local records of it go 

back to 1152 (Edward Milner, 1992,82). 

The majority of large Yews are found within churchyards. A living Yew within the 

churchyard of Defynnoc Church, Powys, has a girth of 1O.75m (Mitchell et 

al,1990,32). In the churchyard of Fortingall, Perthshire, there are the remains of a 

small part of an ancient Yew that in 1769 had a circumference of 16m (Edward 

Milner, 1992,80). As a note of caution, at Hatfield Forest, Essex, there is a Yew tree 

that is no older than 230 years with a girth of 14ft 7in [4.38m] (Rackham,1989,237). 

Such an example exposes the difficulty in reliably dating Yew trees from girth alone. 

Whilst there has been a great deal of dendrochronological analysis of Oak there is a 

lack of research on Yew. The variable irregular shape of the wood and the 

predominance of Oak in archaeological records have deterred study in the past. 

Research has also been hindered because the heartwood of Yew has an extremely 

high tendency to decay. Mitchell (1972) has proposed that the heartwood of all Yews 

over 4.57m in girth will be hollow. . .... 

A 303 year chronology has been formed from the dendrochronological analysis of 14 

Yew trees from Hampton Court Palace, which was found to successfully cross-match 

with a number of different tree species, including Oak (Moir,1999). Documentary 

evidence dated the time of planting of the Yew trees and it was concluded that a 75cm 

increase in girth equated to approximately 100 years of growth (Moir,1999,486). 

Such measurements would give the Yew tree in Peppershells Wood an age of 793 

11 
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years, but whilst Yew grows relatively fast when young they slow down considerably 

as they reach a veteran age of 400 years. For instance a surviving Yew tree at 

Totteridge, north London, has a girth of 8m, the same as when it was measured in 

1677 (Edward Milner, 1992,82). 

Dating the Yew by taking a core is fraught with two difficulties. First the tree is 

hollow, itself a sign of its great age though hindering the retrieval of a complete core. 

Secondly, it is possible for the Yew tree to have been actively coppiced at ground 

level for some time. Though the present tree does not have the appearance of having 

been coppiced, the ability of regrowth and vegetative regeneration can lead to 

specimens actually starting life far earlier than girth tentatively suggests. 

The location of the Yew tree close to the Wansdyke may be a coincidence. Though it 

does not fit within the past management of the site, research has shown that each 

ancient woodland is unique. Its inclusion may have been to deliberately deter the 

pasturing of cattle within the wood. However, its physical location within the site and 

visibility from the surrounding area suggests it was a boundary marker. As has been 

argued dating the tree is not possible, but it would have to be of considerable age to 

have acted as a visible precursor to the Wansdyke. It is more likely the tree acted as a 

later boundary marker though not necessarily related to the Wansdyke. 

It may be that the tree marks a different function of the Wansdyke. If so then it is 

likely the earthwork continued to be of importance in a local context rather than in its 

entirety for there is no evidence of it being re-established through recutting. From 

compiling field-names along the course of the Wansdyke it was noted that actual 
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reference to the feature was extremely rare. It would be expected for such an 

impressive earthwork to have had an effect upon field naming within its immediate 

vicinity. The paucity of field-names related to the Wansdyke suggests the earthwork 

failed to be of continuing importance. 

The West Wansdyke and surviving ancient woodland: Breach Wood 

The current shape of the 31 acre ancient woodland Breach Wood, Englishcombe, 

follows the same outline as on an estate map of 1792 and the Tithe map of 1840 (Figs. 

3.20, 3.22). In 1609 the site was known as 'Breachewood' (SRO: T/PHlVCH8). The 

'Breach' element suggests it is a twelfth to thirteenth century name referring to what 

was once pasture land of poor quality that passed to arable. However, these 'brake' 

names could also have been referring to woodland on poor quality land. 

This woodland is a relict Hazel coppice with relatively few Oak standards. A single 

example of a large surviving Field Maple Acer campestre pollard was recovered 

within the northern edge of the woodland which may be a remnant of an earlier form 

of management. At a height of 1m it had a girth measuring approximately 4m. As 

discussed above, without taking a core it is extremely difficult to date large trees, this 

being more difficult due to the alteration in growth rate of the main trunk as a result of ~ I 

pollarding. Woodbanks surrounding the site are slight. The condition of the bank on 

the eastern edge of the woodland ranges from no survival to poor, with no ditch 

remaining on the field side. The ditch for the woodbank marking the southern edge 

has been lost to ploughing. Though slight the western woodbank is the best survival 

for the woodland. 
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No woodbank exists at the northern edge of the woodland; instead here it is bounded 

by a shallow tributary of Newton Brook. A steep sided rocky outcrop marks the 

northern edge of the woodland sloping down to the stream. On the Tithe map a 

hachured line separates the stone outcrop (Field No. 365b) from the main wood to the 

south (Field No. 365a) (Figs. 3.22, 3.23). There are no surviving earthworks 

separating these two sections. Major and Burrow (1926,60) describe the Wansdyke 

following the outcrop utilised as a division on the Tithe map, stating that the 

earthwork, 'follows the cliff overhanging the stream in the bottom two thirds of the 

way through the wood, then strikes south and, outside the wood shows a very 

conspicuous bank across the valley, with earthworks on each side, but mostly running 

towards the stream.' 

The described earthwork does survive in the field further to the east of the woodland 

and is represented on later as maps (Figs. 3.25, 3.26). Ground surveying within the 

northern interior of the wood produced no evidence to support the view that the 

Wansdyke followed the outcrop. There are no surviving earthworks at the northern 

edge of the woodland and neither is there a woodbank separating Field number 365b 

from 365a on the Tithe map that could have been mistaken for the Wansdyke (Fig. 

3.22). 

The length and state of the Wansdyke within the pasture field to the east of Breach 

Wood is good and the dyke is located at the head of a valley opposite the woodland. 

Fox & Fox (1960,35) argue that the Wansdyke is not present within Breach Wood 

though it does occur on the east side of the valley east of the woodland. Ground 

investigation recovered the Wansdyke travelling for approximately 20m down this 
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slope towards Breach Wood but not reaching the floor of the valley. Rather than the 

end of the earthwork being marked by a terminal its state was more suggestive of 

erosion. 

Ground surveying suggested the Wansdyke would climb the other side of the valley 

and enter the woodland at the present day footpath entrance at the eastern side of the 

wood. Investigation of this section recovered a slight earthwork suggestive of the 

dyke appearing approximately 2m outside of the woodland. The earthwork enters the 

woodland running parallel to the southern side of the footpath for approximately 40m 

as a bank up to O.7m in height. The woodland suffers visitor pressure from the many 

walkers it attracts from the neighbouring city of Bath. The footpath lies directly to the 

north of this earthwork and it has affected the survival of the ditch. The earthwork 

within the wood comes to an end as an eroded section rather than a defined terminal. 

It is a much slighter example, especially in width, than the earthwork in the field to 

the east of the wood. No further trace of the Wansdyke is visible between this section 

and 1.1km north-west at Manor Farm, Englishcombe (Fig. 3.22). 

Though it differs in size to the earthwork within the field to its east it is likely that the 

feature within the wood is a remnant of the Wansdyke rather than past woodland ;' 

management. First, it follows the probable course of the Wansdyke if it were to head 

north-west towards the other surviving section at Manor Farm. The size, shape and 

location of the earthwork suggest it is unlikely to be an internal woodbank related to 

past management. Whilst smaller divisions are depicted on the Tithe map this 

earthwork is not recorded (Fig. 3.22). The hachured section separating Field No. 

365a from 366 on the Tithe map (Fig. 3.22) was recovered within the woodland. It 
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survives as a very slight bank and ditch no higher than 15cm and far smaller than the 

potential Wansdyke that is not represented on the Tithe map. 

That the possible Wansdyke within the woodland is smaller than in the field to the 

east does not prove that the two are unrelated. Investigation of the length of the East 

Wansdyke found definite differences in earthwork survival in a number of wooded 

and non-wooded sections (Bonney,1972; Fowler,2000; Fox & Fox,1960). The linear 

earthwork within Breach Wood is not a recent construction related to the footpath or a 

result of visitor pressure. If it were, then theoretically it should run for the length of 

the footpath through the wood. 

The West Wansdyke and surviving ancient woodland: Vernham Wood 

The third surviving ancient woodland related to the path of the Wansdyke is the 22 

acre Vernham Wood, Englishcombe. The northern edge of the wood has no surviving 

woodbank. A tributary of the Newton Brook cuts the irregular northern edge, with a 

number of small streams converging within this section. Large Alder coppice stools 

dominate the tree species and the ground flora has an abundance of Pendulous Sedge 

Carex pendula, both indicative of the waterlogged environment of this section. 

The remainder of the site is located on drier ground and mainly comprises Hazel 

coppice stools and Oak standards. A number of the coppice stools are of some age. 

A hollow Ash stool towards the northern end of the wood has a diameter of 2.5m. 

Whilst the relict managed tree species are indicative of the woodlands ancient status, 

the woodbanks of the site are generally poor. Their meagre survival is not restricted 

to Vernham Wood. The associated woodbanks of all the ancient woodlands of this 
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immediate area are particularly slight when compared to other sites within the study 

area (see Chapter 5). 

The current eastern edge of the woodland has the same outline as that depicted on the 

1840 Tithe map (Fig. 3.22). Though affected by modem development the Wansdyke 

is present 300m to the east of the woodland. On the 1903 Second Edition as 6" map 

the Wansdyke is not depicted within the southern edge of the wood (Fig. 3.25), but by 

the time of the 1932 OS 6" map the dyke is shown within the southern section of the 

site (Fig. 3.26). 

Vernham Wood contains remains of disused iron and concrete structures; the result of 

past large-scale Fullers earth mining. This has affected the woodland composition of 

the site, with areas of clearance and regeneration. The by-products of the past mining 

activities have also resulted in the creation of a number of earthworks. Ground 

surveying within the southern edge of the woodland found that earthworks related to 

past woodland management had been greatly affected by more recent mining 

activities. The steep scarp at the southern edge contains a terrace that would have 

been effective as a trackway. It is 10m across and heads roughly east to west. It is 

covered with small-sized Hazel coppice stools and ends abruptly at a cleared area 

related to the past mining. Had the Wansdyke existed within this area it has been 

destroyed by mining. 

Two separate banks were recorded towards the south-west edge of Vernham Wood. 

Ground investigation together with map regression suggested that both banks were 

related to an internal woodbank division shown on the Tithe map (Field No. 379b, 
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Fig. 3.22). It is possible that the Wansdyke originally travelled along the southern 

edge and within the southern section of the wood, and it is past earth mining activities 

that have led to its loss. Map regression suggested that the Wansdyke could have cut 

through below the centre of the woodland (Figs. 3.20,3.22). 

However, no sign of the Wansdyke could be recovered at any point along the eastern 

or western edge or within the central section of the wood. No evidence of the 

Wansdyke was recovered in the present day field to the west of Vemham Wood that 

was woodland at the time of the Tithe map. It is possible that at one time the 

Wansdyke did traverse the centre of what is now Vern ham Wood, and has been lost 

through past mining. 

The three major gaps in the West Wansdyke 

There are three recognised sizeable undocumented gaps in the West Wansdyke, 

located within the parishes of Englishcombe, Compton Dando I Publow, and Newton 

St Loe (Fig. 3.1) (Fox & Fox,1960; Myres,1964; Isles,1988,9). Breach Wood is 

towards the eastern edge of the gap between Manor Farm, Englishcombe, and the 

reappearance of the Wansdyke at the head of the valley to the east of this wood, 

though as already stated a small portion of the Wansdyke was recovered within 

Breach Wood (Fig. 3.22). 

Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando, is at the eastern edge of the 2.5km gap between 

here and the re-emergence of the Wansdyke on the western side of Publow Hill, 

though geophysics by the Avon Archaeology Unit has tentatively suggested that a 

short length of the Wansdyke survives along Slate Lane (Fig. 3.17). There is also a 
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much smaller undocumented gap within the same parish 1.5km south-east of 

Peppershells Wood (grid reference: ST65856430). 

The final large gap runs for approximately 1.2km between Park Farm and 

Pennsylvania Farm, Newton St Loe (Figs. 3.30, 3.31). Aerial photographic evidence 

together with past documentary sources particularly in the form of the writings of Colt 

Hoare (1819) have been employed to explain a number of the smaller gaps as lost to 

ploughing (Fox & Fox,1960; Isles,1988). 

The three major gaps considered within this Chapter are those for which there is no 

form of archaeological evidence of the past existence of the Wansdyke. Though 

Major & Burrow (1926) have suggested that a number of small sections of the 

Wansdyke survive in the three gaps the given location contrasts to the form of the 

Wansdyke and it has been proposed they were misidentifying hedgerows and lynchets 

(Fox & Fox, 1960; Crawford,1953). 

The general consensus has been that the three large gaps of the Wansdyke were due to 

the presence of large blocks of dense woodland (Shaw Mellor,1945,136; Fox & 

Fox,1960,28; Myres,1964,5; Isles,1988,9). Archaeological investigation of this 

argument is critical for an assessment of woodland cover and management before, 

during and after the Saxon period. If these gaps were large woodland areas then this 

has important ramifications for the appreciation of the cyclical expansion and 

management of early medieval woodland within the study area. 
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Myres (1954,5) states that the gap in the Wansdyke at Publow Hill reflects, 'the 

persistence of stretches of more or less impenetrable undergrowth through which it 

was not necessary, or perhaps even possible, to carry a continuous barrier of this 

kind.' If woodland was present in the gap of the Wansdyke at Publow Hill it was by 

no means impenetrable. This denies the very evolution of woodland. Even without 

human intervention the biodiversity of the woodland habitat would lead to a situation 

of glades. Strong winds or old age would inevitably cause the eventual fall of some 

timber trees. The wind throw of trees is a regular occurrence within woodland and 

has been recovered in archaeological contexts (Evans et ai,1999). Though it cannot 

be relied upon as a direct analogy for those in the past, the Great Storm of 1987 

reveals that wind throw can clear large areas of woodland. Large clearings are 

considered the exception with openings of up to 2ha a more usual occurrence 

(Brown,1997,141). Deer could restrict any new growth that attempted to take hold of 

the recently created light area, resulting in glades. 

If the Wansdyke gap at Publow Hill was managed woodland then this would not have 

been a thick dense landscape. Management would have been coppice-with-standards 

or wood-pasture. Either would have meant ease of access through the woodland. If 

the Wansdyke passed through managed woodland then, though not easily visible from 

the exterior, from the interior it would have been possible for it to be seen or its 

absence noted. The possibility that the gap is made up of primary woodland or the 

even more untenable prospect that the gaps are composed of wildwood, completely 

ignores the increasing demands placed upon the woodland resource of the area since 

prehistory. The presence of the lynchet underlying the Wansdyke at the southern end 
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of Peppershells Wood adds weight against the possibility of primary woodland in the 

gap of the Wansdyke. 

In constructing the Wansdyke there was no natural hindrance in topography, soils or 

geology, within the three main breaks. They are not on such steep slopes that would 

have impeded woodland clearance. Cultivation in the form of remains of medieval 

strip fields exist within the gap of the Wansdyke on Publow Hill. Though the gap at 

Publow and that at Englishcombe comprises heavy lias clays which would favour 

woodland, such soils are also evident at sections where the Wansdyke is present. 

The concept of vast areas of woodland regeneration covering England in the Saxon 

period has aided the continued belief that the gaps of the Wansdyke were wooded. 

Hoskins (1955,37) declared that, 'the great majority of the English settlers faced a 

virgin country of damp oak-ash forest, or beech forest on and near the chalk'. Recent 

research of environmental evidence has led to increased arguments for a continuity in 

landscape exploitation into the post-Roman period (Bell,1989,286; Cleary, 1995,14). 

There are however too few pollen samples across England to give a wider picture of 

woodland structure in the Saxon period. 

No relevant datable pollen samples have been recovered from within the study area 

and other forms of archaeological research must be relied upon to investigate the 

gaps. The argument for woodlands being dense impenetrable areas has misled past 

researchers to believe that the Wansdyke would not have been visible or even possible 

to construct within such cover. If the Wansdyke was a political feature deliberately 

constructed to be viewed from the surrounding landscape then though not 
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immediately visible from the exterior, within managed or unmanaged woodland its 

presence or absence would certainly have been recognised. 

It was considered to what extent archaeobotanical surveys of surviving hedgerows 

within the gaps of the Wansdyke could reveal past assarting thereby indicating a 

previous existence of woodland cover. It has been argued that the greater the number 

of shrub and tree species within a 30 yard [approximately 30m] stretch of hedgerow 

increases the likelihood that the hedge is ancient (Pollard et ai,1974). This is 

commonly known as 'Hoopers Law' and that each shrub and tree species in the 

hedgerow represents approximately 100 years (Pollard et ai, 1974,79). 

Applying such a method to research the three gaps of the Wansdyke is flawed in two 

fundamental ways. First, due to the limited number of shrub and tree species that 

could be found in a hedgerow the method would lose reliability after five to seven 

hundred years. Secondly, whilst 'Hoopers Law' could theoretically be successfully 

applied to reveal areas of Enclosure Act hedgerows in the past open field landscape of 

the Midlands, this would not necessarily be a valid method for the study area. 

Nurseries were often established for the enclosure of open fields in the Midlands and 

specific trees would be grown for such a process. The newly enclosed hedgerows 

would largely comprise species such as Hawthorn Crataegus monogYlla. These 

nursery methods were not commonly applied within northern Somerset. Within the 

study area if a hedgerow were to be planted then trees would usually be removed from 

the nearest woodland. This could lead to a situation where the freshly planted 
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hedgerow contained four or five different species. If 'Hoopers Law' were attempted 

on this new stretch then it would give the hedgerow a date of 400 to 500 years. 

Detailed hedgerow analysis has been carried out on more than 400 of the hedgerows 

of the parish of Shapwick, Somerset, south of the study area (Hill & Williams,1992; 

Hill et al,1993; Hill et al,1994). The presence of all the shrubs, trees and climbers in 

every 10m length of each hedgerow was recorded. The hedges with the highest 

scores tended to be in the distant parts of the parish and around the ancient woodland 

of Loxley Wood (Hill et al,1994,121). The great wealth of cartographic information 

together with past documentary evidence meant that the date of formation of many of 

the hedgerows was known. 

It was found that 'Hoopers Law' was unreliable, to the extent that a number of the 

most recent hedgerows would have been considered amongst the oldest in the parish. 

It was concluded that some of the hedgerows had either been established from Loxley 

Wood, or certain species had been relatively quickly introduced through natural 

processes such as by suckering trees and birds (Professor Mick Aston, pers. comm.). 

Considering the unreliability of applying 'Hoopers Law' it was decided to use other 

forms of archaeological investigation to examine the three major gaps in the 

Wansdyke. 

It is possible that field-names and map regression might indicate areas of past 

clearance within the three main gaps of the Wansdyke and also suggest areas where 

the earthwork may once have existed. The four Tithe maps for each parish and their 

accompanying apportionments, together with earlier estate maps and associated field-
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books of the eighteenth century were investigated (Figs. 3.6-3.11, 3.13-3.18, 3.20-

3.23,3.27-3.32). Many of the field-names produced on the estate maps are the same 

or similar to those recorded in the later Tithe apportionments. Though the data 

gathered was of mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth century date, the longevity of 

some field-names has been demonstrated. Gelling (1988,62) has shown how it is 

common for named areas in Saxon charters to not be recorded again until their 

appearance in Tithe apportionments. 

A number of difficulties occur when using field-names to indicate past woodland. 

First, there is the problem of fixing a date for these names. Clearance names such as 

stocc, stubb, ryding and rod, all indicate past woodland but they give no reliable date 

as to when the woodland was cleared and the name established. Field-names 

incorporating leah are potentially older than such woodland associated names. It has 

been argued that the leah aspect of field-names indicates the presence or the clearance 

of woodland in the Saxon period (Costen,1988,39; Gelling,1984,199). 

Many of the field-names in the centre of each parish have been altered as a result of 

changing land use and patterns of settlement. It is at the edge of each parish that the 

older field-names persist. The gap in the Wansdyke at Englishcombe is towards the 

northern end of the parish. There are detached portions of Twerton parish in this area 

and so the Twerton Tithe map and apportionment was also examined (Fig. 3.24). The 

village of Englishcombe lies in the gap of the Wansdyke and it is here that field-

names are most likely to have been affected by changes in land use. 
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The potential line of the Wansdyke through the Publow Hill gap runs across the 

northern section of Publow parish into the north western side of Compton Dando 

parish. Field-names were also extracted from the Tithe apportionment of Queen 

Charlton whose southern boundary is parallel to the northern edge of the parishes of 

both Compton Dando and Publow (Fig. 3.19). 

Within the three main gaps of the Wansdyke all field-names were collated and 

mapped in order to investigate whether the feature was recorded within these breaks 

or whether the field-names could explain its loss. All field-names suggestive of 

woodland or woodland clearance in the potential line of the Wansdyke were collated 

and established within spreadsheets. They were then plotted on their corresponding 

Tithe and estate maps and their name and location was investigated. Documentary 

evidence and earthwork survey results were then applied to the field-name evidence in 

a multi-disciplinary approach to the analysis of the three gaps. 

The Compton Dando / Publow gap 

Hardly any woodland associated field-names were recovered within the gap at 

Compton Dando and Publow (Figs. 3.6-3.11, 3.13-3.18). No field boundaries 

suggestive of remnants of the Wansdyke were located. The line of the Wansdyke is 

not depicted within the gap across Publow Hill on the 1904 Second Edition OS 6" 

map (Fig. 3.12). The strip field system present on Publow Hill shows that this was an 

arable area (Figs. 3.10,3.12) and this might explain the loss of the Wansdyke. There 

are however, other sections of arable where evidence of the dyke remains. 
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The lack of woodland associated field-names is not proof alone that this gap was not 

woodland. Theoretically during this intervening period woodland could be cleared 

and regenerate many times over. If the Wansdyke was a political boundary and the 

earthwork a physical symbol of this status and if woodland in the gap was cleared 

soon after its establishment, then it could be expected that the earthwork would have 

been constructed in this clearly visible opening. It may be that the function of the 

Wansdyke waned or changed soon after its construction and it was considered 

unnecessary to erect an earthwork in the cleared area. 

As we have seen above geophysics commissioned by the A von Archaeology Unit 

found no trace of the dyke across Publow Hill or directly north of Peppershells Wood, 

though they did tentatively identify a ditch feature along Slate Lane that may be a 

remnant of the Wansdyke (Fig. 3.17). This effectively separates the gap between 

Publow Hill and Peppershells Wood. Whilst the Wansdyke continues in a smaller 

fashion within Breach Wood it overlies but does not continue beyond the lynchet 

marking the southern edge of Peppershells Wood. It may be that the terminal at the 

woodland edge marked the beginning of a short woodland gap between here and Slate 

Lane. 

The dating of Peppershells Wood is far from conclusive and though of considerable 

age it may not have been woodland at the time of the Wansdyke's construction. 

Whilst there is no Anglo-Saxon charter directly related to Publow and Compton 

Dando, examination of those that do exist for the surrounding landscape suggest that 

vast expanses of woodland did not exist. The Domesday woodland conversion 
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complements the lack of woodland names within the wide gap. The conversion for 

Compton Dando stands at only 15 acres. 

The evidence in the form of the cartographic examples and accompanying field-

names, geophysics, Domesday woodland conversion, and the surveying of the 

earthwork, suggest that though a small area of woodland may have existed on the 

southern slope between Peppershells Wood and Slate Lane the gap is more 

convincingly explained as unfinished. 
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Figu~ 3.6. Publow 1776 Estate Map (SRO: DDIP0I72). Numbers represent woodland associated names(Fig.3.8). The gaps in the Wansdyke have 
in the past been explained as being the result of dense woodland cover. Note the lack of woodland related names within the gap. No field 
boundaries were recovered from this map that could be identified as remnants of the Wansdyke. 
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Figure3.7.Publow 1776 Estate Map (SRO: DDIP0I72). Numbers represent field-names recorded within the gap of the Wansdyke(fig.3.8).The 

field-names do not indicate an arable landscape that could be used as argument for the cause of the loss of the Wansdyke. 
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F.No \Field-Name 1 I 
I 

I ! : -- I 
\Woodland associated names! I 

.I 
I I I , , 
I 
I 
I 

[ 1 iUsley Hill 
21Us1ey Hill l I 

I 
31TheGrove l 

\ 

4 \ Great Broomy Closes I I 5 f Seagrove 
I 

I 

6 Summer Leys 
7 Alderwell 

Gaps in Wansdyke 

1 Petty Close 23 MrBoltor 
2 The Grove 24 Dickinson 
3 Glebe 25 Dickinson 
4 Glebe 26 Cottle 
5 Lower Close 27 Stocker 
6 Hawkham 28 Ludlow 
7 Hedges Long Ground 29 Glebe 
8 Henry Sage's Vinyards 30 Not Named 
9 I Henry Sage's Vinyards 31 Bolter 

10 Henry Sage's Vinyards 32 Stratton 
11 Capell 33 Hick Meads 
12 Dickinson The Hill 34 Capell 
13 H. Sage 35 The Hill 
14 Cuckow Slait 36 Long Mead 
15 H.Sage 37 Bristol Mead 
16iH.Sage 38 Great Broomey Closes 
17 Starre Acre 39 Great Broomey Closes 
181Dickinson 40 Glebe 
19 Dickinson I 41 Little Grounds 
20 iWaste I I 42 Seven Acres 

! 43 1Mead _~ iUpper Stokes 
r 44iBam Close 

-
22iWoollard Tineing 

Figure 3.8. Publow 1776 Field-Names relating to Figures 3.6 and 3.7. State of cultivation not given. Number 
arrangement individually created for each map. 
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Figure 3.9. Publow 1839' Tithe Map. Field numbers represent woodland associated names (Fig.3.1l).The majority of the names within the gap 
incorporate 'Lime'. This may be related to the production of lime rather than the tree species. This likelihood increases when the field-name 
evidence is compared to the earlier 1776 map where these names are not incorporated (Figs. 3.6,3.7). The circled 'G' refers to geophysics survey 
commissioned by the Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et al.1995). No form of the Wansdyke was recovered from these surveys. 
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Figure 3.10.Publow 1839 Tithe Map. Numbers represent field-names recovered within the gap of the Wansdyke. The field-names record a mixed 
arable / pasture landscape. The strip field systems within the gap reveal the ability for this area to be farmed. It is not so steep that woodland 
cover would remain. The arable nature of the strip field systems could be used as argument for the loss of the Wansdyke. There are however 
other sections of the dyke that have been actively farmed as arable where a form ofthe dyke remains. The circled '0' refers to geophysics survey 
commissioned by the Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et a/,1995). No evidence of the Wansdyke was recovered from the three 
surveys. 



-~o. Field-Nahle 
I--

f-- Woodland associated names F.No. 
I--

1--10 Grove and Sununer Leaze 330 Lime Pits f--103 Alderwells 
358 Sledge Grove 1--104 Long Alderwells 
361 Usley Hill 1--105 PublowWood 
362 Usley Hill 

t-109 Alderwell 
364 Usley Hill 1--111 Grove Piece 
366 Hursley Hill 

t- 114 Crabtree Close 
367 Hursley Hill ~7 Lye Common 
368 Stockey Two Acres t--!?8 Lye Common 
369 Hursley Hill 

1-215 Seagrove 
371 Tining by Usley Hill 

1--218 Seagrove Brake 
376 Hursley Hill 1--238 Great Broomy 
382 Hursley Hill 

f--305 Hickleys Croft 
383 UsI~Hi1l f--307 Lime Close 
387 Lypeat f--311 Long Lime Close 388 Willy Comer 

t-312 Upper Lime Close 395 Stockers ~16 WOOd 
308a Great Lime Close 

I---

I--- Gaps in Wansdyke SOC F.No. SOC 
f--
~37 Mead 

Ip 325 Plantation x f--238 Great Broomy 
Ip 326 Hix's Paddock a f--239 Little Ground a 327 Lower Field a 

t-24O Upper Piece a 328 Upper FieJd a 
I--241 Magnet a 329 Cuckoo sleight a f--242 Long Mead Ip 330 Lime Pits a f--244 Bristol Mead p 331 Winyards a 
1-245 Barn close p 332 Woollard Hill a _303 Gorse 

IP 333 Winyards a 
1- 304 Lower CoaJpit Close Ip 334 Hix's Mead a 
1--307 Lime Close Ip 335 Woollard Hill a 
1--308 Lower Coalpit Close Ip 336 Field Ip 
~09 Petty Close 'p 337 Oat Hills a 
1-- 310 Field 

Ip 338 Field Ip 
f--31I Long Lime Close Ip 399 Starve Acre a 

312 Upper Lime Close Ip 400 Field p 
I-- 313 Sage's Vineyard Ip 40 1 Field a 
~14 Sage's Vineyard Ip 40 2 Woollard Hill a 
,-315 Sage's Vineyard 40 3 Wall Tyning a a 
r-316 Wood 40 4 Field (Part of a ) a x 

317 Paddock 40 5 Field a a 
318 Winyards Hill 40 6 Hill Close a a 

1--319 Winyards Hill a 40 7 Field Ip 
I-- 320 Winyards Hill a 40 8 Inclosure Ip 
I-- 321 Win yards Hill 40 9 New Inclosure a a 
I-- 32 2 Winyards Hill 41 o Field a a 
1--323 Winyards Hill 41 1 Mead Hill a a 
'- 32 4 Winyards Hill a 308a Great Lime Close Ip 

1=' • d 3 10 SOC' a - arable p - pasture, x - not IgUre 3.11. Publow Tithe Field-Names relating to Figures 3.9 an ., . . , 
stated. \. • , 



Figure 3.12. Publow 1904 0 Second Edition 6" map . The gap in the Wan dyke 

across Publow Hill is clearly evident (in blue) . The remnants of the strip field system 

referred to in the text can be seen on this map (outlined in green). 
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Figure 3.13.Compton Dando 1758 map ofland belonging to Edward Popham (SRO: DDIPO/65). Numbers represent woodland associated field.names (Fig.3.1S) 
Note the lack of woodland related names.within the gap of the Wansdyke. The accompanying field book is a remarkable document stating the number and type of 
trees within each field. From this we find that Pepper Shells contains over 90 pollards of Oak, Ash, and Elm. This is of importance for the woodland has bee'!. 
considered a recent site ofthe 19

th 
Century (Fox & Fox,1960). Stars within fields represent privately held land not recorded on the map or field book. ~ 
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Figure 3.14.Compton Dando 1758 Map of land belonging to Edward Popham (SRO: DDIPO/6S). Numbers represent field-names recorded within 
the gap of the Wansdyke(Fig.3.15).A pasture landscape is revealed (Fig.3.1 5). The area remains predominantly as pasture, and if the Wansdyke 
had progressed further to the south of its potential route then some form of the dyke may be expected to remain. That it does not gives weight to 
the argument that this gap is an unfinished section. Stars within fields represent privately held land not recorded on the map or field book. 
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-
~eld'Name 

Elm: T.M.P JSOC Oak: T·M·P Ash: T·M.P 
-I 

f- /WoodJand associated names 
~ 
A3 : Co'''' . L' ·A-:-=:-"" 'I-'se In Ittle Park P 3 42 4 C ,~. . .23 0.4.12 020 

1<A5":'" C~~~e in Barn Close or Park Ip 1.17.41 .. 
I<=- O~se' M'ddl 0.7.1 1.2.0 
A6 C,~ 10 1 ePark jp 0.40.31 0.4.14 000 

:-:::""A o"se in Lower Park j p . . I~ Cops . K 0.14.45 0.4.11 4.0.0 
IP2 S e In nowles p 1.10.9 1.5.7 853 
t:::=- moak Acre . . 
IT>n B p 2.5.9 1 3 12 22 0 
.IP~L4":1 roomy Close . . . . 
~.~ Ell Ground Ip 0.3.12 0.2.15 0.3.2 
LIl W Ip 0.3.14 0.1.2 020 
I~ ood Close .. 
. ~lJEN~r~w~~~&iBlli.~~----------~p--~0~.7~.I~----~0~.0~.2~3~ __ ~0~.4~.9~-==:J 
'TP2c~ 00 10 Mead p 171 

P .ft_. . . 02 05 25 4 16 59 .,.-=..::: e~lJer ShelIs . . . . 
Wp3 C I 

Ip 0.9.51 0.3.30 4712 
I~ atsey .. 
~ Cats ley Copse ip 3.10.25 0.6.16 7.10.3 
____ x 15.129.21 0.16.0 0.0.0 

---lGG;ap~~s~in~W~a~n~sdhY~k~e------------~~--~--------~--------~---------I 

-

1~~~~~~~---------+~~~~---1~~---+~------1 1At- ~;~:se in Little Park ip 3.42.23 0.4.12 0.2.0 
Itr- CO se in Barn Close or Park I p 1.17.41 0.7.1 1.2.0 
.At- opse in Middle Park Ip 0.40.31 0.4.14 0.0.0 
IIi-=-- Wascomb p n12 Th 4.11.4 0.8.1 0.0.0 
Iijf- W ree Acres )p 1.0.18 0.0.0 0.0.0 m- Wascomb Ip 0.2.25 1.1.32 2.3.0 
0:---

4 
ascomb or Hilly In 0.2.20 0.3.5 700 

I~ Slaight pI-' .. IP2 S 21.8.25 0.0.19 0.0.0 
~ moakAcre p 2.5.9 1.3.12 2.2.0 
!PI- Broomy Close Ip 0.3.12 0.2.15 0.3.2 
1TPf-- Norwood & Bin Mead p 1.7.102 0.5.25 4.16.59 
.Wii3 Pepper Shells p 0.9.51 0.3.30 4.7.12 
i~ Catsley ip 3.10.25 0.6.16 7.10.3 
'iPlf- ~tsley Copse x 15.129.21 0.l6.0 0.0.0 
1iPlQ- ascombe and Old Deserted Road a 11.11.21 0.1.15 3.1.18 
:~~..9round [p 0.3.14 0.l.2 0.2.0 
.M}i2- Pensford Lays 'p 0.2.30 0.0.12 0.0.14 
WPI- Pensford Lays jp 0.2.30 0.0.12 0.0.14 
wP2 - Green Field i P 1.12.38 0.0.32 0.5.5 
iPS- Green Field ip 0.6.5 0.0.40 0.16.6 
iP~ksyeat a 0.2.25 0.0.27 8.1.20 
jp:f--+!!fu!On Mead ip 0.4.19 0.3.0 10.8.5 
'A --:...:.... Green Fl'eld .. , '0 0 9 ---r;0 0 3 0 0 0 
~~ers Close i; 10:0:3 - -lliO:l Jo:o:o 
IP3 Ime Kiln Ground ~a-~ 0.1.11 ~ 0.0.8 ~0.2.0 
I~urAcres _~:1tI~--·-1O.2.13.----11.2.3 ---

~gans Mead -----Jp---t>~.J.2- . __ ~~-_-,O.O.:O.'--------
B~ il'- 10,OJ _____ ~0.0.0 '8.10:12-. __ 

~-C J~~:~ ~;i~~nd - .. ---- _ ..... - .----.J;._ J~~~~-.- .--- - :Kgb ~--- ---:~~6~~-------
CI ~L------------··--··-- -- . - ---- .--,.-~-... -. ---- --.... -r ..... --~--... _1 •. __ .•• _____ • __ 

iij2-i-~-~~~~ock _______ ._ __.____£-----lJ .O.~ ____ '_. -:Q'-Q})---~: ~~~}--.- ----.. -. 
HIo~~~~ ____ . __ ~p. 10.5.30 _ ~Q.3.35. ____ -f-!.9.6 ______ _ 
HI~~ead . __ . _. ___ -1' __ 1 2:.?.:!.L ___ ._~9·~L ____ ~9~}.:!9 _____ _ 

Lower Ground :p i6.12.13 :0,2.80.1.0 

~. 

'9ure 31 PaStu . 5. Compton Dando 1758 Field·Names relating to Figures 3.13 and 3.14. SOC: a • arable, p • 
• POII~~d.X • not stated. In the Field Book the number of tree species are also stated: T • Timber, M • Maiden, P 
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Fig~re 3.16. Compton Dando 1843 Tithe Map. Field numbers represent woodland associated names (Fig.3 .IS). The field numbers 113-115 incotpOrale ' Ley' within 
their names. This could be associated with 'leah', a possible reference to the presence or clearance of Anglo.Saxon woodland (Costen,1988; Gelling,1984): ~n the 
1758 map(Figs.3.13,J.14)the 'Ley' names are stated as 'Lay' and may not be related to the 'leah' aspect. The circled 'G' refers to geophysics survey comnllsslOned 
by the ~von Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et al,1995). The surveys along the COurse of Slate Lane.have recovered potenti~ remains of the Wansdyke. The 
surveys 10 field numbers 130, 135 and I 67(Fig.3 .1 7) recovered no fonn of the dyke. There are no documentary sources of the dyke In these three fields. 
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Figure 3.17.Compton Dando 1843 Tithe Map. Numbers represent field-names recorded within the gap of the Wansdyke (FjgJ .18}.The circled' G' 
refers to geophysics survey commissioned by the Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et al,1995). The surveys along the course of Slate 
Lane have recovered potential remains of the Wansdyke. The surveys in Field numbers 130~"135 and 167 (above) recovered no form of the 
dyke. There are no documentary sources of the dyke in these three fields. ." 
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r--

~o. Field-Name 
r--
r- Woodland associated names F.No. 
I--

~5 Priors Wood 113 Pensford Leys 
~O Grove Orchard 114 Pensford Leys 
~6 Wood Close 115 Hilly Ground r-!6 Wood Close 136 Peppershells 
~ Park Copse 142 PeppershelIs or French Ground r--2! Park Copse 150 Colly Brook and Brake t--17 Park Copse 156 \Vallage (soc-wood) 
~ Catsley 159 Withy Bed 
~ Catsley 187 Lye Hill Paddock 
~ Catsleys 188 Chilgrove 
~ Catchley 189 Lye Hill Wood 
~ Broom Ground 190 Lye Hill Wood 
~ Broomy Close 

r---
r--- Gaps in Wansdyke SOC F.No. SOC 
r---. 
r---2i Broom Ground x 114 Pensford Leys Ip 
~ I-Orchard x 115 Hilly Ground Ip r---2!i Broomy Close x 116 Smoke Acre a 
~ Close p 117 Mireshard IP 
~ Sanders Mead p 118 Lower Greenfield p 
r--22. T Ground a 119 Cocks Gate a 
I-.!.QQ Close a 121 Little Mead p 
~~oscornbe p 122 Hinton Mead p 
~~iving (sic) Head p 123 Home Mead p 
~ Close a 124 Orchard x 
~Wascombe Ip 126 Limekiln Ground a 
~Woscombe p 127 Four Acres a 
~~oscombe p 128 Morgans Mead p 
t--!.22 Woscombe Hill Ip 130 Mead p 
~ Slail p 131 Wascombe p 
~ Close a 132 Lower Ground p 
~ U.£per Greenfield a 135 Upper Knowles p 
r-!..U. Smoke Acre /p 136 Peppershells a 
~SideGrand a 167 Buck Mead p 
~.!'ensford Leys a 

~i9lJre 3.18. Compton Dando Tithe Field-Names relating to Figures 3.16 and 3.17. SOC: a - arable, p -
Pastur 

e, x - not stated. 
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F .No. : Field Name 

119iThomy Paddock 
124: little lypycc:e-'-at'--___ . 
125ilypiatt .. 

12flypeat Field (A Piece in) 
138ilyparts Tyning 
140' Great lipyeat 
144 'Upper long Stock ( A Piece in) 
153: House leys (Part of) --t 
154 'Houseleys (Part of) 
155! Grove Fifteen Acres 
~ve-------

157;Dapwell & Silley 
160 'Willy 
~~~~a_d _________ __ 
182 Woscombe Withy Beds 
183;Woscombe Old Withy Beds 
196 . Hillamthome 100 500 

~ 
'tt 
~ 

c., 

~(;:
{.~ 

224 ,Elmes 
234' E"C-Im"::'e-'-s-o-r S:::I-ad-:-e-s-::(P~a-rt"-o-:f)'---- .. - - Metres 

Figure 3.19. Queen Charlton 1840 Tithe Map. Numbers represent woodland associated 
names. The potential line of the Wansdyke lies directly to the south of the southern 
parish boundary. The lack of woodland related names within this section adds weight 
to the argument that the Publow Gap was not due to dense woodland cover. 



The Englishcombe gap 

The map and associated field-name evidence for Englishcombe was found to be in 

stark contrast to the results for the other gaps at Newton St Loe and Compton Dando I 

Publow (Figs. 3.20-3.23). Within Englishcombe the 1arge number of woodland 

associated names coincided with the gap of the Wansdyke. 

Geophysics commissioned by the Avon Archaeology Unit (Young et al,1995) 

recovered no form of the dyke between Englishcombe village and Breach Wood (Fig. 

3.22). This land is currently farmed as arable. Considering the size of the earthwork 

to the east of Breach Wood, even if lost to arable production it would be expected that 

some form of the ditch would be recoverable. However, ground surveying within 

Breach Wood recovered a ~arkedly smaller earthwork than that in the field to its east. 

That in the field has a 1m high bank spreading 8-lOm with a ditch 4-5m wide. 

It may be that the earthwork originally continued beneath woodJand to the village in a 

smaller form and that it has been completely obliterated by current ploughing 

techniques. It is also possible that the earthwork continued for a short distance 

beneath woodland before terminating and then re-emerging at the other end of the 

woodland area beside the present village. A reduced earthwork is evident within large 

Wooded sections of the East Wansdyke (Bonney, 1972; Fowler,2000). The 

EngIishcombe gap appears to be a similar but smaller example to that occurring with 

the East Wansdyke. 

Conversion of Domesday woodland into a modem acreage for Englishcombe assigns 

120 acres (for method of conversion see Chapter 4). Though this seems unlikely here, 
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POssesSion of woodland by a Domesday vill does not necessarily mean that it was 

actuaHy located there; in some cases it could be 15-20 miles away (Costen,1988,39). 

Rackham (1980,133) argues that between 586 and 1086 woodland was reduced from 

one third of the land cover to 15%, the equivalent of the clearing of 32 acres per day. 

Though a somewhat simplistic equation, this ca1culation would give Englishcombe 

ap . 
proxImately 240 acres, ample to fill the gap of the Wansdyke should it have been 

constructed in the sixth century. 

There are five surviving ancient woodlands totalling 99 acres within the present 

Parish, each of which were subjected to archaeobotanical surveys in the spring of 

2000 (Figs. 7.1-7.4). Ground surveying of the five woods failed to locate any 

previous field systems. Cartographic and documentary analysis undertaken at the 

SRO was able to confirm the ancient status of a number of the woods but could not 

determine whether any of the five post-dated the Domesday survey. There are a 

number of field-names within the parish suggestive of past woodland cover, which 

taken as a whole is greater than the 120 acres at the time of the Domesday conversion. 

This suggests that woodland cover within the parish was not static but a dynamic 

entity affected by both natural forces and intensi ve management. 

The map evidence of past woodland cover in the gap at Englishcombe complements 

the Domesday conversion of woodland. This together with the slighter earthwork 

recovered within Breach Wood further strengthens the argument that here the gap is 

explained by past woodland cover. The structured nature of the boundaries suggests 

that the woodland stood within a managed landscape. This is in marked contrast to 

Hoskins (1955,48) view of dense and continuous regenerated woodland. 
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Figure 3.20.Englishcombe 'Simpsons Survey' 1792 Map (SRO: TIPHldc1 11). Whilst the field name evidence for the gaps of the Wansdyke at 
Publow / Compton Dando and Newton St. Loe does not indicate a past woodland landscape the evidence for Englishcombe is in stark contrast to 
this. Here the large number of woodland associated names coincides with the gaps of the Wansdyke(Fig.3.21).This is not conclusive evidence 

'that these woodland names confirm the presence of woodland at the time of the construction of the Wansdyke. However, the longevity of some 
. field-names and their location principally within the gap increases the likelihood that woodland cover explains the absence of the Wansdyke in 
this area. 
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F.No. Field-Name 

Woodland associated name~ I Gaps ![l 'Y ansdyke _~ §OC 

~ 

5 ~oppice. 
. 7 Copp~ce~ 
10 Estov~r Coppice 
13 ~oppice~ __ ~ 

_ 16 !Iogg~I'l_~()IJPic~ . __ ~~. 
20 CuI verwood _ _~_~ 
21 Fi~~~A~~esin V~~ham Wood 
~ - --- -- ----~-- -- ---- - - ------ -- --- --~ 

22 Odwood Down 
23 Mi~idle-Wood or qd\\,o~d __ ~_. __ ~ __ _ --- -- ~ ----

__ ~.9 !l~gg~ll_~()PEi~~_~~ _ _ _ .. __ ~ 
~9 tI~gg_~~.G~ppi~t! __ . 
43 Wood 

~ -- -- - -----

46 ~a.!ley 
48 Inner Breach ~ ~__ _ ~ 
49 Th~ Gr~~~~ o~H~ggin~ Clos~~_C~pp'i~~ .. ~ __ ~ _ 

- --- --- ----- - -------- -- - --

50 Breach Wood 
-- --- .- --- -

52 Priestwood 
~-. t-- - ~~-. -~ - - ~- -

54 J:!edgeJ~)'_ 
~5 Hedg~le)'_ 
57 Wood Leaze Coppice 
- --- -- ----------- --------- - - - ~--

58 Wood Leaze 
- - --- - ------ ---

59 Wood Leaze 
61 Wood Leaze 

- --- - ----

62 Odwood Down 
- - - - -- --- -- ---- ---- ---_. 

~3 Woo~~ea.ze C~ppic~ 
109 Breach Comer 

- _ .. _-- - - - -- ---

110 Breach Comer 
111 Breach Comer 
112 Breach Comer 
113 Inbreach 
121 Breach 
122 Great Breach 
123 Coppice 
124 Patley 
125 Coppice 
126 Great Patley 
314 Withy Bed 

19a Vemham Coppice 
49a Part Breach Wood 
50a Plain Breach 
55a Middle Wood Coppice 
56a Middle Wood Coppice 

- ----~ 

x 
x 
.~.-

x 
x 

-------

x 
. - .--~.~-

x 
x 

-- ------

a 
- -
x 

-- ---
x 
x 
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ll._ 
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Figure 3.21. Englishcombe 1792 Field-Names relating to Figure 3.20. Note that the gaps in the Wansdyke are 
composed of woodland related names. SOC: a - arable, p - pasture, x . not stated. 
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Eigure3.22.Englishcombe 1840 Tithe Map. Whilst the field name evidence for the gaps of the Wansdyke at Publow I Compton Dando and 
Newton St. Loe does not indicate a past woodland landscape the evidence for Englishcombe is in stark contrast to this. Here the large number of 
woodland associated names coincides with the gaps of the Wansdyke(Fig.3.23).The circled 'G' refers to geophysics survey commissioned by the 
Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et al,1995). No sign of the Wansdyke was recovered between Englishcombe Village and Breach 
Wood (F.no. 365a). The two geophysics surveys west ofVemham Wood recovered a faint ditch that was tentatively identified as the Wansdyke. 
The circled 'T' refers to detached portions of Twerton parish (Fig.3.24). 



F.No. Field-Name 

Woodland associated names I Gaps in \Vansdyke 

10 Twelve Acres & Alder Bed Paddock 
12 Alder Bed 
24 Patleigh 

25 Wood 
42 Alder Bed 

337 Coppice adjoining the Down 
338 Middle Wood 
340 Hedgeley 
341 Wood Paddocks 
357 Henbreach 
358 Breach 
359 Great Breach 
362 Patleigh 
363 Great Breach 
364 Little Breach 
366 Breach Wood 
369 Priest Wood 
372 Wales Coppice 
376 Hawkins Close South Coppice 
392 Coppice in the Last 
395 Estovers Coppice 

398 Coppice 
402 Coppice 
405 Estovers Wood 
407 Hawkins Close North Coppice 
412 Wood below Barrow Mead 
413 Rodney Grove 
431 Widcombe Elms 

339a Middle Wood 
361a Breach Coppice 
361b Patleigh Coppice 
365a Breachwood 
365b Breach Wood Coppice 
379b Vemham Coppice 
380a VemhamWood 

380b VemhamWood 
411a Wood below Barrow Mead 

Figure 3.23. Englishcombe Tithe Field-Names relating to Figure 3.22. Note that the gaps in the Wansdyke 
are composed of woodland associated names. 
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F.No. Field Name 

313 Elwell 
438 Parleigh Grove 
439 Withy Bed 

441a Coppice 

,,\\sn 
~ t\ '=' 

o 100 ••• 
Figure 3.24.Twerton 1840 Tithe Map. Numbers represent woodland associated names. 
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The potential line of the Wansdyke lies to the south of the southern spur with the 
woodland numbers. 
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438 Parleigh Grove 
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Figure 3.24.Twerton 1840 Tithe Map. Numbers represent woodland associated names. 
The potential line of the Wansdyke lies to the south of the southern spur with the 
woodJand numbers. 



Figure 3.25. Englishcombe 1903 OS Second Edition 6" map. The gap in the Wansdyke 

between Englishcombe village and east of Breach Wood is highlighted in blue. Remnants 

of the dyke were recovered from ground surveying within Breach Wood (in green). It was 

markedly slighter than in the field to its west. 



Figure 3.26. Englishcombe 1932 OS 6" map. Note how the Wansdyke is depicted 

within the southern edge of Vernham Wood (in green). This is not shown on the 

earlier 1903 OS 6" map (Fig. 3.25). 



The Newton St. Loe gap 

The archaeological results for the Newton St Loe gap were found to be similar to 

those recovered for the Compton Dando I Publow gap. The field-name evidence 

demonstrated a lack of woodland associated names. The southern sections of a 

number of field boundaries on the 1789 estate map were suitably placed to be 

considered as potential remnants of the Wansdyke (Fig. 3.28). 

Geophysical survey close to this section did not reveal any sign of the Wansdyke 

(Young et al,1995). There is no documentary evidence of the Wansdyke for the gap 

at Newton St Loe and whilst not depicted on the 1903 Second Edition as 6" map the 

course of the dyke is shown on the 1932 as Second Edition 6" map (Figs. 3.33, 3.34). 

The Domesday woodland conversion for Newton St Loe stands at a modem acreage 

of 48 acres. The east facing slope of the gap is not so steep as to hinder farming 

practice and encourage woodland cover. Considered together the range of available 

archaeological evidence suggests that the gap at Newton St Loe is also an unfinished 

section. 
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Figure 3.27. Newton St. Loe 1789 Estate Map (SRO: NAZX,I,G/2692). Numbers 
represent woodland associated field-names (Fig.3.29). Note the lack of woodland 
related names within the gap of the Wansdyke. 
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Figure 3.28. Newton St. Loe 1789 Estate Map (SRO: AI AZX,I,G/2692). Numbers represent field-names recorded within the gap of the 
Wansdyke(Fig.3.29).It could be argued that the southern boundary of field numbers 292-294 may be incorporating the Wansdyke. However, 
geophysics survey of this section has recovered no form of the Wansdyke(Fig.3.30). 



F.No. Field-Name 

Woodland associated names 

74 Whistling Coppice 
83 Wood Ground 
84 Sheep-Pen Coppice 
88 Coppice 
95 Giffin's Coppice 

101 1bicket Coppice 
103 Coppice 
266 Copse 
267 OakLeaze 

Gaps in Wansdyke 

74 Whistling Coppice 293 Bane Acres 
75 Upper Poor Ground 294 Rushy Paddock 
76 Lower Poor Ground 295 King Acre 
77 Longmans Tining 296 Spearts 
78 Collins's Ten Acres 298 Ground Below the House 
79 Sixteen Acres 299 Red Hill 
80 Whistling Ground 300 Park Bridge 

249 Great Bam Acres 303 Green Ground 
252 Chapel 304 Park Bridge 
253 Bam Bam (sic) Acres 307 Home Ground 
254 Grafs Barn Acres 308 Rough Ground 
255 Broad Moor 309 Hammonds Hill 
280 Nevilles 310 Clements Hither Goates 
281 New Close 311 Four Acres 
282 Fernbills 312 Hither Goaters 
283 Fernbills 313 Old French Tining 
284 Little Fernbills 314 Long Tining 
286 Great Fernbills 315 Geoffreys Paddock 
287 Wilcox's Barn Acres 316 Eight Acres 
288 Bottylands 317 Clements 
289 Sawditch 318 Little Goaters 
290 Longmans Tining 319 Goaters Paddock 
291 Ruddocks Long Tining 320 Further Goaters 
292 Foxes 

Figure 3.29. Newton St Loe 1789 Field-Names relating to Figures 3.27 and 3.28. SOC not stated. 
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Figure 3.30. Newton St Loe 1840 Tithe Map. Field numbers represent woodland associated names(Fig.3.32).Note the lack of woodland related 
names within the gap of the Wansdyke. The circled 'G' refers to geophysics survey commissioned by the A von Archaeological Unit in 1995 
(Young et al,1995). No form of the Wansdyke was recovered from these surveys. 
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Figure 3.31.Newton St Loe 1840 Tithe Map. Numbers represent field-names recorded within the gap of the Wansdyke(Fig.3.32).The circled '0' 
refers to geophysics survey commissioned by the Avon Archaeological Unit in 1995 (Young et 01,1995). No form of the Wansdyke was 
recovered from these surveys. There is no documentary or cartographic sources of the dyke existing in this section. 
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F.No. Field-Name 

Woodland assocIated names 

117 Malencholy (sic) Wood 
119 Withy Bed 
120 Gibbin's Coppice 
129 Thicket Coppice 
131 Wood Ground 
147 Whistling Coppice 
271 OakLeaze 

Gaps in Wansdyke S.D.C. 

141 Collins's Ten Acres a 
142 Sixteen Acres a 
143 Lower Ground & Longmans Tyning in on~ a 
144 Whistling Ground p 
145 Plantation x 
146 Upper Poor Ground a 
147 Whistling Coppice x 
257 Chapel p 
258 Great Barn Acres a 
259 Barn Acres & Grass Barn Acres in one p 
260 Wilcox's Barn Acres and Sawditch in one p 
261 Langmans & Ruddocks Tynings in one a 
262 Faxes Bane (sic) & Rushy Paddock in one p 
263 Little & Great Fern Hills p 
264 Broad Moor p 
266 Fern Hill & New Close in one p 
283 Park Bridge p 
284 Red Hill p 
285 Ground Below the House p 
288 Spearts & King Acre in one p 
289 Lang Tyning & Godfreys Paddock in one a 
290 Eight Acres a 
291 Goaters p 
292 Clements a 
293 Goaters p 
294 Old French Tyning a 
295 Four Acres a 
296 Home Ground & Rough Ground in one a 
299 Garden x 
300 Orchard x 
302 Green Ground p 
303 Park Bridge lQ 

Figure 3.32. Newton St Loe Tithe Field-Names relating to Figures 3.30 and 3.31. SOC: p - pasture, a
arabie, x - not stated. 



Figure 3.33. Newton St. Loe 1903 OS Second Edition 6" map. No sign of the Wansdyke 

is recorded in the gap highlighted in green (see also the 1789 and 1840 maps, Figs. 3.27, 

3.28, 3.30, 3.31). The cartographic, documentary and field-name evidence, together with 

geophysics results, suggest that the gap is an unfinished section. 
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Figure 3.34. Newton St. Loe 1932 OS 6" map. The cour e of the Wansdyke is depicted on 

this map (highlighted in green) though there is no upporting evidence of its past existence 

(see Fig. 3.33). 



Conclusions 

In conclusion the archaeological relationship of ancient woodland and the West 

Wansdyke has implications for the present understanding of the cyclical expansion 

and management of woodland before, during, and after the Saxon period. The multi

disciplinary approach has demonstrated a continuity of landscape in which the 

woodland resource was a matter of choice rather than unwanted regeneration. It was 

suggested that the Wansdyke was a feature superimposed upon an organised 

landscape, and that in disregarding the earthwork the parish boundaries that have their 

antecedents as estate boundaries reveal an earlier form of boundary arrangement. 

This continuity of landscape was argued to have important implications in that it 

denies mass regeneration. It is argued that two of the three main gaps of the West 

Wansdyke were unfinished sections, whilst the third at Englishcombe, consisted of 

woodland. It has been shown that this cover was more likely to have been a managed, 

exploited resource than dense regeneration. This Chapter has demonstrated a contrast 

in woodland cover of the West Wansdyke compared with the major wooded sections 

evident along the East Wansdyke. 

The multi-disciplinary approach suggests that the landscape surrounding the West 

Wansdyke was organised, with small managed areas of woodland cover, whilst that 

present in Wiltshire comprised far larger sections of woodland. The continuity of the 

boundaries surrounding the West Wansdyke implies the possible continuance of a 

controlled landscape succeeding the Roman period, one that had no place for major 

areas of woodland regeneration and where instead the woodland that survived was a 

valued, protected resource. 
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Chapter 4. Pre Conquest and Domesday. 

An archaeological assessment of pre Conquest and Domesday woodland cover: 

arguments for continuity of landscape, management type and the extent of 

secondary ancient woodland cover. 

This Chapter will consider three themes; arguments concerning landscape continuity; 

assessment of woodland management during this period; and the measurement of the 

extent of secondary ancient woodland. The possibility of post-Roman regeneration 

will be addressed. As no woodland pollen cores for such episodes exist within the 

study area it was decided to incorporate other forms of archaeological research. 

Costen (1987; 1988; 1992) has argued that plotting leah place-names reveals the 

pattern of Saxon woodland cover. This research will be built upon with a 

consideration of the usefulness of mapping leah field-names (Fig. 4.1). This will be 

related to arguments concerning possible post-Roman regeneration, Domesday 

coverage, and the present ancient woodland cover, identifying patterns and disparities 

within the woodland record. 

Rackham (1990,54-55), Wager (1998,193), and Williamson (2003,54), consider that 

wood-pasture was probably the most usual type of woodland in 1086. Contrary to 

this conventional opinion, it will be argued that within the study area, by the time of 

Domesday, a significant number of woodlands were already well established coppice

with-standards. Domesday woodland references will be converted to a modem 

acreage and compared to earlier and later woodland cover, assessing the potential for 

secondary medieval woodland (Figs. 4.2,4.3,4.4). 
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Figure 4. 1. Distribution of leah field-names within the study area (outline map 

adapted from Kain & Oliver, 1995). Detached leah names are shown in green or 

blue. The leah field-names were found to have a direct association with 

Domesday woodland distribution and current ancient woodland cover. 



Hundre~ tKel1y'SU:: SOm.=l;iSh Relerence Domesday Descrlpllon 01 Woodland Calculallon ACreag~ 

Bath Forum _._ _ _. __ t~athford 7,6 underwood,1 league in both length and width 12 x 12 x 7_1-___ 1008 
Bath ForulTl .. __ --f-B~thwick 5,37 o. To this manor has been added 1 hide in Woolley ... 

underwood, 20 acres ... The Bishop holds these two manors . --1--:-----_.--.-----

Bath Forum 
Bath Forum 
Bath Forum 
Bath Forum 
Bath Forum 

Bath Forum 

Bath Forum 

Bath Forum 

Bath Forum 

Bath Forum 
Bath Forum 

_. _. _. ___ .__ from the King as one manor (see Woolley below). o. n/a 0 
Freshford 5,35 underwood, 12 acres 12 x 1.2-- --- -1-4.4 

-~.-~---... - . .---=-- .-~.--- -I-- -._-

__ .. ~Lang!iC!9~__ 5,36 _~ ____ .. __ ~ ___ ~ ._J? ~~ __ . r-- __ ~O 
Lyncombe 7,9 0 n/a 0 

~ ~~~~~;~~e .. ;~8 .. ::i:::~: ~~::gue in lengfu and widfu .~ •.. --~~ ~: :~~~7 ~~ ;o~~ 
\yesto.!l _ _ __ .____ _ 7,5 ______ . underwood, 1 leag~in both length and width___ ____ __ ___ 1 ~J~ x J_ __ __1008 i 1 41,1 WOOdland, 30 acres 30 x 1.2 36 

·tl:,~:lel_.~=_~_=~-:: _ ~~~~~~~f~~f;;t!1~fg~fl~~~}:::o~~~~~-~~) -~ .=~2~ 
_ 5s a year. O. n/a 0 -~_-___ -_~~-~=~-=:.- (1-;2gr-- Chewton (Mendip) ... .In Bath 4 burgesses who pay40§:..<!:. _~~_ !y~-_ - -_ -_ -J- -~_ 0 

_____ . ___ (h~~ Batheaston .... These 2 hides were and are (part) of the lordshlp_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4-- ____ _ 
_ ___ _ __ ___ revenue of the borough of Bath (see below). O. ____ !l~-- __ _ _ 1 ____ ~ 

____ . __ ._. ___ .. _____ ~!.~_ _ ___ .Q rlLa ___ . ____ ~ _~O 
(5,20) Bishopsworth ... .in Bath 2 houses which pay 10d. O. n/a l 0 

• ~. --==- ~~f_-~~-~ :~::: ~:~::~~:~~~.i: :e:sh:~:'~:: :~~~-= ~ ~ ~~ ~ ___ :-... f- -~. _ ~ 
. 71/2 d & the other dwelling empty. O. n/a i 0 
r ----- (4f~1r-----Weston. · .. .in Bath 3 houses which pay 27d. o. --.- .- ---- - n/a - - - - - - 0 1--- ------.. -t---------------------.---.----------.--.--- -.-.- -- - - ---

1~.dWiCk . ... ... .... fs~;o;:~ ~~~~!i~{i~~:~s wholiv.s in.sa-til &P"iS~32d~"Y"ar. 6.- - ~ ~ ttx 1:~ ! --~ 
I -. ---- .---- .. -.-- -... -------- .. -.. ---------.-----.-------.-.. --.-----.- ...... -.--- -- 1--

lwarl~igh --- ~~:~ ~-~~_ _~ ~£~~~~~:;J~;10iig·~J6_bith 1e.n.g~~~~~\\tid1~----_ -~~~~ -_ .. - . -~- - ~_~}"~ 7 . -t· . -~ .. ~~ 
,Woodwick' 7,12 0 n/a . 0 ! --------- --- ---------------- ----------------- ------ Tolaf ! 3186.6 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modem acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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Hund~ed ~~elly's ~~ o_f~o"!_JJ Parish _ I Reference I Domesday Description of Woodland I Calculation I Acreag~ 
Cllew _ ___the", Magna 6.13 woodland 2 leagues long and 112 league wide 24 x 6 x 7 10081 
Chew__ _ Chew Stoke 37,3 woodland 4 furlongs long and 1 furlong wide 4 x 1 x 7 28 

37,4 Chew Stoke has been added to this (manor). O. n/a 0 
- -------~- -- ----

47,16 woodland 3 furlongs long and 2 furlongs wide 3 x 2 x 7 42 
-- -- -- - - ---------~-- ------ - --

Clutton 5,14 woodland 1/2 league long and as wide 6 x 6 x 7 252 
- ------ -- -- --~----- - - ---

Norton Malreward 5,16 underwood, 6 acres; 6 x 1.2 7.2 
Chew 
Chew 

------------- - ---------- ----

Chew _ .IirTlsbl.J'Y --- _ 

woodland 1 league in length in length and as much in width 12 x 12 x 7 1 008 
- ---~ -,------------- -- ---

5,15 William holds Timsbury from the Bishop. O. n/a ___ _ ____ 0 
45,6 Odo of Flanders holds Timsbury. O. _-::- n/a_ __ _ __ 0

1 
_Ch!IIy~JI ______ 137,4 _Q~/a ______ ~ __ O 

Total 2345.2 
----- - - ---

Chew 

.. --- ---- --- -+--

Chewton 
___ < Bro~klei-= ~ ~-__ =- _ J45JL --1-~--------------- - ()1n/a-- - ---I -- ---0 

(Hartcliffe wittl B. tid red in ~O) 

Chewton 
Chewton 
Chewton 

Chewton 
Chewton 
Chewton 
Chewton 
Chewton 
Chewton 
(Winterstoke H.dred in ~O) 
Chewton - - --

Chewton 
Chewton 

Chewton 

-ICa~il~}'~~_~_-~-==- 5,62------ underwood, 50 acres ---= _~-=- -= 5(I~~J·f _ _~ 
I Chewton Mendip 1,29 woodland 1 league in length and width 12 x 12 x 7 1 008 
C-hficompton--- ---- 3,2~---- woodland, 80 acres - -- - -- - 80-,,12 - -- --- -----gs 
.--- ------------- ----------~- ------ - - -----

___ < _____________________ 24,30 woodland, 3 furlongs in length and 2 furlongs in width... 3_.>5?~J____ _ _~ 
_ _______ _________ ______ 1 hide called Chi/compton has been added to this manor... _________________ _ 

underwood, 4 acres 4 x 1.2 4.8 
- .-- --- -- --- ---------- -------=-: ----------- - ----------- --

I~OI'T!~tQ~ Mar.tirl ______ 37,10 _____ woodland 11 furlongs long and 9 furlongs wide ___ ___ __ lt~!! x J. __ _ _ _ 693 
LEmborough 5,61 0 n/a 0 

-- Farrington -Gurney ---5,58--------- - - - - --6 n/a ---- --- - ----0 
Highl..ittleton-- -- ----- 5,66---- --- ---------- ----0 n/a-- - - ---f -----0 

+~~~~~~~I~:~o~~~-~~ -}~] _===-==~!"-Qodland 1 league 1°n.g_Cl..rl.<L1J.llrl°!19 wide _______ ~=~~~~-== ~o ~r>c5 i 7---i -___ 8~ 
I' -- ---- ---------- -------~------~--------------------------- --- - --- - -t- --

5,64 0 n/a 0 1- -- --- ------ ------------ -- --~--------------~--------------- -- --- ---- ----- - - - -f--- ----
,Ston Easton 5,59 0 n/a I 0 j -- -~----------------- ---------------------------- --- --- -----------j-------~ 

!Ubley - _ -. ~__--jP~~~ur~l1"_agu:Toni ~l®.~~uewi~:=~cio:~~; ~m~ ~ ~~6 X il5~ 
: West Harptree 5,60 jwoodland, 42 acres 42 x 1.2 i 50.4 I -.. ------------r-~------- --------------------------------- ---- -----.-- - -.---- I 
I 24,31 ,woodland, 62 acres 62 x 1.2 J 74.4 
1 Hallatrow ---- 5,65-----1--------------- -------- ---------- 0 ilia 1-0 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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Hund~d (KelIY'

SO
' Of~ s.om,) ~arlsh I Reference I Domesday Description of Woodland I Calculation I Acreage 

ChewtorL _ __ __. Hay Street 46,24 oln/a a 
Chewton ,Moreton 37,11 Three thanes held it as three manors before 1066 ... 

and Humphrey 1 virgate of land ... woodland, 4 acres _ 4 x 1~_._~ . __ ~ 
Total 2639.4 

----i -- - -------~ --+ 
/-------

--~~--~-- woodland, 15 acres ... Of this land Richard holds 3 virgates of land=-t~ 15 x 1.2 ----t--~ 

----,- --t- ----~~- --- -----
Liberty of !la~pt~l!.&flav~rton. -~. !3ath~mp!o_n_~~-=-~ 17~ 11 
(Hundred of Bath Forum in DO) 

I underwood, 10 furlongs in length and width ~ ________ ' 110 x 0_~ J 1---_700 

Liberty of H;~Pto.;:;-~ Clav~rt~~ _ ~itl~~t~.I1.~=_~ __ . 11,30 12 hides. Underwood, 2 leagues in length and width. Thes~_ __ .~_ k'!.~_?~ ~7 _ r~ -____ _ 49?i 
2 hides were and are (part) of the lordship revenue o!!.he_boro~g~__ _ _ _ _ __ . ___ ._ 
of Bath (see above). _._ _ _ 

(Hundred of Bath Forum in DO) - - - -. - - .- -~--- - -'-- --+-

(Hundred of Bath Forum in DO) 

lib~rty of 'H~nyt~n& CI~~ert.on _ -_-r gl~~erton 45,11 - - - ---------+----" ----------
---- --]---------- --f -----o n/a a 

(Hundred of Bath fo~um in DO) _ -- - -- - - -- --- - --- -- - ~---------+- _____ !o!~J _ __ _ __ 4744 

. - - - . -1'1----" --- - ---- ------- ~-- --------- -. - -- --- - --- I 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster tBackwell 5,30 underwood 1 league long and 2 furlongs wide 12 x 2 x 7 168 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster +Barrow Gurney 5,32 woodland 1 league long and 1 furlong wide ____ 12 x 1 x 7 ___ ~ 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster _I.sed.rn.inst~! _(Glost. __ !,"1 _______ ~oodland 2leC!.gues and 1 leagl.le wide. Of..!his ma!!~Bist1.Qf>. ___ __ ~'!. x: !~ x? __ . ___ 2016 

t Geoffrey of Countances holds 112 acres of meadow and woodland 112 x 1.2 134.4 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster IBLJicorrlbe- - - --- -- - - 5,'3-(-- ---- woodland, 30 acres ------~-------- -- - - - 30x1~2 ---as 

~:~~::~: ::l~ ~:~:~~::; . t~~t~hton- . --~ ~~~ ~ ~.-~.~ i~~~~i.~i~~~~~~~~H~~~~~:f~~~~~- -!::~2~2 ~T ~~ ~ . ~:: 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster 

I~~:i~~ - ~¢1- .. :~~:~~~.\~~~:s k>ng_and 2 furlongs wid-'_~_- -~ --!~ = ~,~ 7 5~~ 
: BiShOi>SWOrih:::~-1~~:t~~~~u~~~;~~:n~rt:~~orf~~I::~~~~:,- 0 ~: 1 x 7 . I _ 4~ 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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l:iul'1dred (Kelly's_~ ___ ()_f~()m.) I Parish I Reference I Domesday Description of Woodland I Calculation I Acreage I 
-- ------- --- - ---+ 117,6 1 Alfred holds Belluton from the Count. 

-- - ---~- ---- ---

Keynsham 

Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 

Kilmersdon 

Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 

Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 
Kilmersdon 

Kilmersdon 

Portbury 
PortbLJ'Y 

_ - t:-::-:---- I rOOdl.nd 4 furlongs long .nd 2 furlongs wide. 4 x 2 x_7 - i _ 56, 
Wilmington 7,4 0 nfa ___ _ __ _ ___ 0 

Total 1325.8 
-------------- ---- --- ~--

-l~shwiCk__=_===_-- 7,15 underwood, 3 acres ------ 3x 1.2- =_~_ 
~abing1~___ 5,49 woodland 6 furlongs long and 2 furlongs wide 6 x 2 ~ 

3.6' 

_ ~Bu(~klancL Dinham _ 47,19 underwood, 30 acres ______ 30_~1~_ 
_.tf~~}.Qgl~ ______ 5,48 ul'ld~~ood, 12 acres 12 x 1.2 

(20,1) Hemington ..•. 1 hide of this land is in the common pastur~Jn_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
---- -- ---

Hardington. O. nf~_ _ __ __ 0 
_ ~ H_e!1l!r1gJ2n (5,48) Hardington ... .In this manor is 1 hide which belongs to 

- p------- -- --- -- - ------ - - - --

Hemington. o. ____________ n!~_______ _ _ ___ 0 
20,1 underwood, 50 acres 50 x 1.2 60 

-------------- ------,--c-----~- --------- ---------- ----

Kilmersdon 16,14 0 nfa 0 
-- - - ------ ----------1-- --!----- -------- -------- - - - - --------

Radstock 5,47 0 nfa 0 
--lt~tr~qn _q:n:.th_~ Foss_e __ ~43 woodland 3 furlongs long and 2 furlongs wide. To this manor have ~ x 2~)~-~-~ ___ -~ - 42 

8,38 The Bishop of Countances holds Hutton, Elborough, 'Hiscombe' 
_ _ ___ ______________ been added 11f2 hides in Pitcote ... woodland 1 furlong (see above). 1 x 1_~L ___ -37 
-- - -----------------~- -------- -

I and Stratton (on the Fosse) from the King. These lands were - --- --- -- ---- r----- -- ---- - - - -----
thaneland before 1066; they could not be separated from the __ ___ _ _________ _ 

---

church. Value 100s and more. The church does not have service 
-- - --- --~----------- from them. O. ------------------- n/a-- - --i --0 

----- ----- .~--- ------------------- ----- --- - ---
Writhlington 47,23 underwood, 12 acres 12 x 1.2 14.4 

_._Luckingtc>" ___ 35,2~ ____ woodland1f2Ieaguelongand3furlong~wid~___________ 6x3x7 126 
Pitcote ___________ {~~~}__ Stratton (on the Fosse) .... To this manor have been add~cj_L1L2. _________ _ 

___________ l!iQes in Pitcote ... woodland, 1 furlong __ .. The~lshQPJ1.2lds_th~.s~ ___ Jnf.<! ______ _ 

I __ 

:Walton 
! 

._::~~=-_-.. -- :~:!::~~~~:::~~:;h:~~:~lgiVenin~~.o,t~F1=-~~.:-l~x~i~~· 
- ~--- -- ------j~---------~-------- ------------------.-- -- -- -- -- --- - - ----- --- --

I 
i Abbotl)-Leigh 
I CIC!Q.ton in Gordano 

16,9 
.5,27 

Total 

Oln/a -ti-" 1x 7 twoo-dl~:ind-7"furloQgs_'ong and 1 furlon9. wide 

I o 
-----

60 
7 

- ---
454.4 

o 
49 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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, /' 

Hun~r~(jJ~ell(~[)~ ~f S()~J __ Parish Reference Domesday Description of Woodland Calculation Acreag~ 

-- ------_. - --~ , 

Portbui}' _ __ ~_, _' __ Clevedon 44,1 woodland 2 furlongs long and 1f2 furlong wide 2 x 0.5 x7 7 
Portbury _ __ ~on in Gordano 5,24 woodland, 30 acres 30 x 1.2 36 
Portbury __ ___ ___ __ _ __ Portbury 5,33 woodland 1 league long and 5 furlongs wide 12 x 5 x 7 420 

f--- . -------
Portbury Portlshead 5,25 underwood 12 furlongs long and 3 furlongs wide 12 x 3 x 7 252 

- - - - - - --- -----------, ,---I--~---

Portbury __ , _ _ _ Tickenham 26,8 woodland, 110 acres 110xl.2 132 
'--- --- ----, -------- ----- ------

-- ,-
41,2 woodland 3 furlongs long and 1 furlong wide 3xlx7 21 

- - --~-- ----,---- --
P()rtbury Walton in Gordano 29,1 woodland, 50 acres 50 x 1.2 60 

-- - --- -- --" --------- --- --------------
Portbury Weston in Gordano 5,22 woodland 7 furlongs long and 3 furlongs wide 7x3x7 147 

- -----~ --"------, ---- - - --~ 

5,26 underwood, 12 acres 12 x 1.2 14.4 
- - - - - ---- -~---------"--- --------

Portbury Wraxall 5,40 meadow, 150 acres, woodland as much 150 x 1.2 180 
- - - - - - - --- -- --- - -- ---,- --_._-- f----- - -- --- - .. - ----

Total 1318.4 
-- - - - - -" - -- ---- - - - ---- - ---~- ------ f------- -, ---- --

-------- - -- ---- --------- - --- --------

Wellow Camerton 8,31 woodland, 40 acres ... Roger holds 1 hide of this man<:>.r:~~§nd !r:C>..rT!.._ 40 x 1.2 48 
- -- -- ------- - ------- 1--'-- -~ - - ---- - ----~ 

the Abbott ... woodland, 6 acres 6x 1.2 7.2 
- - - - - - - - - --- ------ -- ------ --c-- ------- ------ ------------ ---- - -- -

Wellow gor1'!~e.Ha.Y _______ 47,20 woodland, 20 acres 20 x 1.2 24 
- - - - - -

----~-~ ------- - --- --------
Wellow Corston I,13 0 nfa 0 

- - - - - - - - - ----- - ----------- - --- - -, "---- ------- -.-- ----
Wellow Dunkerton ~,13 0 nfa 0 

-------------- ------ -------- --- --------- -- ---~ 

Wellow Engl~b£C>...f1'!~~ _______ 5,44 underwood, 100 acres 100 x 1.2 120 
- - - - - ------ --- --- -~-.- - 1--- -----

Wellow F~~l~ig~-':!u!l_ge!f0rc! __ 21,88 woodland, 6 acres 6 x 1.2 7.2 
- ---- ---~- --~ ~ -- -- ~ --- -- ------

Wellow Foxcote 5,42 underwood, 20 acres 20 x 1.2 24 
- - - - - - ------ ---- ----- -----,- -- ------

Wellow Hinton Charterhouse 40,1 woodland 1 league long and 1f21eague wide 12 x 6 x 7 504 
- - -------- -------- ------~ --------- ------ ---~--- -------- -----~-

Wellow Newton St. Loe 5,57 underwood, 40 acres 40 x 1.2 48 
- -- -------- ----- -'----,--

AO,2 
------- - - -- - - - - -----

Wellow f'!()r1on _~t. PhiliQ _______ woodland 1 league long and as wide 12x12x7 1008 
--------- -~------- ------ - .. _--

Wellow Tellisford 5,53 . ___ woodland, 11/2 acres. To this manor three hides have been 1.5 x 1.2 1.8 
- - ------ --- t---c-:--- ----- - - -,-- ---- -._-- - -- - -- --------

added ... woodland,4 lf2 _acre..s ___ " The Bishop_ has _t~~~e t\\IS>_I11ClIl()~~ _ 4.5 x 1.2 5.4 
- - --- ---------- -- ----- ----- - --------- - -- - -- ------

as one manor. 
---- ------- --- ---------- -- ---------- -- ------- - ------- -------

Wellow Twerton 5,45 0 nfa 0 I . - - -- - - -- -~-----------

~n.c1e_~ci'o(j~ '3 Clcres~=-___ ~~~~_-=~-:"" _==--_-_-_--.~- _-~__ __ ---- - - - -- - -- - -

I -- -- §,~6 ____ . 3 x 1.2 3.6 
-- - - -- - --- -- - - - -- - -

Wellow I Carlingcott 19,60 0 nfa 0 
- -------- - - ---------- ----------------------------- - -- ---------- - -- -I Wellow Eckweek 19,61 0 nfa 0 

'=---' -- --- --- -- -- ------------------- ---------------~ ----- - --- ----- - ---

nfa j 0 2'!.~_? __ . 0 
- -- -- --- - ----------------------------------------- --- ----------- --

Wellow i Eversy' __ __. __ _ ?, 14 __ -' __ __ __________ _______ _______________ _ __ __ ___ ____ _ _ _ __ __ 0 nfa I 0 
- - - -- t - ---~ 

Wellow ! Stony Littleton 5,56 0 nfa I 0 
[ --- -,"-' - --'- ----- - - .. _------------------ ------ -------------- - --------- --- -- .. -- I 

-----

Wellow I White Ox Mead 21,89 [woodland, 30 acres ______ 30 x 1.2 36 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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I 

Hundred (Kelly·~[)._?f_S_om.) jParish I Reference I Domesday Description of Woodland ICalculation IAcreage I 
- ---- ---- ---~------

Wellow 
--- ---.----

Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 

Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 
Winterstoke 

- .. ~OdboroU9h 139•3 ~I =±-@J 
- ----I:AXbr~~e==~ (1,2) Cheddar .... In Axbridge 32 burgesses who pay 20s. q:~~ n/a-~~~ ___ -= 0

1 

(1,31) Bath .... Of the third penny ofAxbridge 10s. O. n/a 0 
_ -_ j!3~~_gworth ___ ~ 24,10 0 n/a-- -- --~-O 

- f--- --- ----- --- -----

_ ~an~elL______ 6,9 woodland,2 1/2 leagues in length and width ___ 30 x 30 x Z _ _ __ 6300 
r Blagdon 37,1 woodland, 220 acres 220 x 1.2 264 

_ J~leCid~I!________ 2,11.Ebe 1-3; underwood, 1 acre ~ 1 x 1~ _______ ~ 
Ebu 1-2 -- - ---- -------- ------- ------ ---- - 1 

_ ~C_h~Qdar ______ 1,2 Woodland 2 leagues long and 1/2 league wide_____ _ 24 x ~ ~ ~___ 1008 
21,78 0 n/a 0 

- ,- ---- - - ---- --------~ r-::'-:-- - - -- - - - -- -- -- - ----

C_0!1gr~~l!ry _ _ _ _ 1,21 _ woodland 2 1/2 leagues long and 1/2 league wid~__ __ _ __ ~~ )(_6 x J _ I __ 1260 
__ i _ ___ __ ____ _ _ ________ ~_ Of this manor's land three thanes, Alfward, Ordic and 9rQ~~thQlc::l___ ___ _ _ __ _ ___ _ 

_ L __ ------f---- 3 hides and 3 virgates of land .. Jn lordship ... woodland, 30acres. 3Q1<J.~ -1 ____ 36 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (6,14) Yatton .... A pasture called Wemberham is there, whic~_~eioi~_ _ _ _____ _ _ _ __ _ 

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1066 belonged to Congresbury, manor of the King's. O. __ _ n/~ __ _ _ _~_O 
East Harptree 5,9 woodland 4 furlongs long and 21/2 furlongs wide 4 x 2.5 x 7 70 _ ~ ________________________ c ______________ _ ________________ _ 

19,37 woodland, 60 acres 60 x 1.2 72 
- .------------ --- ----------- -------------- ----- ------

Hutton __ _ _ _ __ 5,10 underwood, 15 acres __ l§_~J-,-~____ ___ ~ 
8,38 The Bishop of Countances holds Hutton, Elborough, 'Hiscombe' 

------------------- -- --"--- - --------------------- -- ---- -------

_ _ _ ___ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ __ and Stratton (on the Fosse) from the King. These lands were_ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _, 

Kenn 
- - - - - - - - -- - -

Kewstoke 
- - - -- - ---

Loxton 
-" - ---

Rodney_ Stoke 
Shipham 

Uphill 
Winscombe 
Worle 

thaneland before 1066; they could not be separate~1r_0!1!!~~_ _ ___ _ _ ________ _ ----- ----
church. Value 100s and more. The church doe~_not~a"'~~rvi<::e - - - - - - - 1- - --~ 
from them. O. n/a 0 

u-:~~ ~==~j~~-:'~~ acre~ -- --=~-~~_-~_~ --.-~ __ ~---_O~~'~ul_u 1 ~ 
___ .17,-~___ _ _ __ unc::lerwop~§ acres ________ ____ __ _ 6x 1.2 1_:1.2 

5,4 woodland 1 league long and 1 furlong wide 12 x 1 x 7 1 84 

1;~?~-oi~::-:i::S,oLid:e~gUe~w: .~:~--.-. ·J~~:::Xi 0: ··-2_0:1 

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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I 

!:fun~_~ed ~elly's O.ot Som.} Parish Reference Domesday Description of Woodland Calculation Acreag~ 

-- ----_._-

Winterstoke :tatton 6.14 woodland 1 league long and 2 furlongs wide 12 x 2 x 7 168 
--- - ------ -- -- ~-- ~--~-

Winterstoke Ashcombe 5,13 underwood, 3 acres 3 x 1.2 3.6 
-- -- --" ----- -- - - -------------_.- -
Winterstoke Claverham 5,17 woodland 1 furlong long and as wide; 1 x 1 x 7 7 

- --- -- - - - -- ~--~---.--- --~-----~~--~----~ -~- --
a small wood 1f2 league long and as wide 6x6x7 252 

-_. - - - - -- ---- i-=- ~--- - ---- ------ .---~--

Winterstoke Dr~y~o_~ ______ 47,15 o nfa 0 
- --- ---- -- -.-------- - ------

Winterstoke E!I?~,.o!!g!l ~ _______ 5,11 o nfa 0 
- - -- - --- -~---- -- - ~---

-- - - ~- -- -- ~--~~ J!.38 The Bishop of Countances holds Hutton, Elborough, 'Hiscombe' 
------ -- -- --------------~ 

-- - - - ~ ---------
and Stratton (on the Fosse) from the King. These lands were 

~--~ -------

- - - - f-- - --~--------~--
thaneland before 1066; they could not be separated from the 

---------~~ -----~ . --

church. Value 1 OOs and more. The church does not have service 
- - - - - - -- - ---------- --------- - - - --------

from them. o. nfa 0 
- - - - - - - - - -:::-c---- ---~-------~ -- --- ---"-- - ---

Winterstoke Milton 24,2 0 nfa 0 
- -- - - ---~------- ~-~~--~:---~ ----~- - ~~~- --- -----.- -- - - .. - .. ---

46,19 underwood, 2 acres 2 x 1.2 

- - ~.~~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- ----~~---~~ ---------~-----~-------~~~~- -- - - -

Winterstoke [onteSide. 21,80 0 nfa 
- - - - - - - -- - -- -- -- f-----'----~ ~-~ ~----~~---~-----~--~~~-~------- --- - - -- -

Winterstoke Wemberham ~,!~~--- The Bishop also holds Yatton ... A pasture called ~ ____ ~ _____ 
- - - - ----- -~-- --- -- - - - -

Wemberham is there. O. nfa 0 
- - - - - - - - - -- ------- --- --- '5; 12 

----- !-----~- ~- ~-~---.,---

Winterstoke Winterhead a small wood, 3 acres 3 x 1.2 3.6 
- - -~-- ------------ ~~--~-- ------f-----~---- ---~--

Winterstoke Woodspring ~!,-3~_~ ___ underwood, 10 acres ~ ___ ~ ___ 10 x 1.2 12 
- - -------~-~- --~--~---- -- ---- ---

Total 11609 
- - - - - - - -- ---.. --- ----------- -~-

-~~ ---- -------- ------

- --- -- - - -- -._- - --------- - - - -- -----_._-- '-:c-:- ---- -- - - - - -- ----~ 

Brent with VVrington 'Nringt~f!J~YVJ __ ~ ____ 8,27 woodland 2 leagues long and as wide 24x 24 x7 4032 
~-----~~- "-- - -- ---- ------- ------ ---- ---- --- -----

(Hartcliffe with B. Hdred inDO) _ 
- --- --------- -- ------ ---._--- --_. ._------------ - --

Wells Forum Litton ?~E ______ woodland, 3 furlongs in length and width 3 x 3 x 7 63 
---- -------- --- - ~-----~ ---~----- -~--- ---- -- ------- ~ - - - - -~ ~- --- -- - -- - - - - - ---

- - - ---- - -- - - - ----- -- -- --- _~~==_=_~===__==_=_~~=~~=====__~ ~-=~:- l',,:ta~~~_ r -409~ 
.. - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - -------- ---

Grand Total 36544.65 
-_ ... -

Figure 4.2. Domesday woodland conversion to modern acreage. Sites in bold are not represented as parishes at the time of Tithe maps. Parishes present in Kelly's 
Hundred's (1910) but with no Domesday entry have been omitted (see Figure 4.3). 
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FH.:.:u:..::n::d:..::re~d~(K.:.:e:.::II'LY..:'S~D:.: • ..:O~f :::::So::.'m~.) __ ~p.::a:.:.ri::.'sh~(t::.'ak~e~n:..:f::.:ro::::m~K:::e.::.IIY~·,::.S..:D:.:!., __ +T.:.:lt:::he::-.-_+ ID~D~W:..,:O:..:O:..:d~I~A~.w~~~~lana~~-,!_~ __ 
____________ --+e:.:x:..::tr:..::a:..,:s::it::e,::.s.:.:fr..:o.:.:m.:..:D=-D=-)!..--. ______ l.:A:..:c::.:r-=e=:ag".:e~I.:...A:.:cc'-'re:...:.a~g--'-e _~c:reage __ -:- ____ ______ _ ___ _ 

-- 1 T ' 
=-::-:::------------+-,1 =---:-:---,--___________ --------L ____ ~--~--- __________________ _ 
Bath Forum iBathford 1820 1008 287 _________ _ 

EB=-=a:.::th-=-=Fo:::..:r:..:u:.:..m=---------L::B=a-=-th:.:.:w:..::ic::..k-e------------ 573 24 __ ~ _______ . __ ~ _____ _ 

B~a=:th;.:..;F::::o.:.:ru::.:m~-------~i F.;.r::;:es::;.h:.:.:fo:::r::..d _________ -:--_~56~2~:-::-::--::-:-.~14.:....~ 21 ______ ._. 
B==a:.:th:-:-=F~o:..:ru::..:m-=---------.L:I K.:::e:.:.:ls:.::to:::.n:.._..... _________ -i--__ 1096, no entry 31 _______________ _ 

I;B:-=a:.::th-=-=F.:...or:..:u:.:..m=--_________ ~l~~ng~r::id~ge~~~~~---------655 0 _ 0 
~;B~a7.th~Fo=r..:u:::m:..-.....------------;,L~Yn:.::c~o:::m~b~e~&~W~id~co::.'m~b::.'e~ _____ ~_~18~4~5~,_~~0~--:..:1~2~-------------
~Ba=:th~F::::o-=ru::.:m~-------------+:1 M~o::.'n.:;:k~to~n~C~o~m:.::b::::e:..-.....-------+1 ___ -=72~0~1-::-::--::-:-.1~0:..:0:..:8+-: ___ --=2:..:, ___________ ._ 
Bath Forum I Northstoke i 778 no entry 31 
Bath Forum St. Catherine 1040 no entry 64 
Bath Forum St. James ,no entry i no entry ,n/a :not in K&O 
Bath Forum S1. Michael ! no entry ! no entry n/a not in K&O 
Bath Forum St. Peter and Paulino entry 'no entry n/a not in K&O 
Bath Forum i Southstoke I 863 no entry 20 
Bath Forum Swainswick i 845' 12' 29, 

o 
Bath Forum I Weston 2650' 1044 12 

Bath Forum (DO, not in Kelly's) Tadwick ino entry : 13.2 n/a 
Bath Forum (DO, not in Kelly's) !Warleigh no entry 63 n/a 
Bath Forum (~O, not In Kelly's) Woodwick no entry 1 On/a 

Total 14836 3186.6, 558 

Chew Chew Magna 5006 1008, 10 
Chew Chew Stoke 20921 70T 0; 
Chew Clutton 1636, 2521 16 
Chew Oundry 17 : 2799' no entry 

620' no entry I 

1068 1015.21 
C~h.:.:e:..::w:..----------____+N.::o::.:rt::.on:..:..:.:H,::.aw:::k:.::.fi::.e:::ld.i(V~i~lIe-:.J..)-----+-_----:-=+-=:...:::-~:__=+--____;O;;+_--------.. - _ 
Chew Norton Malreward 0 

814 no entry 
1148 0 

no entry I On/a 
, 

15183 2345.2 
i 

Chew Stowey 48 
~z-=-----------------+=~L-----------------~~~~~~~----~-------------
C~h.:.:e:.:w~~--~~~~----~T~im~sb::::u~ry~-----------------+-~~4_---_7~--:..:O=---_________ _ 

FC:.:..:h-=ew~(O::...:O:..!,..:.:n=ot:..::ln:.:..:...:.Ke:::II'Ly'.::!s)'--__ -+C::.:h~illyl:..h:::iI=_1 ---------+:.::...::~='--_=c:::-~:.::.....-~-----.--------
',Total 91, 

r--------------------~~~------------------_r--~:..:::~-=~~-----'-'-~-------------
i 

693, 01 121 Hartcl. with B.ln DO Chewton Brockley 

C=h~e:..:wt~on------------------t!C~a~m~e~lyL-----------------------~~----~~----~7~1---------------1 1633, 60; 
5809 1008 

: 1233 142.8 
2314' 693 

Chewton Chewton Mendip 131 
Chewton I Chilcompton 39 
bC~h:..:e-wt~o~n----------------~~c~o::..:m::pt:.:..oxn~M~a~rt~in--------------~---=~:---~~------~O-------------

1 2039 0 
, 923 0 

C~h~e~wt70~n~--------------~E~m~b~0.:.:ro::U~9h~-------------------=~~----~-----3~1~. ____________ _ 
Chewton : Farrington Gurney 0 
9h_e_wt~n 1 Green Oare Farm no entry ,no entry in/a . not In K&9 ______ _ 

1 

1273 0 
1102 84 
2642, 0 

=:---: _______________ -+(~e:.::xt~ra:.Jp~a~ro~c:.::h~ia::!I) _____________ +_----~-----:---__ ---::--__________ . _____ _ 

c~h.;.:e:...:.wt:.:_o':_'n~-------------fH-:-::i9!;'.:h.:..:L:::itt~l:::et::::o.:.:.n---------------~:-=-,. ____ --=-7-____ -::0:-_______ . ________ . 
Chewton Hinton Blewitt 7 
Chewton II Kingston Seymour -OWTnt}i~d!~~I~pl?_ 
Chewton Midsomer Norton 3922 no entry 10 . ______ . ______ _ 
Chewton , Paulton 1056_ no ~ntry ______ Q ____ .. __ . _ _ ______ . 
Chewton I StOrl'Easton 1374 0 46 
Chewton iUbley 1811 504 52--------· ---- - -
~6ewt~n 1 West Harptree -3018--124.8------6----- - - - --.--- - ----
Chewton . Widcombe ~~~05 no ent!L ______ O.!~Ei~~ ~f9~~!~ri_ ~:. 
9~ewton (DO, not in Kelly's) 1 Hallatrow no entry 0 n/a________ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ 
Chewton (~O, not In Kelly's) Hay Street no entry 0 n/a __ _ 
Chewlor, (OO~-not in Kelly's) Moreton --. ---- ---rio-ent;y---- 22.8n/s------- -.-. 
--------------.-------- -- ~---- --TTotal--------------- . -- ----- - -31"547------ 2639~4- - .- _.- 444- -- --

--------------------- ------------ ---------- -------- ------------ - --
-------------------_._-----_._-------_.- -" ._-- - - .. --- -' 

liberty of Hampton And Claverton Bathampton ----931 700 --49H. cTSath F~ inDO--
liberty of Hampton And Claverton ,Batheaston ----1863--- 4032 ----S9H. Of Bath F ~ 10-DO-
liberty of Hampton And Claverton Chiirlcombe----- -----si1----f2----3fH:of Bath-F: in 00"-

Ci~riio(8~!!if)i~ _ ~nd~ci~~rt~~~_=~i~~~~o~ _~ ~~ ~~-~:~~:-~==_-:- ~ .~~~ ___ _ i2.~~8_- . -__ -- - -0 ---- -, f 2 H: ofE3ath F: InDO 
_. ___________ . _____ . __________ Tota~. __ __ _ _._ _ __ . ______ . _ _ ___ .4593 4744 _ 251 

Figure 4.3. Acreage of parish at time of Tithe, Domesday (DO) woodland, and current ancient woodland. 



Hundred (Kelly's D. of Som.) Parish (taken from Kelly's D., Tithe IDD Wood IA-W IEXPlanat~~ ___ . ____ _ 
~ ____________ +exc:.:t:..ra:....::..si,-,-te:..:s,-f,,-roc::..:mc:..:..::D,--=D:..!),__ ____ --+,-,A..:.C,-,re,-a~g,-,-e_+ IA_c_r_e_a~g.e_ j Acreag~_ _ _ ... ___ . __ _ 

~H~a~~~I~m~e-w~i~m~B~~~m~i-M~t-~---~I=B-OC~k-w-e~"--------------~1-~2~9~0~2~:--~16~8~---~5=;-----------
Ha~liffe with Bedminster I Barrow Gurney : 2027 84' 57 ,.---------
b-:-::::-~::-:-c:::___:__:'---'-'----+::..:::.:.:,.~..:.:.=.:.......:~-------_t_-__:_77C,.,..-___=:_:_::c::_:_----~--·--· --------. 
~Hc-a-rt-clc_:iff-e-w-i-th-B,_ed-m-i-ns-t:....er---~'-B-ed:....m-·-1n_st_e_r ________ --+I __ 4_1_6_1,, __ 2_1_5_0 . ...,.4 ___ -:-0=-;-, ... _ . ________ .. 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster I Butcombe ' 983, 36 19 : 
,.:.==:.:,..:--'-:-:~.::...:.:..:.:::..:.:::..::::..:.----f=:.::.:..:.=-----------i--~=+--~-=-----;::r--·--- --------..... . 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster : Chelvey i. 1071' 7.2 0 ' 
~~~~~~~-'-'-'----~~~~---------------'---~=+--~~----~------.-------
Ha~liffe with Bedminster Long Ashton i 4237 1 156 123 
I:-:---:-:::-::----;-::-;;:--:-:-------f:-':--'-..::!..-'--'-----------+---==:-::-:--'-----;-:=-=-----;::------.-----.-. 
Ha~lme with Bedminster [Winford 29911 168~ O. 

t;H:-a~rt~cl~iff:-e-w~i:;:'th_;B;;_e-d:-m_:in-s_:_te-r-'(=O=O.!....) -__+1 =AI-:-'-d-:-'-w_ic_k_-. ________ -t-no_en~t-'ry'--+I ___ 58-;._:;:8rnl-;a----t------.---
tH;~a~~~I~iff~e-w~i:;:'th_;B;;_e-d~m_:in-s_:_te-r-'(=o=o.!....)-__+,=B_:iS_hO-'P-;S=w--=0_rt~h---------~i-no--en~t-'ry'--,i---4_:;:2rnl~a---.1,-________ _ 
Ha~liffe with Bedminster (00) I Bristol (Glos) no entry: 0 I nla 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster (00) Havyatt (BW) no entry I 24, nla I BW - Brent Wrington 
Ha~liffe with Bedminster (00) Knowle (Glos) Ino entry I 26.25 nla 
Hartcliffe with Bedminster (00) Midgell (Chewton Hundred) no entry IOnia I del. Chewton H. 
Ha~liffe with Bedminster (00) Ridgehill no entry I 69 n/a 

Total 18378! 2989.65 

Keynsham Brislington 2393 no entry 
Keynsham Burnett 608 1Exon o In Exon 114al 
Keynsham Chelwood 1077 28 
Keynsham Compton Oando 1974[ 18' 44', 
Keynsham Farmborough 1494' 0' 0, 
Keynsham Keynsham 4171 1008

1 

Keynsham Marksbury 1277 48, 
Keynsham Priston 1850, 411 
Keynsham Publow 13351 no entry 28 1 

Keynsham Queen Charlton 955 ,no entry 0, 

Keynsham St. Thomas-in-Pensford 
(with Stanton Orew on Tithe map) Ino entry Inla I Parish & Chapelry 

Keynsham Saltford 880 I 0 , 101 
Keynsham Stanton Orew 2075 46.8i 0, 
Keynsham Stanton Prior 841 36: 0 i 
Keynsham Nempnett I : Regilbury, district in ._ 

t ___________ -tIT:....h--=r_ub:....w:....e:..:.:II-.,.,.--:::-:-_--,,--___ ..,..\ __ :-=::-=+-___ ..1.' ___ ::-lll-tit_h......,inQ of N.Thrubwe~!... 
I (as one on the Tithe map) 1575:noentry I 0, 

Keynsham Whitchurch 2194,no entry O'a.k.a. Felton 
Keynsham (00, .not in Kelly's) Belluton no entry 98 nla 

Wilmington I no entry 0 nla ~eynsham (00, not in Kelly's) 
Total 24699' 1325.8 ' 186 

----------t.:...::...:.~--------_+_-=...:..::.=t-.:..=:.::~,--..:..:..::-------.. --
I 

Kilmersdon Ashwick I 1525 3.61 46' 
Kilmersdon Babington 608' 84! 49: 
;;:Ki::-lm-e-rs-d7"o-n----------+=B=-u-ck:-:l""'-an-d-:------------+----=-=-!-__ ~, ___ c.::+!, ---.----.. -- -

----------t~=:.:::-...--------+---__+----l---~-.----.- .. 
Oinham I , 

I~~-=~-~--~~_=--=-------------------------------_I~II-;.:(~a;;s:;o;n=e--=-o::..:n--=::-th;;e:T;;ith;;=e-..:.:-m;a;;PL)-_~-_-_-_-_-_-_+1::::..:.:1-3;;9;9:: ::::;3;6;'::_~::;4-=:6~1-_===-.=--_.~~-._-~ 
Kilmersdon Hardington i 831: 14.4: 14: 

Portbury - 'Abbot's leigh -- 2228 6----2-64-"--- -- +-" --- -- - - -

POrtburyClapton-in-Gordano 1066 49 68 __ ~_~~~~-~~~_~~ __ --=.-_ 
Portbury Clevedon 2987 7 53 
Portbury I Easton-In-Gordano 1596 36 --53------- -.. ---'. ----
Portbury i Flax Bourton ----------62f no entry ------92~--- --- - - - .. ~-.----.-

~~~~~~::~=~==~~~ ~=-~=~- . ~~~~~~-:- =-=--~==~. -~=~·~~-~~=~~~~=~~-·{~~i=~~~~1~o·~-- ~ . ~~1 ~ --
Portbury·---··------ -. - "-"PortlShead .-----.-- - -----.-- -----.. -- - ----2093-- ---. -252-- -- 93-- --- - - -

Figure 4.3. Acreage of parish at time of Tithe, Domesday (DD) woodland, and current ancient woodland. 



Hundred (Kelly's D. of Som.) Parish (taken from Kelly's D., 
extra sites from ~O) 

Tithe IDD Wood IA-W __ ~E~plan~!!~ _____ _ 
Acreage ! Acreage I Acreage _ ~_~ __ _ ~ ___________ _ 

=Po-rt7.b:-U-ry------------;.iT=i,-ek:-e-n7h-a-m---------':-·-:;-:16~2~7;ti---:;1;-;5:;;3-, ---·1n85~-- ---- ----- --~-- - ----
Ep;;;:.o::.rt~b::U~ry!----------+lw~al~to~n~-I~n-'-:-G=-o-r-:-da-n-o--------!-I --:1;-:1~6:.;-5r--..........:.-;;60~--~11;:4.- -----~ ------
~?~--------+~~~::::::~----_r_~~t----;-;;-;'-;-r-----;;-.----- ------.~----~ 

EP-::o:.:.rt:-::b:..:U:.:.cry!.-.. ________ ~iW:.:::::es:::t::::on:.:-:.:ln.:...-.::G:::o::rd=a::no=__ _____ -.-:..1 _--::-;;6;;;;9:::4~, __ 16~1:;;.4--='>--1 __ ~6;;;1:;--------~----~-
~P~O::.rt~b=U~ry~---------------~iW~m~xa~I~I--------__ --------+--~3~77~3~__:;~1~8~0~-~6~3~--------------
l-____________ ~T~o~ta~I-----_--__ ---I-1 _-=2:....:.4-=-34..:..:0+-~1_=_31..:..:8~.4_'+:--1-2_62 __________ ._ ~ ______ _ 

! i 

I-:-:-:--::------------+-----------+---=-:-::--~---;::--~;;:;---------- ---
;w:.;;';.e:;lIo~w~ ______________ _+I~c~am~ert~0~n~----------+_--1:_:7:-::4:78+-1 __ --=5:..:5=--.2:t: ___ ~5;;_2>-, _____________ _ 
Wellow iCombe Hay I 1091: 24i 52: 

Fw:-::e~lI:=_ow-=-=---------+lc:.:o::.:rs=to::.n~--------+1 _-:-:11::9:::0+-1 __ --;;O:+-I __ --;0;-r' __________ _ 
WellowOunkerton 1 1233; 0: 0' 
Wellow Englishcombe i 18521 120 99 
Wellow Farley 1 

Hungerford I 1 

(as one on the Tithe map) 904T 7.2' 0, 
Wellow Forscott (Foxeote) 602 24 ° 

Wellow (DO. not in Kelly's) Carlingcott no entry, 0 nla 1 
Wellow (DO, not in Kelly's) Eekweek no entry I O:nla 
Wellow (DO, not in Kelly's) Eversy no entry ° nla 
Wellow (DO, not In Kelly's) Stony Littleton no entry I 0: nla 

Total 21636
1 

1837.2: 538 

.7::"~__:_--;-----------+_--:--:-:------------_f,--_=_:-=+'---~+-I--_;;:-i __________ _ 

.W'-:';;-in-':t..c.e_'rs7to=-:-k-'e ________ -+Ax=-=b:::r.:.:id~g:::.e::__--------__I--:;_:5:::4;-;;0:+-1 ___ :;;0~1 ___ 70' _____ . ___ . _____ _ 
Winterstoke 1 Badgworth 1815' 0, ° 

~:W~~in~t:::.:e::.r~s:.:t=o:k::::.e==--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-+~IB~a:.:n~w:::e~lI~~_=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=_-~1_=__=__=_-:-4:-8=2~9+-;~_-_-_=6~3::::0:0;_:_:~_=__=__=_~4~1~: _=__=__=__=_~_-=_.~_-_-_= 
tW.:;;i:=-:nt:=e..:..:rs=7to~k::::.e _______ -tf-: B~la~g~d::::on~ ________ +1 _~35~3~5~:-' __ ~26=-;4;-r: __ ...:..1;;;:14;-, _______ . ____ ._. 

W.~in~te~r~st~o~ke~--------------~B~I:::ea~d~o~n~--~~-----------+!--~2~7~9~5rl __ ~...:..1~.2+i----~27~~~~---~- __ _ 
W.~in~t~er~s~tO~k=e--------__ --__ --+IC~h~a~rt~e~m~o~u::s:::e~(V~i~lIe~)~ __________ _+=_ex~e~m2p~t~+:n..c.o~e~n~t~ry:::::;;~[----~4~1i~T-i-~-e __ fre_e ______ _ 
Winterstoke Cheddar 6998: 1008, 131, 
.:;;:.=.::~=--------f:::.::::::::::~--------+--=-:=_:::_'----,:..::::.::.=t--~~--~---.---- -
~interstoke Christon 1 571 1 no entry 1 10 

W,~in~te~r...:..s~ro7k=e--__ ----__ ------+C~h~U~~=h:.:iI~I~_:__--------------_+I--~2~3~9~7~n...:..o_e,_n~try~~!, _____ 10~6 
w~~in~te~r..c.s~ro7k..c.e--------__ ------+C~0~m~p~t=o~n~B~is~h:::o~p------________ ~---'2~5~3~5Tn...:..o-e-'n~try~~----:;;4~6~~-----~-.-----__ ·~---_~=~ 
~interstoke 'ICOngresbury I' 4443 1296, 320 
W.-:-:.i-n_:_t-er-sct-07k-e---------tE=a=:s::t.:...H:..:a::..!rp:..:tr:..:e=e _________ ..,., __ ........:2::-:7:-:::7:-:::0_! ____ 1_:_4~2.:....: __ 77.5=1, ____ . ___ . ___ .... ____ _ 
Winterstoke ,Hutton i 1876, 18 147 ____ ._u .. __ • 

W.~~~~~r..c.~~0~ke~----------~iIK~e::n~n~-----__ ------~,---:1~0~1~8_' ____ ~0~' __ .~o; _________ .. _. ___ _ 
W7.-;...in:.:;:te:.:.r=-:st:=-ok:.:.:e=--____________ .j.:~.:::e::.w::s~to:::k-=-e ____________ _!_: _~2~4:::-26~--~--=1::::.2 __ -----0:~---- _____ . ___ .. _ 
~in~erstoke flocking I 1016 no entry ._~~ ______________ _ 
Winterstoke Loxton 1203 7.2 27 

W,-~-;i.n-::-te--r-st;-o~k--e----_---+.i P=-=u::=-x::.:to::=-n~__.,.------------>-, _--:~6:-:1,-;4-no~e:.:n:~t~ry~~--·---.::..0 -__ -_--_ .. _~~ _ -__ -- _~ ~~'. _. 
Winterstoke : Rodney Stoke ___ . _____ ' __ 23=-:4

0

...,4,--__ -,-_8 ___ 4 ____ ~~ ______ . ______ _ 
Winterstoke I Rowberrow 954 no entry ° _ __ . ___ _ 
~i~ter~t.=cok . .:.:e'-----------,..::S:::h::!:ip:::h=a:.::m~ ___ ·~~~--------766---12--~=-14=_~~_=_~=~_:~___ . __ . _ 
Winterstoke Uphill 1077 ° ° 

=-=-=-------------------.:..:...,~--.-----.----.---.. - .. -.. --- --- _. ---. _. 
Winterstoke IWick -- .. ·--·----------______ L. :-=-.:.::........: _______________________ . ____ ._. ___________ . __ . ____ _ 
______________ ...:..S=:t:=-. =La=:w:::r~e:..:.nc~e=--___ . _________ . __ _ 
.----------. [(as one on Tithe map) _________ '_" 1603 no ~~t.IL ____ . ___ (). ___ . ___ . 
Winterstoke ______ Weston-Super-Mare . _______ ~_~J __ il~ e~~fl ______ . __ !O ______ ._ 
~interstoke ___ . -------winSCom~~ ---~=:-=_-~~ -___ ._ 4140 __ .~ __ 2o.~?___ __~4 __ . _____ _ 
WinterstokeWorle 1810 ° ° 
Winterstoke IYatton ---------.--- 5374 --168-'- --172--'-----'---'-' --
Winterstoke (~O, not In Kelly's) Ashcombe------- =_ no ent;:y-----~~ _ _=~_"_'~~~_:_~_-~~-~_=~ .. --~--_--
~i~~~~t~ke (~I?, not in Kelly's) __ Cla~emam _________ _____ __ ~_~l1tl)' ________ ~_2~9_.'Y1! . ___ .. __________ . _.. ._ 
Winterstoke (~O, not in Kelly's) Orayeott_. _. _ ... __ ___ ..I1~.~!ry_ _ _ _ .2 nla 
Winterstoke-(Oo.-not in KeliY~)-------8borough--- -- __ no.~_ntry ° nla 
Winterstoke-(DD~nofin-Kellls) --- Mllfo-n --'-. ---.-. ~o_erltry_ -- 2~4 rita 
Winterstoke-(OO,n-ofin-KeUy~)---·-Por;iesicie-··-- ---' .... noentry - 6-nla 

Figure 4.3. Acreage of parish at time of Tithe, Domesday (DO) woodland, and current ancient woodland. 



Hundred (Kelly's D. of Som.) I Parish (taken from Kelly's D., ITlthe IDD WoodlA-W j~~ela..!!atlon __ _ 
IAcreage IAcreageiAcreage _. ___ . ____ .. _, I extra sites from DO) 

--.---------------~,~~~~~~~-----

.-::c:--:---:-,--=:---:-:--:-:-::-,..-,----'-:-,...,.--:--:----.------. 
Winterstoke (DO, not in Kelly's) ~ Wemberham : no entry' O· nla 

: , --.:-:- -=-- -_. _ .. - -_. --- - -
.-::c:--:-----:-:--::::-:::-'---'-:-:--:-:~,=..-+~:..:.::...,:~=-:...---------r=-...::.:..c::..<.....--'----:-~c----.--- --, - ----- _ .... - .-
Winterstoke (DO, not in Kelly's) Winterhead : no entry 3.6. nla 
I;';;:-:.:..;-::-:-..::..;.=-;:.:....:;~.:..:..=.::--::-:-:-::-=-:f..:::.!_-.....:..:.:::..:..:.:,:..:..:=;=----------+:..:::....:=!---'---....:::.:::_:_:_=::=-----·~------ .- . 

W--"i,-n:.:..:te:.:..rs:::..:t.::cok..:.:e,-,(c.D-=D~, :.:..no:::..:t.:.:.in:::..:K:.:..e::..::II.!..Y'.::,s)~_I,-=-W.:..:o::o~d:=!sp:..:.r::.:in~g ________ ....;i.:..:n.::.o..:.e:..:.nt::.;ry,_-,-, _----:-::--=-:12:::. • .:..:::..::nla _________ . . _____ . __ 
Total 61040 11609 1412 I-__________ --'-..:..::.:==--____________ ....::cc...:...:..::c.._-'-..:..::.:=---__ -'-______ · _____ · .. -

I 
, 

, I , 
574 no entry Bempstone i Biddisham 0 ::-'-'--!:..::...:.:.:,.:..=..,-,-,--------.......:, =::.:::.:=-:.:~--------,..---=-:....:....:~=~---- --------------_. 

I 2009 , no entry , 

, 
5786 4032 

B~r.:.:.e.:.:.nt:::..:w:.:..:i~fu~W~rin~g~to:..:.n=---------~iB::u::.:rr~in~g=ro::.:n---___________ ~--~~~=~--.-~..:.:12=-------,----
Brent with Wrington I Wrington 182 'H & S' H:~_ed_i_n D£? __ 

I 600 : no entry Wells Forum I Binegar 0, detached portion 
~-::-~-'-----------~=::.:~~----------------+--~~r=-...::.:..c~-_---~~~:~~=:..:.:::..:---

1171 i 63 Wells Forum ~ Litton 29 
r-----------------~~:..:.:::..:------------~--~~~--~~--~~- .. -.-------

1 10140 4095 ITotal 223, 

I 2409671 36544.65 
1 

!-----------:-::-------,o=--:-:-------------r------,::--:-=c::-:::::r--:::-=-=--=-==---------,==------ -----. 
I Grand Total 5598 

Figure 4.3. Acreage of parish at time of Tithe, Domesday (DO) woodland, and current ancient woodland. 
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Figure 4.4. Map of the study area, northern Somerset (outline map adapted from Kain & Oliver, 1995). 
Acreage in black is that at the time of the tithe apportionment. Acreage in red is the Domesday woodland 
conversion (see Fig.4.2). Acreage * and circled in red are the 17 Domesday wood land entries not 
recogni sed within the Hundreds in Kelly's Directory ( 19 I 0) and are plotted according to Thorn & Thorn 
( 1980). Circled pari shes have no direct Domesday entry. Acreage in blue is the tOlal current ancient 
woodland cover for each Ti the parish. The total number of leah fie ld-names for each parish is in green 
(see FigA. I). A pattern emerges where Domesday woodland relates not only to the current ancient 
wood land cover but also to the distribution of leah field-names. This has important implications for 
arguments concerning the potential primary and secondary status of surviving ancient woodlands. 



As no relevant pollen samples have been taken within ancient woodlands of the study 

area the degree of secondary ancient woodland will be measured through surveying 

the extent of pre-woodland earthworks within the same 50 woodlands surveyed for 

their archaeobotanical results (Figs. 7.1-7.4). A date range will be applied to the pre

woodland earthworks as well as a projected date of woodland regeneration (Fig. 2.4). 

The extent of post-Domesday secondary woodland will also be considered. A map 

was produced of the 50 investigated ancient woodlands showing the location of 

proven secondary sites (Fig. 2.5). 

Dark Age - Anglo-Saxon: Continuity or Change 

It has been suggested that the removal of the Imperial administration resulted in an 

economic collapse associated with both social and political disruption 

(Costen,1992,78). Using field-walking results within Essex, Williamson (1998; 2003) 

argues that during the early Saxon period the population fell to low levels. Within 

the Severn Estuary region, which covers the western portion of the study area, Rippon 

(1997,56) argues against a population collapse, and Lewis et al (1997,25) suggest that 

the collapse of the Roman administration would not have interrupted peasant farming. 

However, the possible fall in population and its effect on woodland management 

cannot be ignored. 

Though the intensity of woodland management may have declined, a woodland 

resource would still have been required to provide fuel and building materials. Rather 

than vast areas of regenerated woodland, arable land could have been transferred to 

pasture. Whilst there may have been some regeneration on marginal land, in general 

the woodland resource could have been continually maintained with some areas 
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reverting from coppice-with-standards to wood-pasture. It has also been suggested 

that during the late fourth or early fifth century there was a drastic change in the rural 

settlement pattern and presumably also in land use, with the growth of woodland in 

some places (Brown & Foard,1998,71). 
(' 

When considering the cessation of late Roman taxation, Dark (1996a,57) argues that 

not only is there a general continuity in the agricultural economy, but an increase in 

agricultural wealth. This suggests that though regeneration may have occurred in 

marginal areas, it was unlikely to have spread to what was considered premium 

agricultural land. However tree rings studies by Baillie (1994; 1995) have been used 

to suggest that volcanic eruptions resulted in exceptionally cold weather conditions 

around 540 A.D. Such climatic changes may have led to the immediate abandonment 

and subsequent regeneration of a large area of land. 

Baillie's research results have recently been assessed by Petra Dark (2000,27) who 

whilst stating that there is some divergence between the varied avaiiable sources, such 

as lake sediment analysis from Switzerland, agrees that there is general evidence for a 

climatic downturn from the late fifth century, and that there was particularly cold 

weather conditions around 540 A.D. The bubonic plague at the end of the Roman 

period further challenges Dark's (1996a,57) view of a continued agricultural 

economy. 

Baillie (1995,94) uses documentary sources, such as the Irish Annals, and the 

Justianic plague which reached Ireland in 544-5 A.D. to argue for a changing climate, 

that would in turn affect the agricultural economy. The decrease in population as a 
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result of the plague together with the downturn in climate would suggest that early 

Saxon landscape activity was not as intensive as during the Roman period, especially 

as the scale of Anglo-Saxon settlement in the fifth century was not very large. It is 

possible that the social disintegration during this period led to a relaxation of 

woodland management with areas of coppice reverting to wood-pasture, and arable on 

marginal land passing over to pasture. 

Burrow's (1981) research upon the reoccupation of hill forts within the study area in 

the Saxon period suggests potential for regeneration on such marginal land may not 

have been possible. It is clear that woodland regeneration was not a forgone 

conclusion in the post-Roman period. Where regeneration took place it was not 

uniform, and rather than a sudden occurrence appears to have been the result of a 

lengthy period of transition, where arable gave way to pasture that eventually led to 

woodland. Through revealing the great variety of the uses of wood within the late 

Anglo-Saxon period, Berryman (1998,52) has demonstrated a heavy demand which 

would have required a constant woodland resource. It is possible that in some areas 

the relaxation of land-use allowed deliberate policies of regeneration to provide for 

the many industries that required a constant woodland source. 

Pollen Diagrams 

Though no datable pollen samples for the post-Roman period have been taken within 

the study area those analysed elsewhere within England generally support continuity 

of landscape exploitation with minimum regeneration (Bell,1989,286; 

Cleary,1995,14; Dark & Dark,1997,143; Turner,1981,71). From pollen research, 
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Dark (S.Dark,1996,39) has suggested that most sites in England and Wales reveal 

continued landscape use or even intensification in the immediate post-Roman period. 

It has been argued that where regeneration took place it was a phenomenon of the 

middle rather than the early Saxon period (Cleary,1995,14). It is possible that the 

intensive arable production in the Roman period gave way to pasture in the post-

Roman period, some of which was eventually abandoned leading to regeneration. 

Part of this woodland revival may have been a deliberate policy utilised as a means of 

marking territorial boundaries (Hooke,1998,139). 

Radiocarbon-dated Pollen Sequences in Somerset 

There are only three radiocarbon-dated pollen sequences in Somerset spanning the 

post-Roman period to the late Saxon period (Beckett & Hibbert,1979; Francis & 

Slater,1990; Moore et ai, 1984). Though none of these are within the study area, 

comparison of the results has repercussions for arguments concerning landscape 

continuity. 

Two of the samples reveal reduced activity with subsequent increase of woodland 

cover (Francis & Slater,1990; Moore et ai, 1984). Both were from sites on Exmoor at 

an altitude above 400m. The third sample in Somerset was taken from Meare Heath, l, 
\' 

at an altitude of only 15m, where it was found that though wooded areas existed there 

was a continuity of exploitation with cereals present before, during and after the fifth 

to sixth century (Beckett & Hibbert, 1979). 
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The altitude of these three sites is not typical for the study area. Within the study area 

comparing the evidence from the lowland site of Meare Heath to the two sites on 

Exmoor there is the strong possibility that there was reduced activity on what was 

already marginal land in the Roman period, with a general continuity of landscape 

exploitation on more productive lower levels. 

Anglo-Saxon Charters and Regeneration 

Analysis of Anglo-Saxon charters that lie within the study area reveals a landscape of 

small but generally frequent areas of woodland (Costen,1983; 1992; 1994; 

Grundy,1935). Had there been vast expanses of Saxon regeneration within the study 

area it would be expected that a greater number of woodland associated names would 

appear in place-names and for further woodland to be recorded in the available charter 

evidence. 

Archaeological Evidence of Anglo-Saxon Expansion 

It is not possible to determine the rate at which Anglo-Saxon settlement expanded into 

woodland within Somerset, though the later charter evidence of the tenth century 

indicates a landscape where clearance was already complete (Costen,1992,98). The 

varied terrain within Somerset offering close-by variations in landscape opportunities 

supplied optimum conditions for dense occupation (Roberts & Wrathmell,1998,102). 

Resources associated with upland, coastal, and lowland conditions within the study 

area potentially created a situation where woodland was cleared at an early date to 

take advantage of the varied physical resource base. 
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It is generally acknowledged that there is a scarcity of archaeological evidence of 

Anglo-Saxon presence in Somerset between the seventh and eleventh centuries 

(Aston,1994,230; Eagles,1994,18; Hinton,1994,37). Continuity within the structure 

of society could have led to a general continuation of landscape management. For 

instance, Costen (1992,86) argues that the Laws of Ine reveal that the Welsh society 

existed beside the new English society with its structure integrated and operating in 

part, and the relative scarcity of woodland in the seventh century is shown by the 

penalties for the destruction of woodland instituted by these Laws (Hooke,1998,165). 

The period from the fifth to the eighth century was probably dominated by a pastoral 

landscape and that a transformation to a heavily cultivated landscape with increased 

clearance and changes in woodland management techniques occurred in the late 

Saxon period during the ninth to tenth centuries. Towards the end of the tenth century 

the climate became warmer and drier lasting well into the following millennium 

(Dark, 2000,28). There is the strong likelihood that any early to mid Saxon (fifth to 

eighth centuries) regeneration on good agricultural soils was soon cleared in the ninth 

and tenth centuries leaving woodland on the steeper slopes and edges of each parish. 

Scars Wood & Lye Wood, Wrington - Post-Roman to Mid-Saxon Regeneration 

Excavation and fieldwork has revealed widespread Romano-British field systems in 

the parishes of Wrington and Butcombe (Fig. 4.5) (Bird,1987,59; Fowler,1968; 1970; 

1978). A large number of these field systems surround Scars Farm, Wrington, where 

two ancient woodlands, Scars Wood and Lye Wood, each covering 5 acres, were 

surveyed for their earthworks (Fig. 4.6). 
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Figure 4.5. Plan of the Romano-British field systems and settlements between Scars Farm, Wrington. and 
Westmead, Butcombe. mapped from aerial photographs and subsequent ground surveying by Fowler (1970,172). 
Scale I :5000. Shaded areas indicate existing woodland. The names of Scars Wood and Lye Wood have been 
added to Fowler's illustration. The majority of the surrounding landscape of the two woods is pasture. Even so, a 
large portion of the field systems mapped by Fo\\ Icr do not sun i\c at ground level. Field systems ha\ e been 
suneyed withm both Scars and Lye Wood(FigA .6) .A number of these were found to relate to those illustrated on 
Fowler's plan abo\e. 
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Figure 4.5. Plan of the Romano-British field systems and settlements between Scars Farm, Wrington, and 
Westmead, Butcombe, mapped from aerial photographs and subsequent ground surveying by Fowler (1970,172). 
Scale 1 :5000. Shaded areas indicate existing woodland. The names of Scars Wood and Lye Wood have been 
added to Fowler's illustration. The majority of the surrounding landscape of the two woods is pasture. Even so, a 
large portion of the field systems mapped by Fowler do not sun ivc at ground level. Field systems have been 
surveyed withm both Scars and Lye Wood(FigA.o). A number of these \\ ere found to relate to those illustrated on 

Fowler's plan above. 
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Figure 4.6. Earthwork survey of Lye Wood (top) and Scars Wood (bottom), Wrington. Surveyed and reproduced at 1: 1250. The Romano-British field 
systems (F) within both ancient woods are of a markedly better state of survival than in the surrounding pasture. A number of the early fields have been 
deliberately incorporated into the enclosure of the woodlands thus reducing the amount of time and effort involved in the construction or wood banks. 
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Both sites had coppice stools of a moderate size and were found to contain a relatively 

poor ancient woodland indicator species count (Figs. 7.1-7.4). Scars Wood lies 120m 

south of Lye Wood and both are of an irregular shape standing on a south-facing 

slope at an altitude of 170-125m. Detailed survey of the two ancient woodlands 

found they contained a number of Romano-British field systems (Fig. 4.6). Far from 

destroying these remains the longevity of the woodland cover has led to a better state 

of survival than in the surrounding pasture fields. 

From surveying the field systems and later woodbanks it was found a number of the 

earlier earthworks had been deliberately incorporated into the woodland enclosure. 

Analysis of field-names from the Tithe apportionment suggests that Scars and Lye 

Wood once formed part of a larger woodland landscape (discussed below). It is 

possible the woodbanks do not represent initial clearance but are the final result of 

piecemeal assarting. 

Though the field systems are earlier than the woodbanks they are far more substantial 

(Fig. 4.6). The time and effort involved in the construction of woodbanks will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. It is probable that these earlier features were deliberately 

incorporated into the woodland enclosure to reduce the required amount of 

construction work. It is unlikely that all the field systems incorporated in the 

enclosure have been recut, for if so then it would be expected that the accompanying 

woodbanks would be larger. 

Part of the northern edge of Scars Wood is characterised by a lynchet that has a small 

amount of walling built along its base. The walling reaches a maximum height of 
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O.3m. Unless once larger, the feature is too slight to have operated as a stock 

enclosure and its original function is unknown. It is unlike twelve stone-walled 

structures dating to the late third - mid fourth centuries recovered from excavation of 

a Romano-British settlement at Row of Ashes Farm, Butcombe, 350m east of the two 

woods (Fowler,1968,209). 

Interior field systems within both woodlands have been incorporated to separate areas 

of ownership or coppice compartments. The consolidation of earlier features is best 

demonstrated with the roughly square shaped field system at the northern end of Scars 

Wood (Fig. 4.6). The integration of this feature has required the establishment of a 

woodbank running to the west from the north-west comer of the square enclosure. It 

is argued this field system was deliberately included, for otherwise the field system 

running from the south-west comer of the square enclosure could have been utilised 

as a woodbank for the northern edge (Fig. 4.6). It may be that this square earthwork 

was adapted to a coppice compartment. 

Approximately 150m west of this feature, Fowler (1970,172) has mapped an almost 

identical Romano-British enclosure (Fig. 4.5). From investigation of early field 

systems of Fyfield and Overton, Wiltshire, Fowler (2000,26) has suggested that the 

roughly 50m square 'Celtic' field is typical of those found on the Wessex chalk. The 

square feature within Scars Wood is slighter than this, each side measuring between 

35-40m. 

The two enclosures within the pasture field to the east of Scars Wood (Fig. 4.5) have 

been identified as stock enclosures (Fowler, 1970, 177). Ground surveying found there 
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were originally three enclosures, with the earthwork recovered in the north-east comer 

of the wood forming a small triangular section (Fig. 4.6). No reference is made by 

Fowler (1970,172) to the existence of field systems within both woods due to the 

majority of surrounding field systems being mapped from aerial photographs. 

It has been suggested that the outline of at least some of the field systems of Fyfield 

and Overton, Wiltshire, continued through and after the Roman period supplying 

some part of the physical framework for which furlongs within open fields developed 

(Fowler,2000,236). 

To the west of Wilton, Wiltshire, lies the ancient woodland of Grovely Wood. This 

woodland covers four major Romano-British settlements and associated field systems 

(Mark Corney, Bristol University, pers. comm.). One of these settlements was 

occupied in the late fourth century. It is suggested that a cataclysmic event in the late 

fifth or early sixth century caused the area to be abandoned with subsequent 

regeneration, the earliest record of the woodland supplied by charter evidence of the 

tenth century (Corney, pers. comm.). It is possible that Scars and Lye Wood also 

represent post-Roman regeneration, the ensuing woodland cover preserving the 

excellent state of interior field systems. 

The date of regeneration for Scars and Lye Wood was investigated through field

name analysis. On the Tithe map of 1838 the two woodlands have the same outline as 

present. Surrounding both sites are a number of woodland associated field-names 

suggesting the two may be remnants of larger woodland. The majority of these names 

are wood or coppice and thereby do not indicate their age. 
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All woodland associated names from the accompanying Tithe apportionment were 

plotted. It was found that the majority of the leah field-names existed on the steep 

southern slopes of the parish in the same general location as the current spread of 

ancient woodland cover. The field adjacent to the southern edge of Scars Wood was 

called Rodlye and further leah names exist to the south of the wood. The uses and 

limitations of the application of leah field-names as a means of plotting Saxon 

woodland cover are discussed below. The distribution and relationship of the leah 

field-names with the two woodlands suggests there is the strong possibility that rather 

than later medieval origin, Scars and Lye Wood are post-Roman to mid Saxon 

regeneration (Fig. 2.4). 

Leah Field-Names 

Place-names incorporating leah are widely recognised as potential indicators of 

Anglo-Saxon woodland though such names may be referring to the clearing of 

woodland as well as to woodland itself (Costen,1988,39; Costen, 1994, 102; 

Field,1994,19; Gelling,1984,199). A distribution map of leah names compiled from 

modem 6-inch maps for Somerset reveals concentrations of woodland around Bath, 

where it is suggested that the steep valleys shaped its survival (Costen,1992,97). 

This was found to correspond with research on the relationship of woodland cover 

and the Wansdyke at Englishcombe, Bath, where it was argued that Anglo-Saxon 

woodland existed within this gap of the earthwork (see Chapter 3). It has been argued 

that the concentration of leah names in the modem landscape can be connected to 

early woodland cover, even when no earlier material exists (Costen, 1988,41). 
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The leah term is suggested as having been used most frequently between 400-730 

A.D. but continued in use after this date (Hooke,1998,145). Costen (1994,103) argues 

that since the leah aspect is frequently spread across Somerset, occasionally including 

areas that had little woodland at the time of Domesday then it is an eady place-name 

element. Its absence potentially reveals areas that had no woodland cover in the 

period when landscape names were appearing (Costen, 1994,103). 

This earlier research was built upon by plotting and analysing leah field-names on 

each of their respective Tithe maps for the 131 parishes within the study area (Fig. 

4.1). A spreadsheet was established incorporating all relevant leah field-names and 

woodland associated field-names from each of the Tithe apportionment's (Appendix 

1). 

The ability of field-names to survive in the landscape has been demonstrated by 

Gelling (1988,62) who states that it is not uncommon for a name to be recorded in a 

Saxon charter and then not to appear again until the Tithe apportionment of the mid

nineteenth century. The dating of individual field-names is fraught with difficulties, 

and is therefore here researched in combination with other woodland associated field-

names. 

The leah field-name landscape was then compared and contrasted to both Domesday 

woodland cover and current ancient woodland distribution. The spreadsheet of 

woodland field-names (Appendix 1) reveals the dynamic nature of woodland within 

each parish. There are frequent instances of past clearance names as well as existing 
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woodland names. Such field-names demonstrate that woodland cover within each 

parish did not exist at the same period or in the same location. 

The relative rarity of leah place-names and the absence of words such as weald -

'forest' within south Avon, that constitutes a large portion of the study area, suggests 

no great areas of woodland existed, and settlement was well dispersed by the tenth 

century (Costen,1979,17). The distribution of leah place-names implies that the 

woodland pattern was not initiated by the Anglo-Saxons. The Anglo-Saxon 

immigrants formed only a small proportion of the surviving population yet they had 

an affect upon the landscape that changed place-names to Old English 

(Hooke,1998,43). 

Leah names from charter sources have been collated alongside place-name evidence 

and Domesday records of woodland with the result that some estates had no woodland 

in Domesday, no leah in charters, or modem material, whilst others had leah names 

where woodland cover was markedly sparse in 1086 (Costen,1988,41). Research of 

the place-name evidence for the Wychwood region, Oxfordshire, suggests that the 

distribution of woodland within the late medieval period was similar to that in the 

Anglo-Saxon period (Schumer,1984,59; 1999,84). 

In some cases leah names may be referring to areas of woodland cleared after such 

names had become established. For instance plotting leah names from charter and 

non-charter sources, Costen (1988,40) has been able to show that Selwood once 

spread close to Wells, Somerset. 
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Leah Field-Names and the Boundary of Chew Magna and Dundry 

The leah field-names were plotted for each of the 131 parishes within the study area 

(Fig. 4.1) and a number of the Tithe maps have here been reproduced to illustrate the 

distribution pattern of past woodland cover. The results will be shown to have 

important implications not only for arguments concerning the primary and secondary 

status of current ancient woodland b~t also the usefulness of leah field-names as an 

additional method of researching the date of formation of parish boundaries. 

The boundary between Chew Magna and Dundry is extremely irregular, turning deep 

into each parish (Fig. 4.7). This is suggestive of a large expanse of woodland between 

the two sites where the boundary is only defined at a later date during clearance. 

Whilst Dundry is not an ancient parish it may be an ancient estate (Dr Michael 

Costen, pers. comm.). The ancient woodland, Bitham's Wood, remains against this 

irregular edge with the parish boundary following its northern, eastern and southern 

edge. 

The woodland was surveyed for its earthworks and archaeobotanical results and was 

found to contain no remnants suggestive of secondary status (full site description in 

Appendix 2, sketch map in Appendix 2A; location in Fig. 4.8; archaeobotanical 

results in Figs. 7.1-7.4). The distribution pattern of the woodland associated field

names and leah field-names for the parish has a large portion within the northern end 

of Chew Magna. Together with the irregular pattern of the northern boundary it is 

likely that this area contained a large portion of woodland, the clearance of which led 

to the late establishment of the boundary. 
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~igure 4.7. Chew Magna \ 839 Tithe map with woodland associated field -numbers (here renumbered, see Appendix 1). Those fields marked with 
red indicate a leah fie ld-name. Chew Magna has the highest number of leah field -names within the study area. T he location of a large portion at 
the northern end o f the parish corresponds with the straggled effect of the line of the boundary, suggestive of a division of woodland between 
Chew Magna and Dundry. The high portion of leah and woodland names at the southern end of the parish also indicates a large area of woodland. 



Figure 4.8. The 19 acre ancient woodland Bitham Wood, Dundry ( haded green) / 

hew Magna haded red), 190 0 2nd dition 6" map. The pari h boundar follow 

the northern, eastern and outh rn ide of the major portion of the wood . A thin spur of 

ancient woodland i contained within hew Magna parish. plotting leah field-names 

a larg p rti il at th n rth m nd f f""h iN J\.fagna pari h urr unding 

Bitham 's ood fFig.4 .7, . The irregular shape of the boundary suggests a late formation 

when wo dland wa 0 field y tern were recovered within Bitham Wo d, 

and it i po ible the ite i a remnant of the earl clearance . 



Dundry was a chapelry of Chew Magna and this may explain why the division of the 

boundary places the majority of the leah field-names in Chew Magna (Figs. 4.1,4.7). 

It is likely that the value of the woodland was such that Chew Magna took the lion's 

share of this desirable resource. It is also interesting to note that a large portion of 

woodland names and leah names exist at the southern end of Chew Magna. 

Considering this high number and its distribution there is the possibility that a portion 

of the Domesday woodland conversion for Chew Magna (Figs. 4.2, 4.3), since 

assarted, lay within the parish. 

Investigation of the boundaries of other parishes within the study area revealed 

extensions into the neighbouring parish in order to take advantage of the woodland 

cover. This is clearly demonstrated with the south-eastern boundary of Churchill, a 

dependency of BanweIl, which heads into Burrington parish, a dependency of 

Wrington, in order to enclose the ancient woodland of Mendip Lodge Wood. This has 

important implications as to when the boundaries were fixed, for if of an early date 

then by association it implies that the woodland cover is earlier. 

Leah Field-Names and the Boundary of BanwelI 

The field-name evidence for BanweII (Fig. 4.9) contrasts directly with the evidence 

for associated Domesday woodland situated within Chew Magna. The Domesday 

conversion for Banwell was found to give a larger area of woodland than the acreage 

for the whole parish at the time of the Tithe apportionment (Figs. 4.2, 4.3). The 

scarcity of woodland and leah field-names suggests that the major part of this 

woodland lay elsewhere than in the parish. 
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Figure 4.9.Banwell 1837 Tithe map with woodland associated field-numbers (here renumbered, see Appendix 1). Those fields marked with red 
indicate a leah field-name. The Domesday woodland conversion for Banwell stands at a higher portion than the Tithe acreage of the parish 
(Figs. 4.2,4.3). The paucity of woodland and leah names suggests that the greater portion of the woodland lay elsewhere thus explaining the current 
survival of ancient woodland in nearby parishes that have no cover represented in Domesday. 



This may explain the presence of surviving ancient woodland within surrounding 

Parishes that have no woodland recorded in Domesday Book. For instance, Hutton 

Parish contains 147 acres of surviving ancient woodland, whilst the Domesday 

woodland conversion stands at only 18 acres (Fig. 4.2). Churchill was a dependency 

of BanwelJ, and as such it is possible that Mendip Lodge Wood, discussed above, is 

Part of the Domesday woodland for Banwell. Further Domesday woodland for 

Banwell held in Churchill, which has since been cleared, has been proposed at Stock, 

Within the northern section of the parish (Professor Mick Aston, pers. comm.). These 

findings are of great importance for assessing the ancient estate of Banwell. 

Such a situation also occurs elsewhere within the study area and demonstrates that 

Woodland could be held at distance from the parish. Abbots Leigh has no woodland 

mentioned within Domesday and yet contains 264 acres of ancient woodland, a large 

Part of which consists of Leigh Woods, which has documentary records of its 

eXistence and management in the early fourteenth century (Rackham,1982a). 

Presumably, Abbots Leigh belonged to another estate; its name is suggestive that it 

began as a woodland settlement. 

Q.etached Portions of Woodland Implications for Age-Ranges of Woodland and 

!!.oundaries 

A number of parishes within the study area contain detached portions of woodland. 

For instance the Tithe map for Compton Bishop shows that though currently lying in 

Axbridge, Rose Wood was a detached portion of Compton Bishop. Compton Bishop 

Contains the ancient woodland of King's Wood, and the field-name evidence indicates 

a small number of woodland associated names (Appendix 1). 
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There are however, only three woodland associated field-names for Axbridge. none of 

who h 
IC cover a large area or are suggestive of great age. and the detachment of Rose 

Wood would effectively leave the site with no woodland of its own. This is important 

when it is remembered that Axbridge had been carved out of Cheddar. Whilst it is 

Possible that King's Wood is the woodland referred to in the charter for Banwell and 

Compton Bishop dated 1068 and held in Wells Cathedral (Dean & Chapter 

Manuscripts, Liber Albus II [xv/xvi] fo.246 [reference supplied by Dr Michael 

Costen]), no mention is made of the detached portion of Rose Wood that stands to the 

immediate east of King's Wood separated by a road. The detachment may have been 

omitted from the charter, though it could have been transferred at a post-conquest date 

When the Bishop of Bath and Wells held part of Cheddar. 

The subsequent lack of woodland within Axbridge suggests that the woodland 

requirements of Compton Bishop were of such importance that it necessitated a 

detached portion of woodland and thus implies that Compton Bishop had precedence 

Over Axbridge. However, it may be that Axbridge as a subsidiary of Cheddar had 

access to woodland there, and that Rose Wood was given to Compton Bishop in the 

tWelfth to thirteenth century by the Bishop of Bath and Wells as compensation for loss 

of woodland in Mendip Forest. 

From the Tithe map it was evident that a detached portion of woodland exists for 

Chew ton Mendip (Fig. 4.10), yet in contrast to Compton Bishop it stood at some 

distance from the parish. The separate area lies 4km north-west of Chew ton Mendip 

parish within Compton Martin and contains the ancient woodland Compton Wood. 
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Figure 4.10. Detached portions of Chewton Mendip 1839 Tithe map. Numbered fields refer to woodland cover (see Appendix 1). The larger 
separate area lies 4km north-west of Chewton Mendip and contains the surviving ancient woodland of Compton Wood. The necessity of a 
detached portion of woodland (presently 59 acres) calls into question the extent of woodland cover within the parish and the period at when this 
detachment was established. 



Chewton M d" . en lp con tams other areas of anCIent woodland and investigation of the 

field-name 'd eVI ence suggests past woodland clearance. 

Though the parish heJd woodland the necessity of a detached portion (currently 

OCCupying 59 acres) calls into question the period of when this detachment was 

est br h a IS ed. Corcos (2001) has suggested that the current parish of Chewton Mendip 

is the Southern section of what was once a larger area. When it broke up Compton 

Martin was detached but Chew ton retained its woods, suggesting the high value of 

such a reSOurce. 

Leah Field-Names and Primary Woodland 

The location of leah field-names is not necessarily indicative of past primary 

Woodland. For instance the field-names plotted for Cheddar (Fig. 4.11) reveal a high 

portion of woodland and leah names at Carscliffe. The potential primary status of this 

since cleared woodland is disproved by the location of prehistoric field systems 

beneath a large portion of this area (see Chapter 2; Fig. 2.8). 

Within the study area the distribution of leah field-names and the need for portions of 

detached wood1and suggest that cover within the Saxon period was of a dispersed 

nature with some areas greater wooded than others. One such wooded area was that 

surrounding Bath. This has already been proposed through analysis of place-name 

and charter evidence by Costen (1987,92) and it was found that the leah field-name 

evidence supported such arguments. 
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Extensive leah field-names in WelIow, south of Bath (Fig. 4.12), correspond with 

Costen's (1987,92) argument that extensive woodland was cleared in the seventh and 

eighth centuries. The leah field-names are predominantly beside the parish boundary, 

thus suggesting a potential early formation. It may however be that the field-names at 

the edge of the parish have not suffered the same alteration as those towards its centre. 

Comparison of these leah field-names with the site topography found that the majority 

are on the steeper slopes of the parish. 

This topographical location was also found to be the case with Bathford (Fig. 4.13). 

The high number of leah field-names corresponds with the density of leah names in 

the chaner for Bathford dated 957 A.D. (S643). Within Bathford the leah field-names 

fOllow the steep slope that runs through the parish, thus suggesting that woodland was 

not present on the land that was more suitable for arable and pasture. That the leah 

field-names are on these steeper slopes also suggests that the woodland was not an 

unWanted resource but stood within a managed landscape. 

It is Suggested that already within the Saxon period woodland was given a landscape 

zone for predominance, being restricted to steeper slopes and boundaries. This has 

important implications both for the continuity of landscape, population density, and 

the date of establishment of boundaries. 

gah Field-Names and Implication~ for Age-Range of Boundaries 

It is recognised that in the study area a number of parish boundaries follow older 

estate boundaries. From plotting the leah field-names on each Tithe map (Fig. 4.1) it 

Was found that the vast majority are either beside or close to the edge of each parish. 
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Figure 4.12.Wellow 1840 Tithe map with woodland associated field-numbers (here renumbered, see Appendix 1). Those fields marked with red 
indicate a leah field-name. As witl) Bathford the leah names are predominantly on the steeper slopes of the parish. The extensive leah nam~s 
correspond with Costen ' s (1987,92) research suggesting extensive woodland clearance for Wellow in the seventh and eighth centurie . It IS 

interesting to note that the leah names are predominantly beside the parish boundary, calling into question the date of formation . 
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Figure 4.13. Bathford 1839 Tithe map with woodland associated field-numbers (see Appendix 1). Those fields marked with red indicate a leah 
field -name. The leah names follow the steep slope that runs through the parish suggesting that at the time of name formation woodland was not 
present on the land more suitable for arable and pasture. 



Though there is a potential bias in that field-names are less likely to change the closer 

they are to the boundary, the high percentage distribution rate and association with 

other woodland field-names suggests many estates may already in part owe their 

existence to earlier alignments prior to the application of such names. The great 

difficulty is assigning dates to these boundaries. 

Gerrard (1987) argues that the fossilisation of boundaries in part prehistoric can be 

demonstrated for Somerset. The possible prehistoric aspect of a number of the parish 

boundaries that ignore the West Wansdyke has been put forward in Chapter 3. This is 

not to say that the majority of the parish boundaries of the study area are prehistoric, 

for there is much archaeological evidence of boundaries formed later. 

Field survey recovered a linear feature identified as a Roman road acting in part as the 

south-east parish boundary of Nempnett Thrubwell (Knight,1998b). Analysis of the 

course of the parish boundaries of Stowey and also Norton Hawkfield has led to the 

suggestion that they are mirroring the disposition of strips of furlongs in an open-field 

system and are potentially formalised between the ninth and eleventh century 

(Corcos,2001). In discussing parishes on the Failand Ridge, Bond (1995,124) argues 

that the claim for continuity of prehistoric territorial boundaries through to later 

periods remains in doubt. Many parishes of this area take advantage of the variation 

of natural topography with land on the lower slopes and on the low moors; and Bond 

(1995,137) argues that it is difficult to envisage this general arrangement before the 

early Middle Ages. 
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Domesday - Arguments for Continuity of Landscape and Coppice-with-Standard~ 

Criticism has been levelled against Domesday that it is an unsatisfactory guide to the 

distribution and character of settlements (Hooke,1989,27; 1994,89; Sawyer,1985,3). 

It has also been stated that not all woodland was necessarily recorded, for if it had 

become part of a Royal Forest its mention could be omitted (Hooke, 1998, 150). This 

would not disrupt the plotting of woodland cover within the study area for at the time 

of Domesday no Royal Forests are mentioned in Somerset. The limitations of the 

Usefulness of Domesday are appreciated and it is here used on a broad scale covering 

the whole of the study area rather than for the history of individual woods. 

Domesday Book records approximately 7,800 woods in total for England, where 

approximately half of the places recorded did not have their own woodland 

(Stamper, 1988, 132). There are five methods of measurement for woodland within 

Domesday Book; swine totals, swine renders, linear dimensions, acreage, and 

miscellaneous entries that included a number of variants (Darby,1977,171). The main 

tyPes of record for Somerset were linear measurements, with acres being a subsidiary. 

This is the same for Wiltshire and Dorset, whilst in Devon and Cornwall acreages are 

more common than linear measurements. 

This method is in sharp contrast to the east of England where woodlands are measured 

as swine totals or swine renders. The swine figures for the south-east do not 

necessarily indicate a difference of woodland management; the figures may have been 

principally applied as a method of measurement. That smaller areas of wood appear 

to be recorded in acres suggests that there is a general scarcity of large tracts of 

woodland in the south-west. 
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From analysis of the leah field-name evidence and the recording of small parcels of 

woodland within available charters for the study area it is argued that by the eleventh 

century a high portion of woodlands were managed as coppice-with-standards. The 

WOOdland was a valuable resource and in many cases would not be grubbed up 

without good cause. 

As will be seen below many of the Domesday woodland conversions are relatively 

sman and these could have been enclosed by woodbanks and subsequently managed 

as coppice-with-s tan dards. Massive areas of woodland as evidenced in south-east 

England at the time of Domesday will be shown not to have existed within the study 

area. It was more likely that such large sites were managed as wood-pasture. 

It is suggested that the large number of woodlands referred to as 'underwood' in the 

Domesday Book for Somerset relate directly to coppice sites. The actual figure may 

be a lot higher but the vagueness of Domesday does not tell us the management of the 

areas simply described as 'Woodland'. The total modem equivalent acreage of 

Domesday 'underwood' within the study area is 8841.20 acres, out of a total 

Domesday wood cover of 36,544.65 acres (for computation see below, Fig. 4.2). 

Thus just under a quarter of a)) woodlands within the study area are identified as 

coppice. 

This theory contrasts to the conventional argument that the majority of Domesday 

woodlands were wood-pasture (Rackham, 1990; Wager,1998; Williamson, 2003). It 

is argued that the Domesday wood-pasture argument for south-east England can not 
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be generally applied to the remainder of the country, and that differences in woodland 

exploitation were not just related to percentage of woodJand cover but also to the 

density of Jandscape exploitation. 

So that the Domesday references to woodland might be compared with the field-name 

evidence and current ancient woodland cover they were converted to a modem 

acreage (Fig. 4.2). Domesday woodland expressed as acreages were multip1ied by 

1.2. This follows the formula used by Rackham (1980,113), allowing for the 

probability that Domesday surveyors may have underestimated the area of wood. The 

Domesday league is regarded as being equivalent to twelve furlongs 

(Rackham,1980,113). Woodland stated as leagues was first changed into furlongs, 

and the calculation of Domesday woodland references given in leagues and I or 

furlongs followed that expressed by Rackham (1980,114): 

'The area of a piece of land is given by its length times breadth multiplied by a form 

factor which varies with its shape. For a rectangle (measured along its side) the form 

factor is I; for a circle or ellipse it is ~ pi = 0.785, for a triangle it is ~, this will be 

offset by a tendency of whoever is making the estimate to leave out any peninsulas. 

Already we see that if we take a form factor of 0.7 we are most unlikely to be more 

than 30% in error for anyone wood, an error which diminishes for the average of a 

number of woods.' (Rackham,1980,114). 

Therefore: 

• Area (acres) = length (furlongs) x breadth (furlongs) x form factor (0.7) x 10 or, 

• Area (acres) = length x breadth x 7 
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For example: 

• Woodland given as 12 furlongs long and 3 furlongs wide is 12 x 3 x 7 = 252 acres 

• Woodland given as 2 leagues long and 1 league wide is 24 x 12 x 7 = 2016 acres 

• Woodland given as 1 league long and 1 furlong wide is 12 x 1 x 7 = 84 acres 

Whilst the majority of counties in the Domesday Book indicate the Hundred in which 

the estate lay this is not the case for Somerset or for any of the south-western counties 

(Thorn, 1989,32). As there is insubstantial evidence to reconstruct the Hundreds at the 

time of the Domesday Book, upon the advice of Dr Michael Costen a table of the 

Hundreds together with the parishes they contained was taken from Kelly's Directory 

of Somerset (1910,4). The list of places within each Hundred given by Thorn & 

Thorn (1980,417) in the Domesday Book for Somerset is based on the 1841 census. 

The total acreage cover for each parish was taken from Kain & Oliver (1995). 

Disparities between both lists of Hundreds are noted in Figure 4.3. For instance, 

Bath, Tadwick, Warleigh and Woodwick, are not recognised within the Hundred for 

Bath Forum from KeIIy's Directory (1910,4) yet are present within Thorn & Thorn's 

(1980,408) compilation of the Hundred. These 4 places are also not recognised as 

parishes within Kain & Oliver (1995). Of the 35 places named within the Hundreds 

of Thorn & Thorn (1980) and not recognised within the Hundreds of KeJIy's 

Directory (1910), 17 contain woodland. These areas of woodland have been 

converted to a modern acreage and mapped alongside the other Domesday woodland 

acreages (Fig. 4.4). 
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When compared to the other conversions these 17 additional woodland e t . n nes are 

relatively slight. Whilst St. James, St. Michael, and St. Peter and Paul, are recognised 

within the Hundred of Bath Forum from Kelly's Directory (1910,4) they do not 

appear in the Domesday Book nor are they titheable parishes. Other small disparities 

exist such as that Kingston Seymour is stated as being in the Winterstoke Hundred by 

Thorn & Thorn (1980,408) whilst it is recognised as being within the Chewton 

Hundred by KeUy's Directory (1910,4). 

The mapped Domesday woodland conversion was found to match closely the present 

ancient woodland cover (Fig. 4.4). Whilst Domesday woodland cover as a percentage 

of area in Somerset is 10% that for the study area stands at the national average of 

15% (Figs. 4.2, 4.3). Whilst the current ancient woodland cover stands at only 2.3% 

of the study area, the present ancient woodland as a percentage of the Domesday 

woodland conversion is 15.3%. 

Research within Cornwall has revealed that the general pattern of current ancient 

woodland is broadly similar to the Domesday entries (Rose & Preston-

Jones,1995,52). This was also found to be the case for the study area though of 

greater significance is that the plotting of the leah field-names revealed a connection 

between these names, the Domesday cover, and the present ancient woodland 

distribution (Figs. 4.1, 4.4). This suggests that the current ancient woodland cover 

largely owes its existence to events prior to or during the Anglo-Saxon period. 

Field surveying supports this view in that of the 50 ancient woodlands surveyed for 

potential pre-woodland earthworks, only one site was found to contain ridge and 
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furrow (discussed below). Such a finding implies that many of the ancient woods are 

at least 1500 years old. It has been argued that there is a considerable element of 

continuity of land use, especially in terms of woodland cover within the study area on 

the Failand Ridge (Bond,1995,146). Bond (1995,137) goes further and suggests that 

the Domesday entry for Tickenham is referring to the present day ancient woodland 

site, Lime Breach Wood. Four broad landscape zones have been established within 

the Failand Ridge with woodland attributed to the steeper slopes rather than at a 

greater distance (Bond,1995,137). 

The location of woodland far from settlement at the edge of the estate may have been 

a deliberate policy from an early period. Fowler (1998,27) suggests that the 

contemporary mind-set would see the effort and time involved in a day's journey to 

collect wood as worth while. As infrequent visits would be required, enough 

firewood could be collected in one visit to last several months (Aston,1985,l11). The 

location of woodland at the edge of the estate may in some cases have been a 

deliberate policy of regeneration, though ground surveying of pre-woodland 

earthworks suggests that this was not a wide-scale practice. 

Aston (1988,83) suggests that many resources were shared between settlements, 

woodland being one of these. As can be seen from the dispersal of Domesday 

woodland, the cover was not uniform (Fig. 4.4). As demonstrated earlier with 

Banwell (Fig. 4.9), although a number of parishes may physically have had no 

Domesday woodland close by, it could be held elsewhere. This is not to suggest that 

each manor was self-sufficient, 38% of the manors within the study area mentioned in 
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Domesday had no recognised woodland of their own. This suggests that trade and 

transport played an important part in the acquisition of wood and timber. 

Post-Domesday 

At the time of Domesday the population is estimated as standing at about 2Yz million 

(Wade Martins,1995,40). From Domesday to the beginning of the fourteenth century 

it is suggested that the population doubled, and possibly trebled (Wade 

Martins, 1 995,47). This increase was brought to a dramatic halt with the Black Death 

during 1348-1349, and it is possible that rather than large areas of regeneration the 

subsequent drop in demand of land-use eventually led to arable fields being turned to 

pasture. 

The preceding 250 years would have created a greater demand on the farmed 

landscape and provided the required labour to expand cultivation that would 

inevitably have led to assarting. It is likely that during this period of population 

growth any remaining wood-pastures were transformed to a more productive coppice

with-standards. Rackham (1980,133) argues that between Domesday and 1350 

woodland cover within England was reduced from 15% to 10%, the equivalent to the 

clearing of 17Y:z acres per day. 

Within the study area, rather than clear woodland, attempts were probably made to 

intensify the existing farmed landscape. The reasoning behind this is that already by 

the time of Domesday woodland was a valued resource, and in some areas, relatively 

scarce. By the time of the thirteenth century managed woodland was worth more than 
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arable (Rackham,1986,86). The protection of woodland from clearance was partly 

afforded by the income from its resources. 

From 1250 to the time of the Tithe apportionments in the mid-nineteenth century 

prices of woodland coppice and timber rose with inflation, creating a situation where 

any wood that was profitable in the thirteenth century largely remained so, thus aiding 

its survival (Rackham,1980,170). The wide variety of uses of woodland and its 

absolute necessity in providing building materials and fuel led to a scenario where 

woodland would be conserved. 

It should of course be noted that the lord of the manor was nearly always the owner of 

the wood and whether or not the site survived depended on him. The lord would be 

able to impose strict control over the woodland via manorial courts and should he 

wish to manage woodland as wood-pasture or coppice-with-standards that was his 

own choice. 

Though the rise in population would result in some clearance the potential loss of the 

woodland resource may have prompted methods of intensifying the output from 

woodlands as well as the present farmed landscape, transferring wood-pastures to 

coppice-with-standards. The importance of maintaining woodlands is revealed in the 

sixteenth century where a statute from 1543 stated that woodlands were to have a 

minimum of twelve standard timber trees per acre. The economic value of coppice

with-standards meant that this act was stating what was already a matter of course for 

most woodlands within the study area. 
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Though it is argued that the amount of woodland clearance by Cistercians has been 

over-emphasised there is no doubt that large areas were assarted and brought into 

cultivation (Aston,1993,118). It is unlikely that such a policy could have been applied 

within the study area where at the time of Domesday much woodland was already 

intensively managed as high-income coppice-with-standards. To clear such a 

resource would not have made economic sense. 

The period immediately following the Dissolution often led to a time of neglect 

during which woodlands could regenerate beyond its bounds. By 1558 63% of 

monastic land had been sold (Aston & Bettey,1998,118). Post-Dissolution 

regeneration could hope to be recorded from ground surveying woodbanks, with the 

earlier bank located in the interior surrounded in part or completely by an exterior 

bank. Such a case has been demonstrated south of the study area at Loxley Wood, 

Shapwick, Somerset, which was once in the hands of Glastonbury Abbey 

(Knight, 1998c). 

No potential ancient woodland remnants of post-Dissolution regeneration were 

recovered from surveys conducted within the study area. In stark contrast to 

regrowth, situations could occur in which the new owners clear-felled the site for an 

immediate income with the area subsequently being put to pasture or eventually 

turned to arable. Examples of clearance include Sir John Thynne's park at Longleat, 

created out of the surrounding woodland (Aston & BeUey,1998,122). 
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Post-Domesday Regeneration and Surviving Ancient \Voodland 

A theory put forward above and within Chapter 3 is that a number of parish 

boundaries within the study area are of substantial age, following earlier estate 

boundaries and possibly displaying organisation in the Roman period. The location of 

a high percentage of ancient woodland against these boundaries and their association 

with both Domesday coverage and leah field-names has led to the suggestion that a 

high portion are at least 1500 years old. 

Hooke (1998,212) has argued that woodland regeneration could deliberately occur as 

a by-product of a growing interest in late Saxon hunting. Field surveying suggests 

this did not occur within the study area. It could be expected that only a small number 

of ancient woodlands within the study area would be post-Domesday regeneration. 

Of the 50 ancient woodlands surveyed for interior earthworks, only one site, 

Emborough Grove, Emborough, had evidence of ridge and furrow contained by 

surrounding woodbanks (Fig. 4.14). However, a small number of examples of post

Domesday regrowth were recovered and are discussed below. 

Hutton Wood, Hutton 

Records of Hutton parish from 1309 reveal that Hutton Wood was 30 acres in size 

(Coward,1980,37). The present area of ancient woodland covers 56 acres and is 

surrounded by woodbanks ranging from poor to good survival (site description in 

Appendix 2). Field survey including map regression was unable to locate the original 

exterior of the earlier woodland. Archaeobotanical studies found no major difference 

in the ground flora or tree canopy (Figs. 7.1, 7.2). It is possible that the regeneration 

was post-1600 thereby classifying the additional 26 acres as recent secondary 
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Figure 4.14. EmborolJgh Gmve, E1l1bo(oug,h, as depicted 011 the Tithe map of 1839. The 3 l 

acres of ancient \.' ood!and (shaded green) is surround d in part by woodbarulcs of varying 

si7e (site de. cription in App ndix 2 , . k tch map in App ndix A) Ground surv ying 

recovered an area of ridge and furrow (in blue) enclosed within the woodland by the 

northern woodbank. The ridge and furrow passes beneath the pond shown on the Tithe map 

(currently called Lechmere Water) . 
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woodland. However, the enclosure of the site by good-sized woodbanks and the 

survival of large coppice stools throughout imply fourteenth to fifteenth century 

regeneration. No early field systems or ridge and furrow were recovered within the 

woodland to signify the secondary status of the entire site. 

Max Wood, Winscombe 

It has been argued that only a very small amount of ancient woodland is to be found 

on fertile land and that none is on flood-plains (Rackham,1988c,3). The closest 

parallel to this is Max Wood (Fig. 2.2) the only surviving ancient woodland situated 

on the low-lying Carr bog of Winscombe (site description in Appendix 2, sketch map 

in Appendix 2A). Although unmanaged, encroached by cattle in the past, and 

affected by the drop in the water table, it has a good ancient woodland indicator 

species count (Figs. 7.1, 7.2). 

The site is partly surrounded by woodbanks with the northern half split into separate 

coppice compartments. The internal earthworks of the southern section were 

suggestive of drainage. Compared to the northern section the southern woodbanks 

were found to be slighter. There was a marked variation in that large clumps of Herb

Paris Paris quadrifolia surveyed in the northern section were not recovered in the 

southern half. 

The application of individual ancient woodland plant species as a means of separating 

varied age-ranged woodland is not conclusive (see Chapter 7). However, this together 

with the earthwork evidence suggests that the southern section is secondary. 

Considering the argument put forward concerning the intensive management of flood-
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plains, though there are no physical earthworks proving the secondary status of the 

northern section, the whole site could be judged secondary. 

That there are no signs of early agriculture within Max Wood suggests regeneration 

may be early and potentially Saxon. However, it could be that such earthworks have 

not survived. In view of the pressure upon the woodland resource on such low-lying 

ground it is possible that regeneration would have been restricted or soon removed. 

Rather than recent (post-1600) regrowth the archaeobotanical results and earthwork 

evidence intimate that the wood may be late medieval regeneration. Schumer's 

(1984; 1999) analysis of the Wychwood region of Oxfordshire has demonstrated that 

the site and extent of ancient woodland cover was determined not solely by soil types 

and terrain but by a combination of these in conjunction with economic and political 

factors. This may have been the case for Max Wood, where the clearance of 

woodland for the spread of cultivation was continued until it reached a scarcity value 

and was then preserved. 

It may be that the site is deliberately regenerated woodland of a late medieval date in 

order to provide a small area of resource that could be utilised by surrounding farms. 

It is the only surviving ancient woodland in the immediate area, the closest being 

Banwell Wood, Banwell' surrounding a hillfort lkm to the north (Fig. 2.2). 

Long Wood, Priston 

Long Wood, Priston, is a 10 acre roughly rectangular ancient woodland (Fig. 4.15, 

sketch map in Appendix 2A). The waterlogged fields surrounding the site have led to 

its enclosure with ditches rather than woodbanks. Within the wood, following the 
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Figure 4.15. Long Wood, Priston, from the 1839 Tithe map. The thin ]0 acre strip of 

ancient woodland (shaded green) i argued as secondary through the recovery of a lugfall 

(in blue) that separates the wood on the Tithe map (sketch map in Appendix 2A). Ground 

surveying found its actual location was further north towards the woodland edge. A 

\

lUgfall is an afea sun-ounding the exterior bank of a wood that could be accessed to 
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Hazelland Wood, which existed north of the site but had been cleared by the seventeenth 

century. 



entire length of the northern edge, is a slight bank which has a maximum height of 

0.25m, is 7-8m in width with a shallow ditch, 3m across, on its northern side. The 

feature was considered too wide to be a relict hedgerow. 

Though the woodland is not divided in two on the OS 1904 second edition 6" map, 

the earthwork separates the site on the Tithe map and both are named as woodland in 

the accompanying apportionment. The feature was considered to be unrelated to the 

past management of Long Wood. It passes beyond the north-east edge of the wood 

continuing in a much reduced state through a garden. A far larger area of woodland, 

referred to as Hazelland Wood, existed directly to the north of Long Wood but had 

been cleared by the seventeenth century (Chapman,1991,12). No wooded remains 

survived at the time of the Tithe map. 

The bank in Long Wood had been interpreted as the original exterior bank of the 

earlier wood (Chapman,1991,12). Analysis of the morphology of woodbanks of 49 

other ancient woodlands within the study area suggests that this is not an exterior 

woodbank. The ditch is in the wrong location and should be on the side of the field. 

Though wide, the bank is too slight to have afforded protection of the interior, and 

even if it were for display it would have had a more striking effect if it were higher. 

It is very likely that the feature within Long Wood is a rare survival of a lugfall. A 

lugfall was an area surrounding the exterior bank of woodland that could be accessed 

in order to maintain the hedgerow or fencing topping the woodbank without 

trespassing. The earthwork within Long Wood would have been of a sufficient width 

for a cart to pass along its course. From investigation of the exterior of other ancient 
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woodlands within the study area it is probable that woodlands did not have a lugfall~ 

or they have been lost to ploughing; or they were not maintained as a banked area. 

Though the exact location is not given, there is a reference to a Long Wood in 1500 

(Chapman,1991,12). From consideration of the documentary evidence alongside the 

earthwork analysis (sketch map in Appendix 2A) and archaeobotanical results (Figs. 

7.1, 7.2) it is probable that the woodland is late regeneration during the fifteenth 

century. It is likely that Long Wood originated from the lugfaU falling out of use with 

woodland regenerating beyond the earthwork, surviving later clearance, and being 

brought into management with enclosure through ditches. 

Conclusions 

From plotting leah field-names the possible prehistoric formation of a number of the 

parish boundaries within the study area has been proposed. The distribution of leah 

field-names has shown that the pattern of woodland within the Anglo-Saxon period 

was not one of an unwanted vast area but contained small woodland areas which had 

been assigned a landscape zone for predominance, confined to steep slopes and 

boundary edges. This has implications both for population density, the continuity of 

landscape, and the date of establishment for boundaries. 

It was argued that many of these woodlands were enclosed and managed as coppice

with-standards. The conventional interpretation of the majority of Domesday 

woodland being wood-pasture was challenged. Importantly it was also argued that 

there is a general pattern in the distribution of the leah field-names, the Domesday 

conversion, and current ancient woodland cover. Although 8% of the ancient 
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woodlands surveyed proved to be post-Domesday it was argued that many of the 

ancient woodlands within the study area are at least 1500 years old. The extent to 

which these results can be extrapolated to the remainder of lowland England is not yet 

known. 
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Chapter 5. l\ledieval and post l\ledieval. 

The archaeological investigation of the morphology of wood banks. 

Within this Chapter extensive fieldwork and earthwork surveys will be combined with 

other forms of archaeological research to investigate the morphology of woodbanks. 

Distinct differences in woodbank morphology within the study area will be 

demonstrated. For instance, woodbanks of the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip 

Hills will be shown to be markedly larger than those surrounding Bath (Figs. 5.1, 5.2). 

A noticeable contrast in size of woodbanks between south-east and south-west 

England will also be demonstrated. The relationship of deer parks, woodland, and 

woodbanks will also be measured. 

As a means of assessing the evolution of woodbank morphology, the possibility of 

Prehistoric, Roman and Saxon embankment will be considered. The financial and 

labour investment involved in the creation and maintenance of these woodbanks is 

researched. The significance of embanking as a functional means of restricting deer, 

cattle and sheep from the woodland resource is assessed. It will be argued that the 

principal purpose of woodbanks was to monumentalise woodlands, recontextualising 

the landscape as a political and cultural statement of the power and status of the 

owners of these valued renewable resources. 

Average woodbank widths 

Of the 219 ancient woodlands within the study area 50 were selected for intensive 

fieldwork to investigate earthwork survival both surrounding and within the interior 

(for individual site descriptions see Appendix 2; 30 sketch maps are included in 
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Figure S.I.Profile of wood banks of ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills (surveyed at 1:10, reproduced at 1:20). The best surviving example for each site 
was surveyed. There is a distinct difference in woodbank morphology between this area and the ancient woodlands surrounding Bath (see following Fig.). In 
comparison the wood banks of the ancient woodlands surrounding Bath are slighter and rarely have walling within the ditch of the perimeter bank. 
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Figure 5.2. Profile of woodbanks of ancient woodlands surrounding Bath (surveyed at 1: 1 0, reproduced at 1 :20). The best surviving example for each site was 
surveyed. There is a distinct difference in woodbank morphology between the ancient woodlands of this area and those of the West Mendip Hills (see preceding 
Fig.), Not only are the woodbanks of the West Mendip Hills generally larger but the majority also have sections of walling within the ditch of the perimeter bank. 
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Appendix 2A). The same 50 sites were assessed for pre-woodland earthworks and for 

their ancient woodland indicator plant species (see Chapters 2, 4, and 7). 

Rackham (1980,13; 1986,98; 1990,114) states that the perimeters of ancient 

woodlands are typically surrounded by a massive bank and ditch usually between 20-

40 feet [6-12m] in width. If we look at evidence from south-east England, 

Felshamhall Wood, Suffolk, is a well-documented site, with massive woodbanks 

(Rackham,1990,74). This example does not stand alone and there are other ancient 

woodlands with immense associated woodbanks in south-east England. Among 

others they include, Groton Wood, Suffolk; Norsey Wood, south Essex; and West 

Wood, south Essex (Rackham,1980). Within the study area, Leigh Woods, Abbots 

Leigh I Long Ashton is one of the best documented ancient woodlands yet its 

woodbanks are markedly slighter. 

Woodbank surveys of the 50 ancient woodlands within the study area found the 

average width was in marked contrast to that found by Rackham. Instead the average 

recovered was no more than 3.5m. Such smaller sizes could lead to the argument that 

woodbanks within the study area are remnants of post-medieval assarting where 

construction was of a smaller scale and more angular in profile. This is not the case, 

since previous Chapters (principally Chapter 4) have demonstrated that a large 

percentage of ancient woodlands of the study area are at least 1500 years old. 

A number of the woodbanks within the study area have been related to earlier 

documented events. For instance, the northern woodbank of Cheddar Wood is likely 

to be a construction of the thirteenth century (see later discussion) and yet does not 
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reach the lower end of average width suggested by Rackham (1980,13; 1986,98; 

1990,114). Leigh Woods has a great deal of related documented material which dates 

the Abbots Leigh part of the wood to the thirteenth century (Rackham,1982a,173). 

The woodbanks of the site are slightly larger than the average for the study area yet 

still fall below Rackham's estimates. 

Methods of embanking 

Within the study area extensive fieldwork recovered a variety of methods of enclosing 

woodland (Appendix 2). However, the vast majority of the ancient woodlands were 

found to be surrounded by a single bank with the subsequent ditch on the field side. 

A small number of these woodlands, principally those located on the West Mendip 

Hills had their banks faced with stone (discussed later). 

Occasionally. dual banks situated directly beside or parallel to one another represent 

part of the exterior of the wood. A number of explanations present themselves as 

possible causes for this situation. The first is that the banks represent two 

independent enclosures of the woodland resource. Soils can accumulate on headlands 

where the plough is turned and can quickly become encroached upon, especially if 

suckering English Elm Ulmus procera is present. It may be that the woodland had 

extended beyond the exterior of the woodbank and the subsequent bank and ditch was 

an attempt to define the woodland edge incorporating the extra area. 

The second explanation is that the dual banks are an increased form of woodland 

protection, though if the case the massive labour investment involved suggests such 

embankment may not be solely functional. Another possibility is that the exterior 
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bank is the remnant of a since grubbed out hedgerow that was deliberately planted on 

the field side of the ditch as an additional measure to prevent cattle and sheep entering 

the site. A long-lived hedgerow could lead to the eventual creation of a bank since 

the root activity and use of its length by mammals can cause earth to rise, as could soil 

creep from the adjoining field. 

The interaction of woodbanks and Iynchets was recovered from a number of ancient 

woodlands. With positive lynchets, should a woodbank have preceded it, the ditch of 

the woodbank is filled whilst with negative Iynchets rather than a bank and ditch the 

woodland edge is marked by a steep slope into the field. Examples of the positive 

interaction of lynchets and woodbanks exist at Atgrove Wood, Compton Dando; and 

Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando. Examples of negative lynchets can be found at 

King's Wood, Compton Bishop; Catsley Wood, Compton Dando; Smallcombe Wood, 

Bath; and Ubley Wood, Ubley (Appendix 2). 

Lynchets have been incorporated into the enclosure of woodland, occasionally being 

enhanced by a ditch or increased bank. For instance in order for it to function as a 

suitable woodbank, a ditch is cut into the slighter south-east end of a lynchet marking 

the southern edge of Peppershells Wood, Compton Dando (Fig. 3.2). 

In cases where no woodbank is recoverable map regression together with 

documentary analysis and fieldwork can often confirm that a section of the woodland 

had been grubbed out with no subsequent earthwork constructed. To prevent 

encroachment, it is likely that the recently created edge would probably have been 

bounded by a fence or hedge. Field survey results combined with other forms of 
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archaeological research found that in some cases sections of woodland had no 

evidence of past embankment. It is possible that the lack of woodbanks is due to the 

woodland having once been an open uncompartmented wood-pasture with cattle 

given the freedom to roam the site at all times of the year. 

All woodlands surveyed had some fonn of embankment and the lack of enclosure 

nonnaHy represented only one side. Of the 50 ancient woodlands surveyed only one 

site, the southern section of Leigh Woods, Abbots Leigh I Long Ashton, was found to 

be a relict wood-pasture. As the site had not been transferred to coppice-with

standards it had not been enclosed by embanking. This is in contrast to the northern 

section of the wood that is an enclosed site of coppice-with-standards. 

Surveying found that the absence of a bank could also be due to the topography 

creating a natural barrier to cattle and sheep entering a site. Part of the northern edge 

of Catsley Wood, Compton Dando, has no woodbank or signs of it once existing 

(sketch map in Appendix 2A). Instead a perilously steep ravine that requires ropes for 

its edge to be traversed marks this section. It is possible that a form of fencing or 

hedging was used along this length. 

The south-east edge of Dowlings Wood, Stowey-Sutton, is marked by a sizeable gully 

up to 8m in width and 4m in depth, that through the winter months has running water 

passing along its length (sketch map in Appendix 2A). In cases such as this the 

natural topography probably explains the absence of a woodbank where further 

enforcement of the natural barrier could have been afforded with fencing or hedging 

that has failed to survive. 
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There are examples where the lack of a woodbank is not so readily explained. In 

some situations it is probable that its absence is due to it being an unfinished 

earthwork. The creation of an external bank and ditch would constitute the major 

form of financial expenditure of woodland management. Once constructed the bank 

could either be hedged or fenced with such maintenance being the subsequent 

continual expenditure of the wood. This small cost was often alleviated with the 

passing of this requirement onto the purchasers of underwood from the site 

(Rackham, 1980, 156). 

The immense effort required in establishing woodbanks can c1early be seen in the way 

that those involved in construction utilised and modified natural and earlier man-made 

features thus reducing the amount of man hours required. Natural features 

incorporated into the construction of the earthworks inc1ude those listed above 

together with stone outcrops such as in Long Wood, Charterhouse. 

The incorporation of earlier field systems within enc10sure is best evidenced at Scars 

Wood and Lye Wood, Wrington. Both ancient woodlands contain Romano-British 

field-systems and these have been deliberately incorporated into the enclosure of the 

woodland (Fig. 4.6). Earthwork and field-name analysis suggested the woodland was 

Saxon regeneration and the earliest date for the woodbanks is projected as being from 

the eighth century. The great expense together with the time and effort involved in 

constructing woodbanks may have led to deliberate regeneration in order to take 

advantage of field systems and natural features that could then be incorporated into 
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the site's perimeter. If left unmanaged a field will quickly regenerate to a natural state 

of woodland. 

Instead of deliberate regeneration it may be that topographical features, such as stone 

outcrops and steep gullies had hindered past farming which in tum had resulted in the 

establishment of woodland cover. Either way the utilisation of such features 

highlights the massive labour investment required for the establishment of 

embankment, and the ingenuity of its constructors who took advantage of natural and 

earlier field systems. 

Woodland income and embanking 

Even if constructed purely as a functional method of enclosure the financial benefits 

of protecting the woodland resource would eventually be recovered. By the thirteenth 

century woodlands were more valuable than arable land (Rackham, 1986,86). 

Investigation of the Valor Ecclesiasticus shows not only the valuable nature of 

woodland in the sixteenth century but also the variation in relative wealth. 

The Valor Ecclesiasticus is a survey and valuation of all ecclesiastical and monastic 

lands and other property compiled by commissioners on the orders of Henry VIII in 

1535 before the dissolution. The income from woodlands is not consistently referred 

to but where stated demonstrates the financial importance of this resource. The Valor 

Ecclesiasticus does not specifically indicate the management of each woodland and 

this has led to the belief that it remains largely unexplained (Savine,1909,208). 
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The most common method for establishing the income from woods was for the 

surveyor to divide the yearly revenue from the wood by the total acreage, thereby 

attaining an average income, yet occasionally an area of a wood that was due to be 

felled is singled out in the accounts for the year (Savine,1909,203). This implies that 

the major form of management was one of coppice-with-standards, with 

compartments requiring protection through hedging, fencing or embankment. The 

management of the woodlands, their high value, together with their specific acreage, 

implies that the vast majority were enclosed. 

The diverse nature of the income of the woodlands within the Valor Ecclesiasticus 

could suggest a variation of management that may in tum have affected the form of 

enclosure. Savine (1909,210) states that the Suppression Accounts of Pollard and 

Moyle's survey of the Glastonbury Estate show marked differences in the value of 

woodland. In Norwood, 172 acres of woodland 20 years old are valued at £1 an acre, 

whilst in a park at Wirral 60 acres of 'good' timber are given an extremely high value 

of £290 lOs (Savine,1909). 

The woodland in Wirral was of such a value because the timber had obviously 

reached a mature age. Whilst the coppice site at Norwood would bring in a consistent 

payment, the woodland at Wirral would provide a one-off capital income. The value 

of the timber at Wirral suggests that this was a scarce resource in a landscape where 

the presence of woodland was greatly valued. The implication of this is that 

woodlands were highly coveted managed resources that in most cases would have 

been preserved with a form of enclosure. That they were so valued may partly 

explain the presence of earth embankments rather than a form of hedging or fencing. 
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The resource required protection from cattle and sheep and this would be sufficiently 

supplied with an embankment topped by a maintained hedge or fence. The use of an 

earthen bank and ditch rather than a hedge or fence would also clearly define the area 

of ownership with an impressive long-lived enclosure which could not be easily 

removed. Such an impressive feature may have been intended not only to clearly 

display the high value of the enclosed resource but also the wealth of its owners. 

The 1285 statute regarding woodbanks 

An increase in road-side muggings in wooded areas led to the passing of a statute in 

1285 declaring that underwood and woodbanks within 200 feet [60m] of the road 

were to be cleared (Rackham,1980,155). The potential impact on woodbank 

morphology through this statute was considered. It should be noted that medieval 

legislation was rarely enforced consistently and woodlands within the study area 

probably suffered varying rates of compulsory woodbank removal. 

Eleven of the fifty ancient woodlands investigated for their earthwork remains are 

located beside roads. Fieldwork suggested a number of these woodlands may never 

have had a bank beside the road and that in cases where removed it was decided that 

the construction of a bank within the wood or later at the road edge was too great an 

effort. It is also possible that not all woodland owners respected the statute and did 

not alter their woodland edge accordingly. 

Peppershells Wood and Park Copse, are situated either side of a holloway at Compton 

Dando. The area of Park Copse that lies close to the road is marked by a good-sized 
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bank and ditch that is the best survival for the whole site (sketch map in Appendix 

2A). No further bank and ditch running parallel to the road was recovered further 

within the wood. Only the northern tip of the wood is directly beside the road. The 

eastern edge of the wood that runs parallel to the road is at a distance of between 25-

100m. It may be that the wood had once extended beside the road but was cut back as 

a result of the 1285 statute. No remnants of a woodbank were found within the field. 

Whilst the perimeter of Peppershells Wood is marked by either woodbanks or 

lynchets there is no surviving woodbank along the entire length beside the road. In 

Chapter 3 it was suggested that the woodland was present in the thirteenth century. If 

the woodland were of a similar size in the thirteenth century to its present small extent 

then the removal of woodbanks and underwood for 60m from the road would have 

greatly hindered its use as a woodland resource. No banks were recovered parallel to 

the road further within the woodland. 

If banks had at one time existed by the road only to be removed due to the statute it 

does not explain the current survival of a woodbank cut into a lynchet at the south

east edge of the woodland beside the road (Fig. 3.2). This lynchet underlies the 

earthwork of the Wansdyke and thus would pre-date the 1285 statute. The survival of 

this earthwork at the south-east edge of the woodland beside the road suggests that it 

is more likely that no bank existed and that the statute was ignored. A hedge or fence 

would probably have represented the boundary of the woodland for it is high and 

steep enough above the holloway to hinder cattle and sheep encroaching the site. 
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II. 

Prehistoric woodbanks 

Archaeological investigation of the Somerset Levels, south of the study area, has 

demonstrated the increased manipulation and intensification of woodland 

management through the prehistoric period (Coles & Coles,1986; Coles & 

Orme,1980; Orme & Coles,1985; Rackham,1977). Though deliberate coppice 

regimes are identified a definition of physical boundaries of woodlands has 

understandably not been recovered. 

The excavated remnants of the Neolithic Sweet Track (3806 / 3807 BC) indicate a 

valued resource where sizeable timber trees were becoming scarcer (Coles & 

Coles,1986). Prehistoric woodland management and the variety of its associated 

industries has been recovered with the continuing excavations at Flag Fen, 

Peterborough (Pryor,1989; 1991). 

It has been suggested that the preferred method for managing prehistoric woodlands 

of the Somerset Levels was drawing selected shoots of the preferred size rather than 

cutting the entire stool (Coles & Coles,1986,88; Morgan,1988,100). This suggests 

that a wide expanse of woodland was maintained but in a far less intensive fashion 

than as clear-felled coppice and one that would not require the same degree of 

protection through embanking (considered further in Chapter 6). It is possible that the 

continued exploitation of woodland may have led to the demarcation of areas of 

ownership through a form of embanking or enclosure, though the preferred method of 

drawing selected shoots suggest that the functional reasoning behind enclosure did not 

exist. 
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Roman woodbanks 

Very little is known of woodland management in Roman Britain (Coles,1982,2). 

Whilst the writings of Columella, in first century Italy, recommended the cutting of 

Chestnut Castanea sativa coppice at five years, and Oak coppice at seven years, there 

is no direct evidence that this was practised on a wide-scale in Britain. There is the 

strong possibility that the increase in demand for timber and wood for both building 

materials and as fuel for industries, such as the Roman lead works at Charterhouse, on 

the Mendip Hills, meant that many woods were transformed to coppice-with

standards and enclosed. The very fact that woodlands are not static entities but of a 

dynamic nature expanding and contracting through natural and deliberately induced 

processes leads to a situation where woodbanks for such a period would not 

necessarily endure and be recoverable during earthwork surveys. 

Anglo-Saxon woodbanks 

The physical evidence of Anglo-Saxon woodbanks is plagued with the same problems 

that hinder identification of Roman enclosure, yet here possible assistance is afforded 

with available charters. The absence of large areas of woodland within Anglo-Saxon 

charters for the study area exposes a landscape where woodland cover was generally 

widespread yet markedly slight (Costen,1983; Costen,1992; Costen,1994; 

Grundy, 1935). The implication of this is that woodlands were of a suitable size for 

enclosure. 

From their description within the surviving charter evidence it is possible that many 

of these woodlands would have had a defined legal boundary that could have been 

established should the question of ownership arise. This does not necessarily mean 
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that a bank and ditch enclosed the site. A hedge or fence could equally have defined 

possession. Whatever the fonn of enclosure it is suggested that the cover was not a 

sprawl of undefined unmanaged woodland but a protected valued resource. 

The recording of wyrtmma and wyrtwala within a number of Anglo-Saxon charters 

has been interpreted as 'plant-strength' or 'plant-wall', suggesting the presence of 

woodbanks (Rackham,1986,82). Following Rackham's argument it could therefore 

be suggested that the recording of 'loxan wude wyrtmillan' within the charter 

evidence for Bleadon, dated 956 A.D. and 975 A.D. (S606, S804), signifies the 

existence of a woodbank. 

The ancient woodland, Loxton Wood is located within Loxton parish close to the 

western parish boundary that separates it from Bleadon. An irregular shaped wood; 

the eastern side had no surviving bank and was not fenced along the south-eastern 

edge thus allowing cattle freedom to roam the site (Appendix 2). The western side of 

the southern section was walled with no sign of an earlier bank beneath. The northern 

section of the wood has not suffered the same rate of erosion as the southern end and 

here this area comprises a Beech plantation, a number of which are of substantial size. 

The size, shape and nature of the current woodland structure suggest that the present 

boundary of Loxton Wood is different from that referred to in the charter. Map 

regression confinns that the outline of the woodland has been altered since the Tithe 

map. No woodbanks were found within the woodland or surrounding field 

boundaries that could be associated with an earlier fonn of embanking. 
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Analysis of other available charter evidence within the study area suggests that the 

connection between references of woodland, wyrtruma, and wyrtwala, is not clear-cut. 

lVyrtmma and wyrnmla have been interpreted as meaning a 'root' or 'plant' used in 

the sense of indicating 'the foot' of a hill or 'lower side' of a wood, field, etc 

(Bosworth & Toller,1898,1290-91). The leah aspect within the charter for Wrington 

(S371) suggests the presence or clearing of woodland. Within the same charter there 

is the recording of a wyrtford but this is not related to any of the references of 

woodland. 

Considering the topography of Loxton Wood it is possible that the reference to 'the 

wyrtmma of Loxan Wood' is related to the steep sided nature of the site rather than 

embankment. This appears to be a similar case with the charter evidence for 

Marksbury (S431). Within the charter there are a number of references to wyrtwalen, 

as well as woodland, and though some are connected not all are related. 

The presence of wyrtmma and wyrtwala within charters should not be taken as direct 

evidence of the embankment of woodlands. Within the study area their occurrence 

appears to be more closely related to topography than to physical features. However / 

what the charter evidence does suggest is that late Saxon woodlands within the study 

area were generally small, which together with some being named, implies that many 

were of a defined area that may have been enclosed. 

Hooke (1998,162) however argues for the probable open character of much pre-

conquest woodland, which implies that the principal form of management was wood-

pasture. If the majority of woodlands in the Saxon period were managed as such then 
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embanking as a means of protecting the resource against sheep and cattle may not 

have been necessary. As already stated the surviving charter evidence for the study 

area indicates the sparse nature of woodland cover (Costen,1983; Costen,1992; 

Costen,1994; Grundy,1935). This in turn suggests that this valued resource may have 

been managed in a more intensive regime of coppice-with-standards. 

The transference of woodland from a principle site of timber and wood-pasture to one 

of coppice is a dramatic conversion from capital growth to a high regular income. 

This change would have required an increased level of investment in the protection of 

what would become a more constant income and valued resource. If managed in such 

a manner then embanking together with a form of fencing or hedging could be 

considered a functional requirement. The high value of this resource may have led to 

embanking as mUlti-purpose with both functional and political motives. 

Domesday and woodbanks 

Berryman (1998,2) argues that the specific measurement of the length and breadth of 

woodlands in Domesday implies the existence of woodbanks. The recording of 

meadows by acreage, and arable by the number of ploughs it requires, is suggested as 

indicating a flexible boundary (Berryman,1998,2). This simplistic explanation of 

woodbank identification ignores the regional variations in the measurement of 

woodland. 

Some parts of eastern England, such as Lincolnshire~ often have Domesday 

woodlands measured in the number of swine they can support. Within the study area 

the recording of woodland is not only by leagues and furlongs but also by acreage 
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(Thorn & Thorn,1980). It is extremely unlikely that those recorded by leagues and 

furlongs are embanked whilst those measured in acres are open. The conversion of 

the Domesday woodland cover to a modem acreage (Fig. 4.2) suggests that a more 

likely explanation for the choice of two types of woodland measurement within 

Somerset is that those described in leagues and furlongs refer to larger expanses of 

woodland whilst those in acreages mark smaller woods. 

Rackham (1990,54-55), Wager (1998,11), and Williamson (2003,58), have suggested 

that at the time of Domesday the majority of woodlands within England were 

managed as wood-pasture. Such sites would not require the same degree of protection 

as a site of coppice. In Chapter 4 it was argued that within the study area the majority 

of Domesday woodlands were maintained as coppice-with-standards and that this 

form of management was already well-established. If managed as coppice the 

likelihood that the majority of the woodlands listed in Domesday were embanked or 

enclosed by a hedge or fence greatly increases. 

Rackham (1982b,205) argues that during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

wood-pastures were unfashionable which led to many being destroyed. However, 

Domesday Book together with later medieval records and fieldwork suggests that the 

current low survival rate of wood-pasture within the study area is not due to its 

relative recent removal but an increased intensification of the woodland resource to a 

coppice landscape as early as the Saxon period and possibly before. 
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Later documentary evidence for woodbanks 

Apart from the extant earthworks recovered from ground surveying it is by occasional 

reference from medieval records that embanking is deduced. Itineraries often mention 

the presence of woodland but rarely go into detail upon the type of management. 

Twice in 1542, John Leland travelled through and made notes that are related to the 

study area (Chandler,1993). Whilst Leland mentions a number of the wooded areas 

that he passed, at no time does he describe the current management and whether the 

woodlands were open or banked (Chandler,1993,429). 

John Collinson (1791) makes frequent mention of the Oak timber trees to be found in 

the woodlands he describes, but rarely does he progress further in describing 

woodland management. It is with John Evelyn's (1706) publication of Sylva that the 

intricacies of woodland and specific tree management are dealt with in great depth. 

Evelyn addresses the practicalities and financial benefits related to the creation of a 

managed woodland resource, advocating embankment of the woodland as a functional 

means of enclosing and protecting the resource: 

'Yet, that I may be wanting to direct such as either affect the other way, or whose grounds may require 

some bank of earth, as ordinarily the verges of copp·ces. and other inclosures do; you shall by line. cast 

up your foss of about three foot broad, and about the same depth, provided your mould hold it; 

beginning first to turn the turf. upon which, be careful to lay some of the best earth to bed your quick 

in, and there lay, or set the plants; two in a foot space is sufficient; being diligent to procure such as are 

fresh gathered, streight [sic], smooth. and well rooted; adding now and then, at equal spaces of twenty 

or thirty foot. a young oakling or elm-sucker, ash, or the like, which will come in time (especially in 

plain countries) to be ornamental standards, and good timber: 

(Evelyn,1706,Bkl: 181). 
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It is interesting to note that the suggested size of the ditch is to be both 3ft [1m] in 

width and depth with the extracted earth placed on the wood side to create a bank. 

This would lead to a total width of the bank and ditch of approximately 2m. Such a 

width stands below the average of 3.5m for the study area and far below the average 

woodbank size of 20-40ft [6-12m] supplied by Rackham (1980,13; 1986,98; 

1990,114). It is therefore suggested that the principal role of woodbanks surrounding 

ancient woodland was not strictly functional but closely linked with a deliberate 

policy of display. 

Evelyn (1706,Bk3:6) recommends the enclosure of interior coppice compartments by 

fencing rather than embanking. Fieldwork in the ancient woodlands within the study 

area suggested that such a method was applied earlier during the medieval period. 

Though a small number of interior banks have been recovered, their location suggests 

that rather than internal coppice compartments the majority are demarcating separate 

areas of ownership. The scarcity of interior earthworks suggests that it was in the 

surrounding embankment of the wood that the major labour investment lay, and its 

apparent success is demonstrated in the lack of interior banks. 

Woodbank excavation: Cheddar Wood 

To assess woodbank construction and morphology a 5m x 1m trench excavation was 

undertaken on the northern woodbank of Cheddar Wood (Fig. 5.3). Cheddar Wood is 

owned h)' the quarry company, Bardon Aggregates, and is managed by the Somerset 
\?"". 

Wildlife Trust (SWT). The woodland is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 

and comprises approximately 121 acres of ancient semi-natural woodland existing on 

the south-facing slope of Callow Hill. 
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The wood is situated on Carboniferous Limestone with Lulsgate brown earth drainage 

class (Soil Survey Sheet 280). An earthwork survey of the woodland was undertaken 

(Fig. 5.4). The northern woodbank consists of a single earthen bank and ditch. 

Toward the western end, the northern bank has been revetted with a dry stone wall 

which stands in the ditch against the bank (Fig. 5.4). The sudden nature of its 

discontinuation suggests that rather than being robbed out it was left unfinished. The 

wall does not revet the area excavated. 

From inspection of the 1801 Inclosure map (~ig. 5.5) and the Tithe map of 1837 (Fig. 

5.6) together with the 1904 OS 6" map (Fig. 5.7) it was found that recent secondary 

woodland had deyeloped beyond the northern edge of the wood. The encroachment 

of woodland has aided the survival of the bank. The southern section of the woodland 

has been affected by the planting of strawberry fields in the nineteenth century. 

Cheddar Wood is what remains of woodland owned by the Bishops of Bath and Wells 

in the thirteenth century and of King Edmund the Magnificent in the tenth century. 

From analysis of thirteenth century charters in Chapter 6 relating to grants of 

woodland to provide fuel for iron workings on the Mendips, it is possible that the 

northern woodbank was created soon after 1277. 

To a large extent the woodland is dominated by relict coppice Small-leaved Lime, 

with areas of Oak, Ash and Hazel. Rackham (1988a,30) has referred to Cheddar 

Wood as 'probably the grandest ancient wood in Somerset.' It has been suggested 

that the site is primary woodland (Russett, 1980,2). Though no early field systems 
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Figure 5.4. Cheddar Wood, Cheddar. Surveyed at 1:2500 (here reduced). Though not of a regular 
fashion the four main extraction routes (E) within the wood are equally spaced in order that timber and 
wood travelled a short distance through the coppice before meeting a designated exit. A number of 
charcoal platforms (C) within the wood are related to these routes and suggest there was the option for 
wood to be transformed to charcoal before leaving the site. Massive Small-leaved Lime coppice stools 
survive within the interior and are probably at least Roman in date. There is the likelihood that these 
stools are direct relicts of woodland that was managed for the Roman lead works at Charterhouse. 
Though difficult to date there is the possibility that the northern ride is associated with the central 
extraction routes. The diverse state of the woodbanks is due to differing rates of erosion and 
encroachment and also as a result of varying dates and methods of construction. The northern wood bank 
is the best survival. The western woodbank is walled throughout its length yet here the earthworks are of 
a marked slighter state than the northern woodbank. Potential remains of the southern and eastern banks 
beside the road have been lost to widening. The holloways along part of the eastern and western side 
have led to the loss of the woodbank. Both appear to be situated upon the original wood bank. The south
east and south-west edge not characterised by the holloway is represented by a negative Iynchet. The 
original north-east edge of the wood was recovered. This is shown on the 1801 Inclosure Map but is not 
depicted on the reduced woodland area shown on the 1837 Tithe map or any later maps (Figs. 5.5, 5.6). 
This bank ends abruptly at a quarry edge. The earthworks recovered in the southern section of the wood 
represent nineteenth century clearance for strawberry farming that have since regen~ed. 
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Figure S.4.Cheddar Wood, Cheddar. Surveyed at 1:2500 (here reduced). Though not of a regular 
fashion the four main extraction routes (E) within the wood are equally spaced in order that timber and 
wood travelled a short distance through the coppice before meeting a designated exit. A number of 
charcoal platforms (C) within the wood are related to these routes and suggest there was the option for 
wood to be transformed to charcoal before leaving the site. Massive Small-leaved Lime coppice stools 
survive within the interior and are probably at least Roman in date. There is the likelihood that these 
stools are direct relicts of woodland that was managed for the Roman lead works at Charterhouse. 
Though difficult to date there is the possibility that the northern ride is associated with the central 
extraction routes. The diverse state of the woodbanks is due to differing rates of erosion and 
encroachment and also as a result of varying dates nnd methods of construction. The northern woodbank 
is the best survival. The western woodbank is walled throughout its length yet here the earthworks are of 
a marked slighter state than the northern wood bank. Potential remain~ of the southern and eastern banks 
beside the road have been lost to widening. The h.Jlloways along part of the eastern and western side 
have led to the loss of the wood bank. Both appear to be situated upon the original woodbank. The south
east and south-west edge not characterised by the holloway is represented by a negative lynchet. The 
original north-east edge of the wood was recovered. This is shown on the 180 I Inclosure Map but is not 
depicted on the reduced woodland area shown on the 1837 Tithe map or any later maps (Figs. 5.5, 5.6) . 
This bank ends abruptly at a quarry edge. The earthworks recovered in the southern section of the wood 
represent nineteenth century clearance for strawberry farming that have since regenerated. 



Fioure 5.5. Cheddar Wood, Cheddar, 1801 Inclosure map. Between the time of this 
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north-east woodbank wa recovered during earthwork surveying (Fig 5.4). 
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have been recovered within the wood the potential primary nature of the site has yet 

to be tested through pollen cores. 

A hachured survey of the area to be excavated was drawn and levels were taken to 

show the height of the slope, the depth of the ditch and the height of the woodbank 

prior to excavation (Fig. 5.8). A second hachured survey together with appropriate 

levels was undertaken once the excavation was complete (Fig. 5.9). In order for an 

understanding of the site's arrangement and stratigraphy to be appreciated both 

surveys together with their respective levels can be compared to the section drawings 

of both sides of the trench (Fig. 5.10). 

Each context excavated (Fig. 5.10) was given a separate number and context sheet 

(Discussion of context sheets in Appendix 3). Inspection of the two vertical surveys 

noted that there was no sign of recutting. It is possible that the ditch has been recut in 

the past and that the final cut was deeper than the others therefore removing evidence 

of earlier digging. The relative shallow depth of the ditch suggests otherwise, 

implying a single cut. 

The main method of preventing deer, cattle and sheep, from entering the wood and 

consuming coppice regrowth lay with the bank. With this in mind the bank would 

most certainly require topping with either a well-managed hedge or a form of fencing. 

The shade resistant Holly and Hornbeam are considered to be the most suitable 

examples for hedging woodbanks (Rackham,1980,156). 
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It is possible that a display aspect was incorporated within the topping of the bank. 

Methods of manual hedge laying can incorporate intricate patterns that add to the 

aesthetic value of the feature. In discussing the topping for a woodbank, Evelyn 

(l706,Bkl:184) states that Holly can provide 'a wondrous decoration, to large and 

ample enclosures.' Whilst Holly is present within the woodland, Hornbeam is 

noticeably absent. Rather than being situated on the woodbank Holly was dispersed 

throughout the site. 

A number of large coppice stools were recovered upon the bank. The dominant 

species was Small-leaved Lime. None of these showed signs of having at one time 

been laid. The ancient status of a number of these Limes called into question the 

practicality of the past construction of a fence along the northern bank. It is probable 

that a form of hedging, possibly of Holly together with Small-leaved Lime, once 

existed along its course but has been left unmanaged or has been grubbed out 

effectively coppicing the small number of remaining outgrown Limes. It may be that 

the bank was fenced and that it was later replaced by hedging that has not survived. 

The excavated ditch was roughly V-shaped, and the hachured plans and section 

drawings show that it is relatively steep sided (Figs. 5.8, 5.9, 5.10). It is likely that the 

ditch is deliberately steep sided as a method of hindering deer from leaping any form 

of topping to the bank, and as an attempt to prevent cattle and sheep from climbing its 

side. That it is not sheer faced is probably due to the possibility of the bank falling 

back into the ditch. 
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From the top of the bank before unearthing to the bottom of the ditch after excavation 

is a height of only O.71m (Figs. 5.8,5.9). Even if a few centimetres are added to the 

top of the bank lost to erosion after construction, it is not a sufficient height to prevent 

encroachment. The bank would therefore have required further protection. No 

postholes were recovered during the excavation to suggest that fencing existed along 

the woodbank. However, the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, and 

root disturbance partly impeded their recovery. Even with a much wider ditch, due to 

the root disturbance, erosion and rabbit activity, there is no guarantee that they would 

be found. 

Deer can leap over 2m and the bank would therefore require protection to a height of 

at least 1.30m. In 1233 the King ordered 3000 hurdles from his wood at Cheddar 

(Rackham, 1988a,23). There is the possibility that this was Cheddar Wood and if so it 

indicates the intensity of the coppice management of the site but also reveals that the 

required materials for the fencing or hedging of the wood lay with abundance directly 

within its interior. 

Even with excavation woodbanks are difficult to date. The sinuous example of the 

good-sized northern woodbank of Cheddar Wood together with the subsequent stone 

walling and surviving documentation implies that it is medieval. Later woodbanks 

are invariably smaller and more acute in profile. Large hollow coppice stools along 

its length give it an age of at least 300 years. No dating evidence was recovered from 

either the ditch or bank during the excavation. 
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It would be extremely unlikely that datable finds, for instance pottery, would be 

recovered within so small an excavated area. Aside from their tools, workers 

constructing the bank and those later involved in the management of the woodland 

would have carried few possessions. Excavation results suggested that the bank was a 

single cut and consideration of documentary evidence (discussed in detail in Chapter 

6) suggests the bank was related to a thirteenth century grant of woodland to provide 

fuel for iron workings on the Mendips, and was constructed by the Bishops of Bath 

and Wells. 

The trench excavation was only a small sample of a wide stretch of woodbank and 

does not exclude the possibility that other sections were not recut. The hachured 

plans and section drawings (Figs. 5.8,5.9,5.10) reveal that the total width of the bank 

and ditch does not meet the lower end of Rackham's (1980,13; 1986,98; 1990,114) 

average width. Documentary evidence together with archaeobotanical surveys 

indicates the ancient status of the woodland and yet the northern bank, which is the 

best survival for the whole of the wood, is relatively slight when compared to 

Rackham's statistics. 

The excavation results from Cheddar Wood together with intensive fieldwork 

conducted within 49 other ancient woodlands within the study area suggests that once 

the bank and ditch was constructed the major concern was with the maintenance of a 

form of hedging or fence. In terms of time and effort this would be far more 

economical to maintain than a larger earthwork. Unless the bank was sheer faced, 

which would be difficult to prevent falling back into the ditch, it is unlikely that a 
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larger earthwork would be as successful in restricting cattle, deer, and sheep from 

entering the site as would a fence or maintained hedge topping the bank. 

Woodbank maintenance within Cheddar 

Analysis of documentary evidence related to woodland management within Cheddar 

at the tum of the seventeenth century suggests that the majority of woodbanks within 

the area were topped with a constantly maintained hedgerow. Within the Longleat 

records (Longleat, Cheddar 6280) there is reference from 1608 to the payment of 

wages for hedging Gillinghams Coppice: 

For hedging the woodes woodwards wag is & other thinges which I crave to be allowed for as 

followethe: for the making of seven score & 7 ropes of hedges of halyes about Gillinghams 

coppes at 2d the rope, 24s 6d (Longleat, Cheddar 6280). 

There is the strong possibility that the woodland referred to is that shown on the Tithe 

map as Gillinghams Wood (Field Numbers 155-157 on Fig. 4.11; Appendix 1) though 

this has since been lost to the Cheddar reservoir. There are further documentary 

records for Cheddar from this period which support the argument that the majority of 

the woodbanks for this area were topped by a maintained hedge rather than a fence. 

There Accompies Richard Fuller and George Marshall crave allowance for woodwardes 

wages at 40s a yere for yere endinge at Mchas 1602 £8. Also for hedginge of prisselip 

Stonewood and the toppe of Ramscliffe 342 ropes at 2d the rope, 56s 10d. Also for hedginge 

of Brech and Ellinge Woodes 247 ropes at 2d the rope, 41 s 2d. Also for hedginge of Cas ley 

and Ramscliffe woodes 247 ropes at 2d a rope, 41 s 2d and for 10 daies for a man worke to 

mende and quicke seU the broken & dead places in the hedges there at 8d a daie 6s 8d in all, 

47s 10d. Also for hedginge about Claypittes Copes 130 ropes at 2d a rope, 21 s 8d. 
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(SRO: DD/SE 17). 

Though a number of these woodlands were present at the time of the Tithe 

apportionment (Fig. 4.11; Appendix 1) all have since been cleared. Ground surveying 

of the assarted hedgerows of what was Stone Wood (location in Fig. 2.8) found a 

quantity of Small-leaved Lime that is arguably a good indicator of ancient woodland 

and would not be recovered within hedgerows that do not have a history of ancient 

woodland (see Chapter 7). 

The plotting of leah field-names for the parish (Figs. 4.1, 4.11) suggested the 

woodland was present within the Saxon period. Those trees recovered were 

predominantly outgrown coppice stools, a number of which appeared to be of some 

age. Though dating such hollow stools is fraught with difficulty it is possible that 

they are remnants of the early topping of the bank. Part of the original exterior 

woodbank of Casley Wood (possibly referred to as Carscliffe Wood within the Tithe 

apportionment) survives as a field boundary. Along the length of the bank were 

outgrown Hawthorn trees, a number of which had been laid within the past one 

hundred years. Though no ancient Hawthorns suggestive of 400 years of age were 

recovered there is the possibility that the surviving species are the direct descendants 

of those planted along the course of the woodbank. 

Hawthorn is a long-lived fast growing tree that is difficult to browse by cattle and 

sheep, and it is most likely that it was used to 'mende and quicke sett the broken & dead 

places in the hedges' (SRO: DD/SE 17). From the examples given above there is the 

strong likelihood that the majority of woodbanks within the study area were topped by 
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hedges rather than fencing. This was unlikely to be a new practice but one that 

potentially had been in use since at least the late Saxon period. 

The excavated northern woodbank of Cheddar Wood together with the earthwork 

survey of the site suggests the bank served a dual purpose. The stone walling along 

part of the northern woodbank, whilst of use as a means of preventing sheep and cattle 

entering the wood, was not of such height that it would stop deer leaping the defences. 

The fact that it ends abruptly suggests that it was an unfinished section and its major 

role may have been intended to be one of display rather than function. 

The walling together with the bank could have been a political and cultural statement 

by the Bishops of Bath and Wells stamping their authority on their granted area of 

woodland and as an expression of their ability to invoke a high level investment of 

labour. Once constructed the wall would be an impressive feature and in effect lay 

claim upon the landscape. It would further enhance the survival of the bank and 

demarcate the woodland edge in an impressive manner. 

The northern bank of Cheddar Wood is the largest of the site. This could lead to the 

conclusion that it is therefore the oldest. This is certainly true when compared to the 

southern section of the wood that has suffered assarting in the nineteenth century for 

the growing of strawberries (Fig. 5.4). It may be that remnants of the slighter banks 

of the eastern and western edge of the wood are actually earlier forms of embanking 

than the northern woodbank, where the principal intention of their construction was 

closer related to functional than political purposes. 
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Earthwork surveying and map regression found that the northern spur of the woodland 

at its north-east edge had been reduced in size. This took place between the 1801 

Inclosure map and the 1837 Tithe map (Figs. 5.5, 5.6). The earthwork survey 

recovered a woodbank constructed along this lately created northern edge. The bank 

and ditch were of a markedly smaller survival than the earlier northern exterior of the 

wood to its west (Fig. 5.4). Though this was to be expected what was not so easily 

explained was that the entire length of this bank had been faced by a dry stone wall. 

Due to the slight nature of the bank the wall could not be the same size as that along 

the northern edge of the wood to the west. The more recent wall was found to be in a 

good state and had a maximum height of approximately 60cm. 

It is not immediately clear when the wall was assembled against the bank but it is 

probable that it followed immediately or soon after the earthwork construction. 

Whilst recent secondary woodland and a large quarry site currently exist to the north 

of the woodland, the area was previously open grazed farmland. Vince Russett (pers. 

comm.) argues that the area directly north of the present edge of Cheddar Wood was 

open pasture in the medieval period. It is plausible that the construction of the stone 

wall along the ditch of the newly created woodbank was a means of preventing cattle, 

and especially sheep, from entering the woodland. Deer could have leapt the bank 

and ditch yet they may not have been considered as great a problem as the potentially 

high numbers of sheep that grazed the land to the north. The wall in this section could 

therefore have particularly served a functional purpose in that it was to keep sheep out 

of the wood and prevent erosion of the bank. 
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Woodbanks and associated walling 

The majority of the land surrounding the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills 

is presently farmed as pasture, the bulk of this land catering for sheep. Dry stone 

walls, of which the majority are approximately 1m in height, demarcate many of these 

field boundaries. Sheep are renowned for finding and creating gaps within 

hedgerows, and though they often rub against and attempt to climb stone walls, these 

are a far more suitable method for preventing their escape. 

It was found that all of the ancient woodlands surveyed on the West Mendip Hills had 

some form of walling associated with their embankment (Appendix 2). Fieldwork in 

the other ancient woodlands of the study area suggests that this additional form of 

enclosure was chiefly restricted to the West Mendip Hills, 'where in the medieval 

period the main method of farming would have been pasture, especially that of sheep. 

It was also noted that the earthen woodbanks of the ancient woodlands of the West 

Mendip Hills were significantly more substantial than those of the other woodlands 

surveyed. Profiles of woodbanks of the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills 

were surveyed and compared to woodbank profiles of the ancient woodlands 

surrounding Bath (Figs. 5.1, 5.2). The best surviving example for each site was 

surveyed. 

It was found that the woodbanks of the ancient woodlands surrounding Bath were 

much slighter than those of the West Mendip Hills. This is not to suggest that the 

ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills are of greater age than those elsewhere 

within the study area. For instance Atgrove Wood, Compton Dando, is potentially the 
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woodland referred to in a charter from 936 A.D. (S431) and yet contains relatively 

poor surviving woodbanks. 

What we may be witnessing is that those constructing the banks and associated walls 

were attempting to counter pressure upon the woodland resource. It is likely that the 

main threat on the West Mendip Hills was sheep and not deer, and that the walling 

was an additional preventative measure to restrict their movement into the woodland. 

The present ancient woodland site of Ashcombe Wood, Weston-Super-Mare, is 

surrounded on its north, east and west flanks by a recent secondary woodland 

plantation of the 1820s. Map regression has revealed that previous to this, the area 

surrounding the wood was held as a common pasture. Of the woodlands surveyed the 

site is unique in that no form of external woodbank survives. Instead a dry stone wall 

marks the boundary. Stone pits follow the line of the wall on what would have been 

the field side yet also occur on the wood side of the wall. 

Considering the examples of the West Mendip Hills it is concluded that instead of a 

woodbank the construction of a wall was considered a more suitable method of 

preventing encroachment. Though the wall is generally in a poor state, the narrow 

width at its base suggests that it could never have been of a height to prevent deer 

from entering the wood. This suggests that deer were not considered a problem 

though it may be that they were conceived as the lesser of two evils, with the 

prevention of sheep and cattle from the woodland being deemed the more important. 
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It was considered to what extent the geology of the study area could affect the method 

of enclosure. The geology of the West Mendip Hills is largely composed of 

Carboniferous Limestone (British Geological Survey sheet 279,280,281). The 

surrounding area of Bath commences with the lower Lias, with a surface cover of 

hard Jurassic rocks, together with oolitic limestone on the top of the hills 

(Hardy,1999,149; British Geological Survey sheet 265). 

It is possible that the pattern of walling is partly related to the variation in the 

geology. However, it cannot be solely responsible, for there are examples of walling 

in the surrounding pasture fields of Bath. A small number of the ancient woodlands 

of Bath, for instance at Smallcombe Wood, have embankments enhanced by walling 

(sketch map in Appendix 2A). However, the high percentage of revetment occurring 

around the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills suggests that this walling was 

a deliberate policy directly related to the past management of sheep. 

Current management of the West Mendip Hills still heavily favours pasture. It is 

possible that the walling is later than the embankment and represents a reaction to the 

increased stocking of sheep through the medieval period. If the walling is later it does 

not explain the marked difference in woodbank size between the West Mendip Hills 

and the remainder of the study area. As already stated it is unlikely that the 

earthworks and walling represent an earlier form of enclosure. It is more likely that 

the variation in size corresponds to a deliberate choice of construction technique 

which if not related to the increased protection of the woodland resource from sheep 

and cattle represent a deliberate policy of exhibition. 
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If stone walling was purely functional it does not explain why in all cases the walling 

does not surround the majority of the woodland (Appendix 2). It may be that cattle 

and sheep were only a problem along one side of a wood and it was this area that 

received greater emphasis upon woodbank construction and subsequent walling. This 

could explain why some sections of woodbanks are of a greater size than other areas 

of the same site, though it is likely that variations in woodbank size are also 

represented by different dates of construction. 

It may be that some gaps of walling are explained by its past robbing for building 

materials. However, such reasoning does not explain the sudden stop of walling 

recovered within Cheddar Wood. In some cases it is possible that walling does not 

surround the entire site due to a lack of finances. That the wall ceases abruptly in 

Cheddar Wood and other sites may be a sign of the intensive labour management 

required for its construction. Such arguments are possible when applying a functional 

reason as the basis for the walls construction. 

It may be that the irregular nature of walling surrounding each wood was due to an 

intention to strengthen the barrier, not against sheep and cattle, but against deliberate 

encroachment through human intervention. The presence of a wall together with a 

bank further strengthens the claim upon the land increasing the difficulty in the 

creation of fresh assarting. It is reasonable to suggest that the walling served a dual 

purpose, in that though functional it was also a strong political message. Though this 

may have been the case, the pattern of woodbanks with subsequent walling reveals it 

is mainly restricted to the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills. This uneven 
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distribution suggests that generally the walling was related to the functional aspect of 

restricting the movement of sheep. 

The extremely high labour investment required for enclosing woodland by a large 

bank and ditch which would then also require a fence or hedge does not make 

economic sense if its role was strictly functional. As will be discussed below it is 

suggested that the impact of deer upon the woodland resource in the medieval period 

has been over-emphasised. Instead the major threat to coppice regrowth would be 

cattle and sheep. 

Walling could have been erected around many woodlands in the medieval period and 

yet those deciding the enclosure of the resource chose the far more intensive system 

of embanking. From at least the medieval period woodlands were a valuable asset 

and it may be that the financial status of these sites made it necessary for their extra 

protection. 

The construction of a bank and ditch topped by a hedge or fence was an expensive 

feature, especially for small woods. It is to be expected that the increase in the size of 

bank and ditch would have been met with a parallel increase in the payment 

demanded for such a mammoth undertaking. In the case of very early woodbank 

construction the costs involved can not be calculated as it would not have been a 

process that involved money. Though no estimates have been proposed, the physical 

effort of erecting a large bank and ditch around ancient woodland would require many 

man-hours. The time scales involved in woodbank construction are not known, 

though if a 100 acre woodland was to be transferred from an unenclosed wood-
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pasture to coppice over winter, in order that trees could be cut before the sap began to 

rise, it would necessitate the hiring of a team of labourers rather than one man to dig 

the earthwork and erect a topping. 

Measurements of woodland area lost to woodbanks 

Not only would the construction of a large bank and ditch instead of a fence or wall 

be costly it would also have led to the loss of a sizeable area of woodland. Statistical 

analysis of the loss of woodland area through variable sized banks and ditches was 

considered (Fig. 5.11, full calculations provided in Appendix 4). 

It was found that whilst a 10 acre rectangular woodland surrounded by a 2m bank and 

ditch lost a total of 4.4% of its total area (l754m2), a 10m bank and ditch would cause 

a massive loss of 21.1 % (8450m2). This would mean that over 2 acres of the 10 acre 

woodland would be given over to its defences. These measurements are based on 

woodland rectangul~r in shape. Nearly all the ancient woodlands within the study 

area are of an irregular outline, where the enclosure of the same acreage would lead to 

an even higher loss of woodland area. Even if the woodland was of the optimum 

shape of a circle, a 10 acre woodland enclosed by a 2m bank and ditch would still lose 

3.6 % of its total area (l431.8m2), whilst a 10m bank and ditch would forfeit 17% of 

the woodland area (6800.2m2). 

The smaller the woodland is the greater the loss. However, even a 20 acre rectangular 

woodland enclosed by a 10m bank and ditch would lose over 3 acres. This lost 

section could have been actively managed as high-income coppice if fencing, walling, 

or a hedge enclosed the exterior. Considering the great value of woodland in the 
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Figure 5.11. Calculations of woodland area lost through constructing a variable sized bank and ditch (b+d) around 3 different shaped woods. The total area lost is 
given as both a percentage and as metres squared. Full calculations in Appendix 4. 



medieval period the construction of large banks and ditches does not make economic 

sense. Whilst larger banks would hinder assarting, the loss of woodland area is 

remarkably high, and it may be that these banks were not strictly functional. 

Rackham (1990,123) has suggested that pollards are a regular feature of woodbanks. 

Felsham Hall Wood, Suffolk, is an example of this relationship and is bounded by a 

massive woodbank with pollard trees along its length (Rackham,1980,26). Apart 

from those contained within the southern section of Leigh Woods, only 8 pollards in 

all were recovered from surveying 50 ancient woodlands, covering 1493 acres. Of 

these all bar one were located within the woodland. 

The one pollard that marked the edge of a site was from Tait Wood, Hinton 

Charterhouse. This Ash tree had been cut at a height of 2m and had a girth of 

approximately 3.5m. The tree stands on a slight bank that is marked with coppice 

stools along its length. Whilst it may be that pollards once existed along the length of 

the bank only to be later grubbed out, it is possible that the current pollard had been 

maintained as a timber tree and was cut as a pollard within the last one hundred years. 

The common topping recovered from the woodbanks within the study area was lines 

of coppice stools.. This suggests that there is variation between south-east England 

and the study area, not only in the size of woodbanks but also in management. 

Though it is possible that pollards within the study area have been grubbed out it 

would be expected that a number would remain. It may be that the larger deep 

ditched woodbanks of the south-east required little or no form of hedging or fencing 

and instead could then have been topped by pollards. For instance, Eversden Wood, 
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Cambridgeshire, has a large exterior woodbank with old pollards along its length 

(Rackham,1990,118). 

The slight nature of the vast majority of the woodbanks of the study area suggests that 

it would not have been feasible to maintain the top of the bank primarily with 

pollards, and therefore the bank would have required fencing or hedging. It has been 

suggested that pollards lining a woodbank reinforced the legal demarcation of the site 

(Rackham,1989,158). The absence of pollards and relative scarcity of timber trees 

along the line of the woodbanks within the study area cannot all be due to clearance, 

especially as trees remain in the interior. The high number of coppice stools along the 

length of the woodbanks suggests that the bank was functional in that it supported a 

dense hedgerow that could afford only intermittent standards that generally have not 

survived. 

It may be that the embanking of woodland was not just to restrict sheep, cattle and 

deer. Another source of encroachment would be related to human activity. This 

could take place in two forms. First would be the prevention of deliberate pasturing 

of animals within the woods. Second would be the theft of underwood. However, the 

creation of woodbanks would not be a sufficient deterrent to prevent human 

encroachment of the woodland resource and it is unlikely that they were constructed 

with this in mind. The owner of a woodland lying within a Forest area, such as with 

Cheddar Wood, was required to appoint a woodward as their representative in Forest 

jurisdiction. During the medieval period woodlands outside of Forest Law could also 

employ a woodward. 
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Another source of human encroachment on woodlands would be with the creation of 

new, extended fields through assarting. A sizeable woodbank would pose a far 

greater deterrent than would an easily removable fence or hedgerow. It may be that 

the banks are of great size as a way of declaring that the woodland has been enclosed 

and held in ownership for a long time. This impressive method of enclosure could be 

used as a means of enforcing the law; any encroachment of the defences would be 

easily noted and acted upon accordingly. 

However, within most manors assarting was only carried out with the agreement of 

the landowner or lord of the manor, though it is possible that some illegal assarting 

occurred in neglected Royal Forests (Dr Michael Costen, pers. comm.). The general 

paucity of interior compartment banks within the ancient woodlands of the study area 

suggests that the surrounding embankment of the wood was successful as a means of 

preventing encroachment. It is also possible that so few interior banks exist due to the 

massive expense of finance, time and effort in their construction. 

Woodbanks, Ancient Woodland and Deer Parks 

There are currently more deer within south-west England than ever before 

(Macdonald & Tattersall,2001,169). If left unchecked they can have a detrimental 

effect on the ground flora of ancient woodland and attempts at re-introducing coppice 

regimes. Increase in deer numbers has led conservationists to consider a variety of 

suitable methods of safeguarding woodlands (Cooke & Lakhani,1996; Putman,1994). 

Any protection must take into account the great height that deer can leap. It is 

possible the high popUlation and density together with their effect upon woodlands 
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has led to a popular belief that deer were also a prevalent problem for woodland 

management during the medieval period. 

There is no archaeological evidence for the existence of deer parks in the Roman 

period. Though no official deer parks exist in the Anglo-Saxon period, Hooke 

(1998,157) argues that evidence in the form of place-names, charters, and examples 

from the continent, implies their presence. In the Domesday Book for Somerset there 

is reference to only one deer park, which lies outside of the study area at Donyatt 

(Thorn & Thorn,1980). It is likely that this would have contained the native red or 

roe deer, shortly to be transformed with the introduction of fallow deer. Fallow deer 

prospered in the twelfth century and soon became the most common animal of 

medieval deer parks (Rackham,1986,125). 

The native red and roe deer were normally hunted on horseback within Forests and 

chases, yet by the thirteenth century their numbers began to fall and attention turned 

to fallow deer kept within deer parks (Bond,1994,127). Deer were a valued resource, 

restricted to the elite, and were highly prized and protected. In the medieval period, 

their status and relative low numbers suggests woodbanks principally protected the 

woodland resource from sheep and cattle rather than deer. If this were the case then 

functionally smaller earth embankments together with a form of hedging or fencing 

would have fulfilled their role. 

Though royal permission was required to enclose a park large numbers were created 

without licences, and thus the total number is difficult to calculate. Rackham 

(1986,122) estimates that at the start of the fourteenth century, the heyday of park 
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creation, approximately 3200 existed. The increase in park numbers in the second 

half of the thirteenth century coincides with the reduction of land held under Forest 

Law. The distribution of deer parks within the study area is not uniform. For instance 

there are few examples on the uplands of Mendip, where it may be that the legal 

constraints of Forest Law inhibited park creation. 

Deer Parks and Woodland 

Medieval deer parks were often located on the most marginal land, on the edge of the 

estate, particularly where there were also significant extents of woodland 

(Bond,1994,134). It has been argued that by 1300 approximately one quarter of the 

woodland within England was within deer parks (Rackham,1990,153). Deer parks 

were not simply status symbols, but when managed efficiently provided a regular 

supply of deer for domestic consumption, gifts and banqueting; as well as maintaining 

a woodland resource. From the thirteenth century as the woodland cover outside of 

parks continued to be cleared it was increasingly only under the wood-pasture regime 

of parks that very large trees could be found (Bond,1994,143). 

Bond (1994,137) has mapped 26 medieval deer parks within the study area. From 

additional data supplied by James Bond (pers. comm.) it was possible to plot the 

location of these deer parks and then assess their relationship with past and present 

woodland. A table was established (Fig. 5.12) with name, earliest date, and 

relationship with past and present woodland, assessed through analysis of field-name 

evidence. In addition the location of the deer parks was mapped alongside the 

distribution of surviving ancient woodland (Fig. 5.13). 
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Name, Grid Ref, I Associated Woodland (past and Present) 
Earliest 
Recorded Date 

1 I Ashton Lyon 
ST 550720 
1393 

2 I Backwell 
ST 497697 
1323 

3 I Banwell 
ST410590 
1493 

4 I Barrow Gurney 
ST 515686 

The best example within the study area of surviving wood-pasture that was once contained within a medieval deer 

park. The southern section of Leigh Woods was surveyed for both its earthworks and vegetation (see also Chapter 7). 

Ancient pollards remain within the woodland and the present Long Ashton Park. Of 50 ancient woodlands surveyed 

for their vegetation, the southern section of Leigh Woods is the only surviving wood-pasture (see Chapter 7). Two 

possible leap-gate names, Great Lippiets and Little Lippiets (field numbers 612 and 605) are recorded within the Tithe 

apportionment, though their location at the southern edge of the parish suggests they are not connected with the 

medieval deer park discussed above. 

No ancient woodland survives within the boundary of the park. From the Tithe apportionment there are two 

woodland associated field names present within the boundary of the park. Both fields are small and Were simply 

called Wood (field numbers 207, 208). The woodland has been cleared and it is not known whether such cover was 

present when the park was in use. 

Contains the ancient woodland, Banwell Wood (known as Little Wood and Great Wood within the Tithe 

apportionment, field numbers 1530, 1532, 1549, 1549a [renumbered 17-20 on Figure 4.9]). Access to survey the 

woodland was refused by the present owner. There are no footpaths crossing the wood and as such it was not possible 

to ascertain extent of earthworks and whether any sections remain as wood-pasture. It is not known whether this area 

was woodland when the park was in use. 

No ancient woodland survives within the boundary of the park, the only related woodland associated field-name 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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1190 within the Tithe apportionment is Hillwood (field number 201), a recent secondary woodland (post-1600). 

5 Bath, Bishop's Whilst the 62 acre ancient coppiced woodland, Claverton Wood, Claverton, survives on a steep east facing slope east 
Park 

of the park boundary, no ancient woodland survives within the boundary of the park nor were any related woodland ST775635 
1178 associated field-names recovered within the Tithe apportionment. There is a small amount of recent secondary 

woodland present at the southern boundary of the site. 

6 Bath, Prior's Park Whilst the 27 acre ancient coppiced woodland, Smallcombe Wood, Bathwick, survives on the steep south facing slope 
ST 763632 

north of the park boundary, only one small 5 acre ancient woodland, Klondyke Copse (ST 768632), survives within 
1542 

the boundary of the park. It is not known whether this area was woodland when the park was in use. Other woodland 

currently in the boundary of the park is recent secondary woodland. 

7 Buckland Dinham The exact location of the park is unknown. No field-names suggestive of a park were recorded within the Tithe 
ST 755512 

apportionment. The only surviving ancient woodland within the parish is the 36 acre partly replanted Buckland Wood 1301 
(ST 760518). There are a number of woodland associated field-names throughout the parish though none could be 

confidently identified as suggesting wood-pasture. 

8 Carlingcott The exact location of the park is unknown. No field-names suggestive of a park were recorded within the Tithe 
ST 697582 

apportionment. The nearest surviving ancient woods are the 14 acre Bengrove Wood (ST 688586) and the 38 acre 1305 
Camerton Wood (ST 694571). There are a number of woodland associated field-names throughout the parish though 

none could be confidently identified as suggesting wood-pasture. 

9 Cheddar There is record of a grant from 1337 to the bishop of Bath & Wells relating to the disafforested manor of Cheddar, 
ST 445552 

I 

1337 
with Licence to enclose the woods of the manor and to make a park there (Cal.Chart. R., Vol.IV (1327-41), pA28 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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10 I Chewton Mendip 
ST 595528 
1322 

11 I Claverton 
ST 785642 
1232 

[reference supplied by James Bond]). No evidence that a deer enclosure was ever made has been found by James 

Bond (pers. comm.). The grid reference centres on the ancient woodland, Cheddar Wood, that contains Small-leaved 

Lime coppice stools up to 9m in diameter, surrounded by banks that would not be sufficient to restrict deer. Within 

the Tithe apportionment there is reference to a field called Hithe Lipeate (field number 1932, [renumbered 145 on 

Figure 4.11]). Situated approximately 2.3km south of Cheddar Wood on level ground at a height of only 12m OD (ST 

440523), the name forms part of what was Hythe Wood (since cleared). Rather than a leap-gate name associated with 

a deer park the name could have a closer association with the enclosure of the woodland. 

The exact location of the medieval park is unknown, the modem parkland being centred at the grid reference stated. 

The parish contains two ancient woodlands, the 58 acre north facing Chewton Wood (ST 610552) and the 14 acre 

partly replanted BuddIe's Wood (ST 573529). Neither of the two ancient woodlands are close to the modem park. 

There are a number of woodland associated field-names throughout the parish though none could be confidently 

identified as suggesting wood-pasture. None of the woodland associated field-names within the Tithe apportionment 

were associated with the modem parkland. 

The exact location of the medieval park is unknown, though has been tentatively centred on the grid reference stated 

(James Bond, pers. comm.). The area has a close association with ancient woodland, with the large 80 acre ancient 

woodland Bathampton Wood I Hengrove Wood to its immediate east and north. Situated on a steep east facing slope 

beside Manor Deer Farm, the woodlands are coppice-with-standards with some recent replanting. Within the Tithe 

apportionment there is reference to a field called The Upper Wood Park (field number 185). Should the Deer Park 

have been in this vicinity there is the strong likelihood that it had a close connection with woodland, though it is not 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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12 I Clevedon 
ST413717 
1322 

13 I Compton Martin 
ST 550575 
1348 

14 I Corston 
ST 695653 
1363 

15 I Englishcombe 
ST 713630 
1190 

known if such woodland was managed as wood-pasture at the time it was contained within the park. 

The park has been lost to building. A small number of woodland associated field-names within the boundary of the 

park were recovered within the Tithe apportionment, these being Alder Bed (field number 121) and two records of 

Withy Bed (field numbers 838, 843). It is not known whether this area was woodland when the park was in use. 

Although a large area of woodland is present on Court Hill, (ST 420720), with the exception of Norton's Wood, to the 

north-east the remainder is recent secondary woodland related to past landscaping of Clevedon Court. 

Within the Tithe apportionment the only potential woodland associated field-name within the park is for a small field 

called Withey Bed (field number 266). Presently a pasture field this may be a later name applied after disemparkment. 

Hedgerows and standards (where present) were surveyed. Evidence of since-cleared woodland was not recorded 

within the hedgerows. No ancient pollards were recovered. All the hedges were species poor, with an abundance of 

Hawthorn and Blackthorn. None of the hedgerows were situated on banks suggestive of woodbanks or coppice 

compartments. 

The exact location of the park is unknown. No field-names suggestive of a park were recorded within the Tithe 

apportionment, and only a small number of woodland associated field-names were present. The parish contains a few 

areas of woodland, all of which are recent secondary sites. 

Ancient woodland within the parish is restricted to the eastern half (see discussion of past woodland in Chapter 3). 

The western half of the parish where the park was located does not have a similar past woodland landscape, no ancient 

woodland remains and only one woodland associated field-name was recovered within the Tithe apportionment, this 

being Alder Bed (field number 42, see Figure 3.22). It is not known whether this area was woodland when the park 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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16 I Farleigh 
Hungerford 
ST798578 
1431 

17 I Farley Wood, 
Wellow 
ST740582 
1304 

was in use. 

No field-names suggestive of a park were recorded within the Tithe apportionment, and only a small number of 

woodland associated field-names were present. The parish contains a few areas of woodland, all of which are recent 

secondary sites. 

The exact location of the park is unknown (the grid reference given being that of the village). There is a reference to 

'a wood called the park of Farlegh' listed among the holdings of Henry de Montfort (CaI.Inq.P.M., Edw.I, VoI.lV, 

p.148, no.226 [reference supplied by James Bond]). No field-names suggestive of a park or containing the name 

FarIegh was recovered from the Tithe apportionment. The parish of WeIIow contains a high number of woodland 

associated names (see Figure 4.12) and there is the possibility that among Folly names recorded within the 

apportionment, a small number could be related to Farlegh. Eight Folly names were recorded within the Tithe 

apportionment, these being Folly (field numbers 910, 1130 [renumbered 40,53 on Figure 4.12]), Folly Spring (field 

number 435 [renumbered 98 on Figure 4.12]), Further Folly (field number 433 [renumbered 100 on Figure 4.12]), 

Hither Folly (field number 438 [renumbered 101] on Figure 4.12]), and The Folly (field numbers 1117, 1118, 1119 

[renumbered 52,54,55 on Figure 4.12)]). From plotting the Folly names alongside other woodland associated names, 

it was found that whilst field numbers 52-55 have no surrounding woodland associated names and are situated on 

relatively level ground, field numbers 40, and in particular field numbers 98, 100, and 101, are surrounded by a large 

number of woodland associated field names with irregular boundaries indicative of assarting, on steep ground, at the 

north-eastern edge of the parish. It is possible that the Folly names have a closer association with the leah aspect 

rather than referring to Farlegh. 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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18 I Filwood 
ST 595697 
1575 

19 I Hemington 
ST 728530 
1227 

20 I Keynsham 
ST 655687 
1285 

21 I Portbury 
ST 500752 
1286 

The park has been lost to building. From analysis of the Tithe apportionment, Novers Wood (field number 865) was 

contained within the boundary of the park. The woodland has been cleared and it is not known whether such cover 

was present when the park was in use. 

The exact location of the park is unknown (the grid reference given being that of the village). Analysis of the Tithe 

apportionment recorded a group of field names east of the village that may be connected to the past park. These were 

Lippiatt (field number 75), Lypiatt Meadow (field number 76), Lypat (field number 87), Park Grove (field number 

97), and Park Grove or Little Hayes (field number 98). These field names were adjacent to a number of Grove field 

names (field numbers 82, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96). Grove names have a closer association with coppice than wood

pasture. However, it is not known whether this area was woodland when the park was in use, or if the name changed 

when the management of the site also changed. 

The exact location of the park is unknown (the grid reference given being that of the town). The present town has 

very little surviving woodland and no surviving ancient woodland. Analysis of the Tithe apportionment recorded a 

group of field names that may be related to the past park. These were Gayn Lipeyats (field numbers 1445, 1489, 

1497) and Harris's Lip Yat (field number 908). No woodland associated field names were recorded in the vicinity of 

Gayn Lipeyats. A large number of the field name Withy Mead was recorded surrounding the field name Harris's Lip 

Yat. Should these names be referring to woodland they would have a closer association with coppice sites rather than 

wood-pasture. 

The exact location of the park is unknown (the grid reference given being that of the village). There are three ancient 

woodlands towards the south-east edge of the parish, these being the 14 acre Budding's Wood (ST 503741), the five 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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acre Longlands Wood (ST 507752), and the main portion of the 190 acre Prior's Wood (ST 492744). Analysis of the 

Tithe apportionment recorded no field names that may be connected to the past park. 

The exact location of the park is unknown (the grid reference given being that of the village). There are two surviving 

ancient woodlands within the parish, these being the 44 acre Big Stoke Wood (ST 492507) and the 17 acre Little 

Stoke Wood (ST 488506). Both woodlands are located on a steep south facing slope and are connected at their 

northern edge by a small area of recent secondary woodland. It has been suggested that the two woodlands may have 

formed part of the park (James Bond, pers. comm.). Both woodlands were surveyed for their earthworks and 

vegetation (see also Chapter 7). The two woods were found to be contained by relatively slight banks or walling and 

were Hazel/Ash coppice-with-standards. However a Small-leaved Lime with a girth of 2m that had been pollarded 

at a height of 1.5m was recovered within little Stoke Wood, possibly indicating an earlier form of woodland 

management. Analysis of the Tithe apportionment recorded no field names that may be connected to the past park. 

Within the Tithe apportionment six fields within the deer park have woodland associated names, the majority being 

Black Bushes. However, rather than woodland, it could be referring to scrubland or the burning of fields to return 

fertility to soils. Hedgerows and standards (where present) were surveyed. Evidence of since-cleared woodland was 

not recorded within the hedgerows. No ancient pollards were recovered. All the hedges were species poor, with an 

abundance of Hawthorn and Blackthorn. None of the hedgerows were situated on banks suggestive of woodbanks or 

coppice compartments. 

The park is located in an area that presently has recent secondary woodland on the upper slopes and three ancient 

woodlands on sections of the steep slopes, these being Hack's Wood (ST 430736), Canon's Wood (ST 425738) and 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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Weston Wood (ST 436742). The three woodlands were surveyed for their earthworks and vegetation (see also 

Chapter 7). All three woodlands have suffered unsuccessful attempts at replanting, are surrounded by insubstantial 

woodbanks, and no pollards were recovered. None of the coppice stools recorded were of a substantial age. It is not 

known whether this area was woodland when the park was in use. 

The area of the medieval deer park has not been established. The parish contains four ancient woodlands of which 

two, the 17 acre partly replanted woodland called The Sidelands (ST494720), and the 5 acre replanted Truckle Wood, 

may have been contained within the eastern section of the park. Two possible leap-gate names, Lower Lipyeat and 

Upper Lipyeat (field numbers 598 and 599, approximately ST 497709) are recorded within the Tithe apportionment, 

and may represent the southern edge of the park. Two further potentially related field-names, Little Stubb Park (field 

number 642, approximately ST 489717) and Great Stubb Park (field Number 632 approximately ST 491717) are 

recorded within the central area of the park. A small number of woodland names are contained within the boundary 

of the park, these being The Grove (field number 715), Nutwell (field number 620) and Nutwell Upper (field number 

615 and 621). Grove names have a closer association with coppice than wood-pasture. However, it is not known 

whether this wood or the fields named Nutwell was woodland when the park was in use. 

The exact location of the park is unknown. There is a 'Park Farm' at ST 420665, though no reference to this name 

beyond one hundred years has been recovered; and a substantial bank and ditch that may be a remnant woodbank is 

recorded at Bickley ST 450650 between Kingswood and fields to the north (James Bond, pers. comm.). The exterior 

of King's Wood is contained by woodbanks of varying state, though generally they are relatively slight and as such 

the large bank and ditch at Bickley may be a remnant of the deer park. Yatton contains three ancient woodlands, all 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location ofthese deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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of which are contained within the south-east section of the parish. These are the northern section of the 433 acre 

King's Wood (ST 458645), the 56 acre Cleeve Toot Wood (ST 470653), and the 3 acre Henley Wood (ST 442652). 

Situated on low lying ground (6m OD), within the Tithe apportionment there are no woodland associated field-names 

in the vicinity of Park Fann. Unsurprisingly considering the location of King's Wood and the surrounding steep sided 

topography there are a number of woodland associated field names at Bickley. A possible leap-gate name, Leap (field 

number 339, approximately ST 435659) is recorded within the Tithe apportionment, located on low lying ground (5m 

OD) with no woodland associated field-names nearby. 

Figure 5.12. Medieval deer parks within the study area and an assessment of their associated woodland. The grid reference and earliest date is 
based on data kindly supplied by James Bond. Refer to Figure 5.13 for the location of these deer parks and current ancient woodland. 
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Figure 5.13. Location map of the 26 medieval deer parks withjn the study area 
(b lue numbers - location known, green numbers - location unknown). The grid 
reference, date and associated woodland are presented in Figure 5.12). The deer 
parks have been plotted alongside the 219 ancient woodlands within the study 
area (in red, refer to Fig. 1.4 for inventory). Outline map adapted from Kain & 
Oliver, 1995. 



Of the 26 deer parks investigated only one, Ashton Lyon, could be shown to have 

surviving wood-pasture present within the medieval park boundary. The southern 

section of Leigh Woods was surveyed for both its earthworks and vegetation (see also 

Chapter 7). Ancient pollards remain within the woodland and the present Long 

Ashton Park. Of the 50 ancient woodlands surveyed for their vegetation within 

Chapter 7 this was found to be the only surviving wood-pasture. 

From plotting the deer parks, present ancient woodland, and past woodland in the 

form of field-name evidence, it was found that whilst a number of the deer parks were 

on marginal land, with ancient woodland in the vicinity, only a small number were 

found to have a direct relationship with surviving or since cleared woodland (Figs. 

5.12,5.13). This is in contrast to Cantor's argument (1982,75) that 'woodland was 

always an essential part ofthe park.' The key here is the extent of woodland. 

Where woodland associated field-names were located within the park boundary, they 

were generally small areas of only a few acres that have since been cleared. It is 

possible that parks did contain large portions of woodland since cleared with no 

record of this occurring within field-names. As argued earlier there is the strong 

possibility that within the study area the majority of woodlands in the thirteenth and 

fourteenth century were managed as coppice-with-standards. 

It has been argued that many coppice sites were intensively managed and had been 

assigned a landscape zone for predominance that still persists in the distribution of 

current ancient woodland. Considering the great height that deer can leap, within a 

deer park it would have been extremely difficult to continue managing woodland as 
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coppice. It would not have made economic sense to have transformed large coppice 

sites from a high continual income to a capital growth in the form of standards and a 

lessened income from pollards. 

From analysis of the field-name evidence and the location of deer parks it appears that 

parks were associated with woodland but that such woodlands were generally small. 

It seems that in most cases the choice of location for the deer parks deliberately 

avoided large coppice sites (see case study below). To prevent browsing by deer, 

management of woodland within these parks was probably wood-pasture. 

When deer parks fell into disuse wood-pasture would either have continued, have 

been transformed to coppice, or clear-felled for arable or pasture. It is far easier to 

clear a site of wood-pasture to arable or pasture than it is with coppiced woodland, 

especially when the income from such a site is not as high as from coppice. Such 

wood-pastures were generally small, and did not have the longevity of landscape use 

that many surrounding coppice sites had. This form of past management possibly 

explains why few surviving ancient woodlands have a historical association with deer 

parks. 

Case Study: Ubley Park and Compton Martin Park: Ubley Wood and Compton Wood 

1) Documentary Material 

Documentary evidence of Ubley park is present for 1280, when the King ordered 

Roger de Clifford, Justice of the Forest beyond Trent, to allow Roger de Amery to 

have five bucks from the Forest of Mendip to replace the five that had escaped from 

his park at Ubley (Cal.Close R., 1279-88 p.32 [reference supplied by James Bond]). 
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There is further documentary reference to the park and potentially associated trees 

from 1313-14, recording persons who had 'forcibly entered the park of Richard de 

Amery at Ubley, broke his houses there, burned a paling, felled and uprooted trees 

growing in the close, and carried away the trees (Cal.Pat.R. 1313-17 pp.64, 67, 246 

[reference supplied by James Bond]). Evidently the park was not popular, and it may 

be it was a relatively recent erection causing discontent among the local populace. 

The period was one of famine and deprivation, and this may have been the impetus 

for breaking into the park. 

The date of abandonment of the park has not been ascertained. Greswell (1905,255) 

states that the park covered an area of 104 acres in the time of Henry VI. During this 

period there is a documentary reference within Ubley to 'Le Lipyat' that may be 

related to the park (SRO: DD/SIHYlO [reference supplied by Dr Michael Costen]). 

Neither Ubley park nor Compton Martin park are illustrated on Speed's county map 

of 1610 though this is not proof that they had ceased to exist. 

The date of formation and abandonment of Compton Martin park is less well known 

than Ubley. There is a reference from 1348 concerning servants of Sir James Daudley 

who had 'committed waste and destruction in the parks, woods and gardens, to the 

value of £40' (Cal.IPM IX, Edw.III, no.117, pp109-12 [reference supplied by James 

Bond]). Only one woodland associated field-name is present within the bounds of the 

deer park on the Tithe map. This is a small field called 'Withey Bed' (see Fig. 5.14) 

that potentially has no direct connection with the park. A larger number of woodland 

associated field-names are present within the bounds of Ubley park, the majority 
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Figure 5.14. Ubley park and Compton Martin park (outlined in blue) and the ancient 

woodlands Ubley Wood, Ubley, and Compton Wood, Compton Martin (boundary of 

deer parks: Isies,J 987, i (8). Woodland associated field-names from respective Tithe 

map have b n mapped within the park boundary (for field-name App ndix 1). 

The present woodland within Compton Martin park is not shown on the Tithe map. It 

is argued that should woodland have been present within both parks, to avoid 

browsing by deer, it was managed as wood-pasture, a less intensive form of 

management than the coppice-with-standards present within Ubley Wood and 

Compton Wood, and one that would not bring in a comparable constant income. It 

may be that when the parks fell into disuse wood-pasture was either clear-felled or 

transferred to a site of coppice, thus explaining why few surviving ancient woodlands 

have a historical a ~ ociation with deer park . 



being coupled with 'Black Bushes' (see Fig. 5.14). Rather than woodland, it could be 

referring to scrubland or the burning of fields to return fertility to soils. 

2) Fieldwork 

Hedgerows and standards (where present) were surveyed within the boundaries of 

both former parks. Evidence of since-cleared woodland was not recorded within the 

hedgerows. No ancient pollards were recovered. All the hedges were species poor, 

with an abundance of Hawthorn and Blackthorn. None of the hedgerows were 

situated on banks suggestive of woodbanks or coppice compartments. Present 

woodland within Compton Martin park is not shown as such on the Tithe map. The 

woodland is a site of young Hazel coppice with occasional standards, none being of 

great age. The woodland was not contained by sizeable woodbanks as are the nearby 

ancient woodlands of Compton Wood and Uhley Wood (Fig. 5.14). 

Uhley Wood and Compton Wood are ancient species rich coppice-with-standards, 

situated on a steep north facing slope south of the two parks (Fig. 5.14). Both 

woodlands are surrounded by good sized woodbanks. There is the strong likelihood 

that the two woodlands were present before and during the period of use of both parks 

(age-range for Uhley wood discussed in Chapter 7 and Compton Wood in Chapter 4). 

Situated on what would otherwise be considered marginal ground it is argued that 

those establishing the deer park deliberately avoided such high income coppice sites 

that would be difficult to continue managing in the same fashion if contained within a 

park. 
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Though woodland may have been present within both Compton Martin park and 

Uhley park, it was a comparatively smaller area and its management may not have 

been as intensive as in Compton Wood and Uhley Wood. To avoid browsing by deer, 

woodland within both parks was probably wood-pasture, a less intensive form of 

management than coppice-with-standards, and not supplying a comparable income. 

Deer Parks and Woodbanks 

Medieval deer parks were usually between 100 and 200 acres in size, though some 

royal parks were larger (Cantor,1982,73; 1987,107). Whilst woodbanks have the 

ditch on the field side, those surrounding deer parks had theirs inside the bank. On 

top of the bank would be set a wooden paling to prevent deer escaping. Deer-leaps or 

leap-gates allowed deer to enter a park but not to leave it again. Other forms of 

boundary include stone walling. This greater expense of emparking was particularly 

favoured by the crown and by episcopal and monastic owners (Bond,1994,142). John 

Leland remarks on the ruined stone walls of two parks one mile south-east of Bath, 

belonging separately to the Bishop and the Prior of Bath (Chandler,1993,429). 

The connection between the stone walling of deer parks and the stone facing of 

woodbanks is arguably more than coincidence. Whilst the status symbol of deer parks 

is widely acknowledged the possibility that woodland embanking could be closely 

linked to symbols of status has been largely overlooked. The very act of embanking 

woodlands is a cultural signature and emphasises upon the financial and labour power 

controlled by the owners. The earthwork remains of later medieval deer parks are 

usually much slighter than earlier examples (Lay & Isles,1979,12). This is the same 

for the embankments of woodland and it is likely that we are witnessing a similar 
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position with deer parks in that the functional method of enclosing an area was closely 

entwined with the political motive of display, and that later slight embankments 

represent the decline of importance as a status symbol. 

Conclusions 

Within this Chapter differences in the method of embanking woodland has been 

demonstrated. The expense and effort involved in the creation of these banks has 

been highlighted through examples of the incorporation of natural features and field 

systems. The impact upon woodbank morphology through the 1285 statute on 

woodbank clearance was found to vary for each site. 

The increased manipulation and intensification of woodland management through the 

prehistoric period into the Roman period and its potential for enclosure was revealed. 

The possibility of Saxon woodbanks being described in the charter evidence was 

considered and rejected. The potential for embankment within the study area to be 

directly related to the transfer of woodland management from wood-pasture to 

coppice-with-standards was investigated, with the suggestion that this intensification 

was as early as the Anglo-Saxon period. 

Discussion of the trench excavation of Cheddar Wood was related to the functional 

and display arguments concerning woodbank morphology. It has been shown that 

there is a marked difference in the method of woodland enclosure not just between 

south-east and south-west England but also on a local scale within the study area. 
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Profiles of woodbanks from the ancient woodlands of the West Mendip Hills were 

compared to examples from those surrounding Bath, exposing a sharp distinction in 

average width. The contrast in the chosen method of enclosure between the West 

Mendip Hills and the remainder of the study area was considered to be partly related 

to different pressures upon the resource and also to the political aspect of display. 

A table was constructed considering the loss of woodland area through different sized 

woodbanks. The incredibly high labour investment involved and the massive area of 

woodland lost to the creation of these large earthworks suggests that the principal 

cause for their erection was not functional. The financial value of woodland since at 

least the medieval period and its consequent relationship to enclosure has been 

stressed. This in tum would lead not only to the protection of this resource but also 

the construction of banks as a means of laying claim upon the landscape. 

From analysis of the location of deer parks, current ancient woodland, and past 

woodland, it was argued that when establishing parks large coppice sites were 

deliberately avoided. Deer parks within the study area would have contained small 

areas of wood-pasture and when the parks fell into disuse such woodlands were either 

cleared or transformed to coppice thus explaining why few surviving ancient 

woodlands have a historical association with deer parks. Whilst the status symbol of 

deer parks is widely acknowledged the possibility that woodland embanking could be 

closely linked to political purposes of display has been largely overlooked. 
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What we are witnessing is that many of these woodbanks are monumentalising 

woodlands, recontextualising the landscape in a political and cultural statement of the 

energy that lies within the power of the owners of these high-income resources. 
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